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To develop a continuous line of vocational training in
'similar AotomOtiNc Mechanics programs so that students
may-continue their education at the secondary and post-secondary levelawithout loss,of time or waate of effort
in repeating tasks'thathaveJbeen,Mastered previously'.
To provide a system where teachers can cooperate effectively in, providing a continuous occupational development program where-the level and type of training that
leads to entrY-level employment skills Will be clear to
students, teachers, other educators, and employers.

METHOD:

Automotive Mechanics teacher representatives,from four
secondary level vocational centers of The School District
of Greenville County and post-secondary level Automotive
Mechanics teacher representatiVes from he Industrial
Division, Greenville TeChnical College were brought
together in task.force committee meetings and workshops
to survey very,similar vocational course's of training to'identifY poSsible,overlap or gaps as students continued
Automotive Mechanice'training from the secondary level to
the post-secondary level. In addition, there was interest
in lateral articulation of similar programs at the secondary.
level. An articulated, performance-based (competency-based)
instruction objectives guide was developed by the Automotive Mechanics Task Force Committee to facilitate
articulation.. By the task analysis'process, the Task
Force Committee en Automotive Mechanics, identified the
essential competencies for Automotive Mechanics for a
.student to continue training'or for initial entry into
the labor market.in an Automotive Mechanics related field. .
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Major objectives for competency were stated, performances
to obtain the objectives were identified and- placed.in
sequential order, instruction time was estimated, and
performance standards were stated.
Finally, outComereferenced (criterion-referenced) -measures of competency
were deVeloped as a guide in articulating..
RESULTS:

As a result of this project, .the Articulat4d, Performancebased Instruction Objectivea Guide:for Automotive Mechanics,
was deVeloped. This articulatiOn guide,-however, is not
a final product since it must be field-trial tested and,,
revised. 'Modifications and iMptdvements to the Guide are
expected since the process of education mist be cdntinually
reViewed to ensare.that objectiyeaare Valid and are
being met as best they Can bemet under given conditions.
A,Policies and Procedüred '.4uide'was developed to aid
articulatidn,activities in an, earlier phase of the project

and were used 6 direct articulation activities.
Two workshop guides, developed during the earlier phase
of'the project were used eo assist task force committee
participant's in writing performance-!based objectives,
performance actions to reach the oblectives, perkormance
standards, and outcome-referenced tests.
These guides contain how-to-do-it SectiOns distributed tä
teacher participants. The workshop guides and the Policies
and Procedures Guide were revised during this phase of
the articulatiOn program:
.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS t

LEVEL:

Secondary

TITLE:

- Automotive Mechanics I

DESIGNATION:

AUTO MECH I

DESCRIPTIdN:

Automotive Mechanici i teaches the liasic fundaamptala of the gasoline autoplobile byalloWingstudents to work on laboratory engines And mock-upa
prior to actually_ undertaking actual rr.pair jobs.
Under the supervisibnof.the instructor, students

COMPUTER NUMBER:

743

perform repairmotk pn aelectedjobg broughtinto
.

the automotive mechanica sholp.\

The students-become
skilled in-lOcating and diagnoaing troubles and.
making repairs on all-makes and modela of gasoline
.automObilep.
denerally,'the Working.doriditions and
equipment.found in the auto mechanics shop will be
coiparable to those of many large aUto,service
departments.'

OBJECTIVES:

Meet minimum industry performance standards of performance in ...
',identification of ahop safety'hazards, practicing
shop safety requirementa, shop first aid; identi
fyingt stating,purpose, and demonatrating how to.use
and maintain common shop tocils, equiliment and machinery; identifying, stating purpose and application
of Standard Shop Operating Procedures'.

identification and stating the purpose and operation
of the major assemblies and.their Components and
demonstration of Operator maintenance of the modern
gasoline'fueled automobile.

.

,P

Listing the vocatipnal opportunitiea in the automotive maintenende field, practicing interpersonal
relationships with the employer, fellow worker, and
the customer.
Doing oil changei, vehicle lubrication, tire replacement and repair, and vehicle Winterization.
Inspection, maintenance, removal and replacement of
automotive cooling ayatem_components,

Inspectionservice,*taintenance, removal and re.,
placement of automotive heater components if automotiveair conditioning is uot taught.

Inspedticin adjuStment, repair, And replacement of
-brake systema.

Intpection, adjustment, replacement or repair of.,N,
systedo and components.

-

Inspection, adjustment, serVice, replacement or
repair of auOmotiVe. drive
train with_ manual trans,
mission.
.Inspection, maintenance, repair, and replacement, or
overhaul .of.the AUtomobild gasoline engine, to
Include the engine-eystem:
.

,

Inspection, servide, Maintenance, And repairt or
replacement-of components, of the automotive air
conditioning syStem,.to inclUde,the automotive
.heater.

Inspection, service, adjustMentmaintenance and
repair, or .replacement of comOdonents Of the automatic transmiesion:.

.

Inspection, maintenance, -and repair, or replacement
of components of the automotive electrical system.
InspeCtion, service, Maintenance, and repair of'
,.a.ntomotive emissions control systems.

Practical application of completed instruction in a
simulated autotobile Maintenance shop'envirdnment.
PREREQUISITES:

RECOMMENDED:

None
Suggested Grade Level:

11

For optimum success, students should be able to read
at the tenth grade level and students who do not
read at°the eleventh or twelfth grade leVel may
experience difficulty understanding shop'manuals and
specifications, repair instructions, And inter.

preting diagnostid eeiuipment.

-Mechanical ap titude.and a high degree of manual
dexerity typidally are needed for success as an
automotive mechanic.,
PhYsiCally, the automotive student must be able tci:
stretch, bend, stoop, and reach
-'
lift, carry,,and place.heavy Objecta
read fine markings. on variout gauges
eee and hear well, either naturally or
with correction

.2
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perform precise alignment and assembly,of
components
The student Should like aCtivities that:
mechanidal
Use the,hand6 to assemble and4disassemble
Oarts/sssembiies
involve diagnosing 'varions taifünctiOns
'and prObrema
involve performifig intricate and preCise
operations on-machines
typically are indoor

The automotiveAnedhanids.student should'be prePared
Ito:*

- work Witt*Chanda in grense and, oil
folloW. Written instructions in detail

lift objects of2considerdble weight
work in various positiona

.

follow safety -rules to safeguard. #1e,

wellbeing of all studenti in theshOp
accept responeibility'for safeguarding
'_expensive equipment
extol:alp-to_ a cuatomer what Is beifig,done

and Why
The student shoald have adequate math Skil1s'to:
ealculata rate and lees.for labor and
.parts costs,
measure ratios and vOlume
make preeis4:meaautements such as Using
the aiicrätheter to 111,000.or 1/10,000 inch
accurately computing arithmetic probletS

REQUIRED/SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONALHOURSt
System
Division
Credits
Hours

,

:Year
-Class
Lab
3

540 .

Total
3'

i-.

3

2o

540

LEVEL:

Secondary

TITLE:

AdtoMotive Mechanics II

DESIGNATION:

-ADTOMECH II

DESCRIPTION:

Automotive Mechanics II reviews., expands, and applies
the principles learned in Automotive 'Mechanics I.

OBJECTIVES,:

Upon -completing AutomotiVe Mechanics II, the ttudeni
should-demonstrate coMpetency inAutomotiVe-Mechanics

COMPUTER NUMBER:

744

620.280 tatks by:

-

PREREQUISITES:

lepairinvoliethauling,' and maintaining;automotive,
vehicles by applying knoWledge of service prodedures,
anti using hand and power tools.is well as specializad
automotive equipment; ditcussing with customers or
-reading work orders and examining And testing vehicles
to determine the:nature and extent of, repairs or
service required. -Removing units, tuch as engine,
transmiseion, tr differential, psing wrenthes and
hand tools,-and inspecting parts for wear and defects,
visually arolby using Micrometers and gauges. Re-=
pairing or rebdilding'units, using hand, power, and
machine tools. Replating units in vehicle, and
aligningand securingzsing-hoist and:hand tools.
Tuning engines andtesting the functioning of vdhicles
Repairing and
with electroilic-diamostie equipment.
overhauling Other standard automotive systems such
as cooling,ielectrical, fuel, exhanst, and steering
systems, and specialized-units. Recording workrdone
and parts'and materials used,'on,wrirk order or job
ticket, and vehicle condition repint.

Automotive Mechanics I
Suggested Grade Level:

REQUIRED/SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

System
Division
Credits
Hours

12

'

rear

Class
.

Lab

3
540,

Total
3

540

or,

21.

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION:

Given typical aituations with an automobile, the
student will demonstrate Such services as lubrir
cation, changing or adding fluids to the automobile,
'kUt,ar.7.servicing, servicing-tires, and.inspectingand replacing systets components according to 'speciIications.and to meet minitum industry performance
standarda.
Given basic antomotive- servicing tools, equipment,
and machines, typical automOtiVe.situationsto
service, the student, within the scok of his/her
training and experiente,
locate and.Aiagnose
faults and'make thejwceSsary adjustments, repairs,
replacementa, or Service so the autotobile Will meet

.

mini:Mum industry :performance standards.

Through outcome-referenced measures of knowledge and
skill, the student will demonstrate the competencies'
expected to suctessfully enter the automotive mechanics
field or to qualify for additional mechanical training
in:specialized autotottve servicing or in.diesel
engines.

JOB
QUALIFICATION:

Id trataing, just as'it is ia the field of work,
individual differences and interests must be recognized.
Suc- cessful

completion Of all modules of training,
should.qualify.the graduate
entpr the automotive
mechanics field as an Automotive Technician.
.

With a minimum of at least one year of successful
experience in:an automotive maintAnance shop, the
graduate should'be qualified to become a Master
Autamottve Technician and to pursue certificat on in
.automotive servicing.
Graduates who do not satisfactorily comple e the
_full course of training may be competent to ualify
for one of the following Specialized aread of s rvicing.
Service.Station.Spedialist
7-Automotive Brake Technician
.7 Automotive Fuel Systei Maintenande-Repai
Technician
- Manual Transmission and Rear Axle Tech itian
- Automotive'Front. End.Technician
-.Automotive Heating - Alr Conditioning Techni
- Automotive TransmiaSion Technician
- Automotive 'Elettrical Systems Technician
Other graduates who demonstrate .competenty in only
part of the totalscope of training may qualify for
initial employment in one of the following'areas Of
the automotive.servicing field.

5

- Tire Servicing
- Auto Parts CoUnter Service
.

,Skilled mechAnics usually earn between two and three,

tiffiii thiliall5rate as entry leiel-wOreathoirff--experience.

W0iKING
CONOITIONS:

Most automotive mechaniod work between 40 and 48
hours a week, but many may work even longer during .
busy periods: -Often, hourlyworkers earn overtime
rates for additional work.
mechanids Work inaoors. Modern auto-%
-mobile service departmentalenerally are well venti=lated, heated and lighted. Older or sMaller service,
shop& may not have these advantages.

Automotive mechanics typically work with dirty and
greasy parts, ahd in awkward positiom. Minor cuts
and bruise& are common.
Serious accidents may be
avoided by observing,good safety practices.
'-

Typically the automobile repair buSiness in not very
vulnerable to changes in ecOnomic conditions and,
mechanics can expect steady wórk.
The'majority of-automotive mechanics will work in
shops of less than:five persons.

n+.

SECONDARY DESCRIPTION

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC&

Graduates of Autopotive Mechanics haye.been trained in the basic fundamentals of the automobile. Under the close supervision of the instructor,-work is cc:inducted-on laboratory engines and mock-ups prior to
the student accomplishing Selected repair jobs that are brought into the
automotiVe mechanics laboratory. ..Graduates are competent diagnose and'
locate troubles-of ali makes and models of automobiles and are able to
bake the necessary-repairs or replacements to engines, fuel or other
systems, and various'ae-dessories.
The working conditions, tools; and
equipment found in automotive mechanics laboratory are comparable to
those found in most large auto service departments.
Recommended course content include:.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Safety
Proper techniques of using hand tools
SerVice manuals
Test equipment

Bodyservice
Engines
Transmissions
Fuel'systems
Electrical syStems
Cooling syStems
Suspensions
Braking systems
Diagnosis
Estimating cost

Outline of High School Credit Courses, Columbia, SC:
of Education, p. 126, 1980.
,

7
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State Department

POST-SECONDARY DESCRIPTION
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS.

To keep up'with increasing technology Automotive mechanics covers, such
topics.as emission controls, air conditioning systems, oomplex electrical,
vacuum,- and hydraulic accessories, and Much more that tomorrow's
automotive technician must know. The technician is thoroughly trained
in theory, diagnostic techniqUes, and a wide.variety of. auroblotive
servicing skills.
Automotive Nachanics_is a four quarter diplOma program offering training
in the technical and-manual skills essential io the testing, diagnosis,
and servicing of motor vehicles.
.

Suggested SeqUence of'Required Courses:

FIRST QUARTER

COURSE
-NUMBER

COURSE TITLE'

MAT 167
Applied Math ..!AutomotiVe
AUt lil -Power Plant Fundamentalà
&UT 112
Fundamentals.of Automotive. Electricity
AUT.128
Tools & Equipment, Use, Care and,
Maintenance
WLD 125
Automotive Welding

CLASS

LAB

5

0
3

5

4

3

3

4

.2

3

3

3
17

3

4

12

-2r.

1.

G

3,

3

0

3

3

6

5

13

12

17

3

0

CREDIT

5

.

SECOND,QUARTER

ENG
PHY
AUT
AUT

151
111
123
124

Language APplications
Applied Physics
Fuel Systems and Carburetion
Electrical SySteMs I

THU]) QUARTER
PSY 112
AUT 121

Industrial Human Relations
Internal Combustion & Engine
Reconditionint
Power Train I
Automatic Transmission'Systems

AUT 133
AUT 109

12

8

2

.6

4

2

3

3

11

21

18

5
2

3
6

6

2

1

3

3-

3

4

0
15

20

4'

'

FOURTH LEARTER
,

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
ECO

132
142
143
131
100

Brakes I
Steering ahd Suspension Systems I
Automotive Accessories
Automotive Diagnosis and Repair. I
Consumer Econothics
.

3

15

25

4

3
.

P.

o

4

-Addit4nal Fees and Requirements for Automotive Mechanics include:
'Uniform clothing as spedified.

Personal tddl set._
Safety glasses.
extbooks .as apeoified.
4e

4

Industrial Divisibli patalog, Greenville Technical College, Greenville,
SC:
Greenville Technical Calege, p. 8-9, 1980.

9
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_

a

10ST SECONDART- :OURSE-DESCRiPTION
_

,

-MTORDT1VE MECHANICS_
_

,ILea 167:- :APPLIED MATNIAUTDMOTiVE

=

_

,

"Mathematical applicetiOnd-f6r-autOMOtiverepairMien.

c5-0-5)

AUT 111, POWER.PLANT FUNDAMENTALS!
"Student learns automotiVe7fUndstentals, 'principles of engine operations,
incluiing_ALcalculat4.00,:ekflciency-dOmbustion theory,,,etc. Types otengines.tyiinders, and-vs* 'arrangements-, lubrieationS, fuel.exhaust
systems andHeooling are_also-In4ided.

"1

,

AUT 112YFUNDAMENTALS--DFAUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY
"A -study-of the-fundithentels ofelectricity and magnetism. This courSe
familiarizes the student with_basic circuits, batteries, :cranking motors
and ignitieni -System.- (5-17.4'

AUT 128

TOOLS & EQUIMENT,,USB,' CARE, & MAINTENANCE

_

"Students iain knoWledge in the proper selection of tools and equipment,
when to Use, proper applications including maintenanee and safety.
(2-3-1)

WLD 12---AUTOMOTIViWELDING
H A study.of panel:04S of'oxyacetylene and arc welding, basic principles
of cutting and applicationd of eadh as applied to auto repairs. (3-3-4)

'

AUT 123

FUEL SYSTEMS AND CARBURETION

0

,

"A, basic course of:gasoline-engine fuel system study. This, includes
principles of earburetion and.:_components of the_luel_systems, such as,
fuel pumps, system pluibing, Manifolding and fuel injecting. (30-;.5)

AUT 124

ELECTRICAL-SYSTEMS k

"An advance study is made of electrical sys'iems components arid operation.
Included in this Study Are printea circuits, alternatorth and.generstors,
various.types of wiring including those used on'commerpial vehicles:

All -amponents are checkedwith modern testing anddiagnOstic equiptent.
The student Will demonstrate his'mastery of the-subject_by troubleshooting
Slectrical syStems snd repairing based-on:his findings. (4.414)
,

-

10
7

'AUT 121

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE RECONDITIONING

"The Step process of engine overhaul is accomplished through class
discussicn aad sholl demonstrations with student.participation. Students
are required to perfOrm in-all phases of "rebuild": cleaning,epecifiacatiOns, pertinent Measurement, Assembly and '"runin" of unit. "Live"
(4-12-8)
engines are utilized and Made operational.
V.

AUT 133

_POWER TRAIN r

"A study of clutches, conventional automotive transmissions ani overdrives: Indluded are drive line with universal joints; differentials
and rear axles. The student will demonstrate hig ability to rebuild
(2-6-64)each of these units.

AUT 109

AtIOMATIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

"A basic study of automatic,(hydraulic) transmissions by an individual
study of.fluid couplings, torque converters, principles of automatic
controls and planetary gear. systems, with maintenance and repafr service.
-

included.

AUT 132

(2-3-3)

BRAKES r

"A stud): of the fundamentals hydraulic law8 and their application to
Students will be performing periodic pref.
automotive brake.systems:
yentive maintenance, rebuilding hydranlic systems, replacing brake shoes
and servicing the disc brake.systems. (5-3-,6)

AUT 142

411

STEERING & SdSPENSION SYSTEMS I
.

.

"A technidal and practical study. of .the principles of automobile-and
'truck suspension'eystems, including steering, alignment and wheel balancing.
The. student liecOmes familiar with-the use and application of balancing
and aligntent equipment.
(2-64)
.

AUT 143

AUTOMOTiVE ACCESSORIEg

41This study includes short sessions on the, various types of automotive,
accessories designed for safety and comfort. Students will troubleshoot
and/or make repairs and adjustments on automotive accedsories.

AUT 131

AUTOMOTIVE DIAGNOSIS & REPAIR I

"A ,practical study by cotrelating previous instructions, diagnosing to'
--determine cause of a,specific-probleM, performing preventive maintenance.
and 'repair services. Me student wilI become proficient in performing
these services and-in the use of diagnostic and repair-equipment.
(3-4-4)

Industrial DivisionGreenville, Technical College, Greenville,-SC:
Greenville,Technica), Coblege', pp. 37-38.,9,,, 1280=82.
.

11_1,

6.1.

'SCOPEOF PROJECT
AUTOMOTIVEMECRANICS

(4milarTrainidg),

Secondary Level
(Year or 9-months system)

Post-secondary Level
(Quarter system)

Autcmotive Mechanics I

AUT 111

power Plant
FUridAmentals

AUT 112 - Fundamentals of

Automotilie Medhanics,II

Autöindltimie

Electricity
AUT 128

.

and EquiPmeritv

Use, Cate add
Maintenance.
,AUT 123 - Fuel Systems
and Carburetion

Unless otherwise specified,. secondary level courses are based on the 180
day school year system 40 post-secondary level courses are based on the'
quarter system..

The post-secondary level:Courses.are those of the Automotive Mechanics
Program, Industrial Division, -Greenville Technical College.
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SECONDARY LEVEL
AUTOMOTIVE MEPANIeS
OBJECTIVES

Meet minimum induatry-,performance standards of performance in

listing the vocational opportunitiea in the automotive maintenance
field, practicing interpersonal relationships with the employer, fellow
worker, and the customer.
Identification of shop safety hazards, practicing shop safety requirements,-shop kirst aid; identifying, stating purpose, and demonstrating
how to.use and maintaincommon shop tools, equipment and machinery;
identifying, stating purpose and application of Standard Shop Operating
Procedures.

Identification and'stating the purpose and operation of the major assem'blies and their components and demonstration of operator maintenance of
the modern gasoline-fueled automobile.
.

Performing oil changes, vehicle lubrication, tire replacement and repair, and Vehicle-winterization,
Inspection, maintenance, removal anti raplacement of automotive cooling
system components.

Inspection,'service, maintenance, removal and replacement of automotive
heater component.i.
N.

Inspection,.service, maintenance, and repair, or replacement of cow..
ponents of the automotive air conditioning system.

Inspection, adjustment, repair, and replacement of brake systems.
Inspection, adjustment, replacement or repair Of automotiVe fuel systemsand components.

it

Inspection, adjatment, service, replacement or repair of autOmotive
drive,train with manual tranamission.
Inspection, service, adjustment, maintenance and repair, or replacement
ofcomponents of,the automatic transmission.
Inspection, maintenance, repair and replaceient, or overhaul of the
automobile gasoline engine, tà include:the engine system.

Inspection, maintenance, and repair, or replacement of cmnponents of the
automotive electrical,system.
Inspection, service, maintenance and repair of automotive emissions
control systems.

13

Inspection, service, adjuStMent, maintenance and repair, dr replacement
of automptive-diesel engine systems Such- aa the full-!ignition,system.
Practical-application of completed instruCtion, in a simulated automobile
maintenance shop enViroUteht:^

14

SUGGESTED :
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS quRRY.OuLum LEVELS

RATIONAL
The secondary Automotive Mechanics curriculum has been described in a
laterally articulated sequence based on currentinstructiOnal practices
and so:that the student will progress throngh three distinct levels of
knowledges and skills-competency that should result after introductory
training, and,completion of the : rst yea*, and graduation from the twoyear secondary program. The curriculum design shouid.prepare the student
.who desires to obtsin part-time employment in automotive mechanics while
completing high sdhooi:

LEVEL I
During initial training, the automotive mechanic student will acquire
the necessary knowledges and skills'to service automobiles, trucks, and
other automotive vehicles with fuel, lubricants, and accessories.
Fills the fuel tank of vehicles with-gasoline or diesel fuel to a level
specified by a custoter.. observes the level of oil in the crankcaSe and
the amount of water in the radiator, And adds required amounts of oil
-land water.
Adds necessary amount of water to battery,.and-washes windshield of vehicle. -Lubricates vehicle and changeS the motor oil (LUBRICATION StRVICER). _Replaces accessories, such as oil filter, air filter,
windshield wiper blades, and fan belt. Installs antifreeze and changes
dpark plugs. Repairs or replaces tires (TIRE REPAIREA)-. Replaces
fights, and-washes and Waxes vehidle.
Collects -cash from customer for
purchases and makes change or charge6,purchases using tustomer charge
plate. May.adjuat brakes (BRAKE ADJUSTER).
May-sell.batteries and
automobile accessories usually found in service stations. 'May assist in
arranging displays, taking inventories, and making-daily reports.
Possible entry employment might include (SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT) or
apprentice (LUBRICATION SERVICER), (URE REPAIRER), (BRAKE ADJUSTER),
OR (PARTS COUNTER WORK).

Level II
Designed as a continuation of Level I currimilui, Level II emphasizes
additional indepth study of each Unit Of the autOmobile. Completion of
this curriculum level will provide the-student with job-entry skills at
the beginning trainee or apprenticeship level.
Performs minor:repair and tune-up of automotive vehicles. Removes and
replaces spark plugs, ignition contact points, and condenser, using hand
tools. Attaches leadsof electronic engine tester, or of voltmeter and
timing light, and makes minor adjustments on carburetor and timing to
improve performance, using hand tools.-

15
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Services, replaces, and.adjustejectrical and fuel system cómponents,
according to manual specifications, using special and standards hand
tools.

Cleans and adjust throttle and Chóke linkages.. C:Replades compope6ts,,
such ,as sno$1k absorbers, brake shoeS, wheel .bearings, lights, radiator
caps, batteriee, and'filters. Adjust-brakes to,reMedy minor defects..
Removes, repairs, and-replaces tires and' tObes, using:itpact wrench and
pneumatic tire changer. :Replaces defective cOmpOnentS of exhaust system.
Lubricates (LUBRICATION MAN), refuels; tests,.and serviceS cooling,
system of vehicles.,

Employment while completing training might be as an (APPRENTICE MECHANIC)
mechanic trainee in an auto-service business.

LEVEL III
Curriculut Level 111 is a continuetion of level II.
Ii,ocii.rers the
entire automobile in greater detail; providing students with the knowledges
and skills to enable- them to perform, diegnosie and repair of various
automotive components and, sYsicm6.
-

Repairs And oVerhaulS autoMobiles, trUcks and other adtomotive vehicles.

Examines a vehicle (Attom00I4UsTtR4.DIAGNOSTraAN) and discusses with
the owner .(REPAIRriSERVICE ESTIMAT014 SERVTCE WkiTER) the nature and eXtent of malfunction; daiage or service needed.
Plans work- procedures',
using technical manuals, and eicpekience. Raises vehicle, using'hydeaulicjack or hoist,'to gain access to ulechanfcal units bolted,to.underside of
vehicle. Removes units, such as-engine, transmission, or differential,
using wrenches, and special equipment. Disassemblies diit and inSpecte
parts for wear, using miCrOmetersi caliperS,,and thiCkness gauges. \Repairs and reOlaces parts, such as-pistons, rods, gears, valVes, and;
bearings; using mechanic's hap& tools.. OVerhauls, or replacei carbdretors,
blowers, generatorS,, distribUtors, starters, and puMps.
Rebuildb Parts,
,

such as crankehafts'and cylinder blogs, usin&lathers, shapers'drill
presses, and Welding equipment: Rewires ignitioü systeM,,, lights, and
instrument Panel. Relines and adjusts brakes, align front did, repairs
or repladeS'shock absorbers', And kepairs Minor leaki in radiators. Replaces and adjuSts bewilights and installs and repairs accessories, such
as radios, heaters,iiirrokS, and xdndshield Wipers.
Employment, typically, will be entry level as an apprentice mechanic in.
such areas as: -(AUTO)'DBILE MECHANTC, MOTOR), (FOREIGN CAR ATTENYU)T,
(SERVICE STATION MEdHANIC), (DIAGNOSTIC TECHNICIAN), (SERVICE MANAGER
TRAINEE)-, (BRAKE --FRONT-END-SPECIALIST),-(WHEELILIGNMENT-SPECIALIST)-,
or (MECHANIC).

16
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--sBUGGESTED duip4TNE
.:THREE iEVELS, TWO fti6a
.AurpmagilltmtegAnds TRAINING
-,(Pecondary, LeVel)*

(*Post.,secendaty leVel endoMpasSea training deacribed,
.

on-a one year program.)

1st Year
I.

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Level I (15 hours)

A.

2nd Year

11,(5 hours)
(Level 1.plus 5 hrs. =g 20.hrs;)

Level III (5 hours)
(Level II plus 5 hrs. ,= 25-hrs.)

(Sub-podule) ,BAFETY

Recognizes all phases of shop.ind
personal safety as practiCed in
the autoMotiVe serVice industry
and defined by local, state, and
federallsafety regulatory agen-'
cies. sSchool-aill Shop regulation
and personal-safaty practices are
an integral part uf,all segments
of performance.
;Practices shop safety.
(Fire,
cleanliness, orderly work
area, lifting, acid, good
ventilation, :etc.)

Follow reqUired.proCedures
for shop hazard, emergencies.
(Burns; electrical shock,
injury, poison, carbOn monoxide, fumes, etc,).

34

Level II is based_upon the information presented in Level I.

Level III ie based dpon the,information presented in Level I and II.

B.

(Sub-module)

CAREER 'OPPORTUNITIES

CoMpates opportunities in
the autoMotiVe seivice industry (career education).

_Conyadts VOcational Career information concerning the antomotive

Expands%knowledge concerning
job description.

maintenance .industry;',.,inter.

-personal relationships of thc
mechanic and- fellJew empl6Ters/.
supervisors, the Oustomera,
.

Recognize opportunities and
job aimilability for the
Automotive Technician.

fellowmotkers, and the craft.
Identi4T how to get a job,
hold a job, and earn advance-,
merit:
(Good refetences, first
impressions', reliability,
quality performance, etc.) '

Identify how to meet people
'and to be accepted by fellow
employees.'
Enumerate the technician's
responsibilities toward his
employer, the customer, and
his craft;
(The work ethic,
honesty, legal concerns,
public relations, and shop
image, etc.)
.

C.

Job Performance and Work Attitude

D.

Shop Math

E..

(Sub-module)

TOOLS-1 EQUIPMENT, AND MACHINERY

.

Identifies, uses properly, and maintains ccimmon hand tools and
measuring devices.

Additional emphasis is placed on
the limper use of advanced equip-,
ment.

Identifies ihd uses properly items of common shop equipment,,
'(Jacks, lifts, air compressors, etc.)'

Identifies, and uses-properly items of common used shop
machinery. (Grinders, drills, etc.).
F.

(Sub-module)

,

AUTOMOTI1,E FASTENNRS

Identifies and Uses automotive
fasteners.
G:

(Sub-module)

a teners correctly.

SHOP PRACTICES/PROCEDURES

Able to choose and use related technical information, shop practices
and Standard Shop Operating Proceduree.

38

Uses automotive

Familiar with an correctly
applies Standard Shop Dperating
Procedures.
(Fl t Rate Manual,
Job Orders, lart Requisitions,'
CommOn shop Te
nology,)
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H.

(Sub-modUle)

INTRODUCTM.TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM

The Motor.Vehicle: .MajorAssembly'Identification, Primary
Componenta of Assemblies, Aseembly and Vehicle Mechanical
Operation and Driver MaintenanCe.
Librication and Tires:
Classifies types, purpose, application,
and operator maintenance.
Cooling System:
Explain purpdae, operation, major parta, and
operator maintenance.

Brgking System: Recognize purpose, operation, major, parts, and
operator maintenance.

.

Fuel System:
Identifies purpose, types of fuel, system operations, major parts,,and operalor maintenance.
t.)

Steering System and Fronl End: Studies purpose, operations,
major parts, and operator maintenance:
Power Train and Manual Transmission: Identifies purpose,
operations, major parts, and operator maintenance.
Engine:
Explains purpose, operations, malor pares, and operator maintenance.

Automobile Heater and Air Conditioners: Studies purpose,
operation, major parts, and operator maintenance.
Automatic Transmission: Interprets purpose, operation, major
parts, and operator maintenance.
Automotive Electrical'Systems: Identifies purpose, operations,
major parts, and, operator maintenance.
Emissions Cnntrol: Explains purpose, operation, major comionents,
and operator maintenance,

40

2.

LUBRICATION::
lieveJ I (5 hours)

,

Level I siUdentsAni'erpreta thedry,
nOmenclature, beigic,construction,

dab.

and operatiOn of. -Varioda typ.es-cif

automotive enginea; indluding

fdeld, combudllonlubrication, and
othdr engind sdpport-systems.

According-to mannfaaureea
specificationa and to-raw
minimdm industry4erformance
standards.
t

1.

2.

3.

Check'fiuid 1ev41s*
'Change oil and air filters
Lubricate vehicles and
equipment

*See also Level I tasks in
other automotive systems.
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3:

AUTOMOTIVE 'ENGINE-MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL
e

'Level r

(20 hours)
(Level I plus 20 hrg.

(See Lubrication and Vehicle
Operating Maintenance.)
.

(55 hourS)
Engine Servicing
(Level:II plus 55 hrs.
85 hrs.)

30 hrs.)

Level II is based upon the.basic'
skills and_knowledges developed in
Level I. Differentigtes repairs to
automotive engines including
gasket, Seal, and.component
replacement. Demonstrates proper
use of' basic alagnostit equipment
euch is Compression gauges and
leak testers:. Able to:

z

,

Level III identifies more advanced
theory of reciprocating, rotary,
dieseL 2,-;cycle and 4-cycle, airand liquid-Cooled, internal combustion engines. Increases ex-periences typical at job shops.
Perform ilispections, maintain,
repair, replace, and overhaul the
automotive gasoline engine (less
electrical and'fuel systems);
according to:manufacturer's speci-

fications and to meet minimum
industry performance standards.

t.)
n.)

3.

Perform Engine Vacuum Test.
and Determine Needed Repairs
Replace valve cover gaskets;
Replace outside seals;

4.

Replace and reAir motor

1.

2.

1.
.2.

3.

4.

mounts.
5.
6.

42

Service Cylinder heads;
Service valve trains; general
Measure and service cylinders
ana replace piston rings;
Check and replace main and
rod bearings;
Remove and replace engines;
Perform major overhauls, including measuring, removing,
and replacing such major,
components as crankshafts,
camshafts, and connecting rod
and piston assemblies.
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-2nd Year

1st Yeai

ENGINE-MAINTENANCE
-

-

1-

-

-

-

REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL TASKS INCLUDE:

Clean engines,
:
Inspect exhaust systems.
Inspeet er remove and replace exhaust manifolds.
Remove and'rePlaceengine mounts.
'Perform operational inspections of positiVe crankcase
ventilation aystemi.
a
Repair or'service erankcase Ventilation systems.
Run compression:test.
Perform dYlinder leakage test.
Perform cylinder balance test.
Diagnose valve train And head malfunctions.
Clean engine parts and make visual check for condition.
Remove and replace pan and valve covers.
Perform operational inspections of engine lubrication systems.
Remove.and replace gaskets and seals.
Remove And replace head gaskets.
Inspecrhead for warp.
Adjust valves.
Remove and replace valves.
Grind valves.
Resurface valve seats.
Remove and replace camshaft.
Remove and replace camshaft hearings.
Remove and replace valve lifters:
Knurl valve guides.
Remove and replace oil pumps.\
Repair oil pumps.
Remove and replace timini geard\and chains.
Remove and replace flywheel.
Remove and replace flywheel ring\ears.
Remove and replace engines from vehicles.
Remove and replace connecting rods and bearings.
Remove and replace pistons.
Remove and replace rings on pistons.
Remove and ieplace crankshaft and bearings.
Inspect crankshaft and connecting rod assembly using
micrometers and other equipment.
Inspect and correct bearing fit.
.
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FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
(15-hours)

Develops a thorough understanding
of the principles,of carburetion,
eihaust, and fuei, delivery systems
and components.

(80 .hours)
(Level -,I plus 80 hrs. = 95 hre.).

(80 hours)

LevellI depends upon the knowledges
and skillà developed in Level I.

Level III is dependent upon the
knowledges-and skills developed inLevel I and II, Instructional.
emphasis isplaced on the diagnosis
and service of carburetors, fuel
pumps, fuel gauges, tank units,
and emission control devices.

Performs inspections, adjusts,
regairs, orreplades, And colaponents of the automotive fuel
system, _according tomanufacturer's specifications and to
meet adnimum industry performance'
standards.
1:,

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Clean or replaees fuel filter
units.
Removes,'services, or replaces fuel pumps or fuel
lines and hoses.
Installs carburetor.
Inspect and measures fuel
flow and pressure of system.
Adjust carburetor.
Inspects, cleans, and Adjusts
choke unit (automatic and
manual).
Inspects, Services, or replaces gas tank, cap'and
sending unit.
Repairs or services carburetors.
Adjust fuel injection system.'

(Level II plus 80 hrs. =475 hrs.)

Upon'completion, the student is
able to:
1.

2.

Rebuild carburetors.
Diagnose and repair fuel
system malfunctions.

46
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5.

EMISSIONS CONTROL AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

...Haurs

are included as part of.Tuels...

Level I

'Level IT

Knowledgeable of air pollUtion:
fattors involved in an con-,
tributing to Automotive emissions
types.and opekationi-Of common
emissions controlled by U.S.
automobile .makers as well as
leading foreign makers.

Develowthe knowledges and skills
required to inspect, scrvice,
repair, or replace the six mast
common emissions contiol system.

-Level III

-

1.

Servicesi repairs, or rePlaces
positive trankcase ventilation

2.

.Check and service fUel
evaPoration systems.
Services, Tepairs, 'orreplaces
air injection systems.
Services, repairs, or replaces
thermostatic aik cleaners.
Test And service exhaust gas
recirculation value operation.
Services, repairs,,or.replaces
engine modification systems.
Removes and replaces catalytic
converter.

s'ystems,
1.

2.

Study the air pollution
problem.
Interpret 'factors involved
in and contributing to automotive emissions.

Inspection and replacement of
aid cleaners, heat risers, PCV
valves, and exhaust systems
may be covered.at this level.
Upon completion, the student
is able to:

.3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Inspects, removea, and re-...

places tail pipe and/or muffler.
I.

2.

Service PCV system.
Inspect exhaust system
for leaks or damage.
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Diagnoses and repairs
individual manufactuierS'
emission:control system
components.

6A,

COOLING SYSTEM

-6111.

(20 Hours)

HEATING

*6C.

AIR-CONDITIONING

(15 ,honrs)

(20 hours).

(LeVel I plus 30 hrs. = 50 hrsj
COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENAACE.AND REPAIR
'

Perform inspections, maintain,
remove and replace automotive
systems components; according
to manufacturer's specifications
and to meet minimum.industry performance standards.

(teVel II'plus 15 hrs, = 65 hrs,)

AUTOMOTIVE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR:

.

Petform inspections, maintain,
service, remove,.and replace the
automotive heater, as an item
separate from the air condttioner; according,to manufacturer's
specifications and to meet minimum
industry performance.standards.

-

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Perform:inspections, service,
maintain, repair or replace
components of the automobile air
conditioner system; according to
manufacturer's specificationa and
tO meet minimum Industry performance
standards.
(Automotive Heater may be integrated into this instruction)

cs,

.Interprets the theory and operation of engine cooling system.
Able to:

1.

Check and correct coolan:

Level II builds on the knowledges
and skills developed-in Level I.
Knows passenger heating systems
and related control systems.
Able to:
1.

Check and replace water
pumps, freeze plug, fan-

1.

clutch.

2.

2.

Check and replace heater
controls.
Inspect and replace defroster hose.

level.
2.

Replace and/or adjust
belts.

3.

Check'and tedt radiator.
cap.

4.
5.

Inspect and replace hoses.
Check coolant freezing
point.

6.

Pressure test cooling
system.

Level III continues developing the
knowledges and skills inquired in
Level I and II. ,Demonstrates install'ing, servicing; and troubleshooting
Able to:
of air conditioners.

3.

Check air conditioner for
satisfactory operation.
Service air conditioner control:component-8.

3.
4.

5.

Discharge system.
Remove and replace air conditioner fan motor.
Remove and replace dryer in
air.conditioning unit.

7.

Test

and: replac'e thermostat.
Check overfloW, tank and

Replace heater water control

6

Remove and replaCe freon
ctintrcil valVe in
con'ditioning unit.
RemOve and replace expansion
valve, J.ri .air conditioning,
. unit.
-

flushr cooling- system.

8.

1Remcife:-.44" teplace ,coMpressor

11.

Perform, chemiCal teat
on .Coblant System..

9.

Remove and, replace Condenser

12.
13.

Replace water pumP.
Replace variablO épeed

19.

8.'
.9.

accessotieS-:,
-Remove and reinstall. rad--

.4.

cOre:
5.

,rilagnose -heating: syslem inal-

kunCtions.,

iators.10.

Chemically

,

cleatt and,

in 'aii.,conditionitig unit..

fan.-

14.

Replace core '(freeze)
plugs.

air

11.

_Remove

'and' replace evaporator

air conditioning

unit.

Aepair or, remoVe' and ieplaée

air conditioning compreisor.
12:

13.

14.

Pressure 'test, performance
testi and leak test -the system.
Diagnose
conditioning
malfunctiona.
Repair, a/c eledtrical circuits.

air
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7.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL EYSTEMS *MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Inspects,.maintains, repairs,' or xeplaced_onlY the automotive engine electrical system, tfie battery, and
replaces bulbs and fuSes.of the lightingsystem.

Expands the competency of the mechanic to.perform tasks of--.4UTOMOTIVE ENGINE--MAINTENANCE, REPAIR,
-AND OVERHAUL (previously described).
I.

(Highest skill level) IrispeCts, maintains, repaits, or replaces all components of the automotive
electrical system; accordingto manufacturer's specifications and to heet Minimum industry performancdstandards.
(30' hourd)

Applies basit electrical
theory and nomenclature to
perform minor service.on the
electrical system and minor
servicing of electrical coinponents. Able td:

(100 houts)
(Level T plus 100 las. m 130 hrs.)

Level II builds upon the experience gained in-Level I. Expand&
theott, in greater detail, and
ability to diagnose electrical
system piobiems.
Electrical
service Orocedures skillsand
knowledge for the .overhaul of
electrical units aye expanded.
Uses diagnostic eiquipment to
locate dystem malfunctions.

,

(120 tiours)

(Level II plus 120 hrs. = 250 hrs.)
.
Level III is a.continnation'of
Levels I and II.
Indepth knowledge
of electronic systems and components
is gained along with knowledge and
skill in more 'sophisticated testing
procedures. Able to:

.

i

,

I

Able to::
1.
2.

3.

4.
.

Check spark plugs and
replace as needed.
Check spark plug.wiring.
Clean and-replace distributot cap towerS, wiring,
and other minor electrical
units.
'Service charging system
output, adjust belt, replace belt.

1.

2.

Set ignition thning,
Replace generators or

1.

El/situ:tie alternator, generator

,alternators.

2.

and reguator output.
Analyze or adjust engine performance using engine analyzer.

,Replace starters.
Replace starters solenoids...
5. : Rephir generatots or
alternators.
6,
Analyze malfunctions in the
cranking system.
3.

4.

l
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.4
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5.

Test, service or replaae
batteries; cablea, And
battery boxes.
Perform operational
inspections, of lighting
and electrical systems.
Test and replace fuses.
Replace light tulbs,
Replace\flaSher units.
Remove and replace stoplight siteh.
Adjust, back-up light
switches.
Adjust headlights.
.

,

,

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
,

11.
12.

7.

-Replace and adjust dis-tributdr.

8.

kepaix or replace switches,
Remove and repair windshield
WiPer meehanisms or controls.
Retove.ana replace fuse box

-9.

10.

3.

Inspect and test secondary
circuit leada,.plug wirea,
distributor cap, and rotor.

4.,

Impact ignition switch,
redistor, wiring, coil, points
and condenser of the primary

asseMbly.'
11.
12.
13.

Replace chassis and under-hood
wiring.
Test and rewire dash units.
Asalyze cause of electrical
malfunction.

5.

6.

7.

circuit.
Locate and repair shorts and
and open circuits in wiring.
Tests, repairs or of Transistor
ignition systems.
Perfarm complete engine
tune-up.
.

8.

Overhaul Distributor,

h.)
1.0

.55

\
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,

8A.

DRfVE TRAIN

8B.

DRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE'ANDREPAIR

8C.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION MAIN
TENANCE AND REPAIR

(15 hours)

(15 hours)
(Level / p1us-15 hra. = 30 hrs.)

(195 hours)
(Level II plus 195 hrs. .= 225 1irs.

Interprets basic information
concerning standard and
automatic transmissions,
differentials, clutches,
and universal joints. Able

Inspects, adjusts, .services, repairs or .replaces the components
of the automotive drive train
with a manual transmission; according to manufacturer's specifications and to meet minimum industry
performance standards.

Inspects, services, maintains,
adjusts, repairs, or replaced
the automotive automatic
transmission; according to
manufacturer's specifications
and to meet,minimum-industry
performance standards.

to:

Level III gains knowledge and
diagnosis, overhaul, and
replacement of clutches,'
standard and automatic
'transmissions, transaxles, and'
differentials (both standard
and limited slip). Able to:

Level II is a continuation of
Level I. Gains knowledge and
skills necessary to diagnose
drive train problems.
Able to:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Check fluid levels in
standard transmission.
Select fluids.for-proper,
application.
Inspect universal-joints
for wear or damage.
Lubricate U-joints.
Lubricate speedmeter
cable drive gear and
housing..

6.

Check fluid level in
automatic transmission
and fill to proper level.

1.

2.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Adjust a clutch.
Repair or replace slip-joints
or U-joints.
Replace manual transmission
gaskets and seals (in-car
repairs).
Replace pilot bearings.
ReOlacechrowout bearings.
Replace transmission mounts.
Adjust mechanical-type clutch.
.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Replace clutch.
Overhaul autr;matic

transmissions.
Overhaul transaxles.
Overhaul standard and
limited slip differentials.
Diagnose transmission
problems.
Adjust floor linkage.
Adjust linkage from steering
column to automatic
transmission.
Adjust linkage from engine
to automatid transthission.

9.

10.
11.

Clean and visually inspect
transmission.
Replace or adjust modulators,
Service filter.
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8.

Adjust externaliehift linkage
on manual tran6MiSsions.

_12.
13.

LEVEL 4 AND'OVEL III mg,OVERLAi.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.

14.

Replace-Or adjiifit neutral
switch.
Melte ,bandS adjustments.

ReM6ye and
-matic transmiesion.

Replace 'amanual-tr#nsmiipn.
Rebuild 'manual transmission
(major repairs;.
Rep1ace-reat.7akle Otilit, bearings and seal.
Replace pinion seal.
Replace differentials.

6

saskets; and lines on
16.

17.

autoMatit transthissions.
Inspect, remOve, and
replaée converter.
Perform operational auto-

matic.transmission
inspections.

9.

WHEELS AND TIRES

(30 hours)

Interprets basic fundamental:6'a
tirewand wheels, including repair
and replacement procedures. Able

(2H hours)
/
:(Leve1,1 plus 20 hrs...= 50/hril)

(50 hours)

Level II is a continuation of Level
I.
Able-to:

Develops additional skills on .Wheels
and tires--wheel alignment in
particular.

to:

Training overlaps with,St,eerihg and:- -;

Suspensioh, Curriculum Level III.
1.
2.

3.

Remove and replace tire,
tube, and rim assembly.
Repair flat tires..
Recognize both causes
and remedies of abnormal
tire wear.

1.

2.
3.

Perford front Wheel bearing
serVices, remove, clean, lub
ricate,'replace, and adjust.
Diagnose tire and wheel mal
functions:
Balance wheelq and tires.

C'r
-

10.

STEERING AND SUSPENSION (FRONT END MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR)

\

Perform inspections, maintain, adjust, repeir,'or replace, the components of the,automohile steering front
end, and suspension systeMs; abcording to manufacturer's specifications and to meet minimum industry
performance standards.
(15 hours)

?(45 hourd)

.(45 hours)

(Level I pius 0 hrs. = 60 hrs.)
Identifies and performs
routine maintenance oper7
ations on manual and power
steering assemblies. Able
tO:

1.
2.

,3.

4.

Lubricate front and
rear suspension.
RePlace belts and
adjust tension.
Check and correct
power steering fluid
levels and belt
tension.
Lubricate ball joints.

(Level II -plus 45 hrs. = 105 hrs,)

Level II_is a continuation.of the knowledges andakills developed in
Level I. lhowledge\and skill in
minor steering compOnent replacement is-gained and introdutto
knowledge concerning the theory
of suspension geometry is gained.
Able to:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

,

Level III is a continuation of the
knowledges and skills deVeloped in
Levels I and II.
Knowledges and skills
are gained in training in steering,and
suspension component's. Able to:

Replace tie rod ends.
Replace idler arM.
Replace shock absorbers.
Perform visual inspections
of suspension systems.
Inspect and service front
wheel bearings grease seal.
Inspect steering linkage.

1.

Diagnose steering and suspension
problems.

2.

Terform caster, camber, and toe-.-

4.

in.adjustments to manufacturers
specifications.
Replace ball joints, coil springs,
leaf springs, upper and lower
control arms, rod ends, and bushings.
Adjust worm and sector in steering
gear.

5.

'

6.
7.

62

Repair or replace manual steering.
components.
Replace power steering components.
Repair tilt and telescoping steering
wheel.
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8;
'9.:

` Inspect 'frOnt.snspensionsirstenis.
keplice piyot; peirits oh' steering

10.

Rebnah 'king _4A:ha §T, link pins.

14.

Replace

ball 'jöinta.

:

^.---AerilacefrOntsnsPensioirnontriiil--.
arms :and. bnSb4ings..

13.

Adjuat

Or. replaiee torsion and

ttnnnion

141

Balance-wheeld-And

15.

Inspect and replce

steering

Spindles.
16.
17;

:Inapect and 'align' front end.

InSpect

and

align- rear end-.

11.

BRAKING 'SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Perform inspections, adjustments, repairat and replacements of, components Of the automotive braking system;
according'to manufacturer's specificationaand to meetinininimM Industry performance standards.
(15 hours)

(50 hours)
'(T.1éve1 I plus 50 hrs. = 65 hrs.)

(20 hours)
"(Level II plus 20 hrs. = 85 hr0.0

Gains knowledge of brake system
fundamentals. Able to:

Level II is a continuation of the
skills and 1-nowledgea gained in

Level III continues the learning,
process of levels I and II.
Knowledge and'.
skills fOr, total brake system diagnoSis
and repair is gained. Able to:

1.

2.

Identify types and grades
of brake fluids.
Check masferoylinder-fluid
unit and fill to proper

1.

2.
3.1

levels.

Inspect brake lines for con- 4.
dition and leaks.
---- 5..
Inspect parking brake-opera7 6.
tion.

7.

Adjust service brakes.
Adjust hand brake linkage.

2.

Inspect brake-pedal--h--

3.

and'perform requ'irekadjust-

4.

ments.
Free up parking brake cables.
Replace hand .brake linkage.
-Bleed hydraulic-brakes.
Adjuat-hand brake linkage
and'exterial band'.

14

5;
6.
7.

,shoes.

8.
9.

Inspect and turitrotor disc
brakes.
Inspect ana refinish brake drums.

10.
11.

Radius grind brake shoes (minor use
Inspect, repair, or replace Wheel

12.
13.

Rye gilcier
.ro;

14.

65

Diagnose brake system problems.
Service.brake warning system.
Service brake metering Valve.
Inspect, repair' Or replace
self-adjusters.
Replace brake hoses and lines.
Inspect and replace brake pads
(disc brakes).
Inspect and replace brake

replace master cylinder.
Repair or replace hydraulic power
brake component.
Perform operational brake inspections.
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12.

-AUTOMOTIVE SEkVICING

InSpectipg, testing, adjusting, repairing, and replacing components in
the processing of "Troubleshooting".automdtive systemS.

Level I

Level II

Level III

Introductory skills gained.'
v

Advanced and specialized skills
developed.

.

"ftagnosillg and Troubleshooting.

Standards for Vocational Automotive Service Instruction, Detroit, MI:
of the United States, Inc., 1979.
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Motor Vehicle Manufacturdis Association

DIESEL ENGINE ThEORTAND-: ---

TOPThilufEr'
SERVICING THE DIESEL FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

Level I
(

LeVel II

hours)

The diesel engine may be introduced during the orients-,
tion to the Internallcombustion
engine.

.

Level III
(
hours),

,

-hours)-

(

Upon completion of theoryorientEitiou, graduate is able

Upor
,letion of thia performance
or orientation.training, the gradu'.ate will be able to:

to:
1.

2.

:Identify similarities and
differences between conventional spark-ignition
engine and a diesel engine.
Identify fuel-injection
system and..o
Explain hov.i the speed
'of the diebel engine is
contr011ed,by.controlling
the amount Of,.!uel injected.
Starts, runs, and stops a
diesel engine.
Locates and,uses emergency
shut-down levers and controls.
Describe the basic safety
precautions to take when,
working on diesel.engines.

1.

,2.

.

3.

'

3.

,

4.

5.
6.

4.

5.

Describe the basic safety
'precautions to take .when workr'
ing owdiesel fuel-Injection '
syetems.
Identify a mechanical. fuel
'injection system.

-Identify e1daronic fuel injection systems.
On electronic fuel-injection
sfstems,'identify the ECU,
various sensors; and fuel
line nozzels.
Pkactical training (OPTIONAL);
,may.continue.to^include disassembly and reassembly of
fuel-injection systems, preventive maintenance scheduling,
and limited troubleshooting
of diesel systems.' (See Task
'

1

.Listings)

.

Instructional Times

Automotive Service Curriculum by Levels
Level I
Percent
Hour-

Subject Matter

Level II
percent
Hours

Level III
Percent
Hours

,

Introduction to Automotive Mechanics
Safety
Career Opportunfties
Job Performance 4 Work Attitudes
Shop Math
Tools & Equipment
Fasteners
Shop Practices & Procedures
Intro. to Automotive Systems

7

11
6
4
5

.

11
2
2

37

Lubrication

4

Auto, Engine Maintenance,
Repair, and Overall

11

20

223

Fuel System Maintenance & Repair

4

16

34

Emission Controls & Exhaust Systems

7

26

Cooling
Heating
Air Conditioning

63
31
63

Electrical Systems

25

40

54

Drive Train

57

15

96

Wheels & Tires

4

10

Steering & Suspension

5

14

73

4

20

66

Braking System Maintenance & Repair
Automotive Servicing

,

#

Servicing Diesel Fuel
Injection System

10
321

Totals
CURIiICULUM LEVEL I
CURRICULUM LEVEL II
CURRICULUM LEVEL III

71

.-

100.0

321 Hours
563 Hours (LEVEL I + 242 Hours)
1000 Hours (LEVEL II +,517 Hours).

242

100.0

517

100.0

ADTONOTIVE-HEC4ANICS

STANDARDS__
1.

All safety reCommendations are standard procedures.

2.

Follow shop manuals, specifications and equipment operational
manuals unless otherwise, indtructed.

3.

Prior to working under the hood of a vehicle, place fender covers on
fenders and, on completing work, remove covers and store them
properly.

to
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SAMPLE
---7
OUTCOME-1REFERENCED TESTS

-

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

This articulated, performance-based instruction guide is destgned to
answer three critical questions necessary for quality instruction.^
First, what should be taught?
niR

The objectives of the articulated:, performance-based vocational
education program are oased on extensive task analysis aad validation.

The task objectives represent what employers in business and industry
say is important for entry level job success.
Second; how should it be. taught?

It should be taught using the latest "state-of-th&-art" instuctional technology incorporated into each unit.
Students are taught the knowledges, skills, and attitudes needed
for successful and productive employment.
Third, how should students be evaluated?

Students are evaluated using a validated competency-based approach
to determine student proficiency in vocational knowledges and
skills.
-

The minimut standards are those required for successful entry in
the next high level of training or for successful employment.

,

These sample tests are.included to illustrate how the student's cool,-petency in vocational skills and knowledges may be measured with validity
In addition, the test samples are included to promote
and reliability.
standardization in the evaluation of vocational students in similar
programs.

--Test items-have-been-constructed solely-from-the objectives of the
vocational'program. The statement_of the objectives indicate the level
of knowledge or skill to be tested. Tas .:. force committee participants
have attempted to write tests that agree with objectives in the behavior
requested, the given conditions, and the desired standards of performance.
NOTE:

Unless the test Is marked "Revised" or."R," the test items
_should be considered as field trial editions currently under
review and revtsions.

Service or performance checklist forms included in this guide represent
vendor supplied forms or forms currently u3ed in training.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECIIANICS

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

SUGGESTED.

TOTEM-

HOURS

Unit 1.0

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

A.01

Review School Policies and Procedures.

3

A.02

Orientation to Shop

1

A.03

Review Course Objectives'and Standards

3

1.0-B

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

B.01

Classroom Safety

1

B.02

Use Personal Protective Equipment

1

B.03

Practice Safety in Using Power Tools
(and Machinery)

1

B.04

Identify Typical Shop Safety Hazards

3

B.05

Demonstrate orInterpret Emergency Procedures'
to RespOnd to Shop Injuries

2

Dellonstrate Fire Safety Precautions and
Practices

3

B.06

1.0-C

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

C.01

Identify Typical Automotive Mechanics and
Related Career Opportunities

3

C.02

Obtaining a Job

1

C.03

Identify Technicians Responsibilities Toward
the Employers, Customer, and Craft

1

Identify How to Meet People and to be Accepted
by Fellow Workers in the Service Field

1

C.04

1.0-D

JOB PE4FORMANCE AND WORK ATTITUDES IN
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

D.01

Job Performance

2

D.02

Work Attitudes

2

41
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1 .

E.01-

Basic 144-di RevieW,SiMpleactions-

E.02

Basic'Math ReView--:.Dedimala and Percentages

1

E.03

Reading Micrometers

2

E.04

Metric Measuretents and Ecidivalents

,

1

1.

1.0-F

"AUTOMOTIVE MECRsANIQS - TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

F:01

'Identificationand use d4f Common Hind Tools
and MeaSuring Devices

9

Identify and Properly use Gömmon Automdtive
Shop Machinery

2

F.02

1.0-G

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - AUTOMOTIVE FASTENERS

G.01

Identify and use Automdtive Fasteners

1.0-H

AUTOMDTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP PRACTICES AND
PROCEDURES

H.01

Shop Practices and Procedures

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION To
AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

I.01

LAtidarion and- Tiree

3

1.02

Cooling System

3

1.03

Biaking System

3

1.04

Fuel Systems

3

1.05

Steering System and Front End

2

1.06

Power Train and Manual Transmission

6

1.07

Engine

6

1.08

Heater System

2

1.09

Automatic Transuu.ssion

2

1.10

Electrical System

6

1.11
Air\Conditioners
TOTAL HOURS

2

1

85
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2.01

Draining add Refill Eniine Oil

2.02

Change Oil Filter Cartridge

2.03

Chassis Lubrication

2.04-

Inspect, Service, or Replace Carburetor Air
Cleaner

1

"TOTAL HOURS

Unit 3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND,
OVERHAUL

3,01

Diagnose Needed Engine Service or Repair

1

3.02

Perform Engine Vacuum-Tests and Deiermine
Needed Repairs

1

3.03

Replace Valve-Cover Gaskets

5

3.04

Replace Outside Seals

3.05

Replace Motor Mounts

3.06

Perform Cylinder Compression Tests aad
Determine Needed Repairs

'4
8

.

2

3.07

Remove Cylinder Head(s) From Engine

3.08

Disassembling a Cylinder Head

3

3.09

Inspect Valve Spring Retainers and 'locks

2

3.10

Inspect Valve Guides for Wear, Check Valve Guide
to Stem Fit, and Determine Needed Repairs

1

Inspect Cylinder Heads for Cracks, Gaskei Surface
Area for Warpage, and Check ,Passage Condition

3

3.11

3..17

.

4

__Reaasembling_Valve Components-44-thHead

12

2

3.13

Installing Cylinder Heads on Engine Block

6

3.14

Steam Clean Engine

4

3.15

Inspect EXhaust System

2

,3.16

Replace Exhaust Manifold(s)

12

3.17

Testing a Positive Crankcase Ventilation System

2

3.18

Perform Cylinder Leakage Tests and Determine
Needed Repairs

3

43
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Determine Needed 0.Repairs
3.20

.3.21---

322
3.23

Diagnose Naive:Train and:Hoad Malfunctions

.6"

Clean Engine Parts and Check:ior CondiEiOn
Perform Operational Inspections of the
Engine Lubrication Systems

4

RePlace Camshaft, Replace Camshaft Bearings;
Replace Timing, Goarsand Chaiñs, Replade
Gaskets an& Seals,' Replace Valve,Lifters
-

18

3.24

Repair and Replace Intake Manifold aid Gaskets

8

3.25

Adjust Valves

6

3.26

InsPect, Replade ondfor Grind Valve Face and
Stem

.

4

3.27

Refacing Valve Seats

4

3.28

Knurl Valve Guide

4

3.29

Remove and Replace Oil Pump

3.30

Replace Flywheel and Flywheel Ring dear

3.31

Remove and Replace Engine From Vehicle

3.32

Remove and Replace Connecting Rods and Bearings,
Remove and Replace Pistons and Rings, and Inspect
Parts with Micrometers and Plastigauge

16

Remove and Replace Crankshaft and Bearings,
Inspect With Micrometers add Plastigauge
for Proper Bearing Fit
TOTAL HOURS

8

33

32

3.33

31
254

Unti 4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND RERAIR

4.01

Replace a Fuel Filter

4.02

Repairs or Services Carburetors

4.03

Adjust Carburetor

4.04

Inspects, Cleans, and Adjusts Choke Unit
(Automatic and Manual)

2

Install Carburetor

3

2

12
2

.

4.05

44
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,

-ReMokegy:AerVices,:_jor,Replaces....Fuel.
,

Liiiés

an& toSea

Inspect and Measures Fuel Flow and Pressure
of 'Systet
4.0,8

Replace Fuel FumP

4.09

Adlustluel-InjectiOn System

4.10

Inspects, Services; or Replaces.Fuel
Sending.Unit

4.11

4.12

4

Analyze for Moisture'or Foreign Particles in
Fuel Tank
.

Diagu.ose and Repair Fuel Systek Malfunctions
-

4.13
Rebuild Carburetor
TOTAL HOURS

3

12
54

Unit 5.0 EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST SYSTEM"
5.01

Service PCV System

3

5.02

Inspect Exhanst System for Leaks or Damage

4

5.03

Test and Adjust Idle Solenoid

5.04

Check and Service Fuel Evaporation System
(Fuel-Vapor System)

2

Service, Repair, or Replace Thermostatic
Air Cleaner'

2

5.06

Test Air Injection Reactor System

4

5.07

Test and, Service Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Valve Operation

5

5.08.

Inspda and Servicejlanifold Heat Control Valve

4

5.09

Remove and Replace CatalytiC Converter

3

.

5.05

5.10

Inspects, Removes, and Replacrts Tail Pipe or
Muffler
TOTAL HOURS

Unit 6.0

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6.01 A

Check and Correct Coolant Level

6.02 A

Inspect, Adjust, or Replace Fan Belts

45

33

.2

2

6.01 A- ,--Chectr.,alici: Test -40.ator Gap
-

6.04 A
6.05 'A

--6.06 A.

,

,

Test the-cooling System Thermostat
Rresstite Test.COOling Syitem

4

Inspect and ReplCe Water:Hoses

2

.
6.07-A

Check Coolant Freezing Point,

1

6.08 A

Clida Overflak Tank

1

6.09 A

Remove and install Radiators

8

6.10 A.

Chemically Clean,and Flush Cooling S7stem

8

6.11 A

rfolla Chemical Test on,Coolant System

1

6.12 A

Replace Water,Pump'

6.13 A

Replace Vatiable Speed. Fan

4

6.14 A

Replace Core'(Freeze) ,Plugs

6

6.0-B

AUTOMOBILE HiATER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6.01 B

Reverse Flush Heater System (Core)

6

6.02 B

Replace DefrOster Hose

6

6.03 B

Replace Heater Control Units

4

6.04 B.

Remove and Rep'aCe Water Heater Core

12

6.05 B

Diagnose Heating 8ystem Malfunctions

3

6.0-C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6.01 C

Check Air Conditioner for Satisfactory Operation

2

6.02 C

Discharge Air Conditioning System

2

6.03 C

Replace Fan Motor

6.04 C

Replace Drier in AC System

6

6.05 C

Replace Expansion Valve in AC Unit

6

6.06 C

Replace Compressor Seals

6

6.07 C,

Replace Condenser Assembly in Air Conditioning
Unit
46

6

16

10

'7 9

64'08-C

---RAplacefOA-Valve4n-ACAIdit

6

/
6.09 C.
4

C

Replace Air CoiditionerCoMpreasor'

6

Pleasure Test and Leak.Test AC,8ysten

3.,

6.11C

Diagnose Air"Conditioning Hhlfunctions

6.12 C

Repair AC Electrical ,Circuits

6.13 C

Repair Necuum Circuits

2

Inspect'and Recharge Air Conditioning System
with Refrigerant'

2

.6.14 C
,

./

6.15 C
Dvacuate AC System
TOTAL HOURS

2

2

157

Unit 7.0

ELECTRICAL IGNITION$ SY8TEMS

7.01

Check SparkPlugs and Replace as Needed

7.02

Check Spark Plug Wiring

7.03

Clean and Replace Distributor Cap Towers, Wiring,
and Other.Minor. Electrical Units

6

Inspect, Adjust, Remove, and Replade Alternator
Belt

2,

Test, Service, or Replace Batteries, Cables,
and Battery Boxes

6

3

_

7.04

7.05

7.06

'Perform 0pele0onal Inspection of Lighting:
Systems:
Replace Bulbs, Flashers, and Fuses
as Necessary

7.07

Test and Replace Fuses

7.08

Replace Flasher Units

1

7.09

Adjust Backup-Toight-Switches

1

7.10

Adjust Headlights

1

7.11

Set Ignition Timing

2'

7.12

Replace Alternators

3

7.13

Replace Starters

6

7.14

Replace Starter Solenoid

7

47

.

Reparrs'

7.15

r

7.15

Analize Malfundtions in the Cranking Systed

7.17.

Replace and Adjust Distributors
.

2

^

4

.

Repair or,geplace Switchee

2

Repair Windshield Wiper MechanisMs and'conirols

4

7.20

Repair Or.Replace Puse BOx:Absembly,

2

7,21

Replade dhassis,And Underhood Wiring

*

7.22

Test and Rewire Dash Units

7.23

Analyze Cause of Electrical 'MalfunCtion

4

7.24

Replace Ignition Switth and Resistor

4

7.25

Evaluate Alternator and Regulator Output

2

7.26

Repair or Replace Charginig-System Regulator

8

Analyze ot Adjust gagine Performance Using Engine

3

7.18
.7.19

7.27

*

Analyzer-

Strobe Distributor and Modify/Correct Advance
Curves

7.28

.

7.29

Inspect Secondary Circuit Lead Wires, Distributor
Cap, and Rotor,Wand Measure 8eCondary Wire
Resistance

7.30

Inspect Ignition Switch, Resistor, Wiring,
and Coil or theyrimary Circuit

7.31.

Replace Coil.Of the Primary Circuit

7.32

,

2

2

Locate and Repair Shorts and Open. Circuits in
Wiring

7.33

Test and-Repair Transistor Ignition- Systems--

4

7.34

Inspect Points and Condenser of Primary Circuit

1

7.35

Replace Points and Condenser (Tune-up)

2

7.36

Overhaul Distributor

4

7.37

Perform Complete Engine Tune-up

TOTAL HOURS

. 8

111

,48

81

A

Unit 8.0

pkIVE;TRAIi .:LEV,EL I
e`

8.01 A

Check Fluid Le'vels in Standard- Transmiseion.

1

Check Fluid LeVels in Automatic Transmissipn and
Fill- to ProPer Level

1

,

8.03 A

Select/Fluid for:Fzoper Application (Lubricate)

8.04 A

Inspect Universal Joints for Wearor Damage

8.05 A

Lubricate U-Joint3

8.06 A

Lubricate Speedometer Cab?e Drive Gear and
Housing

6

0

2

2

.

,

,

Unit 8.0'

-

DRIVE'TRAIN -I,EVEL II
Adjust a Clutch

2

8.02 B

Repair and Replace Slip-Joints',,U-Joints

4

8.03

Repair, Replace,, or Adjust Front Drive Axle
Assemblies

8.04 B

Replace Manual Transmission Rear Seal, Gasket,
and Bushing (In Car Repairs)

8.05 B

Remove and Replace Clutch, Disc Pressure:Plate,
Release (Throwout) Bearings, Pilot Bea-Angs
(Bushing), and Adjust External Shaft Linkage on
Manual Transmission

8.(,),(5 B

Replace Transmission Mounts

4

8.07 B

Test-Manual Transmission Operation

2

8.08 B

Replace Manual Transmission

6

8.09 B

Rebuild Manual Transmission

16

8.10 B

Replace Rear Axle Shaft, Bearings and Seal

12

8.11 B

Replace Pinion Seal

8.12 B

Diagnose Differential Malfunctions

8.13 B

Repair or Replace Differential

Ufiit 8.0

16

4

8

16

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III

8.01 C

Perform Operational Tests on Automatic Transmission

2

8.02 C

Adjust Column-Type Linkage

2

49

.

.1

8.03 C
8.04 C

-

Adjust Floor Linkage

4

Adjust Linkage From Engine to Automacic
Transmission,

2

;

)

f

8.05 C

Clean and Visually InspectTransmission

8.06 C

Diagnose, Replace, or Adjust, Modulators

2

8.07 C

Service Filter'

4

8.08 C

Replace or Adjust Neutral Safe:7 Switch

3

809 C

Make Band Adjustments (Internal or External)

6

\

8.10 C

Remove'and Install Automatic Transmission

8

Replace ExerhAZ seals, Gaskets; and Lines qn
Automatic Transmission

4

8.12 C

Inspect; Remove, and Replace Converter

4

8:13 C

Overhaul Automatic Transmission

C

12

TOTAL 'HOURS

168

Unit 9.0 VHEEIS AND TIRES
9.01

Remove and Replaces Tire, Tube, and Rim
Assembly
,

9.02

Repair Flat Tire

9.03

Recognize Both.Causes and Remediet of Abnormal
Tire Wear

9.04

Perform
Clean, Lu,

'

2

Wheel Bearing Services, Remove,
Ate, Replace, and Adjust

1

4

,.

9.05

Speed Balance WheelS sand Tires

9.06

Diagnose Tire andWheel Malfunctiors

TOTAL HOURS

4
2
14

,,

Unit 10.0

STEERING AND,SUSPENSION
,

10.01

Lubricate Front and Rear SuspensJon

2

10.02

Replace Belts and AdjUit Tension

1

10.03

Check and Correct'Power-Steering System Fluid
Level and Belt,Tension
Inspect Steering Linkage and Ball-Jpints

,10.04

1

.Replace Tie Rod End (Ball SOcket)

10.05

1

50

'04

2

t's

.

10.06

.Bep lace idler Axm

10.07

Remove .and Replace Shock Absorbers

2

10.08

Remove and Replace McPherson Strut Assembly

4

10.09

Perforh Visual Inspections of Suspension System .

1

10.10

Inspect and Service. Front Wheel:Bearing
and Grease Seal

4

10.11

Inspect and Diagnose Steering and Front
Suspension System- Problems

1

10.12

Replace Coil Springs

6

10.13

Remove and Replace Leaf Springs

10.14

Adj !1st Worm and Sector in Steering Gear

10.15

Repair or Replace Manual Steering CompOnents

10.16

Replace Power Sieering Components

10.17

Repair Tilt and Telescoping Steering Wheel/

10.18

Inspect Front Suspenaion System

10.19

Rebush King pina

4

10.20

Replace Ball Joints

6

10.21

Replace Front Suspension Coltrol Arms and Bushings

10.22 A

Adjust Torsion;Bars

1

2

10
1

.

4

/
.

4

10
2

(

10.22 B

Replace Torsioh.Bi_rs

6

10.23

Balance Wheels and Tires

2

10.24

Remove and Replace Steering Spindle

4

(Ball Joint lrype)

10.25

Inspect and Align Front End

10.26

Inspect and Service Rear End

4

1

TOTAL HOURS

92

51

84

.

Unit 11.0 .

-

o

,BRAKING SYSTEM,IC:NTENANCE AND REPAIR

11.01

identify Types and'Grades or Brake Fluid

11.02

Check Brake Master Cylinder Fluid
and Fill to Proper Levels

11.03

Inspect Brake Lines For Condition and Leaks

3

11.04

Inspect Parking Brake Operation

1

11.05

Adjust Service Brakes (Non self-Adjusting)

2

11.06 A

Adjuit Hand Brake Linkage

1

11.06 B

Adjust External Band

2

11.07

Inspect Brake Pedal Height and Perform Required
Adjustments

11.08

RePlace Hand Brake Linkage'

11.09

Bleed Hydraulic Brakes (Manual)

3

11.10

Diagnose Brake Sybtem Problems

4

11.11

Service Brake Warning System

2

11.12

Inspect and Replace Brake Metering-Valve

3

11.13

Inspect, Repair, or Replace Self-edjusters

3

11.14

Replace Brake Hoses and Lines

3

11.15 A

Inspect and Rep.:ace Brake Pads .(Disc Brakcs)

3

11.15 B

Repair Disc BLake Calipers

5

1.16

Inspect and Replace Brake Shoes

5

11.17

Inspect and Turn Rotor on Disc Brakes

6

11.18

Inspect and Refinish Brake Drums

4

.Radius Grind Brake Shoes

11.19

1/2

10

6

;

11.20

Inspect, Repair, or Replace Wheel Cylineer

11.21 A

Remove or Replace Master Cylinder

2

11.21.B

Repair Cylinder

2

52

'

10

-

11.22

Reiair or Replace Hydraulic Power Brake
Components

11.23
TOTAL HOURS

Perform Operational Brake Inspection.

Unit,12.0

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING

12.0

Service or Repair Autonobiles

4

90

. Unit 13.0

,

4

**

SERVICING DIESEL FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

13.01

AdjuSt Engine Idle

1

13.02

Bleed Fuel System

2

13.03

Olean Injector

13.04-

Replace FUel Injector

13.05

,

"*.

Install and Time Fuel Injection Pump

1

4

TOTAL HOURS

10

TOTAL HOURS

1080
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
.

UNIT/TASK

DESCRIPTION

1.0-A

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

A.01

(Review School Policies and Procedures) Given information an
school policies and Trocedures, apply these policies and procedures on a day-to-day basis.

A.02

(Orientation
instructor's
procedures.
a day-to-day

to Shop)
Given information on school'shop.or
policies and procedures, apply these poliCies and
The.policies and procedures will be adhered to on
basis. Meet standards of the instructor 100

percent.

A.03

(Review Course Objectives and Standards) Given an introduction to the automotive mechanics program, a review of the
course objectives, and minimum standards of performance;
describe the course objectives and the minimum performance
expected to demonstrate cometency in the objective.

1.0-B

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

B.01

(Classroom Safety)
Given atypical automotive mechanics &lop
or job situation, exhibit an awareness of safety practices,
safe-work habita, and-a positive attitude concerning job
safety and accident prevention and meet Standards established
by the instructor.

B.02

(Use Personal Protective Equipment)
Given personal protection
equipment guidelines, personal protection equipment, and a
working situation, use personal protection equipment to meet
the instructor's standards or other applicable standards such
as OSHA.

B.03

(Pr&ctice.Safety in Using Power Tools /:nd MachinerY7)
Given
proper instructions, power tools used in automotive servicing,
use power tools safely according to manufacturer's specifications/ instructions and meet instructor's standards (or
local codes, OSHA Standards).

B.04

(Identify Typical Shop Safety Hazards) Given proper instruction, orientation to OSHA safety requirements, and introduction to a typical shop hazalds; identify safety practices
or safety hazards that violate OSHA Standard's or instructor's
standards.

B.05

(Demonstrate or Interpret Emergency Procedures to Respond to
Shop Injuries) Given proper instruction concerning shop
hazards, emergency first aid procedures for handling injuries,
and a simulated Situations; demonstrate or interpret how to
54

87

perform first aid-for possible shop injuries according to
acceptable first aid techniqueS.
B.06

(Demonstrate Fire Safety Precautions and Practices) Given
Instruction, orientation to different types of fires and fire
extinguishing equipment, and simulated situations; explain
typical steps to take when expeziencing a fire; how to extinguish
small fires to include class A, B, andt, fires; and operation
--of typical fire extinguishing equipment.'

1.0-C

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

C.01

(Identify Typical Automotive Mechanics and Related Career
Opportunities) (.3.7tven instruction, data on the loeal automitive
service industry, primarily auto mechanics arul opportunities
to study the auto service and related industry; identify the
major categories of potential employers in the local community
(and the key characteristics of each).

C.02

(Obtaining a Job)
Given proper orientation concerning the
automotive service industry, describe how to get a job and
hold it to the instructor's standards (or standards of the

.

guidancer,psiatement office).
C.03

(Identify Technician's Responsibilities Toward the Employers,
Customer, and Craft)
Given instruction concerning the automotive
mechanics responsibilities toward the employer, customer,-and
craft; interpret and demonstrate in practical training the
-attitudes-and-performance standards that the local automotive
service industry (or Instructor) expects from the graduate
toward the emplO5rer, customer, and craft.

C.04

(Identify How to Meet People arid to be Accepted by Fellow
Workers in the Servicie Field) Given a proper orientation
concerning how to meet people and to be accepted by fellow
workers in the automotive service field, identify the proper
activities and attitudes to make a good impression with people
and to be accepted by fellow workers, SO percent accuracy- on
written knowledge tests and must be instructor's standards in
demonstrated performance.

1.0-D

JOB'PERFORMANCE AND WORK ATTITUDES IN AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

D.01

(Job Performance)
Given instruction, demonstrate job performance
characteristics that are considered important to entry-level
career success in the vocational field. A "Job Performance
Rating Sheet" will be used to evaluate performancd and all
items must be rated -"frequently" or,above.

D.02

(Work Attitudes)
Given instruction, demonstrate work attitudes
that the majority of potential employers prefer in an entry-level
:worker.
Performance will be evaluated on a "Work Attitudes
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Score Card" and a minimum of 90 percent should be attained.
Performance will be rated through training and .should improve
to 100 percent by the end of the training period.
1.0-E

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP MATH

E.01

kBPsic Math Review - Simple Fractions) -Given a pretest or
examples by the instructor, conduct the following operations
with fractions:
(1) Change any fraction io a decimal number,
(2)-Arrange
and any terminating decimal number to a fraction.
in order.., unit and simple nonunit fractions.
(3) Write
(4)
equivalent fractions in higher, lower, and lowest terms.
Write improper fractions as whole'or mixed numbers, and mixed
numbers as improper fractions. (5) Multiply fractions and
mixed numbers, expressing answers in simplest form.
(6)
Divide fractiona and mixed numbers, expresAng answers in
simplest form. (7) Add and subtract unlike-fractions, expressing
answers in simplest form.
(8) Add and-subtracted 'numbers
with unlike fractions, expressing answers in simplest form.
(9) Use rational numbers to solve simple work problems.

E.02

(Basic Math Review,- Decimals and Percentages)
Given a pretest
or examples by the instructor, conduct the following decimal
math operations: (1) Name the place value of digits in decimal
numbers of up to threL digits before the decimal and three digits
after the decimal. (2). Compare decimal numbers and arrange
them in order.
(3) Write the numeral for any decimal number
of up to three decimal places.
(4) Rouad decimal numbers to
(5) Add and
any designated place value up to thousandths.
subtract decimal numbers,of up to three-digits., (6) Multiply
(7)
decimal numbers by wIlcle numbers or decimal numbers.
Divide a number by a three digit decimal number.
(8) Multiply
and divide decimal numbers by powers of ten, by inspection.

E.63

(Reading Micrometers) Given instruction, a micrometer (typical
to automotive mechanics work), and a practical exercise;
identify the parts of the micrometer, explain how to hold the
micrometer when using it, demonstrate how to read the micrometer,
and given accurate readings from a micrometer drawing showing
gauge settings.

E.04

(Metric Measurements and Equivalents)
Given instrUction in
the metric system of measurements and conversion from United
States Customary units to metric; read and convert dimensions
from one system into the other oh instructor provided problems.
Accuracy should be 100 percent.

1.0-F

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

F.01

(Identification and Use of Common Hand Tools and Measuring
Devices) Given proper instruction concerning the identification,
qse, and care of automotive shop tools and measuring devices,
selected tools and measuring devices; identify, state the use
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of, and demonstrate how to use the tools and measuring devices
meeting instructor's standards.
F.02

(Identify and Properly Use Common Automotive Shop Nachinery)
Given proper instruction, typical automotive shop machinery,
and situations in which such machinery might be employed;
state the purpose of given items of shop machinery with 80
percent accuracy and demonstrate the proper use of the machinery
with 90 percent dccuracy.

1.0-G

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - AUTOMOTIVE.FASTENERS

G.01

(Identify and Use Automotive Fasteners)
Given proper instruction,
various fasteners used in automotive mechanics, and job situations
requiring the use of fasteners; identify, by the propP- termino-.
logy, the appropriate fasteners for the job and use the fastener
properly, meeting manufacturer's specifications and instructor's
standards.

1.0-H

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS -,SHOP PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

H.01

(Shop Practices and Procedures) ,Given proper instruction concerning standard shop operating procedures, appropriate reference
materials, and simulated or typical job situations; choose and
use related technical information, such as shop manuals, flat
rate manual, maaufacturer's specifications, and parts catalogs,
using the proper terminology and parts requisition forms to
the instructor's standards.

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEKS

1.01

(Lubrication and Tires) Given proper instruction, identify
types, purpose, use and operator care of lubrication items and

-

,

tires.

1.02

(Cooling System) Given proper instruction concerning the
operation of the cooling system, identify the purpose of the
cooling system, mLjor components and purposes, and perform
operator care of cooling system to manufacturer's specifications
or to instructor's standards.

1.03

(Braking System)

Given proper instruction concerning automotive
braking systems, identify the purpose, operation, majorTarts
of a braking system, and perform operator care of a given
braking system.

1.04

(Fuel Systems) Given proper instruction, samples of selected
major american and foreign automobiles, state the purposes and
describe the operation of the fuel system. Identify major

parts and identify their purposes; state the types and characteristics
of motor fuels; and perform operator maintenance on fuel
systems.
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1.05'

1.06

(Steering System and Front End)
Given proper instructionto
the automotive steering system aud front end, state the purpose
and describe the operations of the automotive steering systems
.and front end.
Identify and state the purpose of major oomponent
parts of the steering system and front end; and demonstrate
how to correctly perform operator maintenance, meeting the
manufacturer's specifications and the instructor's standards.

(Power Train and Manual Transmission) Given proper instruction,
orientation to different automobile makes with manual trans
missions, identify purposes, operation, and major parts of the
power train system'with manual transmission and perform operator
maintenance meeting manufacturer's specifications and instructor's
standards.

1.07

(Engine)
Given proper instructions and an orientation to the
automotive gas'engine, state the purpose and describe the
operation of t1-..e engine, identify the major component parts
and state their purposes, and demonstrate how to perform
operator maintenance according to manufacturer's specifications
and meeting the instructer's standards.

1.08

(Heater System)
Given a proper orientation, a typical automobile
and shop situatien to service a heater system, state the
purpose and operation of the automotive heater system identify
major component parts and state their purpose, and perform
operator maihtenance on the heater to 90 percent accuracy.

1.09

(Automatic Transmission)
Given an orientation to the automobile
automatic transmission, introduction to typical automatic
transmissions, and operator maintenance of transmissions;
state purpose and describe operation of the. automatic transmission,
identify and state the purpose of major component parts,'and
show how to perform opertor maintenance.

1.10

(Electrical System) Given proper orientation to the automotive
electrical system, state the purpose and describe the operation
of the automobile electrical system, identify and state the
purpose of major component parts, and show how to perform
operator maintenaace.

(Air Conditioners) ,Given an orientation to thg automobile air
conditioning system, typIxal manufacturer systems, state the
rnrpose and describe the operation of the automobile air
conditioner, identify and state the purpose of major component
parts of the air conditioner, and show how to perform operator
maintenance.
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UNIT 1.0

INTRODUOTION TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

A.

ATRODUCTION

B.

SAFETY

C.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

D.

JOB PERFORMANCE AND WORK ATTITUDES

E.

SHOP MATH

F.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

G.

AUTOMOTIVE FASTENERS

H.

SHOP PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

I.

INtRODUCTION TO AUTOY7irrE SYSTEMS
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'UNIT 1.0-4INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE' M,E-CHANICS
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INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS'

TASK

REVIEW SCHOOL POLICIES AND PRCEDURES

.A.01

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:I

.

Given informatiOn on school policies and procedures,,apply these policies
and procedures on a day-to-day basis.

:PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

A.0101

A.0102
A.0103

Review'sschool policies and procedures.
_

Review philosophy of school and state.

Review relevant'safety.policiesand procedures und4r
unit concerning safety and practide good safety,
behavior.

1 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Using information and materials, supplies, review and apply;
school policies and procedures daily.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

'3 Hours

I

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: \
-

-

Student Handbook.
Authorization'and "release" forms (such as safety release).
Written 'Policies and Procedures of the School District.!'
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1.0-A

TASK'

A.02

INTRODUCTION'TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANfCS
-ORIENTATION TO SHOP

PERYORMANCE Q4ECTIVE:

Given informatibn on school shop or instruCtoris policies and procedureS,'
apply these policies and procedures. The poliCies and.procedures will
be adhereCto on a daytorday basis. Meet standards of the instructor
100.percent.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

A.0201

Review with instructor the shop policies and procedures.

A.0202,

Apply, with 100 percent accura,cy, the policies and
procedures of the shop.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Apply informatibn/instructions given during orientation and
throughout training period-to comply with all policies and
procedures of the shop (instructor)'on a day-to-day ,basisi
- Standards of .the_atate, School District, Vocational Center or
high school, and instructor apply.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RECOMMENDED:

-

Shop Policies and Procedures should be written and posted or
distributed to students.
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TASK

1.0-A

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

A.03

REVIW COURSE OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS

,PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an introduction to the automotive mechanics program, a review of
the course objectives and minimum standards of performance; describe the
course objectives, and the minimum performance expected to demonstrate
competency in the cbjective.
This task may be.accomplished in general at,the beginning of
the first year and in detail over the two year training period.)

(NOTE:

Possible Action:

Instructor may require students to identify objectives
and 'standards-as the initiation of each new unit of
instructidn.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
A.0301

Review each major objective.of the automotive mechanics
program.

A.0302

Review the minimum performance standards of the
objectives..

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Using information provided, explain the objectives of the
-course and describe the minimum performance for each objective.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Sours

RECOMMENDED:
-

Course objectives, such as the Task Listing, should be written
and posted or distributed to students.
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UNIT I.0-B

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
SAFETY

UNIT

1.0B

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

TASK

8.01

CLWROOM SAFETY

SAFETY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a typical automotive mechanics shop or job ituation, ext.ibit an
awareness of safety practices, safe work habits, and a positive attitude
concerning job safety and accident prevention and meet standards esta
blished by the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
B.0101

Develop an awareness of hazards and,become more
safety conscious.

B.0102

Develop a serious attitude toward the use of safety
procedures.

B.0103

Prepare for safety before entering the work area.

B.0104

Prepare for safety on entering the work area.

B.0105

Prepare for safety at the work station.

B.0106

Demonstrate knowledge of safety color coding.

B.0107

Practice safe procedures.

B.0108

Prepare for safety on leaving the work environment.

SUGGESTED.IN$TRUCTION TIME:

11 Hour

PEEFORMANCE STANDARDS:

"ZeroLevel" accident record.
Instructor's standards based on recommended resources.
Applicable OSHA Standards.

POSSIBLE RESOURCES:

Current vocational program safety guide publication of The School District
of Greenville County.
Jacobs, Clinton 0., and Howard J. Turner, Developing Sllop Safety, Skills,
American Association for Vocational nstructionir----Athens, .GA:
Approximately 80 pages of brief, visually clear suggestions
Materials.
concerning a variety f shop safety situations. Good student or
resource manual.
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UNIT

1.0-8

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

TASK

B.01

CLASSROOM SAFETY (Con't.)

T1ZOMNENDED RESOURCES (Conft.);
Safety Handbook, A Gaide for Trade and Industrial Programs, Clemson
(No.
University, SC:
Vocational Education Media Center, 1968.
13/2/70, $2.25; Accompanying 31 Transparencies, No. -9/8/68, $5.75.)
Available from Trades and Industries DistriCt Supervisors, Office
of Vocational Education, South Carolina State Department of Education
or from the Vocational Education Media Center, Clemson University,
SC.

Planning for Emergencies, Occupational Safety and Health Short Course
Number Seven, Columbia, SC: SC State Board for Technical and
Comprehensive Education.
Notgrass, Troy.
Safety Handbook for ICT, The University of Texas at
Center for. Occupational Curriculum Development, Division
Austin:
of .Continuing Education, 1978.

RELATED TECHNIC/AL INFORMATION:

-.

-

Regulations of individual school or classroom.
Regulations of The School District of Greenville County.
Codes, laws, and ordinances.
Materials and equipment handbooks and manuals.
OSHA Regulations.
E.P.A. Regulations.

Accompanied by addendum pages:

-

Suggested Shop Safety Rules.
Suggestions for maintaining a clean and orderly shop.
Suggested Personal Safety Guide.
Student Safety Pledge Form.
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Suggested Shop Safety Rules

A.

Keep all hand tools clean, sharp if applicable, and in safe wolking
order.

B.

Report any defective tools, machines, or other equipment to the
instructor.

C.

Retain all guards and safety devices except with the specific
authorization of the instructor.

D.

Operate a hazardous machine only after receiving instruction on how
to operate tha machine safely.

E.

Report all accidents to the instructor regardless of nature or
severity.

F.

Operator turns off power and makes certain the machine has stopped
mining before leaving.

G.

Make sure all guards and barriers are in place and adjusted properly_before starting a machina tool.

H.

Disconnect the power from machine tools before performing the
maintenance task of oiling or cleaning.

I.

Use a solvent only after determining its properties, what kind of
work it has,to do, and hOW to use it.

J.

Use correct, properly fitting wrenches for nuts, bolts, and objects
to be turned or'hold.

K.

Keep the shOp or laboratory floor clear of scraps and litter.

L.

Have instructor check position of lift prior to raising vehicle on
hydraulic lift.

M.

Use safety jacks always when working under a vehicle (or to side of
vehicle raised on jacks, etc.).

N.

Do not smoke or light matches, etc., except in authorized area. Do
not light matches, etc., near fumes of batteries or gasoline or
flammable materials.
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Suggestions for Maintaining a Clean and Ordery Shop

A.

Arrange maChinery and equipment to-permit safe, eft-icient work
practices and ease in cleaning.

B.

Stack materials and supplies safely or store them in proper place.'

C.

Store tools and accessories safely in cabinets, on racks, or in
other suitable devices.

D.

Clear working areas and work benches of debris and other hazards.

E.

Clean and free floors'from obstructions and slippery substances.

F.

Free aisles, traf.fic areas, and exits or materials and other debris.

G.

Dispose of combustible materials properly or store in approved
containers.

H.

Store oily rags in selfclosing or springlid metal containers.

I.

Know the proper procedures to follow in keeping the work area clean
and orderly.

J.

Keep sufficient brooms, brushes, and other housekeeping equipment
readily available.

K.

Clean up any spilled liquids immediately.

L.

Oily rags or oily waste should be stored in metal containers.

M.

Clean the chips from a machine with a brush--not with a rag or the
bare hand.

N.

Do not use compressed air*to'clean yourself or clothing.
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st_Esested Personal.

A.

Wear shop clothing appropriate to the work activity being TerforMed.

B.

Always wear safety glasses or face protection as needed.

C:

Coafine long hair before operating rotating equipment.

D.

Remove ties when working around machine toola, rotating equipment,
or fan belts.

E.

Remove rings and other jewelry when working in the.shop, especially
around electrical systems.

F.

Always conduct yourself in a manner conductive to safe shop practices.

0

SAFETY

STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE FORM

, who is enrolled in Vocational

Automotive Mechanics, will as a part of training, operate machines

and'equiiment providing that the student's parent or guardian give
written permission.

It is understood,that each student will be given proper instruction,
both in the ti.:e of the equipment and in correct safety procedures
concerning it, before being allowed to operate it. The student must
assume responsibility for following safe pradtices, aud therefore,
the student is asked to imbstribe to the following safety pledge.
1.

I promise to follow all safety rulei for the shop.

2.

I promise never to use a machine without firlt having
ipermission from the instructor.

3.

I will not ask permission to use a particular machine
unless I have been instructed in its use, and have made
100 percent on the safety'test for that Machine.

4.

I will report any accident or injury to the teacher
immediately.
Date

Student's Signatu-e

'I hereby give my consent to allow my son/daughter to operate all machines
and equipment necessary in carrying out the requirements of the course
in vhi .h enrolled.

Date

Parent's Signature

Parents are 'cordially invited to visit the shop to inspect the machines
and to see them in operation.
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UNIT

1.0-B

hUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

TASK

B.02

USE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

PERFORMANdi 03JECTIVE:

Given personal, protective equipment guidelines, personal protection
equipment, and a working situation, use personat protection equipment to
meet the instructor's standards or other applicable standards such as
OsHA.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

B.0201

Wear approved safety clothing as required by standards.

B.0202

Wear approved eye and face protection when warranted.

B.0203

*Use special equipment such as dust respirators or
gloves as recommended by the instructor.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Wear personal protective equipment to meet specified work
situation requirements, to instructor's standards (or OSHA
Standards).

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

1 Hour

.

Care of lenses and side shields of safety glasses.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

SAFETY PRACTICESAND RULES
ADDENDUM

Think!

Be-Careful!

It is the responsibility of\each student to ensure that the auto
Each student
motive shop is a safe learning and work environment.
is responsible for correcting unsafe actions being committed by
others. Any unsafe worker is liable to be more dangerous to others
than to himself!

These suggestions for safety practices and rules in the automotive
mechanics shop were developed using the following resource's:
Resources listed in Beferences
Mull, Dennis, "Safety Rules Auto Shop," Automotive Mechanics InStructor,
Enoree Vocational Center, Greenville, SC.
Henderson, WM. Edward Jr., "Safety Guide for Vocational Center Programs,"
1970 (unpublished).

Safety Manual forporth Dakota Vocational Education, Bismarck, ND:
State Vocational Department, ca 1981.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
ENGINE SERVICING SAFETY

1.

Check fuel lines for possible leaks.

2.

Vent exhaust to outside of shop and provide adequate ventilation
when rlinning an engine whether in a stand or vehicle.

3.

Never, stand directly over a cylinder head while installing valvespring.

4.

Keep head and hands away from revolving fan. .

5.

Do not positiOn your 'body directly over a revolving fan.

6.

Block wheels of any mobile engine test stand that you use.

7.

Where necessary, have a carbon dioxide (CO2) fire extinguisher
available for flamnable hazards.

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
HOIST SAFETY

1.

Place crane or hoist directly over object to be lifted.

2.

Do not lift any object unless the chain, cable, or rope to be used
is in good condition and properly attached.

3.

Safety'hook with latches must be used.

4.

Double-check fastening of chain, cable, or rope to the object toensure it is secure before lifting with crane or hoist,
Balance

objee before lifting.
5.

Make sure all peisons and obstructions are clear before raising-or
lowering an engine or vehicle.

6.

Support raised car with stands or blocks before doing work under
the car or remov,ing wheels.

7.

Obtain permission from instructor before getting under a raised
car.
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SAFETY WITH-AUTOMOTIVE HAND yoma,.

,

1.

Use tools only as theyWare designed to be used.

2.

Make sure the tool'is in'good condition before uSing it.,
use tools that are unsafe (i.e., damaged, etc.).

3.

Report damaged or faulty tools te instruetor and mark the,tool
unservicable (or turn .it into tool room as unservicable).

4.

Wear safety eye protection when using chisels.'

5.

Use chisel holders when uSing w chisel.

6.

Place chisels at proper angles and push or strike-with no mo
force than is necessary.

7.

Do not us e screwdrivers on objects held in,hand.

8.

When using a screwdriver do net 'place your'hand where it will be
gouged if the tool slips.

9.

Carry sharp tools (screwdrivers) with the.peints dawn and pointing
away from you. Walk slowly and carefully/ebd never

40.
11.

Do not

Never use the screwdriver as a pry or chisel;

/

Select a screwdriver of the pieper/sizelor the.job.
// '
Screwdrivers used near exposed/electricalwires or terminals should
7/
be insulated.
.

,
.

.

..

12.

.

,

13.

Do not redress screWdriver tips on a grinder since this will des troy
the temper. Use a hwnd file which Allows better control o4 the ,

shape of the head./
14.

Pliers are not/Wrenches. They should only be used for holding,
turning, squeezing, and cutting.

15.

Wear pr9per eye protection andhold wire low-as possible when
cuttint with the pliers.

16.

6 not hit (strike) two hard objects such as hammers together.
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0.

USING WRENCHES SAFELY

1.

2.

3.

Always pul1 on a wrench. 'You'have more contrOl over'the tool and
there is less chance of injury.

A loose7fitting wrench may
Select a Wrench that fits properly.
slip and round-off the cornera of the bolt head or nut.
X
Never hammer on a wrench to loosen a Stubborn fastener, unless the
tool has been designed for this job.
-t"

It is dangerous practice to lengthen the wrench handle for additional
leverage. Use a larger wrendh.
5.

When using wrenches, clean grease and oil from the floor in the
work area to reduce the possibility of slipping and loosing your
balance.

6.

Do-not use a wrench on moving machinery.

0
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SAFETY IN BATTERY SERVICING

1.

Obtain permission from instructor before servicing or charging
storage battery.

2.

Use proper instrument for testing a storage battery.

3.

Avoid overfilling a battery, especially if it is to be charged.

4.

Use water and a neutralizer, such as baking soda to clean off the
top of a battery.

5.

Remove and transport a battery with a battery lifter.

6.

Handle battery or battery acid with care. Wash immediately any
part of your skin or clothing that copies in contact with acid.

7.

Rinse eyes with water immediately if battery acid comes into contact with the.eye.

8.

Wash hands immediately after handling a battery.

9.

Do not check electrolyte in battery with match.

10.

Do.not light a match, etc., around battery fumes.

11.

When charging a battery:
a. ' Wear eye protection device's.
Provide ample ventilation when charging.
b.
Keep open flames and'45parks away from a battery being charged.
c.
Turn off charger befyie disconnection leads from charger to
d.
battery or follow manufacturer's procedures.
S
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STEAM CLEANER HIGH PRESSURE WASHER SAFETY

1.

Eye rrotection should be worn,_

Obtain instructor's permission to use steam cleaner/high pressure
washer machine.
3.

Wear protective.clothing.

4.

Keep all safety devices in good working order and in place.

5.

Make all adjustments with power off and burner cool.

6.

Select.area of work for protection of others, etc.

7.

Check to be sure there is sufficient water flowing through steam
cleaner before lighting burner.

8.

Check location of controls and procedure for emergency shut down.

9.

Check electrical.connections to ensure they are tight and to be
Certain they will not become wet or lie in water or on damp ground
and be a potential electrical hazard.

10.

Always hold steam cleaner hose by insulated hand grip, and wear
gloves Co prevere., burns to hands.

11.

Never roint the steam cleaner nozzle toward other persons.

12.

Check work area to be sure there are no persons in a location where
they will be accidentally sprayed.

13.

Keep a constant check to be sure there is sufficient water inflow
to ensure safe and proper operation.

14.

Never operate steam cleaner unless water droplets are omitted with
steam.

15.

When shutting-off steam cleaner, turn off burner first and leave
water pump running until clear cool water flows from the steam
hose, then turn off water. Never leave the steam cleaner until it
has been completely shut doWn.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
-SAFETY RULES FOR SERVICING

1.

Keep legs under a car when working on a creeper.

2.

Keep creeper standing when it is not in use.

3..

Make sure all doors of vehicle are closed before getting under a
car.

4.

Watch Out for a student working on an engine loosing debris- ardropping tools that might fall on a student under the vehicle.

5.

Stand to one side whey starting engines.

6.

Remove a warm radiator cap slowly and let pressure "bleed" off.

7.

Do not touch hot exhaust manifolds.

8.

Be careful of compressed air lines.,

9.

Remove rings and watches and braclets while working around electri
cal systems.

10. ,Disconnect battery when doing electrical repair.
11.

Disconnect the,ground strip on the battery first.

12.

Protect yourself against battery acid by covering your skin and
clothes with protective materials.

13.

Make sure a raised car is resting firmly on jacks or hoist brackets.

14.

Make sure extendable lift arms are in place before raising vehicle.

15.

Using lift barely raise car, check lift position, then lift vehicle.

16.

Do not touch lift controls while vehicles are raised on lift.

17.

When lift'is in raised position, use safety guard if provided.

18.

Use safety car stands to back up lifting devices.

19.

Watch for gasoline leaks.

20.

Keep jack handles in the upward position.

21.

Use engine hoist for heavy lifting.

22.

Use transmission stand when appropriate.
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23.
/24,

Nev

reach hand into carburetor cleaner.

ever operate vehicl

(mototq in closed shop arsa without exhaust

fan on.
25.

Never stand or stoop over cooling fan of operating engine. (Watch
for flying debris from operating fan when working on engine.)

26.

Drive cars in and out of shop with .caution.

27.

When acking a vehicle in or near the shop entrance, ask another
stude t to guide you (watch for objects, persons, etc.).
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UNIT

1.0-B

TASK--

B.03

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

,

PRACTICE SAFETY IN USING POWER
TOOLS (:.nd Mzchinery)'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper instructions, power tools used in automotive servicing, use'
power tools safely according to inanufacturer's specifications/instructions and meet instructor's standards (or local codes, OSHA Standards).

'PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

B.0301

Able to identify principles of operations, methods
of nse, and general and special safety precautions
of any power tools prior to operating it.

B.0302

Check to
approved
a 3-wire
to allow
outline,
voltage.

B.0303

(a)

411

be sure all power tools are grounded (unless
Power tools should have
double insulated).
If an adaptor plug is used
conductor cord.
a 3-ground plug to be plugged in a 2-hole
use separate ground wire-, Use Correct

Unplug power tool when changing belts, bits,
etc.

(b)

Don't leave a power tool until it has stopped
running (while a machine is coasting).

B.0304

Always use safety guards provided With power tools.

B.0305

When work is completed, unplug power plug. Always
turn switch of power tool to "off" prior to connecting
power plug. Always turn switch to "off" when work
is completed,

B.0306

If extension cord is needed,- use recommended cord
Cord should not run'through water or be
size.
placed so damage may occur'.

B.0307

Inspect power tools for worn-power cords, proper
adjustments.

B.0308

Store power tools properly or label and remove from
use power tools which are defective.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Able to properly and safely use automotive mechanic's power
tools to mhnufacturer's instructions/specifications or
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UNIT

1.0-8

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS -

TASK

B.03

PRACTICES SAFETY IN USING POWER TOOLS
(and Machinery) (Con't.)

AFETY

PERFORMANCE STANDARD'S (Con'.t.):

instructor's standards Kapplicabie code or OSHA standards), without
damage to tools, and with "ZERO" acCidents.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Manufacturer's instructions/specification on each power
tool.

Electrical codes and safe practices of electrical use.
Safety guard used with power tools.

NOTE:

Obtain competency qualification (instructor's) approval prior
to operation of power hand tools or machinery.
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UNIY

1.0-8

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

TASK

8.04

IDENTIFY TYPiCAL SHOO SAFETY
HAZARDS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE,:

Given proper instruction, orientation to OSHA safety requirements, and
introduction to a typical shoP,hazard; identify safety practiceS'or
safety-hazards that'violate OSHA. Standards or instructor'S.standards.

PERFORMANCE AGTIONS:
8.0401

Identify or list shop safety hazaids.

8.0402

Cite proper safety practices far each hazard cited.

PERFORMANCH'STANDARDS:
,

Identify potential safety hazards of' automotive service shop
with 5 percent accuracy.
Demonstrate safety practices to meet OSHA requirements, accepted
standards of the industry, and instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

School and shop regulations.
Personal safety practices.
Local, State, and Federal safety regulations.
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UNIT

1.0-B

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY

TASK

B.05

DEMONSTRATE OR INTERPRET EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES TO RESPOND TO SHOP
INJURIES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

,Given proper instruction concerning shop hazards, emergency first aid
procedures for'handling injuries, and simulated situations; fieamnstrate
or interpret how to perform first aid for possible shop injuries according
to acceptable first aid techniques.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
B.0501

Cite first,aid requirements for given potential shop
injuries.

B..0502

Demonstrate or interpret how to perform emergency
first aid for shop injuries.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Peforms Or interprets how to perform first aid for,shop injnries,
follot,ring correct emergency procedures With 95 percent accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-N -

Burns.
Fire prevention.

Fire safeiy procedures.
ndling acid (battery aCid),
-

-

ting.

Veni4atic1n in automotive shops.
Eleetr al shock:
Cuts.
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UNIT

1.0-B

TASK

3.06

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SAFETY
DEMONSTRATE FIRE SAFETY
'PRECAUTIONS AND PRACTICES

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction, orientation to different tyres of fires and fire
'eAinguishing equirment, and simulated situations; eicplain typical
steps to take when experiencing a fire; how to extinguish small fired
to include Class A, B, and C fires; and operation of typical fire
extinguishing equipment.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

B.0601

Identify fire hazards in automotive mechanics
work.

B.0602

B.0603

Describe the different classes of fires:
- Class A
- Class B
- Class C
Check:

- Fire exits
- Placement of fire extinguishers
- Working,order of Tire extinguishing equipment

B.0604

Explain/demonstrate (simulated)-operation of fire
extinguishing equipment.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify fire hazards in automotive mechanics work and how
to deal with ClaskA, B, and C types of fires.
Demonstrate (hy AmUIation or explanation) the operation of given
fire extinguishing equipment.
The instructor's standards applies.
As applicable, fire codes, etc., apply. ,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

-

Discriminate when to classify a fire as controllable locally
(by qtaff) and when to evacuate personnal and call the fire
departMent.
Importand of fire exit todes.
Dangers of smok4.
84
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Addendum to Task B.06

!IRE-EgTINGUISHER
INSPECTION CHECKLIST

DIRECTIONS:

Check the appropriate coluffin to indicate whether the
fire extinguisher, placement and condition meet the
criteria.

The fire extincuiher'
location is pruper and there are no obvious
1.
mechanical dama:e or corrosion.
.

3.

.

5.
6.

safety seals hav.e not begn tampere. with or
used.
nameplate, gauge, or indicator is visible and
_
readable.
weight indicates that it is fully charged
(lift to determine).
nozzle opening is free of obstruction.
gaugeor indicator is in operable range.

Student:
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No

.

Yes

UNIT 1.0-C
CAREER OPPORTUNITZES
',IN

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

86

11.9

UNIT

TASK

1.0-C

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
INTRODUCTION - CAREER OPPORtUNITIES

C.01

IDENTIFY TYPICAL AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
AND RELATED CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given instruction, data on the local ar.comotive service industry, primarily auto mechanics and opportuntties to study the auto service and
related industry; identify the najor catagories of potential employers
in the local community (and tne key characteristics of each).

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

"Performance actions may vary from center to center due to the potential
employers served and the emphasis of the individual automotive mechanica
program."
C.0101

Identify types of job opportunities for the automotive
mechanics graduate.

C.0102

Describe automotive mechanics job availabilities in
the Piedmont region of South Carolina and in Greenville
County in particular.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Identify typical types of automotive mechanics businesses in
the local-community and the maior characteristics that distinguish
them based on given instruction, local market data, and student
observation.
Meet instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
-

Auto Dealership career opportunities.
Independent Auto Service Business Opportunities.
Related Services such.as Parts Counter Worker, retail auto
parts sales, adjuster, etc.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Employment Security Commission (S.C.) data concerning the
automotive service and related industries in Greenville County
(Statistician, Employment Security Commission, Greenville,
SC).
87
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UNIT

1.0-C

AUTOMOTIVE'MECHANICS
INTRODUCTION - CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

TASK

C.01

IDENTIFY TYPICAL AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC&
AND RELATED CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
(Con't.)
".

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION (Con't.):

- Service and craft association in the local area.
-= Newspaper "Want Ads."

.

UNIT

110-C

TASK

C.02

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
INTRODUCTION - CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
.

.

OBTAINING A JOB

PERFORMANCS OBJECTIVE:

"Given proper orientation concerninvihe automotive service industry,
describe how tn iet a job and hold it to the instructorss standards (or
standards of the guidance or placement office).

:PERFORMANCE ACTIONS

t,

(.1,0201

Tell how to get a job in t e- utomotive servicing or
a related indubtry.

psoio2

Describe how to hold ...AA b:

C.0203

Reliabilityl,chnracteristics of a good wOrker (suggestions of aréas_
service industry), following instruations, etc.
Complete a typical job application form. (Suggested
that this task be coordinated with the Vocational
Center Guidance.or Job Placementsoffices.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

List important aspects of getting and holding a-job in the
automotive service industrg with 90 percent accuracy on written
knowledie -test.

ComPlete typical job application form to the standards.of the
,instructor (guidance or placement office).

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME;

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Shop manuals and'other related automotive reference.
National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence material.
Job application forms.

SUGGESTION:
-

Invite a local automotive shop service manager or foreman to_
speak to students,concerning "what the service shop looks for
in potential employees."

12?

I

UNIT

1.07C

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
INTRODUCTION - CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

TASK

C.03

IDENTIFY TECHNICIAN'S RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARD THE EMPLOYERS, CUSTOMER,
AND CRAFT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction concerning the automotive mechanics responsibilities
toward the employer, customer, and craft; interpret and demonstrate in
practical training the attitudes and performance standards that the
local automotive service industry (or instructor) expects from the
graduate toward the employer, customer, and craft.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Z.0301

Describe how tO demonstrate respensibility toward
the employer.

C.0302

Describe how to demonstrate responsibility toward
the customer.

C.0303

Describe how to demonstrate responsibility toward
the automotive service craft.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Describe how to demonstrate responsibility toward the employer,
customer, and the automotive service craft with 80 percent
accuracy on written knoWledge tests and ihows evidence of
practicing in the training situation'or on-the-job the standards
of the local automotive service industry for key elements in
responsibility toward the employer, customer, and craft to the
instructor's standards.
,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Standards of local auto service-industry (indicated by advisory
committee input, survey, etc.).
- Mechanic testing and Certification Programs.

SEE:

Tasks for Job Performance and Work Attitude.
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UNIT

1.0-C

TASK

C.04

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
INTRODUCTION - CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IDENTIFY HOW TO MEET PEOPLE AND TO BE
.ACCEPTED BY FELLOW WORK4RS IN THE
SERVICE FIELD

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a proper orientation concerning how to meet people and to be
accepted by fellow workers in the automotive service field, identify the,proper activities and attitudes to make a good impression with people
and tO be accepted by fellow workers, 80 percent acCuracy on written
knowledge tests and must meet instructor's standardS1 in demonstrated
performance.
1

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

C.0001

Describe how to meet people and make a good impression.

C.0402

Explain how to be accepted by fellow employees.
(i.e., honest, sharing in work, helping others,
returning items borrowed, workinvat getting along
with otherst shop etiquette, etc.)1.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Describe how to meet people and to be accepted by fellow
workers on written knowledge test with 80 percent accuracy and
apply the characteristics, etc., in daily performance in the
class/lab meeting the instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Recommendations of local automotive service industry.
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UNIT 1.0-D
%.

JOB.PERFORMANCE AND WORK ATTITUDES

IN
AUTOMOTIVE-MECHANICS

si
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>k

UNIT

1.0-D

TASK

D.01 (Optional>

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - JOB PERFORMANCE
.AND WORK ATTITUDES
JOB PERFORMANCE,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

-

Given instruction, demonstrate job performance characteristics that-are
considered important to entry-level career success in the vocational field.
A "Job Performance Rating Sheet" will be used to evaluate performance and
all items must be rated "frequently" or above.* *(See note beloW.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:D.01D1

Review important work characteristics for the vocational field.

D.0102

Review the "Job Performance Rating Sheet" with the
instructor.

D.0103

Demonstrate those work characteristics,that are considered important to success in the vocational field.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Demonstrate by personal performance the work characteristics
that are considered important to success in construction work.
A "Rating Sheet" will be Used to evaluate performance and all
items must be rated "frequently" (observed) or above.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

Accompanied la addendum page (Rating Sheet)
Rating sheet includes the following categories:

*NOTE:

-

Accuracy of work
Care of working space
Care of equipment

-

Use of working time
Initiative
Attendance

-

Speed,

AttitUde toward fellow workers
Attitude toward,teacher
Observance of safety rules
Use of materials
Responsibility
Accident report
Personal appearance, cleanliness

It.is the general recammendation of instructor task'force committees that employer-recommended "job performance characteristics" and "work attitudes" be included as part of the vocational
student's overall training and that demonstrated performance in
these areas be included in the total. evaluation of.the student.
93
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Addendum to Task,D.01

JOB PERFORMANCE.RATING SHEET

Student

Job Performed

Dates from

to

Place of work

Supervisor

DIRECTIONS:

Circle the number that best fits your op.imion of the student's

Falabance using the'following factors:

5
0
C/3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Gets to work on time
Uses time properly
Shows interest in work
Shows dependability
Is ambitious
Is neai (work and self)
Works well with others
Follows directions
WorkS without supervision
Shows good manners
Meets people well'
Uses knowledge on the job
Seeks assistance, when necessary

.

0
0
0
0
0

1

o

1,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

2,

1

2

1

2
2
2

1

2
2
2

3
3
3

1

2

3

1

2

3
3

4

3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1

1
1
1
1

,2_

2
2

Does the worker have the skills, for doing satisfactory work?

3
3

3
3

4
4
4
4
4.

Yes

No

List the skills or characteristics that need to be developed or improved
upon:

.

Additional comments:

Supervisor

Date
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UNIT

1,0-D

AUT0MOTIVE'MECRANICS - JOB
PERFORMANCE AND WORK ATTITUDES

TASK

D.02

WORK t TTITUDES

o

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
'Given instruction, demo strate wOrk attitudes that the najority of
potential employers prèfè in an entry-level worker. Perforuance will
be evaluated on a "Work A titudes Scbre Card" and.a minimum of 90 pererforuance will be raied through training and
cent should be attained.
should improve to 100 perce t by the end of the training period.*

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

D.0201

D.0202
D.0203.

Review work attitudes considered important to success
in the vocational field.
-Review the "Work Attitudes Score Card."

Demonstrate the type of work attitudes that potential
employers in the local Industry report as important
to job sUccess.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demonstrate to 80 percent acceptable rating on a "Work Attitude
Score Card" to be/completed by the instructor those work
attitudes consid ed important by local potential employers

;;

for entry-level jfob suceess.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 BoUrs

AccompaniedIT addendui page (Work Attitudes Score-Card)
*NOTE:

.4

It is the general recommendation of the instructor task force
committee that emploYer-recommended "job performance characte risticstt and'1 "work attitudes" be included as part of the vocational
student; overall,training and that demonstrated performancein these areas' be included in the total evaluation of the
student.
.
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Addendum to Task D.02

WORK ATTITUDE SCORE CARD

DIRECTIONS:

Score the learner on the following attitudes and work
behavior by,circling the appropriate description either
"yes" (+) or "no".(-). Indicate any'domments to support
.the rating or recomtendations.

Circle'

(Yes)

,(No)

,

Cooperative
-ourteous
Loyal
Tackful
Self DisciOlined
Respectful
Alert
Motivated
Responsible
Trustworthy
Denendable
Cheerful
Polite
Interest
Friendly,

Comments/
Recommendations

+
+
+

so*

O ft,
O le

S ..athetic.

Accepts changes
Follows rules and re ulations
,Does share of work_
e ps others,A.f needed'
-Works' regularly

On time

ONO

NM.

Shows pr.I.de in work

Keeps remises
Does not waste time
Controls anger
Accepts criticism
Follows superior's directions

+

TOTAL (+'s)

28 Items total

Interpretation
28 = 100% = Level!t
25 =" 90% = Lfvel 3
22.= 80% = Level 2
20 = '70%.= revel 1
17 = 60% = Level 0

Nre

.

Competency Rating (See competency reporting scale)
-4Competency, Rating

.

Competency Rating
Competency Rating
Competency Rating

Student:
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UNIT 1. OE'
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIbS

-

SHOP MATH

Q
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UNIT

I.0-E

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP MATH

TASK

E.01

EASI6 MATH REVIEW.- SIMPLE FRACTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by thainstructor, conduct the following
operations with fractions:
I.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Change any fractiOn to a decimal nuraber, and any terminating deciMal,numbar-to a fraction.
Arrange in Order...unit and simple nonuntt fractions.
,Write equivalent fractionsin higher, loWer, and lowest
,terms.
Write-improper fractions as whole or mixed numbe rs, and
mixed numbers aS improper fractiOns.
Multiply fractions and-mixed numbers, expressing. answers
in Simplest form.
Divide fractions and mixed numbers, expressing answers in
simplest form.
Add and subtract unlike fractions expressing answers in
'simplest form.
Add and subtract mixed numbers with unlike fractions,
expressing anSwers in simplest form.
Use rational numbers,to solve simple word problems.
.

8.

.

9.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:.
Consult:
,

Curriculum Guide for High School:General Mathematics,
Greenville,.SC: The School 1)istillr7T-Gteenvilla
County, 1979*

SUGGESTED"INSTRUCTION TIME:
1 Hour
(Actual, hours of instrUction will
be determined by stUdent's math skill as indicated by pretest. Ramedial
instruction may be'ai initiation of Autototive Mechanics I or as the.
actual skill is required.)

,PERFORMANCE STANDARDS':

,- Add, Subtract, multiply, and divide simple fractions.

-

(NOTE:

Student should be able to complete pretest in Math Curriculum
Guide with 90 percent accuracy.
Consult'the Math Curriculum Guide for pretpsts, suggested
exercises, and-references.
The level of this math

skill

is eighth grade, General: Fat-FL)
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1 3.1

-

.1

TASK

1.0-E

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP MATH

E.02

BASIC MATH REVIEW -.DECIMALS .AND
PERCENTAGES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

GiVen a pretest or examples by the instructor, conduct the following
decimal math operations:
1.

2.
3:

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Name the place value'of digits in decimal numbers of up.,
to three-digits before the decimal and three digits after
the:decimal.
.Compare decimal numbers and arrange them inordet.
Write the numberal for any decimal humber of up to three
-dedimal places.
'ftund decimal: numbers to any'designated place value up ta
thousandths.
"Add and subtract decimal numbers.of up to three digits.
Multiply decimal numbers by whole numbers or decimal
numbers.
Divide a number by a three digit decimal number.
Multiply and divide decimal numbers by powers of ten, by
inspection.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
Consult:

Curriculum Guide for ,High School General Mathematics,
Greenville, SC: The SchooI District of breenvil e
County, 1979.-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION MIME:
1 Hour (Actual hours of instruction will
be determined by the student's math skill as indicated by pretest.
Remedial instruction may be-at iaitiation of AutOmotive Mechanics I or
as the actual skill is required.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Explain or demonstrate holito interchange fraction*, decimals,
and percentages.
Student Should be able to complete pretest.in Math Curriculum
-Guide with-90 percent accuracy.
Consult: Curriculum Guide for
School General Mathematics,
1979, for pretests, suggested ex'ircises, and
Greenville, SC:
references.

Ash

(NOTE I:

The level of this math skill is eighth !rade, Genaral Math I.)
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UNIT

1.0=E

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP MATH

TASK

E.02

BASIC MATH,REVIEW - DECIMALS AND
PERCENTAGES (Con't.)
oallIMMOMM=1=Mm!

(NOTE 2:

The mechanic should be able to give reasons for allowing
discounts and ev-eiztn how different discounts are given and
how due dates Are adjosted.
Al.

Possible Terminology:
Trade discount, vendor's discount, cash
discount; quantity discount, Net 30, EOM (end of month), ROG
(receipt of goods), and .EXtra Dating (extension of discount
data), and Anticipation (payment before due.daie.)

100
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UNIT

1.0-E

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - 3110P MATH

TASK

E.03

READING MICROMETERS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction, a micrometer (typical to automotive mechanics work),
and a practical exercise; identify the parts of tbe micrometer, explain
how to hold the micrometer when using it, demonstrate how to teed the
micrometer, and given accurate readings from a micrometer drawing showing
-gauge settings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
E.0301

Identify the parts of a given micrometer:
Anvil
b.
Spindle
c.
Frame
d.
Cutout frame
a..

e.

alma Ring (Lock Nut)

f.
g.
h.

Barrel (Sleeve)
Thimble
Ratchet Sta.

E.0302

Demondtrate how to read the micrometer.

E.0303

Read the micrometer to 1/1,000 inch.

E.0304

Read the micrometer to 1/10,000 inch.

K

(Oitional)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On given micrometer drawings, make accurate readings of the
micrometer scale to 1/1,000 inch as required by the instructor
with 90 percentaccuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:.

- Decimals
-

Fractions
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UNIT

1.0-E

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP MATH

TASK

E.04

METRIC MEASUREMENTS AND EQUIVALENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction in the metric system of measurements and conversion
from United States Customary units to metric;* read and convert dimensions from one system into the other en instructor provided ,roblems.
Accuracy should be 100 percent.
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
E.0401

Demonstrate ability\to read and use U.S. CuStomary .
measurements, especially length measurements, with,
100 percent accuracy.on given prOblems.

E.0402

Identify basic SI (Metric System) units and their
symbols:
a.
Millimeter (linear measurement)
b.
Centimeter (")

Meter cy
.d.

e.
f.
g.

E.0403

Ampere (electiic curgent)
Kelvin (temperature)
Candela (Luminous)
Kilometer Per Hr. (10)

Identify basSic Metric prefixes:

Prefix
Milli
Centi
Deci
Deka
Hecto
Kilo

.

Amount
One-thousandth
One-hundredth

Fractión
1/1,000

Onef.tenth

1/10,

Ten
Hundred
Thousand

10

:

1/100

.

100

1,000

,

Decimal
0.001
0.01
0.1
10.0
100.0

1,000.0

E.0404

Accurately measure given objects or distances in the
required metric system.

E.0405

ConvertInches to Millimeters
(Inches X 25.4 al Millimeters)

E.0406

Convert Millimeters.ta.Inches
(Millimeters X.0.0394 a Inches)

PERFORMANCE' STANDARDS:

- With an accuracy of-400 percent, con;,rert given dimensions from
one system to the other system (U.S. CuStotary toMetrid to U.S.
Customary), with,emphasis on linear measurements in metric (cm, mm).
SUGGESTED INgtRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
f02
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JAIT2,1.0.41

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

TOOLS AND,EQUIkENT

1/4.

UNIT

AODMOTIVE MECHANICS

1.0-F
4

TASK

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENZ

F.01

IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF COMMON HA:rip
TOOLS AND MEASURING DEVICES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper instrudtion concerning the identification, use, and care of'
automotive shop tools and megsuring devicesi,sefected toolg and measuring
devices;* identify, state the uge of, and demonstrate how to use the
tools and measuring devices meeting instructoes.standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

F.0i01

I
Identify shop hand tools, and measuring devices used
incthe typical aatomotive service shop.

F.0102

Describe purpose of each tool or measuring device.

F.0103

Dekonstrate how to useand maintain shop hand tools
and Measuring devices.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Ldentify given automotive shop'hand tools and measuring devices
with 80 percent accuracy.
Demonstrate the proper use and care of hand tools and measuring
devices with 90 percent accuracy, meeting instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

9 Hours

.

RELATED TECENICAL INFORMATION:
(NOTE:

Use of tool and storage room.
Care of tools and proper storage of tools.
Cleaning materials (used for tools, etc.).

Zower tools and equipment included but ot limited to common
electrical power tools, compressed powefr tools, hydraulic
,power, and metal working tools are inc ded in task F.02.)

104.
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'UNIT

.TASK

1.0-F

AUTOMOTIVE,MECHANICS
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

F.02

ImTui AND PROPERLY USE COMMON
AUTOMOTIVE SHOP MACHINERY

,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper inatruction, typical automotive shop machinery, s
itua2.,of
tiona in which.such machinery might be employed; state:the pui
given items of shop machinery with 80 percent accuracy and demoLatrate
the proper'use otthe machinery with 90 percent accuracy.
(NOTE:

Orientation to shop machinery.
Proficiency will result frcm
use of machinery during,later training.)
-

-PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

F.0201

F.0202

Identify and state purpose of.given items of commonly
fused automOtive shop machinery with 80 percent accuracy.
Demonstrate how to properly use given items of shop
machinery with 90 percent.accuracy.

PERFOMAANCE STANDARDS:

- For given automotive,shop machinery, identify'by proper termin Ology and use automotive machinery with 80 percent accuracy.'
- Demonstrate with 90.percent accuracy the use of shop machinery
meeting instructor's standards.
(NOTE:

Demonstration of use of equipment for proficiency typically
will occur later in training whetrequipment is,being used for
service, diagnosis, or repair, etc.).

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

4

- Manufacturer's instructions. Manufacturer's specifications.
- Safety precautions.
- Diagnostic information (if applicable) to indicate use of
machinery.
Specifidations (vehicle).
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UNIT

1.0-F

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
Toola AND EQUIPMENT

TASK

F.02

IDENTIFY AND PROPERLY-USE OOMMON
AUTOMOTIVE SHOP M&CH/NERY'(Conit.)

MACHINERY INCLUDES (BUT NOTLTMITED TO)1
Grinaers
Drills

- Jacks
Lifts
Air Compressor
Aligner, Front End

Balancer, Wheel
Battery Starter Tester
Armature ,LathaTurner,_
Charger, Battery
Grinder
Valve sliop
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Addend* tO,Task 1404

AUTOMOTIVE likliANIO.
'MASTEItT00,&,BQUIPIONT LIST
Clas6 Bi;a - 15 Btudents)

NUMBER itat

-.DESCitIPTIOW

Wrenches:

Combination 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16'(sets)
(box & open end)

'5 sets

Combinatiaa11/16 throtigh 1 1/4 (box & open'end)

5 sets

Ignition seta,

3 sets

Adjustable 4-6-8-10 inch (Crescent) 12 inch

1 each'

Pipe 8-12-16 iach

1 each
.1 set

Valve adjusting

1 set

Flare nut

Distributor

1 each

Drain plug

1 eaCh

Torque 3/8" drive 0-150 in. lbs.
1/2" drive 10-150 ft. lbs.

2 each

Brake adjusling tool (assorted types)

3 each

-

Brake bleeding wrench (assorted types)

3 each

Hand impact driver

1 each

'socket Sets:

.

1/4 inch drive

3 sets

3/8 inch drive Flexsocket & deep hex sockets

3 sets

1/2 inch drive Flexiocket & deep hex dockets

3 sets

Spark plug socket 5/8" & 13/16" FlexSocket

3 each

Oil pressUre and temparaturesending unit socket

1 each
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Addendum tO.Task 1.0F

Spark Plug. (Wire)
Feeler,gege (flat )

.3 eaciv

3 each

1 to 40 thousandth4

,Pliers:

Needlenose 6"

3 each

:3 each-

Diagonal Cutting 6"

Vise grips 10"

3'each:'

Chanhellock .12"

3.each

General.purpose 8"

3 each

Hose clamp1,3/4"

3 each

Battery plierq

1 each

Snap7ring (internal).set

each,

Snap ring (external) set

-1 each

Wire crmper

1 each

Spark plug terminal plier

1 each

.

Screwdrivers:

Regulaf

set of 6

Phillips Head

,

3 sets
3 sets

iet of 6

Clutch Head (figure 8) set of 4

1 set

Offset Regular & Phillips

1 set each

Hnmmers:

Ball pein (small) 4 oz.

3 each

Ball pein.(medium) 8 oz,

3 each

Ball pein (large) 16 oz.

3 each
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Addetidum,to !InSk'1.0F

3 each

Sledge 2 1/1s1b:
Soft face.,(plastic) 1/2-and'i

.".3 each

.1 each

'Chain hoi:st and trolley

Air coMpressor

1. each.
P.

Oxyacetylene welding and cutting outfi.t,

1 eaCh

Electric:arc welder'

1 each

Valve shop

l'each

Engine standd

5_each.

Arnature growler

1 eaCh

Bendh grinder-and buffer combination

1 each

Electric drill 1/4 and-1/2 inch cap.

1 eadh

Drill press (bench er floor model)

léah

Drill bits

2,sets

high speed

Work benches (metal)-

5 each

Drain pans (oil)

3 each

Drain pans (water)

3 each

Gasoline can

1 each

Radiator filler

1 each

Battery hydrometer

1 each

Antifreeze hydrometer

1 each

Floor creepers

5 each

Ign. timing light

3 each

Extension cords (lights)

5 each

Oilers (plews pistol griP)

3 each

Oil pouring spout

3 each.,

Brake fluid dispenser

1 each
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AddendUin tovTask roo4
each

TransMisaioh lreaSe-diapenser-

2 each

Transmission fluid funnel- (flekible)
Rubber mallet,

.

3 each.

Chisels:
'

Regular-assorted sizes,

3 sets

7

.w,

Punches:
.,,

Center-assorted sizes

3 sets

Pin-assorted sizes

3 sets

Hand hack saws

3 each

Files-assorted sizes and shapes

3 sets

C-Clamps 3to 6 inch

2 each

Steel rule (tape) 6 foot

3 each

Steel rUle (flat)'12'inch

3 each
each

Straigh edge

.l'each

Calipers (inside) 3", 49, 6", 8"

1 each

Calipers (outside) 3", 4", 60, 8"

Micrometers:
G-1 inch

1 each

1-2 inch

1 each

2-3 inch

1 each

3-4 inch

1 each

4-5 inch

1 each

5-6 inch

1 each

Inside dial indiP:cor

1 each
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Addendum -to Task 1.6-F"

'2 each

Floor jack 4 ton

HYdraVlic jack (upright) large (10 ton)

small
1 each

(5 tqn)

Car stands

12 eaCh
2 each

Soldering gun (pistol grip) 100w &'50dw

1 each

,Electric soldering iron (large)
.

.

Ring ridge teamer

2 each

Ring groove cleaner (piston)

3 eadh

Ring compressor (piston)'

3 each

Compreaaion tester

1 each

Vacuumand fuel pump testers

1 each

Brake cy. hone

2,eaCh

Engt.ne'cyl. hone,

1 ec.1

Vie s, 4'inch

2 each

Vises, 6 inch'

1.each

Gear and wheel Puilers-MAster Puller Set

1 set
'1 each

Tune...up or engine analyzer

Fender cover

1 each

Brake drum and rotor lathe with radius grinding
attadhment

1 each

Propane carburetoricit

1 each

Hydraulic press

1 each

Universal dial indicator

1 each

Headlight dimM4g kit

1 each'

For Emission Control:

Infra-red exhause emissions tester

1 each
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Addendum to Taslc'i4-F
.CatalytiO convOrter'aspirator

Catalytic Cunverter lAbrator
CT-6 PCV Tester
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UNIT I. od
SEdRANICS
AIT±OMOTIVE. F4stENERs-

UNIT

1.0-G

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS Ii1TRODUCTION FAS-TENERS

TASK

,

IDENTIFY.AND USE AUTOMOTIVE yASTENERS.

G.01

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:.Given proper instruction, va4ous fasteners used in automotive mechanics,.
and job situations requiring, the use of fasteners; identify, by the.proper
sterminology-, the approPriate fasteners for the job and. use the fastener
properly, meeting manufacturer's specifications and instruCtorls',
standards.
NOTE:

Orientation Task. Competency will be developed during
entire training period.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
G.0101

Identify:

- screws
- bolts
- nuts

- lock washers
- cotterpins

- keys and splines

- snap . rings '

G.0102

Determine proper fasteners for given situations.

G.0101...._.

Correctly use various tupes of fasteners.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Useautomotive fasteners correctly in given job situations
with 90 percent. accuracy.

- Identify on written knowledge test with 80 percent accuracy
common automotive'fasteners and their purposes.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Textbooks.
- Manufacturer's catalogs.
- Specifications manuals.
- Metric fasteners.
- Recognize English thread designation system.
- Distinguish between fasteners of different quality with the
grade marking system.
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'mat 14,A.
mitomniVE plicyams
SHOP_PRAOTICES A14.14PIWCEDURES

UNIT
TASK

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

.INTRODUCTION

SHOP. PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

H:01,

PERFORMOCE 6JECTIVE:
Given proper instruction cOncerning :standard shop ope'rating procedures,
appropriate.reference matetials, ani,siMulated or typical job situations;
choose and use related technical information, such as sbop ma#uals, flat
rate manual,'manufacturer's speafications, and pertocatalogs, using
the proper terminology and parts rgquiSition forms to the.instructoes
stgndards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

H.0101

Identify and siate imrpOse 'of shop operating pro
cedures.

H.0102

Use shop operating reference materials:
,
Shop operating manuals
Charts
Forms an& job orders
Flat rate manual
'Mapufacturer's specificatiOns
Parts manual
f.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

H.01Q3

.

(as applicable)

.

Demonstrate proper use of common shop terminology.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

In given shop situation, choose and usemost appropriate shop
manuals for reference as well :as other reference and shop
operating procedure 'guides with 90 percent accuracy, meeting
instruCtor's standards..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIKE:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Locate correct service information for an automobile in an
ownpti manual.
Lolate service information labeled-on an automobile's
engine, etc.
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'1017tuitstiCtioN- to, larravrtyt: sysTpis:

I.
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UNIT

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION
TO-AUTOMOTIVE'SYSTEMS

TASK,

1.01

'LUBRICATION AND. TIRES

--PERFORMANCE-OHACTivh:
Given proper instruction, identify types, purpose, use, and operator, care
of lubrication items and tires.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.0101

Identify pu'rpOSea and types of lubrication system.
.

.

il?0102

Identify major component parts and state purpose in
lubricatiowsystem.

1.0103

Compare purpose'and types Of tires.

1.0104

Recognize lubridation and tire tools and equipment.

4.0105

DemOnitrate how to perforR operator maintenance of
lubrication system and tires.

\
-

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Identify purpose and types and demonstrate use of lubrication
system and tire items and demonstrate care of lubrication
system and tires with 100 percent accuiacy, meeting
tructor'sstandards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Appropriate manuals aaa charts.

- Manufadturees specifications.
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UNIT

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUC TION
TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

TASK

1.02

COOLING SYSTEM

PERFORMANCEOBJECTIVE:
Given proper instruction concerning the operition of the cooling system,
identify the purposes of the cooling aystem, major components and purposes,
and perform operator care of cooling system to manufacturer's specifications
or to instructor's standards.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
I.0201

%Identify purpose and operation of cdoling system.'

1.0202

Identify and state purpose of major component parts
of cooling system.

1.0203

Demonstrate how to perforth operator maintenance of
cooling system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Identify each major component of system, state purpose of
operation, and perform operator maintenance with 90 percent
accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

BPLATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Appropriate Wimp manuals.
Manufacturer's specifications.
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UNIT

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION
TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

TASK

1.03

BRAKING SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper instruction cdgcerning automotive braking systems, identify
the purpose, operation, major parts of a braking system, and perform
operator care of a given braking system.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.0301

Identifies purpose and operation of braking system.

1.602

Identifies major component parts of.purpose.

1.0303

Demonstrates how to perform operator maintenance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify each major component of an automubile braking system,
stating its purpose and operation, and perform operator mainte7
palace with 100 percent accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Maunfacturer's Specifications.
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UNIT

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE'MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION
TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

TASK

1.04

FUR: SYSTEMS

PFRFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper instruction, samples of selected major American and foreign
automobiles, state:the purposes and describe the operation of the fuel

_systemt_Identifyr,partsand_identify their_purposes; state the
types and characteristics of motor fuels; and perform operator maintenance
on fuel systems.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
I:0401

Identify purpose and system operation of given
automobile fuel system.

1.0402

Identify major component parts of fuel system andtheir purpose.

1.0403

State types and characteristics of typical motor
fuels.

1.0404

Temonstrate how to perform operator maintenance of
fuel system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

0

Identify each component.of the fuel system, stating its purpose
and operation; state types and characteristics of motor fuels,
and perform operator maintenance.
- Accuracy must be 80 percent on written knowledge tests and 100
percent on performance test.

-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Appropriate shop manuals.
- Manufacturer's specifications.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION
,TOAUTOMOTIVE'SYSTEMS

1.0-1

c) ?UNIT

STEERING SYSTEM AND FRONT END

1.05

TASK
mow,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given proper itsttudtitit to- th-6 Autctiotive-ttering-system and front
end,.state the purpOte and describe the operations of the automotive
steering system and front end. Identify and state the purPose of major
component parts of the.steering system and front end; and demonstrate
how to correctly perform operator maintenance,, meeting the manufacturer'S
specifications and the instructor's standards.
.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.0501

Identify the purpose of system operation of the
automotive steering system and front end.

1.0502

Identify the major component parts and purpose of
the steering system and front end.

1;0503

Demonstrate how to perform operatormaintenance on
the 'automotive steering system and front end.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify each major component part of the steering system and
front end, state its purpose and operation, and perform operator
maintenance on one or more given automobiles with 80 percent
accuracy on written knowledge tests and 100 percent accuracy
in perfortance.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Appropriate-shOg-tanuals.
Manufacturer's specifications.
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION

1.0I

UNIT

TO. AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

POWER ,TRAIN AND MANUAL TRANSMISSION

1.06

TASK

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper instruction, orientation to different automobile makes with
manual transmission, identify purposes, operation, and major ',arta of
'the power train system with manual transmission and perform operator
maintenance meeting manufacturer's specifications and instructor's
standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.0601

State purpose and describe operation of the power
train with manual transmission.

1.0602

Identify major component parts and purpose of the
poWer train system.

1.0603

Perform operator maintenance on the'pOwer train
system and manual transmission.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

-

Identify major component parts of the power training with
manual transmission, state its purpobe and operation, and
perform operator maintenance on the system.
Accuracy is to be 80 percent on written knOwledge tests and
100 percent on performance.
Adhere to the manufacturer's specifications aud meet instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Appropriate shop manuals.
-

Manufacturer's specifications.
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UNIT

1.0-I

TASK

1.07

AUTM4OTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION'
.TO AUTOMOTIVE sysTEms,

ENGINE

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
\

Given proper instructions and 'an,orientation to the'antomotive gas
engine, state the purpose and-describe the operation Of tile engine,
identify the major component parts and state their,purposes, and demonstrate how to perform operator maintenance.according tb manufacturer's
'specifications and meeting theinstructor's standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.0701

Describe purpose and operation of the automotive
engine.

I.0702

Identify the major component parts and purposes of
the engine.

1.0703

Describe or demonstrate_how to perforth _operator
maintenance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Identify each major component part of the automotive gas
engine, state its purpose and operation, and perform operator
maintenance with an accuracy of 80 percent on.written knowledge
tests and 100 percent on perfo'rmance, meeting manukacturerq;
specification& and the instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Shop manuals.
- Parts manuals.
- Manufacturer's specifications.
.

1.24
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,

UNIT

1.0-I

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS -1 INTRODUCTION
TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEIS

TASK

1.08

HEATER SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a proper orientation, a typical automobile and shop situation to
service a heater system, state the purpobe and operation of the automotive
heater system identify"mejor component,parts and state their purpose,
and perform operator maintenance on the heater 'to 90. percent accuracy.

PERFORMENCE ACTIONS:
1.0801

State purpose and-operation of heater system.

1.0802

Identify major component parts of heater system and
purpose.

1.0803

Demonstrate how to perform aerator maintenance of
heater system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Identify eadh major.,component of the automotive heater system,
state its purpose and operation, and perform operator maintenance with 80 percent accuracy an written knowredge tests and
90 percent accuracy on performance tests.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHINCAL INFORMATION:
-

Appropriate shop manuals and charts.
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UNIT

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

1.0-I

INTRODUCTION

TO. AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

TASR

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIM

1.09

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an orientation to the automobile automatic transmission, introduction%to Opical automatic transmissions, and operator maintenance of
transmissions; state purpose and describe operation:of the automatic
transmission, identify and state the purpose of major,component parts,
and show how to perform operator Maintenance.
0

PERFORMANCE -ACTIONS:

1.0901

Explain purpose and operation of automatic transmission.

1.0902

Identify and give the purpose 'of major component
parts of the automatic transmission.

1.0903

Show how to perform operator maintenance on the
automatic transmission.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify each major component part of the automatic transmission, state its purpose and operation with an accuracy of 80
percent on a writtet knowledge test and perform operator
maintenance with 100 percent accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Appropriate shop manuals.

1 26
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UNIT

.AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

1.0-I

INTRODUCTION

TO AUTOMOTIVE sysms
TASK

ELECTRICAL SYSTal

1.10

010

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given proper orientaticin to the automotive electrical system, state the
purpose and describe the operation of the automobile electrical SYstem,
identify and state the purpose of major component parts, and show how to
perform operatnr maintenance:

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS.:

1.1001

Describe the purpose and operation of the automotive
electrical system.

1.1002

Identify the majorcomponent pariS'and their purposes.

1.1003

Show how to perform operator. maintenance.

PERFORMAME STANDARDS:,
identify each major component part of the automobile 'electrical
system, stating its purpose and operation, with 80 percent
accuracy, on written knowledge tests, and 100 percent accuracy
on demonstrated operator maintenance.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

1.0-I

AWTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION
TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

TASK.-

1.11

AIR CONDITIONERS

011

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

A

Given an orientation to the automobile air conditioning system, typical
manufacturer systems, state the purpose and describe the operation of
the automobile air conditioner, identify and state th purpose of major
component parts of the air conditioner, and show how to perform operator
maintenance.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.1101

Describe the purpose and operation of the automobile
air conditioner system.

I.1102

Identity major ommponent parts of the system and
state their purpose.

1.1103

Show how to perform operator maintenance.

PERFORMANCE'STANDARDS:

Identify each major component part og the'air conditioner
system, state its purpoSe and 'operations, with 80 percent
accuracy on written knowledge tests, and.show how to perform
operator maintenance with 90 percent accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- Shop manuals.
Manufacturerla-specilications--anck-manua-1-s-i-
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS.7/

UNIT/TASK

DESCRIPTION-*

UNIT -2;-0--LOBRIOATION-AND:VEdICLE-OPERATINGr-MATNTENANC

2.01

(Automotive Tune-up and Repair Draining & Refilltng Engine
Oil) Given an automobile, the student will diain the enginel
oil and refill it to a Specified"level with lubricant recommended
by the manufacturer for speeified vehicle use.

2.02

(Automoiive Tune -up.'and Repair Changing Oil Filter Cartridge)
Given an automobile,.the stugent will change the oil filter
cartridge in accordance with given procedures.

2-.03

(Automotive Tune-up and,Repair Chassii.Lubrication) Glven an
automobile, the student will perfOrm a chassis,lubrication
using the specified lubricants in,' accordantellwith manufacturer's
specificatiOns.

2.04

(Inspect, Service, oy'Replace Carburetor Air Cleaner) Given a
-vehicle and acceas to the necessary hand tools, equipment, and
a service manual; inspect the carburetor air tleaning element
for dirt, and clean the_element, using the manufacturer's
recommended procedures.

c3
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UNIT

2.0

LUBRICATION AND VEHICLE,
LEVEL I
OPERATING MAINTENANCE

2.01

DRAIN & REFILL ENGINE OIL

1

TASK

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, the student will drain the engine oil and refill it
to a specified level with lubricant recommended by the manufacturer for
specified vehicle use.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
2.0101

Run engine:luntil oil is hot.

2.0102

Raise car on hoist.
(CAUTION: Follow hoist safety
rules.)

2.0103

Place oir drSin pan under drain plug.

2.0104

Remove oil
(CAUTION;
(NOTE:

drain plug.
,Be careful of hot oil.)
Do not drop plug into drain pan.)

2.0105

Allow oil to drain until all oil is out.

2.0106

Replace drain plug.
Do not overtighten.)
(CAUTION:
If filter is to be changed, refer to
(NOTEc,
Job Sheet No, 16.)

2.0107

Lower car to floor.

2.0108

Refer to specifications for amount, type, and grade
of oil to be used.

2.0109

Remove filler cap.

2.0110

Put in specified oil.
(NOTE:
Be careful--do not
spill oil on fender or engine.)

2.011L

Check oil level on dipstick.
(NOTE:
Dipstick should show "full.")

2.0112

Start engine and check for oil peessure.
If no pressure, stop engine and check
(NOTE:
with instructor.)
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UNIT

'TASK

2.d

LUBRICATION AND VEHICLE
LEVEL I
OPERATIkG MAINTENANCE

2.01_

DRAIN & REFILL ENGINE OIL (Conq.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (C-,n't.):

2.0113

Turn engine off.

2.0114

Raise car and check drain plug for leaks.
If plug-leaks,_check with instructor.)
(NOTE:

2.0115

Lower car to floor.

2.0116

Record mileage\on vehicle lubrication sticker.

2.0117

Clean up work area. Place empty oil cans in desig
nated trash container.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Dreli and fill the engine oil to manufacturer's specikicatiOns- .
No leaks.
using proper weight and Auality--of oil.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hrur

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Identify oil filters, drain plugs, filler caps, and dip stick.
Describe viscosity or pepoerty of oils.
Identify,different type filters.
Manufacturer's specificatious.
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°

ufat

_

LUBRICATION-AND VEHICLE,
OPERATING.MAINTENANCE ril4EVEL I

---Y:o

CHANGE OIL FILTER CARTRIDGE,'

2.02

TASK

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, the student will change the oil filter cartridge in
accordance with given procedures.

PERFORMANCi AtTIONS:
2.0201

Start engine and bring engine to. operating.temperature.

2.0202

Hold hand on oil filter.
(NOTE:. If_filter feels cold it is completely clogged.
If it fe,ls hot and oil is still flowing
through.)

2.0203

Famove he,filter cover and lift out filter element.
Put it 1n the funnel on the oil drum.
Do not drop oil all'over shop floor.)
(NOTE:

2.'0204

Use a su tion gun to remove rest of oil from filter
case._
1

Wipe inter or of case clean.and wash filter top

2.0205

clean.

20206

Read instruCtions with'newfilter.
filter-case.

r,4

Install new

^

nd check all around filter for leaks.

240207

Start engine

2.0208

Replace the filter case cover and gasket.
the coverciamp\nut (or rim bolts).

2.10209

(This
Add one quart ot motor oil to the crankcase.
allowance is for\the capacity of the filter and must
be added to engine'oil whenever a.filter cartridge
is renewed.)
(NOTE:. Do not put oil in the filter case.)

2.0210

,

1

Tighten

Run the engine fora few minutes and check for oil
leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

1

Change the oil filter cartridgeto manufacturer's specifications,
using the proper filter and tightening so there are no leaks.
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UNIT

2.0

LUBRICATION AND VEHICLE
OPERATING MAINTENANCE - LEVEL I

TASK

2.02

GRANGE OIL FILTER CARTRIDGE (Con't.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturerts specifications.

4
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,
UNIT

2.0

LUBRICATION AND VEHICLE
LEVEL I
OPERATING MAINTENANCE

TASK

2.03

CHASSIS LUBRICATION

=m/1011
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, the student will perform a chassis lubrication
using the specified,lubricants in accordance with manufacturer's speci
fications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
2..0301

Raise car on hydraulic lift according to safety
instructions for that lift.

2.0302

Consult lubrication chart for the particular vehicle
being lubricated.
(NOTE:
Location and total number of grease fittings.)

2.0303

Wipe all grease fittings clean with a shop rag.

2.0304

Place lube gun on each fitting and apply pressure.
Continue pressure until new, clean, grease can be
seen coming out of joint..

2.0305

Lube all rubber grommets with rubber lube only.
(NOTE:
Do not use oil or grease on rubber. It will
cause deterioration.)

2.0306

Remove differential oil fille. ?lug and check lube
level.
(NOTE:

Lube should be up to where it almost runs
out of hole. Add specified gear lube if
.necessary.)

2.0307

Check lube level of standard transmission following
manufactuxer's recommended procedure for standard
transmission.

2.0308

Lubt emergency brake linkage and clutch, with SAE 30
oil.

2.0309

Check and lube universal joints foliow:ng manufacturer's
recommended procedure.
(NOTE:
Many universal joints should not be lubed
with pressure gun.)

2.0310

If in doubt about your work, have inst.ructor check
it at this point.
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UNIT

2.0

LUBRICATION AND VEHICLE
LEVEL I
OPERATING MAINTENANCE

TASK

2.03

CHASSIS LUBRICATION (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):,
2.0311

Lower car to floor and raise hood.

2.0312

Lube generator, starter, and distributor at oil cups
with about 3 drops of SAE 3( oil.

2.0313

Lube fan belt by rubbing fan belt lube on underside
of fan belt.
Do not try this while engine ts running.)
(CAUTION:
Check the steering gear case fluid level and add 90
wt, gear lube if necessary..

2.0315
4

Clean all grease fittings under hood and iube, Nrith
pressure gun.

2.0316

Lube throttle linkage with SAE 30 oil.

2.0317

Lube door latches, dohr catches, hood release,
trunk latch with stick lubricant.
(NOTE: Apply lubricant to the surfaces,that rub on
each other.)

2.0318.

Check manufacturer's manual to see how -nd if water
lubricatech

V

2.0319

-Put graphite in door locks.

2.0320

Check brake fluid level and add if necessary 1/4
inch from top of filler hole.

2.0321

Close hood and remove-car from hoist.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Lubricate the chassis using the lubricants recommended by
manufacturer.
Wipe down all fittings prior to lubrications and clean all
fittings of excess grease after lubrication.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

't
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UNIT

-LUBRICATION AND-VEHICLE-OPERATING
MAINTENANCE - LEVEL I

2.0

INSPECT, SERVICE, OR REPLACE
CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER

2.04

TASK

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and access to the necessary hand tools, equipment, and a
service manual; inspect the carburetor air cleaning element for dirt;
and clean the element, using the manufacturer's recommended procedure.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
(Use of

2.0401

Remove carburetor air filter element.
fender covers recommended.)

2.0402

Inspect filter element for dirt.
light bulb or against eunlight.)

2.0403

Remove excess dirt from filter, al necessary.

2.0404

Replace filter or reinstall filter.

(Visually with

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect and clean or replace the carburetor air cleaner on the
vehicle provided by the instructor.
Standard's* of industry on replacement of air filter apply.

SUGGESTE) INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

DESCRIPTION

UNIT/TASK
Unit 3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

3.01

Given an automobile
(Determine Needed Engine Service or Repair)
with a possible engine problem, determine the needed engine
service or repair, as accurately as possible using given and
available information. Report findings to customer.

3.02

(Perform Engine Vacuum Tests and Determine Needed Repairs)
Given a vacuum gauge, the student will diagnosis the engine
condition using the vacuum gaugein accordance with given
specifications.

3.03

Given an automobile and access
(Replace Valve Cover Gaskets)
to the proper hand tools and equipment. Student will remove
and replace valve cover gasket(s). Upon replacement, there
.will be no leaks or stoppages in the system.

3.04

'Given an automobile engine out of a
(Replace Outside Seals)
car, the student will install the rear-main seal in accordahce
with manufacturer's specifications.

3.05

(Replace and Repair Motor Mounts) Provided a vehicle and ,
access to the proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual;
replace the engine mounts foilowing the manufacturer's recomThe mounts must meet the manufacturer's
.mended procedures.
torque specifications where necessary.

3.06_

(Perform Cylinder Compression Tests and Determine Needed_ReProvided an engine at normal operating temperatures,
pairs)
and using the .roper tools, gauges, and service manual; perform
pression test within +/- 10 p.s.i. of the readings
, a cylinder
.found by tv- instructor.
.

11/11

3.07

(Remove Cylinder Head(s) From Engine) Given an c 'gine, the
student will remove the cylinder head(s) according to manufacturer's specifications.

3.0E

(Diassembling a Cylinder Head)
student will disassemble it.

3.09

Given an automobile
(Inspect Valve Spring Retainers and Locks)
engine, the student will test the valve spring for etchings,
squareness, uniformity, and specified compressed pressure at a
specified height. 4

3.10

(Inspect Valve Guides for Wear, Check Valve Guide to Stem Fit,
Given an automotive cylinder
and Determine Needed Repairs)
head engine, the student will determine valve stem to guide
clearance and compare with manufacturer's specifications.

Given a cylinder head, the
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3.11

(Inspect Cylinder Heads for Cracks, Gasket Surface Areas for
Given a cylinder-head,
Warpage, and Check Passage Condition)
and access to the proper equipment and service Manual, inspect
the head for warpage, under the supervision of an instructor.
If warpage exiats, report the findings'to the instructor and
identify the necessarY repairs.

3.12

Given an automobile
(Reassembling Valve Components With Head)
engine, the student will reassemble the valve components with
-the head in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

3.13

(Installing Cylinder Heads on Engine Block)- Given an automobile engine the student will install the cylinder heads on
the engine block in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

1.14

(Steam Clean Engine) Using a steam cleaner, steam clean thefl
engine surface of-a. given automobile under the instructor's
supervision. All heavy deposits of dirt and grease Mast be
dissolved and washed away, and ignition parts must be free of
moisture.

3.15

(Inspect Exhaust System) Provided a vehicle, visually check
the complete exhaust system for holes, defects, broken or
missing components, and rust-outs, under instructor supervision.
All defects and problem identified by the instructor must be
recognized.

3.16

(Replace Exhaust Manifold(s)) Given an automobile with broken
or warped exhaust manifolds, and acCess to the proper tools,
equipment, and service manual; reMove and install new exhaust
manifold, following the manufacturer's prqcedures. When completed, the exhaust manifold will not leak fumes or rattle.

3.17

(Testing a7PO-s-itive Crankcase Ventilation System) -Given a
pressure tester and a positive crankcase ventilation sYstem,
the student will test the system using the pressure tester in
accordance with manufacturer's speeifications.

3.18

(Perform Cylinder Leakage Tests and Determine Needed Repairs)
Given an engine at normal operating temperatures and usinc; the
proper tools, equipment, and service manual; perform a cy inder
leakage test following the manufacturer's recommended procedures.
The reading must be within +/- 10 percent of the reading found
by the instructor.

3.19

(Perform Cylinder Power Balance Tests and Determine Needed
Given an engine at normal operating temperatures,
Repairs)
and using the proper, test equipment, and service manual; perform a cylinder balance test under instructor supervision.
Time limit is 20 minutes. The reading must be within +/- 10
percent of the reading found by the instructor.

3.20

Using the proper
(Diagnose Valve Train and Head Malfunctions)
tools and equipment, examine the valve train and head of an
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operating engine and identify the malfunctions, under instructor's supervision. All malfunctions given by the inetructor
must be identified.
3.21

With the engine
(Clean Engine Parts and Check, for Condition)
disassembled-, and using the proper cleaning equipment, clean
and inspect each engine component for proper condition, under
All componentg needing maintenance
instructor supervision.
and repair must be identified to the instructor, and each
cleaned part Must meet instructor's approval.

3.22

(Perform Operational Inspections of the Engine Lubrication
Gisien'an automobile, service manual,-add access to
Systems)
the proper tools, and gauges; perform operational inspections
Of the:engine lubrication systems following the manufacturer's
All malfunctiOns (stoppages) identified
recommended procedures.
by the instructor must be recognized.

3.23

(Replace Camshaft, Replace Camshaft Bearings, Replace Timing
Gears and Chains, Replacedaekets and Seale, Replace Valve
Given an.automobile engine and access to the proper
Lifters)
tools, equipment, and service.manual; remove and replace the
camshaft in acdordance with the manufacturer's'specifications
and procedure5. Camshaft and related component parts will
work freely without,binding or leakage upon completion of the
repairs.

3.24

Given an
(Repair and Replace Intake Manifold and Gaskets)
automobile engine, the student will remove and replace the
intake manifold in-accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

3.25

Given agtomObile engine with mechanical valve
(Adjust,Valves)
lifters, necessary tools, equiptent,Gand service manual;

adjust exhaust and intake valve "lash" according tothe manufacturer's specifications aid method.- Any variations must be
detected and corrected.
3.26

Given an
(Inspect, Replace and/or Grind Valve Face and Stem)
c;linder head, the student. will grind the valve face and stem
usils: -Ilse machine in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

3 27

(Refacing Valve Seats) Given an cylinder head, the student
will reface the valve seats using a valve seat grinder and
maintaining a concentricity of .002 inch.

3.28

(Knurl Valve Guide) Given cylinder head(s) total4 disassembled,
and proper tools and equipment, students will be able to knurl
valve guides to a correct fit.

3.29

Provided an engine, and given
(Remove and Replace Oil Pump)
access to a service manual and proper hand tools, replace the
oil pump following the manufacturer's recommended procedures.
Operation of the oil pump after installation must meet manufacturer's specifications and must have no leaks or other
malfunctions.
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3.30
,

.

Pravided a vehicle,
(Replace Flywheel and Flywheel Ring Gear)
service. manual,and access to the i,roper tords and equipment,
replace the flywheel ring gear and" flywheel, following the
manufacturer's specificatiOns and procedures. When campleted,
the fiyWh'eel ring gear will funCtion without, noise or slippage.

3.31

(Remove,and Replace Engine from Vehicle) Given an automobile
requiring engine removal, and access to a engine hoist, or
chain hoist, servide Manuali.hand tools,.and other needed
equiptent, remove the engine from the vehicle following the
manufactuer's recommended procedures. _The engine mUst be
removed without.incurrini any damage to surrounding items and
equipment. All.accepted safety, practices must be observed.

3.32

(Remove and Replace Connecting Rods and Bearings, Remove and
Replace Pistons and Rings, and Inspect Parts with Micrometers
and PIastigauge) Using the proper hand viols and service
manual; remove.and replace the connecting rods and rod bearings
in a given engine, accóridng to manufacturer's specifications.
Upon completion, there will be no leaks in the repaired area
and the oil pressure and engine temperature will conform to
the Manufacturer's specifications.
-

3.33

(Remove and Replace Crankshaftand Bearings, Inspect with
klicrometers and Plastigauge for Proper Bearing Fit) Given an
assigned crankshaft and block assembly, and using the proper
tools,equipment, and service manual; replace the crankshaft
and main bearings according to the manufacturees procedures
and specifications.
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UNIT

AUTOMOTIVE'ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

3.0

DIAGgOSE NEEDED ENGINE SERVICE
OR REPAIR

TASK

iERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a possible problem, di*lose the needed engine
service or repair; as accurately as possible using given and available
information. Rep :t findings to customer.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0101
.3.0102

Listen to driver's (owner's) complaint.

Listen to engine noises, or observe performance
_problem.

,3.0103

Inspect engine assembly for fuel, oil, collant,
transmission, or other leaks.

3.0104

For example,
Check engine systems as necessary.
check engine exhaust smoke color and quality.

3.0165

Road test vehicle to determine needed repairs/
service.

3.0106

Determine needed repairs/service.- Report to customer.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
=

Determine needed engine service or repair based on given and
available informa4on.
Findings must agree with pre-diagnosed or instructor findings.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:
(NOTE:

1 Hour

Diagnostic competency typically will require training and
experience over a period of time exceeding the "suggested
instructional times." (Competency may require the full
tdo year training period to develop.)
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Addendum to Task 3.01

SUGGESTIONS FOR ROAD TESTING VEHICLE
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
.

8.

Observe all traffic laws.
Drive to location where it is safc to accelerate to 50 MPH.
Allow cLr
On reaching 50 MPH, immediately let "up on accelerator.
to coast to.about 30JMPH.
Drive at 30 MPH for about a block. Then, accelerate rapidly to 50
MPH and again let up on acceleration and coast to. about 30 MPH.
(Repeat as necessary.)
Observe for reported'engine problem.
Observe oil pressure, temperature, steering, braking, shifting,
clutch, rear axle, as well as engine perfornance.
Engine should have had smooth and responsive, ping-free acceleration. There should be missing, bucking, or loping at low, medium,
and high speeds. The engine should not stall following a fast
Dash instruments should read normal.
stop.
It is advisable-to check horn, lights, or other systems and make
the customer aware of all areas that may need repairs.

SOME AREAS'TO OBSERVE ARE
1.
2.

Oil pressure:
\ sumption.

low, excessive, no pressure, contamination, con-

Overheating; overcooling or slow warmup, belt squeal on acceleration, or at idle, noisy water pump, radiator cap noise, coolant
loss.

\Stalling and/or rough /:ling, Carburetor flooding, poor acceleration, idle speed varies, hard starting when cold or 'hot, excessive
fuel consumption, or insufficient,or excessive fuel delivery,
inproper choking, top speed lowered, fuel pump noise.
Missirg during acceleration or at idle or low .speed, missing during
4.
crusing or high speed operation, missing at all speeds, preignition,
detonation, backfiring in intake manifold or exhaust system, engine
kicks (backward) 'during cranking, weak or intermittent or no spark
at'plugs, short point life, coil failure, condenser failure, short
spark-plug life.
No charge, low or erratic rate cf change, excessive charge, noise
5.
in charging system.
6.. Undercharged battery, overcharged battery, regular diagnosed as
malfunction.
Starter will not crank engine, starter cranks engine slowly, starter
7.
makes excessive noise, starter cranks but will not engage flywheel
ring gear, starter drive pintion releases slowly or not at all.
3.

Source of these sugiestions:

Auto Service and Repair by Stockel.
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UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,

REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

0

TASK

3.02

PERFORM ENGINE VACUUM TESTS AND
DETERMINE NEEDED REPAIRS

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vacuum gauge, the student will diagnosis the engine condition
fusing the vacuum gauge in accordance with given specific ons.
PERfORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0201

Remove the vacuum plug at base plate of carburetor.

3.0202

Connect the adaptor on gauge on the manifold.

3..0203

Start the engine and set idle at 400 to 500 rpm.

3.0204

Check tor appropriate readings.

3.0205

Record, test results.

3.0206

Write findings from tests on reverse 'sid2 of Job
sheet.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- -1)i-agnose engine condition using the vacuum gauge and given

specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

Finding must agree with instructors:
1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:.

- Interpreting standard vacuum gauge readings.
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UNIT/

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENG/NE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR; AND OVERRAUL

TASK

3.03

REPLACE VALVE COVER GASKETS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile and access to the proper hand tools and equipment.
Student will remove and replace valve caver gasket(s). Upon replacement,
there will be =leaks or stoppage in the system,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0301

Remove air cleaner.

3.0302

Remove any wires, brackets, vacuum lines, etc., to
sain access to valve covers.

3.0303

Remove valve cover attaching (bolts and screws).

3.0304

Tap val.ve cover with rubber hammer to break loose
and remove valve cover.

3.0305

Scrap old gasket fran valve cpver and clean cover
and head thoroughly.

3.0306

Inspect and clean if necessary oil return passages.

3.0307

Inspect vtive cover gasket surface area and reshape
if necessary.

3.0308

If using gasket sealer, please only on valve cover
side of gasket and install gasket on valve cover.

3.0309

Reinstall valve cover() on engine.
Check for loose wires or hoses, etc., trapped
(NOTE:
under caver.)

3.0310

Retorque bolts-screws to manufacturer's specifications.

3.0311

Repeat steps 1 and 2 in reverse and start engine and
check for oil leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
?

-

Upon completion,
Remove and replace valve cover gasket.(s).
there will be no leaks or stoppage in the system.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

5 Hours
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pIT

AUTOMOTIVE.ENGINE"MAUTENANCE,,
RZPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

3.0

_

TASK

REPLACE OUTSIDE SEALS

3.04

_TERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile engine out''of a car the student will inst411 the
rear-main oil seal in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0401

Compare old seal with new seal for,proper fit.

3..0402

Clean 'seal groove in Cap and block with cloth and,
scraper.

3.0403

Press braided seal into cap so that both ends stick
up above,cap.

3.0404

Tap orr r5II the,seal down into the groove tsing a.
smooth 'rounded tool like a hammer :landle.

3.0405

Check to make sure it id snugly inc,place.

3.0406

Cut off ends flush with cap with raior blade and,set
aside.

3.0407

Repeat saTe.procedure in the block section.

PERFORMANCE STA6ARDS:
-

Install rear-main oil seal in accordance With manufacturer's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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N
UNIT

AUTOMOTIVE ENG* MAINTENANCE,

3.0

REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

,

REPLACEim1TOR MOUNTS

3.05

TASK

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a"vehicle and access to the proper hand tools, equipment, and
,service manual; replace the engine mounts following the manufacturer's
recommended-procedures. The mounts must meet the manufacturer's torque
specifications where necessary.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0501

iefer to'manufacturer's service information on
procedures.

3.0502

Support engine weight with hydraulic jacks or-stands
to remove load from engine mounts.

3.0503

Unbolt-and remove old engine mounts.

3.0504

Trimfrubbe

3.0505

Install,new engine mounts and lower engine to original
position.

3.0506

Torque-engine mount bolts to specifications.

from bolt holes in new motor mounts.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace motor mounts following manufacturer's recommended procedures.
Torqued to specifications where approPriate.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours

ry.
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UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.06

PERFORM CYLINDER COMPRESSION TESTS
AND DETERMINE'NEEDED REPAIRS

Provided an engine at normal operating temperatures, and using the
proper tools, gauges, and service manual, perform a cylinder compression
test within 41- 10 p.s.i. of the readings found by the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0601

Check battery charge.
(NOTE: Battery must be fully charged before
taking compression test.)

3.0602

Remove all spark plugs.

3.0603

Remove coil secondary wire and ground to engine.

3.0604

Fix throttle in wide-open position,

3.0605

install compression gauge and turn engine over a
minimum of four times. Note readings.

3.0606

Repeat for each cylinder.

'3.0607

Reinstall spark plugs, spark plug wires, coil secondary
Wire and close throttle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Make ,cylinder compression test and determine needed

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

al
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repairs.

UNIT

3O

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERKAUL

TASK

3.07

RnMOVE CYLINDER HEAD(S) FROM ENGINE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an engine the student win remove the cylinder head(s) according
to manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0701,

Remove distributor cap and mark rotor
Drain water.
direction by scraping a mark on fireumll or manifold.

3.0702

Remove intake and exhaust manifold. Take extra care
in removing the temperature gauge sending unit.

3.0703

Remove the spark plugs with the use of the spark
plug tool.

3.0704

Remove the valve covers, the old valve cover gpskets.

3.0705

Remove the rocker arm assembly. Keep the assembly_
in the exact order it was when removEd. Remove the
push rods and keep them in order.

3.0706

Remove the cylinder heads. Use 1/2" drive socket
Remove old head gaskets and mark right and
set.
left bank on proper heads. Cover engine block to
prevent foreign matter from getting into water
Valley and open cylinder.
channels.

3.0707

Steam ciRan head to facilitate further disassembly.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove cylinder head from engine following proper (manufacturer's)
procedures.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

12 Hours
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UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.08

DISASSEMBLING A CYLINDER HEAD

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a cylinder head, the'student will disassemble it.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0801 ,

Remove valve sprins keepers using the valve spring
compressor. Place keepers in small box.

3.0802

TAmove valve springs and valve spring retainers.
Place them in boxes.

3.0803

Remove valves and place them in their proper place
on the valve board.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Disassemble Cylinder head following correct procedures, correctly
cleaning aild storing each part.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours
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UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AN1) OVERHAUL

TASK

3.09

INSPECT VALVE SPRING RETAINERS AND
LOCKS

-

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile engine, the student will test the valve spring for
etchings, squareness, uniZzrmity, and specified compressed pressure at a
specified height.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.0901

3.0902

, Clean springs thoroughly.

Check springs for etching. Etching is the result of
corresive acids eating away at valve springs. If
springs are.etched, discard.

4

3.0903

-Use a tri-square and surface plate to examine the
squareness of the springs.

3.0904

Line all the springs up on a flat surface, side Iv
side, to check for uniformity. Discard any irregular
springs.

3.0905

Using the valve spring tester, test the spring for
uniform and specified strength.

3.0906

Visual inspect of valve springs and locks, replace
as necessary.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect valve spring retaiuers and locks for etchings, squarenesb,
uniformity, and specified compressed pressure at a specified
height. Irregular springs will be replaced.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours.
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UNIT

340

TASK

3.10-

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL
INSPECT VALVE GuIrvs FOR WEAR, CHECK

VALVE GUIDE TO STEM FITAND DETERMINE
NEEDED REPAIRS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automotive cylinder head engine, the studc=t will determine
valve stem to guide clearance and compare with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
.3.1001

Clean out carbon and varnish (use an adjustable
valve guide cleaner).

3.1002

Inspect valve guides for cracks.
(NOTE: '.Ifcraakeil 'or:defective, they must be removed
and replaced.)
-'

3.1003

The procedure for checking valve stem to guide'
clearance will depend on the measuring device used.
A dial indicator set up to measure valve guide
a.
wear.
A small hole gauge and micrometer.
b.

3.1004

If stem to guide clearance exceeds
specified maximum clearance Fy .62", make adjustments
according to repair manual.
Check for'wear.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Determine valve stem to guide clearance and compare with manufacturer's specifications. AdjuLA or replace as necessary.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.11

INSPECT CYLINDER HEADS FOR CRACKS,
GASKET SURFACE AREAS FOR WARPAGE, AND
CHECK PASSAGE CONDITION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a cylinder head, and access to the proper equipment and service
manual, inspect the head for warpage, under the supervision of an inIf warpage exists, report the findings to the instructor and
structor.
identify the necessary repairs.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1101

Clean cylinder head thoroughly.

3..1102

Check for burrs, rough spots and/or,cracks.

3.1103

Place long straight edge against sealing surface of
head.
a.
b.

3.1104

Diagonally from corner to corner.
Horizoutally along entire length.

Measure anY open spaces with feeler gauge and refer
to manufacturer's specifications for tolerances..

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect cylinder heads, measuring open'npaces for manufacturer's
specifications.
Repaired cylinder heads will be free of burrs, rough spots, or
cracks, will have clean passages and be ffee of warpage.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

152

UNIT

3.0

AZTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.12

REASSEMBLING VALVE COMPONENTS WITH
HEAD

,------PERFORMANCEOBJECTIiE:

Given an autonmbile engine, the student will reassemble the valve components with the head in accordance with manufacturer's specificaLions.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1201

Organize the valves and heads:
Place the vslves in their proper.seats.
a.
Slip Oilseals onto the valve stem.
b.
Place vslve spring and spring seat into its
c.
position.
Place valve spring in correct place.)
(NOTE:

3.1202

Obtain C-shaped valve spring compressor:
Compress springs.
a.
Insert retainer locks.
b.
Using rules and specifications measure install
c.
height of each valve spring and stem.
(NOTE:---Tnstal-1--valve---spring in-proper position.)

3.1203

Check spring heights with ruler measure installedspring height.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Reassemble valva components with head according to manufacturer's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

153

SG

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.13

INSTALLING CYLINDER HEADS ON ENGINE
BLOCK

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automnbile engine, the student will install the cylinder heads
on the engine block in accordance with.manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1301

Check surface or block:
Be Sure all
Check new head gasket for size'.
a.
'water passages and bolt holes are unobstructed.
If burrs are present on block or head surface,
b.
remove them with-ajsedium file.
Apply
thin coat of gasket cement to each side
c.
of the head gasket.
Always install a new gasket as the old one may
d.
leak even though it appears to be perfect.
,

3.1302

Line the gasket up on the block. Before installing
gasket allow'cement to become tacky.

3.1303

Install head. Do not allow open valves to strike
blocks as this may bend them.

3.1304

Torque heads.
Manual.

Specifications can be found in Motor's

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Install cylinder heads on a given engine block according to
manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

154

1S 7

UNIT

3.0

AbTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.14

STEAM CLEAN ENGINE

PERFORMAIsTCE OBJECTIVE:

Using a steam cleaner, steam clean the engine surface of a 'given automobile under the instructor's supervision. All heavy deposits,of dirt and
grease must be dissolved and washed away, and ignition parta,must be
free of moisture.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1401

Obtain cleaning equipment and cleaning solvent.

3.1402

Refer to equipment manufacturges specifications and
procedures for stemn cleaning the engine.'

3.1403

Protect distributor and carburetor by covering with
water-proof material.

3.1404

Clean engine.

3.1405

Dry as needed (dhere-applicable).

3.1406

Protect against rust (where applicable) with the
proper antirust agent.

3.1407

Start engine and check for any malfunctions occurring
due to moisture or foreign particles in the olierational
parts.

PERFOMANCE STANDARDS:
,

-

Steam clean a given engine or engine surface so that all heavy
deposits of dirt and grease are dissolved and washed away and
the ignition, alternator, or other moisture sensitive parts
are not wet.
Meet instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

i55

188

UNIT

3.0

TASK

3.15

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

,INSPECT EXHAUST SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle, visually check the complete exhaust system for
holes, efects, broken or missing componAnts, and rustouts, under
instrdctor supervision.' "All defects mld problem identified by the
instructor must be recognized.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1501

B.Raise car and place on jack stands.
_

3.1502

Inspect entire dxhaust system for leaks, rattles,
looseness, holes, rusting, gaskets, and hangers, and
clamps.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Inspect exhaust system for holes, defects, broken...or missing

components, and rustouts identifying with 100 percent acCdricy
those defects diagnosed by the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIivIE:

2 Hours

156

159

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.16

REPLACE EXHAUST MANIFOLD(S)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIi.TE:

Given an automaile with broken or warped exhaust manifolds, and access
to the proper:tools, equipment, and service manual, remove and install
new exhaust manifolds, following the manuficturer's procedures: When
completed, the ekhaust manifold will not leak fumes or rattle.

PERFORNANCE -ACTIONS:
3.1601

Disconnect battery cable.

3.402

Raise vehicle and place on safety stands.

3.1.1603

31604
i

\Disconnect exhaust pipe and then lower vehicle.
Remove exhaust manifold(s).

3.1605

Free and lubricate heat riser where applicable.

3.k606

Scrape old gaskets Nhere gaskets are tsed) from
mating service.

1
r

3i607

Replace gaskets and man'ifold.

34608

Raise whicle and connect exhaust pipes.

34609

Connect battery cable.

3. 610

Operate engine and check forlleaks and rattles.

PERFORMANCE
-

.IANDARDS:

mid install new exhaust manifolds, following manpfactmer's
pr cedures. Upon completion, the exhaust manifold will not
leak fumes or rattle.

SUGGESTED IN8TRUCTI0N TIME:

12 Hours

1

157 --

190

UNIT

3.01".

TASK

3..17

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL
TESTING A POSITIVE CRANKCASE'
VENTILATION SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:.

Given
stuctht

pressure tester and a positive crankcase ventilation system, the
will test the system using:the pressure testerin accordance

with4nufacturer's specifications.

pERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1701

Remove breather cap.

3.1,02

Place pressure gauge firmly over breather opening.

3.1703

,Start engine

3.1704

Read indicator.on gauge.
Green--valve is good.
(NOTE:

3.1705

Tici-,run at_idle_rpm4

Red-4valve is bad.)

Remove gauge and replace breather cap.

,PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Test alositive crankcase ventilation system using a pressure
tester o procedure acceptable to the instructor meeting manu
facturer s specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIQN TIME:

2 Hours

As_

158

UNIT

AUT'OMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REFAIR, AND OVERHAUL

3.0

i

i

TASK

PERFORM CYLINDER LEAKAGE TESTS
AND DETERMINE NEEDED REPAIRS

3.18

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an engine at normal operating temperatures and Using the proper
tools, equipment, and service manual, perfofm a cylinder leakage test
following the manufacture:'s reCommended procedures.
The reading, must
be within +/- 10 percent f thereading found by the instruetor.

PERFORMANCE ACTION:
3.1801

Remove spark plugs, aif cleaner, crankcase oil
filler cap and radiator cap.

3.1802

Set;throttle to wide-open pbsition.

3.1803

Determine top dead center position of number one
cylinder and all others,.

3.1804

Connect cylinder leakage tester to hose number one
cylinder.

3.1805

Disconnect coil secondary wire and grouna to engine.

3.1806

Apply air pressure to cylinder under test.

3.1807

Check level of percentage of air leakage on gauge.

3.1808

Listen it ca,.buretor, radiator, and tailpipe for air
noises.

3.1809

Determine whether leakage is in intake valve, exhaust
valve, head gasket or cylinder head.

3.1810

Repeat test for each successive cylinder.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Perform cylinder leakage test following manufacturer's recommended
procedures.
Readings must be within +/- 1 percent of instructor'
-iding.
Determine needed repairs.
,

-

SUGGESTED :NSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

159

192

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.19

PERFORM CYLINDER POWER BALANCE
TESTS AND DETERMINE NEEDED REPAIRS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an engine at normal opprating temperatures, and using the proper
test equipment, and service manual; perforona cylinder balance test
under instructor supervision. Time limit is one hour. The reading
must be within +/- 10 percent of the reading found by the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.1901

Connect cylOder balance tester to the engine following
instructionwith the machine.

3.1902

Adjust engine RPM to recommended speed.

3.1903

Using short-out switches on the balance tester,
short out one cylinder at a time.

3.1904

Record the RPM's for each cylinder.

3.1905

If drop varies in RPMIs between cylinder, then'a
problem may exist within the cylinder.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Perform a cylinder balance'test within one hour on a simulated
or actual performance test.
Reading must agree with ,instrüctors +/- ib percent.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

160

103

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.20

DIAGNOSE VALVE TRAIN AND HEAD
MALFUNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the proper tools and equipment, examine the valve train and head
of an operating engine and identify the malfunctiOns, under instructor's
supervision. All malfunctions given by the instructor must be identified.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.2001

Remove rocker arm cover(s).

3.2002

While engine is running, visually inspect valve
stems, push rods and rocker arms for proper operation.
Some engine cannot be checked while running.)
(NOTE:

3.2003

Using a feeler gauge or dial indicator, check intake
and exhaust valves for proper clearance and timing
according to manufacturer's specifications.

3.2004

Remove spark plugs as pea.. manufacturer's specifications.

3.2005

Check for weak compression as caused by weak, worn,
or faulty piston rings.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Examine valve train and head of an operating engine and identify
the.100 percent of malfunctions found by instructor.
Outline necessary repairs.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

161

194

UNIT

TASK

,

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

3.21

CLEAN ENGINE PARTS AND CHECK
FOR CONDITION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:,

With the engine disassembled, and using the proper cleaning equipment,
clean and inspect each engine component for proper condition, under
instructor supervision. All components needing maintenance and repair
must be identified to ihe instrUctor, and each cleaned part must meet
instructor's apProval.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.2101

Clean parts in parts cleaning tank, heads and manifolds.
Scrape carbon from heads and manifolds and wire
brush old gaskets and remove valves before submerging
in dealing tank.

3.2102

Check cleaned parts for wear, warpage and any other
abnormal conditions existing.

3.2103.

Consult manufacturer's service manual for wear
specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-. Clean and inspect a given disassembled engine for proper
condition of components identifying all components needing
maintenance and repair.
Findings must agree 100 percent with instructor's diagnosis.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

162

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.22

PERFORM OPERATIONAL INSPECTIONS
OF TEE ENGINE LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

0

Given an automobile, service manual, and access to the proper tools, and
gauges; perform operational inspections of the engine lubrication systems
,following,the manufacturer's recommended procedures. All malfdiactions
(stoppages) identified by the instructor must be recognized.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

.

3.2201

Refer to manufacturer's service information and
specifications and ptocedures.

3.2202

Check oil pump for wear and operation, als6 check
oil pump.screen.

3.2203

Check filter mounting for defectsAnd clogged passageways.

3.2204

Using air and suitable rods, check crankshaft and
block for open and clean passages.

3.2205

Check oil passages in cylinder head leading to'
rocker arm area (where applicable) using air and
suitable rods.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Perform operational inspections of engine lubrication systems
following manufacturer's recomnendations procedures.
All malfunctions (stoppages) identified by tbe instructor must
be recognized.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 }lours

163

196

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR,
AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.23

REPLACE CARSHAFT, REPLACE CAMSHAFT
BEARINGS, REPLACE TIMING GEARS
AND CHAINS, REPLACE GASKETS AND
SEALS, REPLACE VALVE LIFTERS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

_Given an automobile engine and access to the proper tools, equipment,
and service manual,_remove and replace the camshaft in accordance with
Camshaft and related
the manufacturer's sPecifications and procedures.
compbnent parts will_ work freely without binding or leakage upon completion
of the repairs.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.2301

_Remove froni timing cover and fuel pump.

3.2302

Remove timing chain and gears.

3.2303

'Remove push rods and rocker arm assembly.

3.2304

Remove valve lifters.

3.2305

Remove camshaft.

3.2306

Remove cam bearings and observe position of oil feed

4

holes.

3.2307

Remove expansion plugs.

3.2308

Clean oil passages.

3.2309

Iustall cam bearings in respective position being
careful to line up oil holes.

3.2310

Install camshaft, make sure cam turns freely.

3.2311

Install timing chain, sprockets, seals, gaskets, and
timing cover.

3.2312

Install new lifters, push rods and rocker assembly.

PERFOMAANCE STANDARDS:

Remove and replace camshaft in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications and procedures.

164

197

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.23

REPLACE CAMSHAFT, REPLACE.CAMSHAFT
BEARINGS, REPLACE TLMING GEARS
AND CHAINS, REPLACE GASKETS AND
SEALS, REPLACE VALVE LIFTERS
(Con't.)

-t

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Con't..):

Camshaft and related cmnponent parts Will work freely without
binding or leakage upon zompletion of repairs.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

18 Hours

165

198

UNIT

3.0

TASK

3.24

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

"REPAIR AND REPLACE INTAKE MANIFOLD
4WD GASKETS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile engine, the student will remove and replace the
intake manifold in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.2401

Check gasket sarfaces on head and manifold and be
sure they are very clean.'

3.2402

Lay gasket over intake ports and check size of
gaaket port holes and head ports. Most gaskets have
a top and a bottom. Check to be sure it is right
side up.

3.2403

Install intake'manifold:

3.2404

Screw in manifold bolts with speed wrench and socket.

3.2405

Torque bolts to specifications starting with bolts
in the center and work to bolts on both ends.

PERFORMANCE-STANDARDS:

Remove and replace intake manifold on a given vehicle according
to manufacturer'a specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION T1ME:

8 Hours

166

199

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.25

ADJUST VALVES

pRRFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given automobile engine with mechanical valva lifters, necessary tools,
equipment, and service manual; adjust exhauseand intake valve "lash"
according to manufacturer's specificatiOn and method. Any variations
must be detected and corrected.

PERFORMANC

CTIONS:

3.2501

Demonstrate adjustment procedures using flat feeler
gauge of specific thickness for intake and exhaust
(Manufacturer's 6pecifications.)
'valve lash.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Adjust exhaust and intake valve "lash" according to manufacturer's specifications and methods.
Meet instructor's standards in detecting.and correcting variations.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Explain "noise" made by mechanical valve lifters.
Explain necessity for valve lash variations between intake and
exhaust valves.

167

200

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL,

TASK

3.26

INSPECT, REPLACE AND/OR GRIND VALVE
FACE AND STEM
,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a cylinder head, the student'will gl:ind the valve face and stem
using valve machine in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:-'
3.2601,,

tlean valves and inspect for stem wear and warpage.

3.2602

Refinish valve face.

3.2603

Refinish stem end.

3.2604

Chamfer cut stem end.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
.

Grind valve face and stem, using machine according to manufac.turer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

168

201

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.27

REFACING VAIAYSEATS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVEI

Given an cylinder head, the student will reface the vaive seats using a
valve seat grinder and maintaining a concentricity of,.002 inch.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.2701

Clean out valve ports.

3.2702

Use valve guide cleaning tool and clean all valve
guides and check for wear.

3.2703

From repair manual*find the correct valve seat angl
for this model car and'size of engine.

3.2704

Select the correct size pilot for-guide and check to
make sure the fit is Snug.

.3.2705

Use a stone dressing tool and dress stone for proper
seat angle.

3.2706

Use the grinding stone that has been dressed and
grind proper angle on the valve seat.

3.2707

Inspect the-valve seat to make sure that the stone
has been held squarely to the valve seat and that
-the same dimension has been held arohnd the entire
circumference of the seat.

3.2708

If the seat is over 3/64" wide after grinding, use a
15 degree.stone to narrow the face to proper dimensitin.

3.2709

Use a lapping tool and lapping compound to lap
valves.to reground seats.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Reface valve seats using a valve seat grinder and maintaining
concentricity of .002 inch.
Meet instructorld standards and use grindet
according tc menu,
fecturer's procedures.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

411
169

202

UNIT

3.0

TASK

3.28

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
'REPAIR; ARD-OVERRAUL'

'

.-

KNURL VALVE GUIDE

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given cylinder head(s) totally disassemblpd, and proPer toolsand equip
ment; students will be able to knurlsvalve guiddE to 1.1-corTeot fit:.

.

.

:

PERFORMANCE ACTIOgS:
.

.

Using micrometer check reading. of valvi'stem virgin,:
and wear.

3.2801

.

.

,

.

Drill indenr.in, valve guide on topside to.receive
knurling,wheel.
.

3.2802

- ..;

Select smalleit knurling Wheel add knurl valve

3.2803

guide:

Select reamer :dot i.nch, larg-e than Valve stet recorded
aboVe:

3,2804

_

-

3.2805 \

Ream valve guide.

3.2806

Thoroughly clean valve.guide And InbriCate.

3.2807

,

.

Place valvein gqide ahd.check fit.
Valve Slim and guide should create vacuum:)''

TOTE:

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
,

On a totallydisassemble& cylinder head; knurl valve guide to
correct fit.
Valve gtem and'guide shou1.4 create a yacuum.
-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Rours

170

203

.

UNIT

AUTOMOTIVE ENGIK: MAINTENANCE,

3.0

REPAIR, AND OVEMAUL
3.29

TASK

REMOVE AND REPLACE OIL PUMP

PERgORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided an engine, and giVon access to a b,orvice manual and proper
hand tools;.replace the oil pump following tbe manufacturer's reOperation of the oil lump after installatiOn
commended procedures.
must meet- the manufanturer's specifications antk must have no leaks or
other malfunctionsP

.PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
o

3.2901

Raise vehicle and place on safety stands.

3.2902

Drain oil from oil pan.

3.2903

Remove oil pan, follow manufecturees guide.

3.2904

RemOve oil pump and examine to determine reaaon for
411ure before replacing with new pump.

3.2905-

Replace new pump and reverse procedures.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

SUGGESTED

Remove and replace oil pump_following manufacturer's recommended .
procedures.
Operation of pump after installation munt meet manufacturer's
specifications and have no leaks or other malfunctions.

TRUCTION TIME:

16 Hours

171

-

UNIT

3.0

TASK

3.30

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

,

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

REPLACE FLYWHEEL AND FLYWHEEL
RING GEAR
3110111111171.11.0

Provided a vehicle, service manual, and access to the proper tools and
equipment; replace the flywheel ring gear and flywheel, following the
manufacturer's specifications and procedures. When completed, the
flywheel ring gear will unction without noise or slippage.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.3001

Raise vehicle and place on Jack stands.

3.3002

Remove drive line.

343003

Remove transmission and bell housing.

3.3004

Remove clutch assembly.

3.3005

Scribe position of flywheel on crankshaft.

3.3006

Remove flywheel on crankshaft.

3.3007

Remove fLywheel.

3.3008

Remove flywheel ring gear.

3.3009

Install new ring.

3.3010

Replace flywheel:lining up scribe marks.

3.3011

Reassemble following tha reverse order.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace flywheel ring gear and flywheel following manufacturer's
procedures and specifications no that when completed flywheel
ring gear functions without noise or slippage.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours

172

21)5

-

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,'
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.31

REMOVE AND REPLACE ENGINE
FROM VEHICLE-

a=,
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile requiring engine removal, and access to a engine
hoist, or chain hoist, service manual, hand tools, and other needed
equipment; remove the engine from the vehicle following the manufacturer's
recommended procedures. The engine must be removed without incurring
any damage to surrounding items and equipment. All aecepted safety
practices must be observed.
.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.3101

Mark and remove hood.

3.3102

Disconnect and remove battery.

3.3103

Raise vehicle and properly 9ot stands.

3.3104

Drain coating system.
N

3.3105

Remove radiator, disconnect cooler lines where
applicable.

3.3106

Disconnect engine aupports and exhaust mnnifold(a).
a.
Where applicable, remove with transmission.
Remove transmission oil coolers lines and
b.
c.

linkage.
Drain transmission.

d.

Disconnect drive line.

3.3107

Remove fan asaembly.

3.3108

Disconnect fuel line and plug.

3.3109

Disconnect all electrical connections.

3.3110

Diaconnoct accelerator linkage.

3.3111

Attach chain, made certain all objects clear chain
to avoid damage.

3.3112

Remove engine.

3.3113

Install in reverse order.

173

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.31

REMOVE AND REPLACE ENGINE
FROM-VEHICLE (Can't.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace-engine from vehicle follawing manufacturer's
recommended procedures.
The engine must be removed without incurring any damage to
surrounding items and equipment.
All accepted safety practices must be observed.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

33 Hours

174

207

UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.32

REMOVE AND REPLACE CONNECTING RODS
AND BEARINGS, REMOVE AND REPLACE
PISTONS AND RINGS, AND INSPECT PARTS
WITH MICROMETERS AND PLASTIGAUCE
1.111.11...M.Iii/1.10.1.111.11MN,,11.011.1111....

11.11...1111MMI,MMIMI01111=11M,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the proper hand tools and service manual, remove and replace the
connecting rods and rod bearings in a given engine, according to manufacUpon completion, there will be no leaks.in the
turer's specifications.
repaired.area end the oil pressure and engine temperature will conform
to the manufaCturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.3201

-amove cylinder head(s).

3.3202

Remove oil pan.

3.3203

Ridge ream cylinder.

3.3204

Check to see if rods are numbered by cylinder and
mark if necessary.

3.3205

Remove rod nuts and caps.

3.3206

Install rod journal protectors on rod studs to
protect crankshaft.

3.3207

Remove piston and rod assembly.

3.3208

Clean and inspect cyiinder walls..
I

3.3209

Using inside micrometers or cylinder bore gauge,
gauge cylinders for wear and toper.

3.3210

Using hone, deglaze cylinder.

.3.3211

Measure crankshaft Journals for wear, and out-of-round,
(high and low readings).

3.3212

Remove piston rings.

3.3213

Clean ring grooms, inspect piston for wear, cracks,
lands, and grooves for signs of wear,

3.3214

Check wrist pins for looseness and align rod and
p.iston.
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UNIT

3.0

AUT0MOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.32

REMOVE AND REPLACE CONNECTING RODS
AND BEARINGS, REMOVE'AND REPLACE
FISTONS-AND-RINGS-,-AND INSACTPARtS
WITH MICROMETERS AND PLASTIGAUGE
(Con't.)
11. MI

NA milim

3 =Ms

iNIN

in

Ow Me

IN Iiiimilmat

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (GOn't.),:

3.3215

Check rings for proper ring gap.

3.3216

Install rings being cautious to install in proper
grooves and proper side up.

3.3217

Lubricate rings generously and install ring compressor.

3.3218

Install bearings, inserts in rod and cap observing
oil holes for alignment.

3.3219

Install connect,ing rod assembly in engine block.
(NOTE:
That,piston notch or arrow is pointing
toward front of engine.)

3.3220

Using plaxtigaugd and feeler gauge methods; check
for clearance. Remove plastigauge and lubricate.

3.3221

Retorque connecting rods,.

3.3222

Rotate crank after each conndcting rod has been
installed. Crank should turn freely allowing for
slight drag of new rings.

3.3223

Install oil pan.

3.3224

Install cylinderIO4s.

3.3225

Fill crankcase with correct grade and weight oil.

3.3226

Fill radiator with coolant.

3.3227

Start engine, checking oil pressure, engine temperature
and examine for leaks.
13

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace amnecting rods and bearings on a.given
engine according to manufacturer's specifications.
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UNIT

3.0

TASK

3.32

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL
REMOVE AND REPLACE CONNECTING RODS
AND BEARINGS, REMOVE AND REPLACE
-PISTONS,ANDRINGS, AND INSPECT ,PARTS
WITH MICROMETERS AND PLASTIGAUGE
(Can't.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Con't.):

Upon completion, there will be no leaks in the repaired area
and the oil prensure and engine temperature will conform 0
the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

32 Hours
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UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK

3.33

REMOVE AND REPLACE CRANKSHAFT AND

ARINGS, INS= WITH MICROMETERS.
AND PLASTIGAUGE FOR PROPER tEARING
kIT.
.111%

00/0.k.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given an ass,igned crankshafp and block assembly, and using the propiir
tools, equipment, and service manual; replacc the crankshaft and main
bearings according to the manufacturer's procedures,and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
3.3301

Remove oil pan.

3.3302

Remove oil pump and screen.

3.3303

Check for main bearing and rod bearing markings and
arrows on main bearing caps.
Mark if necessary.

3.3304

Remove main and.rod beaiing caps.

3.3305

Remove crankshaft.

3.3306

Measure the crankshaft and record the readings.

3.3307

Inspect the bearing saddles in the block to deter
mine that all galleries are cleah and blown free of
dirt.

I.

3.3308

Inspect new bearings and make certain size is cor
rect for the replacement.

3.3309

Install upper bearings in proper place.

3.3310

Lubricate top half of bearings with engine oil or
other appropriate lubricant.

3.3311

Install the rear main bearing seal.

3.3312

Put crankshaft in place (be certain crankshaft is
clean and all oil holes have been blown out).

3.3313

Rotate crankshaft back and forth to make certain no
binding occurs.
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UNIT

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,"
REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL

TASK.

3.33

REMOVE AND REPLACE CRANKSHAFT AND
BEARINGS, INSPECT WITH MICROMETERS

-AND-PLASTIGAUGE-FOR PROPER HARM-PIT.(Con't.)

as..10.1R

.......10.1.1....~.6.1..11......14.1101040111141MIIIIMIN....1MID
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
.3.3314

Install bearings in lower caps.

3.3315

Install bearings in engine block. MeaSi& with
plastigauge to meet proper specification. ReMove
plastigauge and lubricate bearings.

3.3316

Tighten Connecting rod caiis to torque specifications
in.sequential order.

3.3317

Turn crankshaft alter each bearing has been torqued
to insure proper functioning.
(CAUTION:
Do not turn the crankshaft with
plastigauge installed.)

3.3318

Check connecting rod side clearance and crankshaft
and play.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace crankshaft and bearinga according to manufacturer's specifications and procedures.
at.

SUGGESTLD INSTRUCTION TIME:

31 Hours
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
UNIT/TASK

DESCRI,PTIO0
I.

Unit-4-A)

FUEL SYSTEM-MAINTENANCE. AND-REPAIR-.---

4.01

Given a car with a fuel filter in
(Replace a Fuel Filter)
need of replacement, remove and replace the fuel filter in
accordance,with the manufacturer's specifications.

4.02

(Repairs or Services Carburetors) Given an automobile with a
malfunctioning carburetert a iterVice manual, and access to the
proper tools and equipment; diagnose the problem and eervice
or repait the malfunction,under the superVision of,the instructpr.
Repairs must conform to manufacturer's specifications.

4.03

Mdjust Carbure'or) Provided a
tools and equipment, adjust the
specifications.by following the
set must be within.+/- 50 RPM's
cations.

4.04

(Inspects, Cleana, and Adjusta Choke Unit /Automatic a0d
Given a vehicle and the proper hand tools, equipment,
Manuel/)

vehicle and,the necessary
carguretor to manufacturer's
Idle
recommended proc.odure.
of the manufacturer's specifi-

'and service manUal; inspect, clean and adjust the automatic
choke unit, checking instructor's supervision. Adjuat must
meet the manufacturer's toleiances.
4.05

(Install Carburetor) .Using thi proper hand teals, equipment,
and service manual;.replace the carburetor on a given vehicle,
following the recommended .replacement procedurea. Id3e speed
muat be.within 41- 50 RPM's of manufacturer's specifications.

4.06

(Removes, Services, or Replaces Fuel Lines and Poses) Using
the proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; remove
and replace the fuel line on a given vehicle following the
manufacturer's recommended procedures. Operetion, after installment, must conform to the manufacturer's speeificationa.

4.07

(Inspect and Measures Fuel Flow and.Pressure of '.4stem)
Provided an operational vehicle and adcess to the proper hand
tools, equipment, and service manual; measure the pressure and
flow of fuel in the pump, under the instructor's supervision.
The measurement found by the instructor must be attained by
the student.

4.08

(Replace Fuel Pump) Given a car'with a fuel pump needing replacement, remove tud replace-the fuel pump in accordance with
manufacturer's apecificationo.
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4.09

(Adjust Fuel Injecti6n System) Given a ,vehicle, service
manual, and necessary tools and equipment; adjust the fuel
injection system by means of electronic diagnostic equipment.

4.10

(Inspects, Services, or Replaces.Fuel Sending Unit) Given a
vehicle with-a faulty-fuel-leVel'sending-Unit,-and acCess tdproper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the
fuel tank,sending unit, following the manufacturer's racommendld
procedures. After installation, the.dash indicator must register as prescribed in the manufacturer's service manual.

4.11

(Analyze ,A)r Moisture or Foreign Particles in FUel Tank)
Given a vehicle with apparent meisture of foreign particles in
the fuel tank v linesv the'vehiCle service manual and necesaary
tools and equipment, remove the fuel tank and clean moisture
and dirt from the tank, as recommended by the mantlfacturer's
The tank must be free of dirt and moisture.
instructions.

4.12

(Diagnose and Repair Fuel,SYsiem Malfunctions) Given a vehicle
and the ncessary tools and equipment, reiove the carburetor
bowl cover and inspect the carburetor for dirt sediment and
moisture; if foreign Articles exist, clean the carburetor as
recommen8ed ,by the manufacturer's specifications.

4.13

(Rebuild Carburetors) Given an autoMobile, service manual,
necessary tools and replacement parts; reFuild carburetor.
When completed .the carburetor should have all screws, clamps,
and hoses secure. The carburetor should operate and be adjusted
There should be no
wfthin manufacturerls specifications.
leaks.

,.
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UNIT

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE Alp REPAIR

TASK

4.01

REPLACIA FUEL FILTER

,..MOS

...1...
0

1

PERFORMANCE 08,1ECTIq:

Given a car with a fuel filter in need of replacement, remove and replace
the fuel filter in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications,

r
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0101

Prepare for replacing a fuel filter.,

4.0102

Place container under fuel filter.

4.0103

Remove filter clamps.

4.0104

Remove filit;r.

4.045

Replace filter by placing clamps loosely on fuel
lines.

4.0106

kosition filter correctly in place and slip on
lines.
(NOTE:

Note direction, if.applicable.)

4.0107

Tighten clamps.

4:0108

Start engine.and check for leaks.

4.0109

Remove container, tools, and fender covers.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace fuel filter on a given automobile.

SUGGESTED /NSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Mhnufacturer's specificatOns.
Note correct direction of filter, if applicable.,
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UNIT

4.0

=.

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND .
-REPAIR
LEVEL II

.........
TASK

REPAIRS Og'SERViCES CARBURETORS

4.02,

11

3=M11111.1.1

1

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an autdmobile with a malfunctioning,carburetor, a,service manual,
and access to thesproper tools and equipment, diagnose the problem.and.
service or repair.the malfunction under the supervision of the instructor.
Repairs, must conform'tamenufacturer's Operating specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0201

goad.test or start vehicle as meeded.

4.0202

'Diagnose and report malfunction.

4.0203

Take necessary steps to repair malfunction.

4.0204

Cheek fot leaks and OperatiOn.

4.0205

Test drive vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Pn an instructor provided automobile with a malfunctioning
carburetor, locate the.problem and repair the carburetor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

12 Hours'
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UNIT

sFUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE.AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

4.0

'

TA'SK

ADJUST CARBURETOR

4.03

0

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Provided a vehicle and the.neceseary tools 'and' equipment, Adjusx the
carburetor,to manufacturer's Specifibitions by following'the recoMteded.,
50'0M's of the manufaCturee-s
procedure. Idle set must be within
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0301
4.0302

Connect tachometer to automobile.

'Adjust idle mixture screWs (following mahufacturer's
specifications).

4.0303

Adjust curb idle aajustment screw (actording to
manufacturer's specificatioliz).

4.0304

Remove tachometer.

4.0305

Test drive vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Adjust fuel.tixture and.idle set adjustments on a vehicle
provided by the instructor. Idle set-must be within 50 +/- RPM's
of the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hotirs
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UNIT

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

4.04

IITSPECTS, CLEANS, AND ADJUSTS CHOKE
UNIT (AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL)

..MONIMM.0=1. .111/411.11111M11111

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Giyen a vehicle and the proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual;
inspect, clean and adjust the automatic choke unit, checkinfinstructor's
Adjust must meet the manufacturer's tolerances.
supervision.

PERFORRANCE ACTIONS:
4.0401

Remove carburetor air cleaner.

4.0402

Disassemble automatic chdke; clean screen and unit;
as appropriate.

4.0403

Check sticking of piston and freeness of linkage.

4.0404

Reassemble automatic choke.

4.0405

Adjust Choke to'recommended setting.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Oa an instructor provided automobile with a choke needing
service, inspect, clean'and adjust the automatic choke to
manufacturer's tolerances.
0

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2.Hours
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UNIT

4.0

TASK

4,05

.

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II
INSTALL CARBURETOR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the proper hand tools,.equipment, and service manual; replace the
carburetor on a given vehicle following the recommended replacement
procedures.
Idle speed must be within +/- 50 RPM's of Aanufacturer's
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0501

Remove carburetor air cleaner.

4.0502

Disconnect 'accelerator linkage, fuel line, automatic
choike, and vacuum lines where required.

4.9503

Remove.carburetor.

4.0504

Install carburetor, following procedures in reverse.

4.0505

Complete final carburetor servicing as required.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Install a carburetor and set the idle speed in the automobile
provided-by the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTiON 'TIME:

3 Hours

t,
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UNIT

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR
LEVEL II

TASK

4.06

REMOVES, SERVICES, OR REPLACES FUEL
LINES AND HOSES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; remove and
replace the fuel line on a given vehicle following the manufacturer!s
recommended procedures. Operation, after installment, must conform to
the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0601

Check fuel lines from carburetor to gas tank.

4.0602

Disconneci fuel lines as needed.

4.0603

Install new fuel lines.

4.0604

Tighten fuel line connection.

4.0605

Start vehicle and check for fuel leaks.

4.0606

Test drive vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

On an automobile with a faulty fuel line, remove the faulty
fuel line and replace it with a new one.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

.
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UNIT_

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR-- LEVEL II

TASK

4.07

INSPECT AND MEASURES,FUEL FLOW
AND PRESSURE OF SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided an operational vehicle and access to the proper hand,tools,
equipment, and service manual; measure the, pressure and flow of fuel in
.the pump, under the inetructor's supervision. ,The measurement,found by
the instructor must be atiained by the student.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONi:
4.0701

Remove air cleaner assembly.

4.0702

Disconnect fuel line at the carburetor.

4.0703

Connect fuel pressure and flow gauge to fuel line in
accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

4.0704

Either crank with starter or run vehicle the required
time for proper fUel check.

4.0705

Compare reading with proper vehicle specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an instructor provided vehicle with the engine running,
measure the pressure and flow of fuel in the fuel pump.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION T1ME:

2 Hours

UNIT

4.0

TASK

4.08

FUEL SySTEM MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR - LEVEL II
REPLACE FTEL PUMP
.a

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a car with a fuel pump needing replacement, remove and replace the
fuel pump in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0801

If applicable, remove pump heat shield.

4.0802

Disconnect fuel lines. Use proper techniques to
prevent damage to line fittings.

4.0803

Remove nut or cap screws holding pump to block.

4.0804

Remove fuel pump. If pump is activated by a push
rod, remove rod and measure it against manufacturer's
Replace rod if it is shorter than
specifications.
recommended.

4.0805

Clean block surface and 'fuel pump.

4.0806

Cement gasket in place and install pump.
If pump will not fit flat against block,
(NOTE:
rotate engine-until cam eccentric is down.)

4.0807

Tighten cap screws or bolts evenly.

4.0808

Reinstall fuel line fittings With fingers hand
tight. -

4.0809

Tighten all fittings with flare-nut.wrench.

4.0810

Start engine and check,for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace fuel pump on automobile with faulty pump. Replacement
and all adjustments should meet manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

ADDITIONAL TECHiICAL INFO
-

Hours

TION:

Electric fuel pumps mounted in tank may require removal of
fuel tank.
189'
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UNIT

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

4.09

ADJUST FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Givena vehicle, service manual, and necessary tools° and equipment,
adjust the,fuel injection system by means, of electronic diagnosticequipment.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.0901

Adjust air induction door.

4.0902

Adjust choke.

4.0903

Adjust 'idle' speed and .mixture.

4.0904

Adjust, injection.

4.0905

Adjust cold start switches.

4.0996,

Adjust injection timing.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Adjust:fuel injection system using electrical diagnostic
equipment.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

(NOTE:

*

"Actions" may be used as a "checklist" of performance.)

*Currently, eleztronic diagnostic equipment to test fuel injection
systems is not on hand at secondary level centers.
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UNIT

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

4.10

INSPECTS, SERVICES, OR REPLACES
FUEL SENDING UN75

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a faulty fuel level sending unit, and access to
proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the fuel tank
sending unit, following the manufacturer's recommended procedures.
After installation, the dash indicator must register as prescribed in
the manufacturer's service manual.

PERFOwAANCE ACTIONS:
4.1001

Place vehicle on suitable hoist or service stands.

4.1002

Disconnect fuel lines and sending unit wire.

4.1003

Remove fuel tank.

4.1004

With air or brush, clean off all dirt, and particles
that may fall Into fuel tank.

4.1005

Remove sending unit.

4.1006

Install new sending unit.

4.1007

Connect ground wire between tank and frame of vehicle.

4.1008

Connect sending unit wire.

4.1009

Che.ck dash unit for proper operation.

4.1010

Reinstall fuel tank.

4.1011

Lower vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace the,fuel tank sending unit on the automobile provided
by the instructor.

3UGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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UNIT

FUEL Sig.-TM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - Level II

4.0

.

TASK

ANALYZE FOR MOISTURE OR FOREIGN
PARTIdLES IN FUEL TANK

4.11

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
1$

Given a vehicle with apparent moisture or foreign particles in the fuel
tank or lines, the vehicler.service manual'and necessary tools and equipment; remove the fuel tank and clean moisture and dirt from the tank, as
recommended by the manufacturer's instructions. The tank must be free
of dirt and moisture..

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.1101

Raise vehicle on suitable hoist or safety stands.

4.1102

Disconnect fuel line and sending unit wire.

4.1103

Remove fuel tank.

4.1104

Remove sending unit and drain plug (if equipped).

4.1105

Drain fuel tank. and'flush tankagith water and air.

4.1106.

Rinse with alcohol to remove any remaining'moisture
in fuel tank.

4.1107

Install sending unit and drain plug.

4.1108

Install fuel tank.

4.1109

Connect fuel line and sending unit wire.

4.1110

Check for leaks and sending unit operation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On an instructor provided automobile with moisture or dirt
the gas tank, remove the tank and clean it of the foreiin
matter.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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in,

UNIT

4.0

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR = LEVEL III

TASk

4.12

DIAGNOSE AND REPAIR FUEL
SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS
.1101

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a vehicle and the necessary tools and equipment, remove carburetor
bowl cover inspect the carburetor-for dirt sediment and moisture; if
foreign partiCles exist,dlean the nlounted carburetor.

PEgFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.120.

Remove air cleaner-assembly.

4.1202

Remove carburetor bowl cover .if checking or adjusting.

4.1203

If dirt and moisture is found, see sources and
See Task 4.13.
correct.

4.1204

Clean carburetor.

4.1205

Check float valve level and needle s)at.

4.1206

Reassemble.

4.1207

Start vehicle and adjust mixture screws and curb
idle screw (to manufacturer's specifications).

4.1208

Test vehicle performance ifappropriate.

PaFORMANCE STANDARDS:
On an automobile showing evidence of dirt or moisture in the
carburetor, inspect the carburetor and clean all dirt and
moisture from the mounted unit.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

(NOTE:

3 Hours

Some carburetor models may require different actions or removal
0..!;carburetor for inspection and service.)
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UNIT

4.0

ruiL'singm MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TAS%

4.13

REBUILD CARBURETOR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, service manual; necessary tools and replacement
parts;-- rebuild carburetor. When cOtpleted'the carburetor should have
all screws, clampa, and hoses Secure. The carburetor should operate and
be adjusted within manufacturer's specifications. There should be no
leaks.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
4.1301

-Observe sAfety- precautions in using carburetor
cleaner.

4.1302

Disassetble carburetor according'to manufacturer's
sPecifications.

4.1303

Test and set assembly parts as appropriate,

4.1304

Clean and air blow dry appropriate parts.

4.1305

Reassemble carburetor:

4.1306

Adjust to manufacturer's specifications.-

.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Rebuild a givea carburetor making the necessary repairs and
adjustments and reinstall the carburetor on the vehicle and
adjust it to manufacturer's specifications. The carburetor
should operate and be adjusted within-specifications and
should show no leaks;

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

12 Hours*

*Time depends on type of carburetor.
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

DESCRIPTION

UNIT/TASK
Unit 5.0

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

5.01

(Service.PCTSystem) On a given autotobile check and routinely
service the PCV system (PCV, orifiCe/metering, or diaphragmvalve/gulp Gr Smith Valve systems.)

5.02.

On a given
(Inspect Exhailst System for Leaks or Damage)
automobile, with necessary tools and equipment, including a,
lift or jack; inspect the exhaust system for leaks'or damage.

5.03

(Test and Adjust Idle Solenoid) GiVen an automobile, service
manual, and necessarytools and equipment; test and adjust

P.

idle soleuoid.
5.04

.

(Check end Service Fuel EvaPoration System /-Fuel-Vaior System:7)
Given a vehicle, service manual ana necessary tools; check and
service the fuel evaporation system;
.

5.05

(Service, Repair, or Replace,Thermostatic Air Cleaner) Given
a vehicle, -service manual and necessary tools; service the
thermostatic air.cleaner (TAC) system.

5.06

(Test Air Injector Reactor System) Given a vehicle,-serVice
manual exhaust gas analyzer and necessary tools; test the AIR'
system.

5.07

(Test and Service Exhaust Gas RecitcUlati*n VaiVe Operation)
Given a vehicle, service manual, vacuum olmp and aecessary
tools and test equipment; te6t and service the EGR valve and
conponent operation.'

5.08

(Inspect and 'Service Manifold Heat 'dontrol Valve) On a given
automobile with a manifold heat control valve requiring servicing, the proper tools, equipment, and supplies, and appropriate shop manu41; inspect and service a manifold heat control
valve.

5.09

(Remove and Replace Catalytic Converter) One given vehicle,
necessary tools, service manualand replacement parts; remove
and replace the catalytic converter.

5.10

(Inspect, Removes, and Replace; Tail Pipe or Muffler) ,2t a
giveneutomobile using the necessary tools, equipment, replace_ment parts, supplies, and shop manual; inspect, remove and
replace the tail pipe or muffler.

(.
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UNIT

5.0

MISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM - LEVEL I

TASK

5.01

SERVICE PCV SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile, check and routinely service the PCV system., (PCV,
orifice/metering, or diaphragm.valvelgulp or Smith Valve systems),

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0101

Check hoses for damage. Make sure hoses are not
(Clean with patch, etc., if dirty.)
clogged,

5.0102

Make sure air cleaner, oil filter, etc. , are clean.

5.0103

Check manfacturer's recommendation for PCV system.
service.
(NOTE:
Check gulp valve diaphragm and'spring on MG,,
Fiat, BMW, and other automobiles equipped
with the diaphrapr-valve systed. Check blowby
intake manifold fitting on Volvo and dealed
crankcase-emission control system hoses on
Subaru.

.

5.0104

RePlace PCV valve after 12,poo miles of use.iintest
PCV Valve by pulling*Irom eligine and with engine
running check vacuum (pull.);by placing fieger over
valve opening:

5.0105

Check PCV air-filter element in the air-cleaner
If dirty, replaeml
cover (not in every automobile).
.

it.

.0106

On vehicles f.lith a metering orifice, clean the
openings.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Conduct general inspection and service of PCV system including
filters, hoses, PCV valve, and other parts which are easily
checked and which affect the PCV system.
Inspection must be in accordance to standards established by
the instruCtor and the vehicle manufacturer's service manual.
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UNIT

5.0

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM.- LEVEL I

TASK

5.01

SERVICE PCV SYSTEM (Can't.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Horas

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:,
- Emission Control Systems.
- ,PCV valve operation.
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UNIT

5.0

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXRAUST SYSTEM LEVEL I

TASK

5.02

INSPECT EXHAUST SYSTEM FOR LEAKS OR
DAMAGE

1111

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

.0n a given automobile, with necessary -cols and'equipment, including a
lift or jack; inspect the exhaust system for leaks or damage.-.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
^Y

Look for some form of damage., *Such as a hole or
split seam, in ihe muffler.

5.0201

5.0202
Ca

_Tap the muffler with a wrench or other tool (may be
combined with above step). to test if the muffler has
a ring (good) or thud (bad) sound. At this.tithe the
suiface°of the muffler can be checked for weak spots
that may have developed from inside.

Check exhaust pipe flang&-tarexhaust manifold connection
(from inside engine compartment usually). -Look for
white residue at joint indicating gasket seal is
bad. Also, listen for hoist-(popping) at this

5.0203

joint.
(NOTE:

If bolts are tight at the joint, replae
the gasket seal.)

5.0204

Inspect the exhaust system from ihe engine end to
the tail pipe, cbecking connectors, resonators, etc.
Look,for holes or cracks. ,

5.0205

Check 'for a restriction such as a bencl.in a pipe or
a stuck manifold heat control valve (in closed
position).
(NOTE: Test uéing vacuum gauge at iatake manifold.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
0

- Check a given automobile exhaust system for leaks or damage.
- Inspection must be in accordance with manufacturer's shop
manual and instructor's standards..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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4/1

UNIT

5.0'

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM - LEVEL II

TASK

5.03

TEST1AND ADJUST IDLE SOLENOID

PERFORMANCE GHJECTIVE:
Given an, automobile, serviCe manual,"and necessery..todls and equipment;
test and adjust idle-solenoid.
,

This task overlaPs the area of carburetor adjustnient.and
engine tune-up.)

(NOTE;

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0301

Check to see that the idle stop solenoid,energizes
when the ignition is turned on. The solenoid deenergize"when the ignitiou is xurned off..

5.0302

If the solenoid does not operate,* check the electrical
(Check solenoid with A/C on, if appropriate.)
circuit.

5.0303

'
If there is proper electrical power to the solenoid,
If there'is no
replace the defective solenoid.
electrical power, check fdr the electrical fault in
the system."

,PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

/

,
,

/

-

Test and adjust idle solenoid oft a given vehicle.
When completed the solenoid Operation will be in specifications,secure-on its moknt, and wireldonnected securely.
.4

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

(*NOTE:,

2 Hoursi

On sdie late model cars, Switch will only activate When air
conditioner is on (1977 and later GM's.)
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UNIT

5.0
.

TASK

fISSION -CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM - LEVEL II

CHECK AND SERVICE FUEL EVAPORATION
SYSTEM (FUEL-VAPOR SYSTEM)

5.04

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service manual and necessary tools; check and service
the fuel evaporation.system.

PERFOMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0401

As necessary,'following manufacturer's service
manual, replade the evaporative control (fuel-vapor)
.system filter;

5.0402

Visually inspect system end check for strong odor of
fuel.
(NOTE:

For moke,sophisticated servicing, the
infrared exhaust analyzer may be used to detect
small vapor losses from around the fuel tank, air
asing HC meter])
cleaner lines, or hoses.

5.0403

During visual.inspection, check for damaged lines,
liquid-fuel and vapor leaks, and missing parts. Inspect the filler cap for daMage or corrosion that
might cause the valves to fail to properly work.
(Cap must meet manufacturer's specifications and
completely seal fuel tank.)

5.0404

(All replacement hoses
Replace items'as necessary.
must be suitable for use in evaporative control
systems, resistant to deterioration from contact
with gasoline and gasoline vapor.)

5.0405

,Change 'cal:mister filter by removing bottom cover,

pulling out old filter, and insrting new one. If
canniater is ctacked or internally plugges, replace
the entire cannister.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Check and service the fuel evaporation system. Upon completion,
the lines will be check for length, security, and proper
routing. ,Check the fuel evaporation system.
There'must be no luel or vapor leako in the-System and the
system must meet manufacturer'a specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

Hours
200
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UNIT

5.0

TASK

'5.05

-EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM - LEVEL II
SERVICE, REiAIR, OR REPLACE
THERMOSTATIC AIR CLEANER

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:.

Given a vehicle, service'manual, and necessary tools; service the thermostatic air cleaner (TAC) system.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0501

Inspect the TAC system hoses to be sure there are no
leaks, kinks, etc., in the lines.

5.0502

Check and lubricate the manifold heat cohtrol valve
as necessary (seen heat control valve).

5.0503

Tape a proper thermometer next to the TAC sensor.
FollowIng manufacturer's specifications, make certain
that the valve "starts to open" and "full open"
position fall at the correct temperatures.

5.0504

If damper does not work at correct temperatures,
check vacuum motbr and sensor. Replace faulty
vacuum motor:

5.0505

Replace faulty sensor aa necessary.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Service the thermostatic air cleaner on a given automobile.
When completed all hoses should be connected conrectly,' hot
air pipe should be installed, and operation should have been
checked.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

5.0,

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM --LEVEL II

TASK

5.06 (Optional)

TEST AIR,INJECTION REACTOR sysTEm

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service manual exhaust gas analyzer and necessary
tools; test the AIR system.

PERFORMANCEACTIONS:
5.0601

Check for noise, no air supply, backfire, and high
BC and CO levels in the exhaust as probleks related
to the AIR system.'

5.0602

Check for the following possible causes of noise
problems:
- Loose belt
- Loose air-pump mounting bolts
- Worn bearings or internal troubles
- Alf leaks from the system

5.0603

Replace a pump that cannot be repaired, adjusted,
or cleaned.

5.0604

Stop air leaks by tiOtening hose connections or
replacing defective hoses.

5.0605

nifold, exhaust gases will
If no air is reaching
be high in HC and CO.. \Check for lOose belt,-frozen
pump, leaks, and failed iliverter or check valve.
Replace pon repairable itIms.

5.0606

If backfire is experienced, check for disconnected
If the vacuum hose is in
or blocked vacuum hoses.
good condition, replace the defective diverter valve.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Test Air Injection Reactor (AIR) system and repair or replace
components as necessary so the AIR system is functioning
properly.
(NOTE: \Do not overtighten the .AIR pump,)
- Components may include:
- Manifold/Distributor lines
- Air pump
- Check valve
- Belt,
Diverter valve
- When completed, check alignment, bolt security, leakage, and
hose and line routing.
-

,
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UNIT --

5.0

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
LEVEL II
SYSTEM

TASK

5.06 (Optional)

TEST AIR INJECTION REACTOR SYSTEM
(Con't.)

SUGGESTM INSTRUCTION ,TIA:

4 Hours
S

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

U

Proper exl*Ust gas analyzer test .co4nections.
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UNIT

EMISSION .00I4TROLS AND FIHAUST

5.0

SYSTEM - tEVEL II
TASK

TEST-AND:SERVICE EXHAUST GAS
.REGIRCULATION-VALVE OPERATION

.5.07

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:.

Given a-vehicle,. service manual, vacuum'pump and. necessary tools and
test equipment; test And:service the EGR .valve 4nd component operation.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0701

5.0702

Check EGR valve by'inspecting stem visible under
diaphragm. The.EGR stem shoUld move-up when the
valve opens. If the stem does not move or ii not
visible, use a vatuum tester to check the EGR valve.
With .a vacuum tested conneCted, aPply 8 inches Hg
If the valve does
not opetate, replace it.
- Test the thermal vacuum switch with a vacuum_gauge
and vacuum tester. No vac:turnshould pass through
the switch with .the engine cold. When the engine
is.warm, vacuum should pass through the'switch,.
with the engine. warm ,and id, idle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Test and service the EGR valve operation and component operation
on a given automobile. ,
When completed, check hose routing and length.
Check that.the gaSket is secure and positioned correctly.
The EGR. valve must open completely when vacuum is applied and
released.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

5 Hours*

*Depends on vehicle make.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Test of EGR valve.
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UNIT

5.0

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
SYSTEM - LEVEL II

TASK

5.08

INSPECT AND SERVICE MANIFOLD
HEAT CONTROL VALVE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile wi:th a manifold heat control valve requiting
servicing, the proper tools, equipment, and supplies, and appropriate
shop manual:Inspect and service a manifold heat control valve.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0801

Determine.if exhaust system is restricted.by checking
vacuum at intake manifold with'vacuum gauge.

5.0802

If gauge's needle indicates a possible restriction,
check the eXhaust pipe for restriction or bends
,.

5.0803

first.

Test manifold heat control valve. Tap it with a
hammer and lubricate with manifold heat control
lubricant if.atuck.
(CAUTION:
Doh't use oil which can cause the valves'
to stick.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect and service manifold heat control valve on a given
automobile to manufacturee specifications and instructor's
standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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e4

UNIT

5:0
.

TASK

IMISSIOR CONTROLS AND EXHAUST
'LEVEL
SYSTEM
REMOVE AND'REPLACE,CATALYTIC
CONVERTER

5.09

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
On a given xiehiCle, necesSarir tools, service manual, and replacement,
parts; remove and replade-the catalytic converter.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
5.0901

Inspect catalytic converter for,operation.

5.0902.

To replace catalytic conVerter, follow manufacturerls
shop manual instructions.
(NOTE:

Some catalytic converters may be drained
and ,the,pellets replaced instead Of replacing
the catalytic converter.)

Given a vehicle catalytic converter requiring
replacement pellets and necessar,vequipment;
replace catalytic converter pellets. When
completed, all old pellets must be removed
and,the proper amount of new pellets
installed and the filler plug tightly
replaced.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS1
-

Remove and replace the, catalytic converter on a given automobile. (Or, drain and replace converter pellets.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours,

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Inspect system for exhaust leaks.
Use of exhaust gas analyzer.
Safety in working with catalytic converters.
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UNIT

5.0

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST.
'SYSTEM - LEVEL II

TASK

5.10 ,

INSPECTS, REMOVES, AND REPLACES
TAIL PIPE OR MUFFLER

PERFORMANCE OBjECTIVEi

On a given automobile using the necessary tools, equipment, replacement
parts, supplies, and shop manuall inspect, remove and replace the tail
pipe or muffler.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
,5.1001

Inspect the exhaust system follawing previously
outlined steps.

5.1002

Determine the replacement parts needed.

5.1003

Allow exhaust system to cool.

5.1004

Remove damaged exhaust systen parts. Use penetrating
oil, heat, or air chisel to remove frozen bolts.

5.1005

Install new system in place and,clamp and bolt them
securely so there areno leaks and so the system
:Averates properly.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Inspect, remove, and replace a tail pipe or muffler on a given
automobile so that the repaired ekhaust system is free of
leaks, is not restricted, doei not interfer with other systems
of the 'vehicle and operates properly.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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TASK.LISTINGS
AliTOMOTIVEMECHANiCS
UNIT/TASK

DES.CRIPTION'

UNIT 6.0 A

COOLING. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6 01

'(Check and -Correet. Coolant .LeVel)

.

GiVen' a vehicle- and

necessary suppliesi check andTnerrect the radiator coolant
level to, manufacturer's speCificationt:.
S.

6.02

(Idtpect,Adjust Or Replace Fan, Belts) Given an auto-.
mobile, and acce06-t6 the approptiate tervice manual,
tools, and equipment;, inspeet, adjust, or remove and replace the fah belt in accordance with the manufacturer's
'specifications.

:6.03

(Cheek ahd Test Radiator Cap) Given an. automobile,
detertine if the radiator- pressure cap meett manufacturer's. specifications:by tetting .the cap with a radiator
pressure taster.

6.04

(Test the Cooling Sysiet. Thermostat) Using.a thermostat
tester pi other appropriate Method ot equipment, test:the
thermostat for proper operation' as designate& by the
manufacturer's spedifications: Readings must be within 5
degrees F,of the instructor's readings.
,

6.05

(Pressure Test Cooling System) G yen' a liquid cooled
engine,.test the cooling system including the-radiator
eape with .a pressUre tester.

6.06

(Inspect and'Replace. Water Hoses) Using the appropriate
hand tools, inspect And replace the upper And, lower
radiator-hoset 6n an assigned operational engine,In
accordance with the manufadturet's service procedures.

6.07

(Check Coolant Freezihg Point). Using an antifreeze
tester on a liquid ceoled engine at operating temperature,
record the freezing point of the nooling solution' within
5 degrees F of the instructor's-reading.

6.08

(Check Overflow Ink) On a given automobile equipped
with an overflow iltank, check the tank for proper operation
and mounting as described in the factory manual. All
malfunctions iustibe noted-and must agree with the findings
of the instrtctor:

6.09

(Remove and install _Radiators) Given an automobile,
access to appropriate tools, equipment, and service
manual; remove And replace the radiator in accordance
with the manufa Irer's'service proeedure. Upon completion,
the radiaror am. its connecting components will not leak.

,
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6.10

(Chemidally plean'and Flush 0ooli4 System) Gilien a
liquidcdOled in operating cOndition, and a0Cess to the
apprepriate toOls, and- egutpment and-aa cheMical cleaner;
cheticar.dlean and flush the cooling system following,the
manufacturer's procedares.
.

6.11

.

,(Perform,ChemicAl Tent on Coolant System) Using a chemical tester, perform a-Cylinder leakage test on the cooling
system of a given vehicle, following the manufacturer's
prescribed procedures. 'All leaks:identified ty the
instructor Must be recognized. The:task should be acComr.
piished within 1/2-hourt
.

6.12

(Replace Water Pump) Given a liquid cooled engine, and
accens to necessary tools, equipment, and service manual;
replace the water pump in accordance with theminufacturer's

specifications; Upon Completing the installation, the
pumpyill:function ai specified without leaks or stoppage..
,

6.13

(Replace Variable Speed Fan), Qiven access to necens:ry
tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the variable
speed fan on an assigned vehicle, lin accordance ,vith the
manufacturer's service procedures.

6.14

(Replace Core-C,Fredze PlugsJ) Given an operational
engine with a malfunctioning core plug,bandaccess to the
appropriate tools and equipment;:replace the core plug
(freeze plug) in,accordance.with-thd manufacturer's
service procedure.

6.15

(Solder Milor Leas in Radiator)
'liven a radiator.with
is to soldering equipment
repairable minor leaks, and as
and a service manual; joalcia- the required Solder repairs to
,meet ihchistiy standards. All leaks identified by the
.instructor must be recognized and:repaired.
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4.

UNIT

6.0 A

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL I -

TASK

6.041

CHECK AND CORRECT COOLANT LEVEL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and,pecessary supplies, check and correct the radiator
coolant level°t4 manufacturer's specifications.

.

PERFORMANCE ACTfONS:
6.0101

Prepare to check'and fill coolant level in radiator.

6.0102

Allow system to cool and pressure to reduce.

6.0103

Inspect radiator coolant'level.

6.0104

If level is law, determine coolant typei and fill to
appropriate level for vehicle'system.

6.0105

Inspect radiator cap.for pressure seal:
cap, if necessary.

(See Note)

Replace

-

.6.0106

Inspect hoses, etc., for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Check and fill coolant level in radiator of standard automobile
'to manufacturer's specifications..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

(NOTE:

Coolant types.

For Recovery lyslma, check expansion tank level indicators.
If filling is necessary, fill to appropriate level.
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(

ugT

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND

:6.0 A

REPAIR .LEVEL I
TASK

)

INSPECT, ADJUST, OR REPLACE FAN BELTS

6.02

PERFORMANCH OBJECTIVE:

;

Given an automobile, and access to the appropriate service manual,
tools, and equipment; inspect, adjust, or remove and replace the fan
belt in accordance with'the.manufacturer's siecifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0201

Inspect fan belt for wear, fraying, or cracks.
Determine if it needs to be removed.

6.0202

Loosen fastener controlling.belt tension at top of
alternEttor.

6.0203

Slightly loosen alternator mounting bolts.

6.0204

Using snitable pry, move alternator in toward engine
being careful.not.to damage alternator.

6.0205

ReMove fan belt.

6,0206

Install new fan belt.

6.0207

Using suitable pry bar, move alternator Outward
until proper tension is obtained.

6.0208

Tighten fastener controlling belt tension at top of
alternator.

6.0209

Tighten alternator mounting bolts.

6.0210

Recheck belt tension with Strand Belt Gauge or other
suitable gauges.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect, adjust, or (redommended for training) replace fan
belt to manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGEiTED INSTRUCTION TLME:

2 Hours
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-

UNIT'

6.0 A

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR.
LEVEL I

TASK

6.03

CHECK AND TiST RADIATOR CAP

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, determine-if the radiator pressure cap meets manu
facturer's specifications by testing the cap with a radiator pressure.
tester.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0301

TUrn radiator cap 1/4 inch turn of lift lever.

6.0302

Remove radiator cap..

6.0303

Wash the cap in water or cleaner to remove dirt and
grease.
(NOTE:

Compare pressure rating sUmped on cap
with manufacturer's recommendations)..

6.0304

.Connect cap to one end of the tester adapter.

6.0305

Connect pressure pump to other end of adapter'.

6.0306

Pump pressure until you hear cap exhaust.
Pressure cap shoUldexhaust at specified
(NOTE:
pressure (stamped on'cap).')
.

6.0307

If cap is good, pressure reading will hold within
specified range.
If cap does not hold pressure, replace
(NOTE:
it.)

6.0308

Replace radiator cap on radiator.

6.0309

Return pressure tester and container to their proper
storage,place.

PERFORMANCE.STANDARDS:

Pressure test the radiator cap.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:-

,

"2 Hours.
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UNIT

-6.0 A

TASK

6.04

0a0LING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL I

TEST THE COOLING SYSTEM THERMOSTAT

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
7

.

Using a thermostat tester or other appropriate method or equipMen4htest
the thermostat for propeeoperation as designated by the manufacturer's
specifications. Readings must be within 5 degrees F of the instructor's
readings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0401

JOrain radiator.

6.0402

Remove upper radiator hose.

6.0403

Remove-water outlet housing.

6.0404

Remove.thermostat.
(NOTE:
Note direction that thermostat is facing.
It must install in the same way.)

6.0405

Check that thermostat is clean.

6.0406

Locate and note temperature rating stamped on thermostat.

s
6.0407

Place thermostat in coutainer of
Suspend thermostat.on
(NOTE:
does not touch bottom
Suspend therometer in

hot water-.
piece of wire so it
of container.
water also.)

6.0408

Increase temperature of water and observe thermostat .
closely.

6.0409

Make note of temperature at which.thermostat starts
to open. Also note temperature when it is fully'
open.

(NOTE:

6.040

I.

6.0411

Compare temperatures with those specified
by manufacturer and stampedon thermostat.
If figures 6 not match, replace thermostat.)

Clear water outlet housing surface%and manifold
surface.
'Apply gasket cement to both surfaces.
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UNIT

6.0 A

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL I

TASK

6.04

TEST THE COOLING.SYSTEM THERMOSTAT
(Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS-(Con't.):
6.0412

Install thermostat.
Be careful to put it in right side up.)
(NOTE:

6.0413

Install gasket and water outlet housing.
Belts, should be firm:but not too tight.
(NOTE:
Too much pressure will break housing
flanges.)
-

6.0414

Replace radiator hose and -clamp.

6.0415

?ill radiator to (within) one inch of filler opening.

6.0416

Pressure test system for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS':

- Test the cooling system termostat to determine if it meets
manufacturer's specifications and replace it if necessary.

SUGGESTED INrRUCTION TIME:

*NOTE

t

6 Hours

Primarily, this is' theory task, typically, a thermosfat is
replaced if its operation is questionable.
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'COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
LEVEL I
REPAIR

6.0 A

TASK

pRESSURE TEST,COOLING SYSTEM

6.05

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

'Given a liquid cooled engine, test.the cooling system including tbe.
radiator cap, with a pressure tester.

PERFORMANCE ACTIOrS:
6.0501

Remove radiator cap.

6.0502

Install radiator test4r.

6.0503

Using pressure pump provided, apply specified pressure
to the cooling system.

6.0504

,While under pressure, check for leaks at hoses, ex
pansion plugs, water pump., radiator, and all cooling
components.

6.0505

Note pressure drop on gauge (if any).

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Pressure test the cooling system of a given automobile (provided
with leaks in the cooling system) and identify all leaks.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 A

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR -.147EL

TASK

6.06

INSPECT AND REPLACE WATER HOSES

PERFORMANCE.OBJECTIVE:
-

Using the appropriate hand tools, inspect and replace the upper and
lower radiator hoees on an assigned operational engine, in accordance
with the manufacturer's service procedures.

PERECRMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0601

.6.0602

6.0603

Remove any objects that may be necessary to.obtain
access to the radiator hoses,
Remove the upper and lower.tadiator hosei. - (If
necessary, cut the old hoses to prevent damage to
the radiator outlet.)

Clean the water outlet connections to assure a water
tight fit.

0,

6.0604

Install new hoses being sure they are properly
located before tightening the clamps.

6.0605

Fill.the cooling system to the required level with
the proper coolant.

6.0606

Pressure test the cooling system for coolant leaks.

6.0607

Run engine to normal operating temperature and
recheck coolant level.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Inspect and replace the upper and lower radiator hoses on the
vehicle provided by the instructor.
- There must be no,leaks on completion, and hoses must be, undamaged.

-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 A

COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR.- LEVEL I

TASK

6.07

CHECK COOLANT FREEZING POINT

,PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using an antifreeze testeron a liquid cooled engine at operating
-temperature, record the iteezing point of the cboling solution with 5
degrees F of the instructor's reading;

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0701

Check that coolant level is correct.

6.0702

Insert antifreeZe tester into cooling system (tadia-'
tor cap opening).

6.0703

Determine coolant temperature factor meets manufacturer's recommendations.
.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Using manufacturer's recommendaiions, determine the degree of
antifreeze protection to (within) 5 degrees F of the instructor's reading.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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COOLAN T SYSTEM MAINTENANCE',AN

6.0 A

UNIT

REPAIR - LEVEL I
TASK

CHECK,OVERFLOW TANK

6.08

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

.0n a given automobile eqtapped with an averflow tank, check the tank for
proper operation and.mounting as described in the factory manual. All
malfunctions must be noted and must agree-with the findings of the
instructor.

PERFORANCE ACTIONS:
6.0801

Visually inspect the overflow tank, hoses, and
,Conneciions for condition and installatioL.

6.0862

Pressure test the cooling system and radiator cap,
if applicable.

6.0803

Determine if the coolant level is correct in the
radiator and overflow tank.
.

6.0804

Run engine to normal operating temperature.

6.0805

Stop engine and allow ample time for .the cooling
system to reach ambient temperature.

6.0806

Check dperation of overflow tank system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Check the.overflow tank on a given vehicle and identify any
malfunctions.
The task must be performed in a time considered readonable
(+/- 1/2 hour) by the instructor and findings must agree with
those of the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

A

-

1 Hour
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-777.

COOLANT SYSTEMAANTENANCE AND

6.0 A

UNIT

REPAIR - LEVEL I.

TASK

REMOVE AND INSTALL RADIATORS

6.09

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given n automobile, access to appropriate tools, equipment, and service
manual;.remove and replace the radiator in accordance with the Manufacturer's service procedure, Upon completion, the radiator and its
connecting components willmot leak.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0901

6.0902

Drain cooling system.

Remove any component which may prevent access to
'radiator and hoses.

6.0903

Disconnect upper hose from radiator only.

6.0904

Disconnect lower hose from tadiator only.

6.0905

Disconnect transmission cooling lines from radiator,
if applicable.

6.0906

Remove cooling .shroud, if applicable.

6.0907

Remove radiator mounting bolts.

6.0908

Remove radiator.

6.0909

Install radiatv provided and repeat steps 2-8 in
reverse orderto?

6.0910

After filling cooling system, bring it to normal
operating temperature, pressure test system, checking
for leaks and proper coolant level.'

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Provided an automobile needing radiator replacement, remove
the old radiator and replace it with a new one.
There should be no leaks upon completion of the task.
The ma.nufacturer's specifications should be met.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1

8 Hours
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UNIT

COOLANT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND

6.0 A

REPAIR \- LEVEL I
.,

.

TASK

CHEMICALLY CLEAN AND FLUSH COOLING
SYSTEM

6.10

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a liquid cooled engine in operating condition, and access to.the
appropriate tools and equipment and a chemical cleaner; chemical clean
and flush the cooling system following the manufacturer's procedures.

PERFOR MANCE ACTIONS:

6.1001

Review chemical product instructions.

6.1002

Following these instructions, chemically clean the
cooling system.

6.1003

Refer to the vehicle manufacturer's serVice, pro
cedures for flushing the cooling system.

6.1004

Flush the complete cooling system.

6.1005

Reinstall hose and thermostat as required after
flusing and check all 'connections.

6.1006

Fill the system with the proper,coolant to the
required level.

6.1007

Pressure test the cooling systeth to be assured that
there are no leaks.

6.1008

Run engine to operating temperature'and recheck the
coolant level.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-Provided an automobile whose cooling system requires cleaning,
chemical clean and flush the cooling system.
Meet.the manufacturers's.specifications.
Observe proper safety precautions.
Accomplish the task in a time considerdd reasOnable by the
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours
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.

UNIT

6.0 A

COOLANT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR -.LEVEL I

TASK

6.11 (Optional)

PERFORMCHEMICAL TEST ON
COOLANTSYSTEM

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Using a chemical tester,* perform a cylinder, leakage test on the cooling
system of a given vehicle, following the manufacturer's'prescribed
procedure. All leaks identified by tht instructor must-be recognized.
The task should be accomplidhed within h hour.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Refer to the test procedures outlined by the chemical
test manufacturer.

6.1101

.

6.1102

(CAUTION: Adjust tbe coolant level, if necessary, to
be assured that no liquid cam be drawn
into the tester.)

Test system for cylinder leakage following the
procedure outlined, with engine operating cold, and
again at normal operating temperature.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Perform a Chemical test on the cooling system of an automobile
provided by the instructor and identify any' leaks found.
- The task should be performed within 1/2 hour.
- Follow chemical tester manufacturer's instructions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TRIE:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- For aluminuM radiator, use a cleaner harmless to aluminum.
- Fill system.with 50.percent antifreeze (recommended) and 50
percent clean, Soft water. Run to normal temperature and fill
again, if needed.
*NOTE:

Task requires chemical tester.
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6.0 A

COOLANT 'StSTEM MAINTENANCELAND
REPAIR - LEVEL I

TASK,

6.12

REPLACE WATER. PUMP
10.10MOINII.

PERFORANCE OBJECTIVE:.

Given a liquid cooled engine, and access to necessary todlp, equipment,
and service manual; replace the water pump in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. Upon completing the inatallation, the pump
'will function as specified without leaks or stoppage.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1201

Drain cooling system.

6.1202

-1
Remove any component s which may prevent access to
water pump.

6.1203

Disconnect lower radiator hose at water pump.

6.1204

Remove fan assembly and fan pUlly.

6.1205

Disconnect water pump-bypass hose from water pump,
if so equipped.

:6.1206

Remove.water pump.

6.1207

Clean block surfaces of all old gasket material.

6.1208

Install water pump provided using new gaoket and
proceed with steps 2-6 in reverSe order.

6:1209

After cooling system has been filled, pressure test
system bringing it up to normal operating temperature
and inspect it for leaks and proper coolant level.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace the water pump on an automobile provided by the.instructor.

-

Meet manufacturer's specifications.
There must be no leaks upon completior of the job.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

16 Hours
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COOLANT SY.STEM MAINTENANCE AND
LEVEL I
REPAIR

UNIT

TASK

REPLAGE VARIABLE SPEED FAN

6.13

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access to necessary tools, equipment, and service manual4 replace
the variable speed fan on an assigned vehicle, in acdordance wi.th the
manufacturer's procedures.

PERFORMAACE ACTIONS:
6.1301

Remove any objects that may prevent access to fan
assembly.

6.1302

Loosen alternator tension bolt to take tenion off
the fan belt.

6.1303

Remove fan asseMbly. mounting bolts and remove fan
assembly.
.

6.1304

Install fan assembly 'provided reversing the order of
steps 1-3.

6.1305

Perform operational check of new fan.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Replace the variable-speed fan on an automobile provided by
the instructor.
Meet manufacturer's-specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

UNIT

6.0 A

COOLANT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL I.

TASK

6.14

REPLACE CORE (FREEZE) PLUGS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: -

Given an operational dngine with a malfunctioning core plug, and access
to the appropriate toolq end equipment; replace. the core plug (freeke
Plug) in accordance with the manufacturer's seavice procedure.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1401

Determine which core plug is in need of-replacement.

6.1402

if a visual check indicates the need to remove oiher
parts to obtain access to the care plug, refer to
the vehicle manufacturer:s service manual for
removal procedures.

6.1403

Using the appropriate tool, remove the core plug.

6.1404

Clean in and aroundtbe core plug hole.

6.1405

Usitg the proper tool, install he'core plug.

6.1406

Fin the cooling system to the required level T
the proper coolant.

6.1407
6.1408

.th

Presiure test the system' for leaks.

Run-the engine to ,normal operating temperature and
xecheck the coolant level.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Replace the malfunctioning core plug on an engine provided by
the instructor.
Follow proper procedures.for checking leaks and detect leaks
if present.
Allow manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours minimum (Task time depends on
location of core plug.)
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/.
TASK LIS.ANGS,

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

DESCRIPTION

UNIT/TASK.

Unit 6.0 B
6.01

AUTOMOBILE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
(Reverse Flush Cooling4System0 Given an automobile with
operable or malfunctioning heating' system:, backflush the

cooling-system following manufacurer's instructions.
6.02

Given an operational heating system
;Replace Defroster.Hose)
with a defective defrogter hose, replace.the defrilstpr hose in
accordance with the manufadturer's -service procedure, making
sure there are no leaks when the hose is replace&

6.01

(Replace Heater'Control Units) Given an operational automobile heating system, the necessary toolsf equipment, and
service manual; replace the heater control unit. Upon com-'
pletion,.0e heater control will operate to the manufacturef's
specifications:.

6.04

(Remove and Replace Water Heater Core) Given access to required tools and service manual, and operational heating
system with blocked core; remove anci replace the heater core
according to manufacturer's service procedures. When completed, there must be no leaks or damage in the heater.

6.05

Given-an automobile.
(Diagnose Heating SysteM Malfunctions)
with known malfunctions in the heating system and, decess to
the required tools and.equipment, performanca test the heating
All malfunctions identisystem and identify the malfunctidna.
fled, by the instructor Must be redognized.
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UNIT

6.0 5

AUTOMOBILE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND
REEAIR

TASK

6.01

REVERSE FLUSH COOLING SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
.Given an autombbile with operable or malfunctioning heating"system,
backfluph the cooling sstem following manufacturer's instructions.
(NOTE:
.

Some heater systems :tannot be reverse flushed.
turer's recommendations.)

PERFORMANCE'ACTIONS:

Check manufac-

"

6.0101

Remove all thermostats from_engine block.
(Note:
Some carsrequire removal of water pump as
pressure,f1Ushing may damage seal.)

6.0102

Attach flushing attachments (gun) to-block top water
outlet.

6,0103

Attach lead away hose to bottom outlet, if applicable.

6.0104

Reverse flush system.

6.0105

After flushing, attach all hoses securely.
Replace
Fill system with water and
any component removed.
antifreeze as needed.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On a giyen automobile, everse flush the cooling system.
Some heater systems cann6t be reverse flushed.
(NOTE:
Check manufacturer's recommendations.)
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 B

TASK

6.02-

AUTOMOTIVE HEATER MAiNTENANCE AND

-

REPAIR
REPLACE TanimosTtit HO,E

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an operational heating system with a defective defrostef-hose,
replace the defroster hose in accordance with the manufacturer's service
procedure, making sure there are no leake when the hose is replaced.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0201

Locate defective defroster hose.

6.0202

Remove retaining clamps from defective 11-)se.

,

6.0203

Remove hose trom fittings:

6:0204

Replace new hose"over fittings and connect and clamp
with retaining clarilps..

.6:0205

Tarn defrodt on and check for leaks around hose.

-PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
On a givenA'eutomóbile with a defective-defroster hose, idea
the Ofective hode and replace'it so the system works correct
with no leaks.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TINE:

6 Hours

st)
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UNIT

-64 H

TAS,

6.03

AUTOMOTIVE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND
---REFAILt
REPLACE HEATER CONTROL UNIT'

,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an operational automobile heating system, tile'necessary tools,
equipment, arid service Manual; replace the heater control,unit. Upon
completion, the heater cOntr61 will operate to the manufacturer's
speci,
fications.
_

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0301

Remove fasteners holding the control.unit.tb the
daSh.

6.0302

°

Pull the control,unit out of the dash (from rear or
as apptopriate).
'I

,

-

6.0303

Remove, control "cablep,_one at a time, and attach
tb,em to new control units.

6:0304

t new unit back,into proper_Rosition under dash,
a d attach with proper fasteners.

6.0305

Co duCt operational check of control unit for proper
fu ctioning of all'controls.in all positions.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

.\

- On a given autotobile with a defective part and replace it .
with a new one. \

-

The finished-jobaust meet the standards outlined in the
manufacturer's se\rvice manual or.as,outlined by the instructor.
\

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours (minimum)
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UNIT

6.0 B

AUTOMOTIVE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR

TASK

6.04

REMOVE AND REPLACE WATER HEATER CORE

II.11M110
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access tor required tools and service manual, and operational
heating system.wdth blocked core:. remove and replace the heater core
according to manufacturer's service procedures. When completed, there
must be ho leaks or damage in the heater.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0401

Drain radiator as appropriate.

6.0402

Remove heater hoses at heater.

6.0403

Remove cable and electrical connectors from heater
as necessary.

6.0404

Remove retaining fasteners holding heater assemble
according to manufacturer's service manual.

6.0405

Pull heater assembly or core from vehicle from
driver's side according to:manufacturer's service
manual.

6.0406

Replace heater core, -reversing the remo-Tal steps or
following manufaCturer's service manual.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On a given automobile with a'Iblocked heater core, remove the
old heater core and install a new one according the the manufacturer's specifications and so that there will be no leaks
or damage in the heater.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

12 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 B

AUTOMOBILE'REATER MAINTENANCE
2ND-REPAIR

TASK

6.0

DIAGNOSE HEATING. SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with known malfunctions in the heating system and
access to the required tools and equipment, performance test the beating
systeM and identify the malfunctioas. All malfunctions identified by
the instructor must be recognized.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0501

'Start vehicle and allow it to reach normal operating
temperature.

6.0502

Turn on blowers and operation and volume.

6.0503

Adjust temperature selector and check operation of
(Check door operation.)
different functions.

6.0504

Check temperature of heater output in closed and
wide open positions.

6.0505

Check heater control valve for operation.

5.0506

Check heater hoses (coolant) and ducting for cracks,
leaks, and fastenings.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

'.ems, inspect the
Oh a given automobile with heaiing system:pt
heating system and diagnose the malfunction(s). The problems
identified must agree with the instructor's findings.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3_Hours
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TASK .TASTINGS.
AUTOMOTIVE" MECRANICS,

UNIT/TASK

DESCRIPTION

Unit 6.0 C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6.01

(Check.Air Conditionerfor Satisfactory Operation) GiVen
an automobile air conditioning system, manufacturer's
manual--and.necessary toolS, equipment, and materials and
helper if required; check the air conditioner for 4atisfac,tory operation.-

6.02

On a given auto.(DiSChSrge.Air Conditioning System)
mobile,air conditioning system,susingthe tools and
equipment neceseary; discharge the AC system.

603

(Replace Air OonditionerFan Mdtor) Given the necessary
tools, equipment, parts, dud serviee manual and an auto
air conditioning (or heater)systemmeeding a fan motor
replaced; replace the fah motor according to the manufacturer's service procedures so that the motor operates
correctly at all speeas With no rattles.

6.04

Given i'service manual for
(Replace Drier in AC System)
an automobile with faulty AC driftr; the necessiry tools
and equipment; replace the air conditioning receiver
drier (dehydrator) on the vehicle in accOrdance with the
manufacturer's specifications.: When completed, there
will be no air'bubbles in the viewing glass.

6.05

(Replace Extension Valve in AC Unit) Given required
tools, equipment, service manual, and an operational AC
unit needing servicing; replace the expansion valve on ...
.the unit according to'the manufacturer's service procedure.
The replaced unit must hot leak and must function properly.

6.06

(Replace Compressor Seals) 'Given necessary tools and
equipment, service manual and parts and a AC system
needing the compressor shaft seal and 0-rings on the
compressor replaced, replace the compressor seals. Work'
must be done in accordance with manufacturer's specifications and there must be no leaks around the seals.

6.07

(Replace Condenser Assernbly in Air Conditioning Unit)
Given necessary,tools, equipuent, service manual, and replacement condenser assembly; replace the AC condenser
assemble on a given automobile in accordanCe with manufacturer's specifications. When completed, there will be
no leaks in the condenser, and'it" will not touch the
radiator.
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(Replace:NA Valve) Given a vehicle with a malfunctioning
POA control-valye, and access to a service manual and the
necessary tools and equipment; replace the POA valve'
according to manufacturer's specifications.

6.08

.

(Replace Air Conditioner Compressor) Given access to-re-d
quired tools, equipment, service manual, a replacement
air conditioner Compressor, and an automobile AC system,
with a, bad.compressor; replace the air conditioner copwressor
J:on a gtven automobile according to manufacturer's service
manual.

6.09

6.10A

(Pressure Test and Leak Test AC System) Given access to
necessary tools, equipment, and service manual:, install a
manifold gauge set.on assigned air conditioning unit and
compare the pressure readings to the manufacturer's
specifications.

6-.10B

Given a leak.detector, necessary tools,- equipment, and
service manual, test for refrigerant leaks on-an assigaed
air conditioning unit in accordance wih manufacturer's
specifications.

,

6.11

(Diagnose Air Conditioning Malfuncations) Given an- air
conditiOning system with known malfunctions, a service
manual, and the necessary tools and equipment; identify
All malfunctions
the malfunctiona that exist in the unit.
known by the instructor must be identified. Time limit
is one hour.

6.12

Given the necessary
(aepair AC Electrical Circuits)
tools and equipment, service manual, and a malfunctioning
AC unit electrial system; repair the circuit according to
the manufacturer's specifications.

6.13

Given access to necessary
(Repair Vacuum Circuits)
gools, equipment,.service manual, and a malfunctioning
automotive air conditioning vacuum circuit; repair the
vacuum circuit in accordance with the manufacturer's
The repaired system should function
specifications.
properly and have no leaks.

6.14

(Inspect and Recharge Air Conditioning System With Refrigerant) Given an automobile with air conditioning system
needing refrigerant system recharging, appropriate service
manual, required tools and equipment; charge'an-evelcuated
air conditioning system with refrigerant aCcording to
manufacturer's specifications. When completed, there
will be no bubbles in the drier viewing window,

6.15

Given an automobile with air conditioner,
(Evacuate AC System)
appropriate tools, equipment and service manual; evacuate
the air condition system in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications and procedures. When completed, there
will be no coolant remaining in the AC system.
232
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.01

CHECK AIR 'CONDITIONER FOR
SATISFACTORY OPERATION

PERSORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

,Given an automobile air conditioning system, manufacturer's manual and
necessary tools, equipment, and materials and helper if required; check
the air conditioner for satisfactory operation.,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0101

Operate the system to check if system is operating
correctly.

.

6.0102

If malfunctioning is suspected, check drive belt
condition and tension.

6.0103

Check compressor magnetic clutch operation.

6.0104

Check sight glass, tf equipped.

6.0105

Cheek system lines and connections.

6.0106

Check air flow system.

6.0107

Follow manufacturer's diagnosis chart for further
system checks.'

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

On a given automotive air conditioner, follow manufacturer's
diagnosis chart to determine if system is operating satisfactorily.
Findings must agree 100 percent with instructor's diagnosis.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C-

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.02

DISCHARGE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile air conditioning system, using the tools and
equipment necessary; discharge the AC system.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0201

Check system for leaks before discharging.

6.0202

Determine if system:
Equipped with hand operated service valves
a.
Equipped
with Schrader valve service fittings
b.

6.0203

a.

Discharging hand valve system:
Connect gauge set.
1.
Open manifold high-pressure valve, keep
2.
low-pressure valve closed.
Crack the service discharge valve allowing
3.
refrigerant to slowly escape (thru exhaust
system) .*

b.

Discharging Schrader Valve Service Fittings:
Connect,gauge set with both valves closed.
1.
Ctack manifold high-pressure gauge valve
2.
allowing refrigerant to slowly escape
(thru exhaust outlet...not in service
.

area) .*
3.

When high-pressure gauge reads less than
100 psi, crack low-pressure gauge valve
until-all pressure is removed.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

On a given AC system, discharge the system of refrigerant,
being careful not to remove any oil during the process.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

(CAUTION:

2 Hours

Fast discharging may draw oil from system.)
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6:03 (Optional)

REPLACE FAN MOTOR

PERFCRMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given the necessary tools, equipment, parts, and service manual and an
auto alr conditioning (or heating) system needing a fan motor replaced;
replace the fan,motor according to the manufacturer's service procedures
so that the motor operates correctly at all speeds with no rattles.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.030f

Disconnect power to unit.

6.0302

Disconnect bolting around cable.

6.0303

Disconnect blower motor wires.

6.0304

Ronove attaching screws.

6.0305

Remove blower motor and fan assembly.

6.0306

Remove fan.

6.0307
6.0308

' Replace motor.

Using the reverse steps, install the replacement
motor.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace the air conditioning fan motor in a given vehicle
following the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

10 Hours*

*Depends on type vehicle installation.
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.04

REPLACE DRIER IN AC SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a service manual for an automobile with a faulty AC drier, the
necessary tools and equipment; replace the air conditioning receiver
drier (dehydrator) on the vehicle in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications. When completed, there will be no air bubbles in the
viewing glass.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0401

Install manifold gauge set.

6.0402

Release refrigerant charge slowly.

6.0403

Disconnect high and low presstwe coolant lines.

6.0404

Move condenser to allow access to drier.

6.0405

Replace drier.

6.0406

Reconnect system in reverse order.

6.0407

Perform operational check for leaks and proper
operation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace AC receiver drier (dehydrator) on given vehicle.
Replaced unit must not leak and must perform satisfactorily.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C

kUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.05

REPLACE EXPANSION VALVE IN AC UNIT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given required tools, equipment, service manual, and an operational AC
unit needing se:vicing; replace the expansion valve on the unit according to the manufacturer's service procedure. The replaced unit must not
leak and must function properly.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0501

Install manifold gauge set.

6.0502

Release refrigerant charge slowly (not in service
area).

6.0503

Disconnect equalizer line and expansion valve.

6.0504

Pull out sensing tube carefully from suction line
well.

6.0505

Remove rubber seal from sending tube.

6.0506

Replace expansion valve and reassemble unit reverse
order.

6.0507

Perform operating test for leaks and proper functioning
of unit.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace expansion valve in AC unit provided by the instructor.
The replaced unit must function properly withmo leaks.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.06 (Optional)

REPLACE COMPRESSOR SEALS

PERYORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given necessary tools and equipment,,service manual and parts and a AC
system needing the compressor shaft seal and 0-rings on the compressor
replaced, replace the compressor seals. Work must be done in accordancewith manufacturer's specifications and there must be no leaks around the
seals.

PERYORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0601

Install Manifold gauge set.

6.0602

Release refrigerant charge slowly.

6.0603

Following manufacturer's shop manual, remove:
Clutch lock nut.
Clutch driven plate.
b.
Seal seat retainer ring.
c.
d.
Seal seat.e.
Shaft seal.
a.

f.

"0" ring.

g.

Then, reinstall by reversing the process and
being sure the compressor neck is thoroughly
clean.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Install the compressor shaft seal'and "0" rings on a given
auto AC system requiring new seals.
Work must be done to the manufacturer's specifications and
there should be no leaks around the compressor seals.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C

TASK

6.07

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
REPLACE CONDENSER ASSEMBLY IN'
AIR CONDITIONING'UNIT
/

..,...1./.....mia..11...10111rala571[
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given necessary tools, equipmer , service manual, and replacement condenser assembly; replace the AC condenser assembly on a given automobile
in accordance with manufaatureris specifications. When completed, there
will be no leaks in the condenser, and it will not touch the radiator.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0701

Install manifold gauge set.

6.0702

Slowly release refrigerant charge.

6.0703

Remove receiver drier if attached.

6.0704

Remove condenser bolts and condenser from vehicle.

6.0705

Reverse the procedure to reinstall the condenser or
a new condenser assembly.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Replace the condenser a'ssembly in a given automobile air
conditioning syStem.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.08

REPLACE POA VALVE IN AC UNIT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a_malftuIrtinning_20A-valve, and-acoess-to-a-service
.manual and the necessary tools and-equipment; replace the POA valve
according to manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0801

Lastall manifold gauge set.

6.0802'

Release refrigerant charge slowly.

6.0803

Remove POA valve.

6.0804

Reinstall POA valve.

6.0805
6.0806

.

Recharge system wi:th refrigerant.

Perform operational test and check for leaks and
proper functioning.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On a given vehicle with a malfunctioning POA valve; replace
the POA valve so the unit functions properly with no leaks.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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273

UNIT

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
M4NTENANCE,AND REPAIR

6.0.0

'

-TASK

.

1

REPLACE-AIR CONDITIONER COMPRESSOR

6.09

IImarreall,==..10

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access to required tools, equipMent, service manual, a replacement
air conditioner coipresior, and an automdbile AC system with a bad
compressor; replace the-air condiiioner compressor on a given automobile
according to manufacturer's service,banual.
.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.0901

Locate.and follow'manufacturer's.procedure for
replacing the AC, compressor.

6.0902

Evacuate AC system.

6.0903

Remcve and replace AC compressor.

6.0904

Recharge'system.

6.0905

'Performance test AC unit.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:-

Replace AC compressor on a even automobile following manufac
turer's procedures,and meeting instructor's-standards.

SUGGESTED INSTFUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

UNIT

6.0 C

TASK'

0.10-A

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
PRESSURE TEST AND LEAK TEST
AC SYSTEM

B

PERFORMAKE OBJECTIVES:
A:

Given acc,ass to necessary tools, equipMent, and service'manual,install a manifold gauge set on assigned air-conditioni4ig unit and
compare the pressure readings to the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1001

Consult manufacturer's service manual to obtain
pressure spedific.,tions.

6.1002.
.6.1003

B.

.Connect manifold gauge set.
Purge air from service lines and position service
'valves'.(to cracked position).

6.1004

With engine running'at fast idle and air conditioning
unit on, allow at least 5 minutes for unit to stablize.

6.1005

Record pressure readings and ambient temperature's.

6.1006

Compare readings to specifications to determine if
unit,is functioning properly.

GiNen a leak dtector, necessary tools, 'equipment, and service
manual; test for refrigerant leaks on an assigned air'conditioning
unit in accordaace with 'manufacturer's spe'cifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1001

Run engine at fast idle.

6.1002

Operate AC unit, allowing time for unit to s.tablize.

6.1003

Check sight glass to ensure ample charge exists.

6.1004

A1loW AC unit to operate on high blower for about 10
minutes with windows And door open.

6.1005

'Shut off AC unit and engine and allow time for
pressure to equalize.
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.10 A & B

PRESSURE TEST AND LEAK TEST
AC SYSTEM (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Cdn't.):
6.1006

Using leak detector, check all conivonents of system
for refrigerant leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

On a given adtomobile air conditioning system, pressure test
and leak test the system and-report findings to the instructor.
Findings should agree with the instructor's findings.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

-

3 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.11

DIAGNOSE AIR CONDITIONING
MALFUNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an air conditioning,system with known malfunctions, a service
matual, and the necessar tools and equipment; identify the malfunctions
that exist in the unit. All malfunctions known by the instructor must
be identified. Time limit is one hour.
v,

PERFORMANCE. ACTIONS:.

6.1101

Perform visual test in accordance with manufacturer's
automotive service manual.

6.1102

Install manifold gauge.set on the air conditioning
unit to determine pressure readings.

6.1103

Check sight glass for ample refrigerant charge,

6.1104

Check electrical system with volt ohmmeter following
proper troubleshooting techniques (procedures).

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS! -

On a given automotive AC system with Known malfunctions,
identify the malfunctions that exist in the unit within one
hour.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.12 (Optional)

REPAIR AC ELECTRICAL-CIRCUITS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Giveu the necessary tools and equipment, service manual, and a malfunctic:ming AC unit electrical system; repair the circuit according to the
manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1201

Perform operational check on AC system.

6.1202

Check for:
Blown fuses.
a.
Disconnected or broken positive wire.
b.
,Disconnected or broken ground wire.
c.
Clutch coil.
d.
Switch contacts.
e.
Blower motor for defects.
f.

6.1203

Isolate problem and repair or repl.ce defective
item(s).

2ERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Onan instructor provided vehicle with a malfunction la the
air conditioning electrical circuit, locate the problem and
repair the circuit.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours (Minium)*

*Depends on student's ability and training emphasis.

.

UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6.13 (Optional)

REPAIR VACUUM CIRCUITS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access to necessary tools, eciuipment, service manual, and a malfunc
tioning automotive air conditioning vacuum circuit; repair the vacuum
circuit in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. The
repaired systm should function properly and'have no leaks.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1301

Place air conditioning system into operation.

6.1302

Check hoses .and fittings for leaks.

6.1303

Check evaporator for proper operation and leaks.

6.1304

Check expansion valve for defects.

6.1305

Isolate defects and repair or replace components as
necessary.

6.1306

Perform operational cest for proper functioning of
system and check for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an instructor provided auto air conditioning system with a
malfunction in the air conditioning vacuum circuit; locate the
problem and repair it so there.. are no leaks and the system
functions properly.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

6.0 C

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TASK

6. 14

INSPECT AND RECHARGE AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEM WITF
REFRIGERANT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVEI

Given an automobile with air conditic,.1g system needing refrIgerant system
recharging, appropriate service manugl, requiring tools and equipment;
charge an evalcuated air conditioning system with refrigerant according
to manufacturer's specifications. When completed, there will be no
bubbles in the driver viewing window.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1401

Consult manufacturer's service manual for the amount
of refrigerant needed.

6.1402

Ifisiall manifold gauge set on air conditioning unit
and to refrigerant supply.

6.1403

Purge all air from service lines.

6.1404

Charge all air from service lines.

6.1405

Check sight glass for clear flow (no air bubbles),
if equipped.

6.1406

,

Performance test air conditioner.

FERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On a given automobile air conditioning syatem, evacuate and
recharge the refrigerant to the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- -.Always wear protective goggles when servicing refrigeration
system.
Service the AC system in a well-ventilated area.
Do not discharge refrigerant (R-12) directly into service
area.
Keep refrigerant from skin.
Observe standard safety precautions in handling refrigerant.
Allow for refrigerant expansion when refilling containers.
-
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_UNIT

TASK

6.0 C

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6.15

EVACUATE AC SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with air conditioner, appropri te tools, equipment
and service manual; evacuate the air condition systèn in accordancé with
manufacturer's specifications and procedures. When Cloleted, there
will be no collant remaining in the AC system.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
6.1501

Congult manufacturer's service manual for evacuation
procedures.

6.1502

Close manifold gauge, set hand valve.

6.1503

Put on eye s:dety goggles.

6.1504

Remove service valve caps and install appropriate
manifold gauge set.

6.1505

Position hand op:rated type service valves to mid
(cracked) position.

6.1506

Purge system of all refrigerant if gaugeg indicate
pressure by opening low side manifold'valve to
center hose.

6.1507

Connect vacuum pump to center hose and allow it to
work a minimum of one-half (1/2) hour,

6.1508

Close manifold hand valves turn off and disconnect
vacuum pump, and observe low side gauge for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Evacuate/discharge AC system in given automobile following
manufacturer's instructions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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":ASK LISTINGS

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
DESCRIPTION

UNIT/TASK
Unit 7.0

IDLECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS

7.0i

Provided with an
(Check Spark Plugs and Replace as Needed)
automobile -needing spark plug service, and access to the
appropriate tools, equipment, and service manual; check spark
plugs and replace-them as necessary according to the manufacturer's specifications.

7.02

(Check Spark Plug Wiring) Given an automobile engine with
questionable spark plug wiring, check the spark plug wiring to
ensure diat it meets manufacturer's specifications.

7.03

(Clean and Replace Distributor Cap Towers, Wiring, and Other
Mino: Electrical Units) Given an automobile with a distributor cap towers, wiring, and other minor electrical units
necessary for the automobile distributor (electrical) system
to function properly. Manufacturer's specifications must be
met.

7.04

(Inspect, Adjust, Remove, and Replace Altern,ator Belt) Given
an automobile with an alternator charging system, proper
tools, equipment, parts, and service.manual; inspect, adjust,
and replace if necessary th 5! alternator charging system belt.
When completed the belt condition will be checked for servicability, tension checked, and bolts checked for security.

7.05

(Test, Service, or Replace Batteries, Cables, and Battery
Boxes) Given an automobile and battery requiring servicing or
checking; provide maintenance for the battery and associated

holder/case; check the battery cell electrolyte level, test
the specific gravity of the battery, test the battery voltage,
and charge a battery. Performance must be tp manufacturer's
specifications and to inatructor's standards.
7.06

Replace
(Perform Operational Inspection of Lighting Sytem:
Bulbs, Flashers, and Fuses as Necessary) Given a vehicle and
service manual, check the operation of all exterior lights and
control switches and determine if they are operating in accordance
with the manufacturer's standards. Replace bulbs, flashers,
and fuses as necessary.

7.07

(Test and Replace Fuses) On a given automobile, test and
replace fuses using the manufacturer's specifications (owner's
manual, or other data), instructor provided parts, tools, and
equipment.

7.08

(Replace Flasher Units) Given a defective flas4er unit in an
automobile, atd using the required tools and service manual;
replace the flasher unit in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications.
249

7.09

Given a vehicle with an incor(Adjust Backup Light Switches)
rectly adjusted backup light switch, and the necessary hand
tools, and service manual; adjust the witch to a working
order which meets manufacturer's specifications.

7.10.

(Adjust Headlights) Given an automobile and-headlight tester,
adjust the automobile headlights to meet state requirements
using the Headlight Tester in accordance with given procedures.

7.11

Givenan operational engine, service
(Set igniiion Timing)
manual, and access to the necessary tools and,equipment, set
the ignition timing in accordance with the manufacturer's
Timing must be within +/- 1 degree of manuspecifications.
facturer's specifications.

7.12

(Replace Alternators) Given necessary tools, equipment, and
service manual, install.an alternator on a vehicle provided by
the instructor meeting the manufacturer's specifications.
Upon completion, the alternator will operate without noisa or
shimmying.

7.13

(Replace Starters) Given- access to the necessary tools and
equipment, and a service manual; replace the starter on an
assigned vehicle and make the required tests to determine if
the operation is in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

7.14

(Replace Starter Solenoid) Provided the necessary tools,
equipment, service manual and a vehicle with a defective
solenoid, replace the solenoid in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications.

7.15

,(Repair Alternators)

7.16

(Analyze Malfunctions in the Cranking System) Given a vehicle
with a malfunction in the cranking circuit, a service manual,
and access to the necessary test.equipment and hand tools,
isolate the malfunction and estimate the required repair
Identifineeded to meet the manufacturer's specifications.
cation of.the problem and the repair needed to correct it must
be the same as the instructor's findings.

7.17

Using required equipment,
(Replace and Adjust Distributors)
tools, and ignition distributor, replace the distributor on an
operational engine in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.

7.18

Given an automobile with various
(Repair 07 Replace Switches)
types of electrical switches of which some are known to be
defective, the necessary test equipment and a service manual;
identify the defective switches and replace them as necessary.

Given a malfunctioning repairable alternator,
the proper tools and equipment, and service manual; complete
Identification of
the necessary repairs on the alternator.
the problem(s) must conform to the instructor's diagnosis, and
repairs must be within the manufacturer's specificatioas.
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7.19

Using the
(Repair Windshield Wiper Mechanisms and Controls)
requi:ed tools, service manual% and an automdbile with mal
functioning windshield wiper mechanisms and/controls; repair
al: malfunctions in acCordance with manufncturer's specifi
Upon completion, the wiper must/operate as prescribed
cations.
in the manufacturer's operating instructions.

7.20

(Repair or Replace Fuse Box Assembly)/ Provided a vehicle with
a malfunction in the fuse block, the necessary tools and
equipment, and a service manual; repair or replace the fuse
block as is required in the manufacturer's specifications.

7.21

(Replace Chassis and Underhood/Wiring) Given access to the
required tools, equipment, erVice manual, wiring harness and
an automobile; replace the,Chassis and underhood wiring in
accordance with manufacturer's procedures. All replacement's
must conform to 'specifications set forth in the vehicle's
service manual.

7.22

(Test and Rewire Bash Units)
Given a vehicle with a known
malfunction in the dash unit, the proper tools and equipment,
and service manual; locate the malfunction, and make the required
repairs in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

7.23

(Analyze Cause of Electrical Malfunction) Given a vehicle
with a defective electrical circuit and a service manual,
determine the cause of the problem and estimate the required
repairs in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.
The cause and the tecinired repairs identified must agree with
the instructor's findings.

7.24

(Replace ignition Switch and Resistor) Given access to re
quired tools, Egnftion switch, ignition resistor, and an
operational automobile; replace the ignition switch and resistor
in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. The
automobile ignition system must meet the manufacturer's service
manual.

7.25

(Evaluate Alternator, and Regulator Output) Given necessary
diagnostic test equipment, tools and specifications manual,
test charging circuit on a given automobile to determine if
its performance is in accordance with manufacturer's speci
fications.

7.26

(Repair or Replace Charging System Regulator) Given a vehicle
with trouble in the voltage regulator, the necessary test
equipment and tools, and a service manual; locate the problem
and repair or replace the component(s)/as required by manufac
turer's specifications.

7.27

(Analyze or Adjust Engine Performance Using Engine Analyzer)
Assigned an engine analyzer, vehicle, service manual, and the
necessary tools; test and perform minor adjustments as required
on an assigned vehicle in accordancn with the manufacturer's
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25.1

All adjustments identified by the instructor
specifications.
must be recognized and performed.
7.28
1

.

(Strobe Distributor and Modify/Correct Advance Curves) Given
a distributor, necessary equipment, and required tools, place
distributor in machine and check timins and dwell angle and
make adjUstments in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

7.29

(In4ect Secondary Circuit Lead Wires, Distributor Cap, and
Rotor, and Measure Secondary Wire Resistance) Given an automobile, visually7inspect the secondary Ares, distributor cap
androtor. Make an ohmmeter check to deternine if,replacement
is,necessary to meet manufacturer's specificationa. All
defects identified by the instructor must be identified.

7.30

(Inspect Ignition Switch. Resistor, Wiring, and - 11 of the
Primary Circuit) Given the necessary test equl'ent and the
components of a primary circuit (ignition switch, resistor,
wiring, and tal)T visually inslict-and- make tests to determine
if each unit meets the manufacturer's sioecificatins.
functions indentified by the instructor must be recognized.

7.31

(Replace Coil of the Primafy Circuit) Provided with a new
ignition coil, access to necessary tools, and an operational
engine;,replace the ignition coil in accordance with the manufacturer's serlice procedures. 'The new coil nmst be operational
and meet the specLfications set forth in the-manufacturer'cl
service manual.

7.32

(Locate and Repair Shorts and Open Circuits in Wiring) Given
a vehicle with a shorted wire or open circuit, the necessary
tools and test equipment, and a service manual; locate and
repair the short or open circuit to meet the manufacturer's
specifications:.

7.33

Given a vehicle
-ion Systems)
(Test and Repair Electronic I,
with a malfunction in the electronic ignition, and the proper
test equipment and tools; isolate the malfunction and repair
or replace components as required, in accoaance with the
manufacturer's specifications.

7.34

Given a
(Inspect Points and Condenser of Primary Circuit)
distributor, inspect the contact points and the condenser
using an ohmmeter and determine if replacement is required to
The task should be
meet the manufacturer's specifications.
accomplished satisfactorily.

7.35

Given access to the
(Replace Points and Condenser June-u0)
required tools, equipment, ignition points, condenser and an
operational engine; replace the ignition points and condenser
in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. The
degrees of dwell must be within 2 degrees of the manufacturer's
specifications.
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7.36

(Overhaul Distributor) Given a malfunctioning distributor and
the necessary tools and equipment, overhaul the distributor
and calibrate in accordance with the manufacturer's specifi2 degrees of
cations. The degrees of dwell must be within
the manufacturer's specifications.

7.37

(Perform Complete Engine Tune-up) Given an automobile needing
a complete enginl tune-up, the necessary specifications, tools
and diagnostic equipment, and repair or replacement parts;
perform a complete engine tune-up so that the automobile .
operates to manufacturer's specifications and to the standards
of the instructor (service foreman).
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.01

CHECK SPARK PLUGS AND REPLACE
AS NEEDED

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIU:
Provided with an automobile needing spark plug service, and access to
the appropriate tools, equipment, and service manual; check.spark plugs
and replace them as necessary according to the manufacturer's specifics,-

tions.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0101

Disconnect leads from spark plugs.

7.0102

Remove all spark plugs, noting the cylinder in which
they were installed.
I

7.0103

Observe the condition of the spark plugs. If they
are excessively worn, replace them with similar
plugs according to manufacturer's specifications.

7.0104

Clean excessive carbon or lead deposits from spark
plug tips, if-applicable.

7.0105

Set gap on plugs.
--

7.0106

Lightly coat spark plug threads with engine oil and
install plugs. Be careful not to ,overtorque the
spark plugs (See manufacturer's service .1.nformation
for torque specifications.).

7.0107

Check spark plug leads for cracks and bFittlentss,
then reconnect the leads to the spark plugs.

7.0108.

Performance test the automohile for proper operation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDt:
-

Check spark plugs and replace them as necessary in an automobile provided by the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Honrs
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UNIT

7.0

TASK

7.02

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL
CHECK SPARK PLU( WIRING

,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile engine with quastionable spark plug wiring, check
the spark plug wiring to ensure that it meets manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0201

Assemble ohmmeter with test leads, test lead with
alligator clip to one nr both ends.

7.0202

Disconnect each spark plug wire, one at a time or
as a set.

7.0203

;

Clean cables with kerosene moistened rag and wipe
clean with dry rag.

7.0204

Inspect entire length of cables.
- Discard cable if cracks are apparent, if insulation
is brittle, or if insulation is chafed.

7.0205

Check spark-plug boots and replace cable if they
are brittle or cracked.

7.0206

Examine terminals on each end. If eroded from
burning, replace cable.
Burning indicates that cable was not fully
(NOTE:
seated in terminal.)

7.0207

Using ohmmeter, check cables for high resistance.
Suggested ohmmeter test:
With ohmmeter leads connected to each end of
a.
rpatk plug cables, check for R resistance of
not more than 30,000 Ohms for a cable 25
inches or less and 50,000 Ohms for a cable
over 25 inches. If cable exceeds the suggested
high resistance ohm reading, replace it.
Cable between coil and distributor cap may be
b.
checked In the same way. Combined resistance
of cable and distributor cap should not be
more than 25,000 ohms. -he cable, itself,
)00 ohms and, if
should not be more that
more, replace it.

7.0208

Next, install cables on vehicle engine.
engine.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNItION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.02

CHECK SPARK PLUG .;IRING (Can't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
7.0209

Using a probe (commercial or one assembled from a
screwdriver with a wire clipped to it and the other
end of the wire clipped to the engine.block or
ground), disconnect" a spark pl'ig cable and position
Next probe around
the cable so ii does not ground.
the cable and book with the grounded screwdriver to
inspect for spark jumps from defective areas. If
defective areas are found, discard the cable.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Check spark plug wiring visually, using an ohmmeter, and, if
looking for defective areas, by using a grounding probe.
Cables should be clean, free of cracks, breaks, and brittle
areas.
Terminals should be clean and elec'trically sound.
Cable high resistance check should be at proper levels.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Use of Ohmmeter.
Proper cable resistance.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.03

CLEAN AND REPLACE DISTRIBUTOR CAP
TOWERS, WIRING, AND OTHER MINOR
ELECTRICAL UNITS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a distributor electrical system to service,
clean and replace the distributor cap towers, wiring, and other minor
electrical units necessary for the automobile distributor (electrical)
system to function properly. Manufacturer's specifications must be met.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0301

Clean coil and inspect coil tower for cracks ur wear
(eroded appearance).
Clean deposits from inside tower with proper
a.
cleaning tool.
If coil needs replacement, unseat old unit from
b.
bracket and install-new unit, reattaching
wires.

7.0302

Remove distributor cap clips or spring hold downs.
Lift cap from distributor and wipe it clean.

7.0303

Examine cap for cracks, chips, broken towers, worn/
burned contacts, burned terminals in towers, and
carbon tracks. Replace the distributorcap if it
(Terminals that are only
shows any sign of damage.
dirty or corroded should be cleaned and returned to
service.)

7.0304

Remove rotor from top of distributor shaft. Wipe
rotor clean and examine it for cracks and corrosion.
Check for metal damage and replace the rotor if
damage is found.

7.0305

Remove radiofrequency shield from inside housing if
so equipped.

7.0306

Test operation of centrifugal advance mechanism.
(Centrifugal advance mechanism may be observable or
it may not be.)

7.0307

Test operation.of centrifugal advance mechanism. If
the mechanism sticks or is sluggish, the distributor
should be overhauled.

7.0308

Test vacuum advance mechanism. Replace faulty dis
tributor vacuum advance mechanism after vacuum line
257
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.03

CLEAN AND REPLACE DISTRIBUTOR CAP
TOWERS, WIRING, AND OTHER MINOR
ELECTRICAL UNITS (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):

has been checked to ensure that it is not cracked,
loose, or leaking.
To replace the vacuum advance mechanism, the
a.
distributor generally must come off the engine.
(NOTE:
Rotor must be returned to distributor
Scribe a line on
in exact position as removed.
rotor and distributor to help ensure lineup.)
Unbolt and remove distributor from engine.
Locate fasteners holding vacuum advanced to
b.
Remove bolts'and slide
distributor housing.
Replace unit.
unit away from distributor.
Reassemble.
7..0309

Examine distributor
Continue tune-up service.
Clean points slightly if coated,
breaker points.
burned or pitted. Replace badly burned or pitted
points.

7.0310

Clean breaker plate and lubricate cam or replace
wick-type cam lubricator.

7.0311

Install point assembly and new condenser (with new
Remove any residue
points). Gap to specifications.
from points after gapping.

7.0312

Lubricate distributor rotor if appropriate.

7.0313

Replace'distributor cap, install cables, and test
engine operation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On a given automobile; clean or replace distributor cap towers,
wiring and cther minor electrical units as necessary. The
repaired distributor must operate properly and meet manufacturer's
specifications upon completion.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.04

INSPECT, ADJUST, REMOVE, AND REPLACE
ALTERNATOR BELT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with and alternator charging system, proper tools,
equipment, parts, and service manual; inspect, adjust, and replace if
necessary the alternetor charginr: system belt. When completed, the belt
condition Will be checked for.servicability, tension checked, and bolts
checked for security.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0401

Inspect alternator belt for cracking, loosening,
glaze, fraying or other damage. Loosen alternator
adjusting arm bracket bolts.

7.0402

Push alternator toward fan and crankshaft pullys
until belt slackens. Remove old belt if replacement
is necessary.

7.0403

Worm new belt over fan and crankshaft pulleys and
around alternator pulley.

7.0404

Pull alternator back by hand to tighten belt. Using
pry bar between alternator and engine, pull back
alternator until belt is taut.
Place pry tool so alternator will not be
(CAUTION:
damaged.)

7.0405

When tension is satisfactory, tighten alternator ad(Press belt with finger
justing arm bracket belts.
and if give is about 11 inch, belt tension is satis-'
factory.)

7.0406

Check tension.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

=
-

Inspect, adjust, and replace charging (alternator) system belt
so there is proper tension on the belt.
Damaged or worn belt should be replaced upon completion, the
belt condition wIll be checked for servicability, tension
checked, and all bolts checked for security.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours,
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2

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.05.

TEST, SERVICE, OR REPLACE BATTERIES,
CABLES, AND BATTERY BOXES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile and battery requiring servicing or Checking; provide
maintenance for the battery and associated holder/case; check the battery
cell electrolyte level, test the specific gravity of the battery, test
the battery voltage, and charge a battery. Performance must be to manufacturer's specifications and to instructor's standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0501

Remove a battery in need of service and clean the
battery terminals, cables, carrier,.hold-down ends,
and replace the battery in the vehicle in accordance
with given instructions.

7.0502

Check the battery cell electrolyte level and fill
the cells with water to a specified level, being
careful not to overfill.

7.0503

Test the specific gravity using a hydrometer to determine th,,t amount of charge.

7.0504

Test battery voltage under high load using a voltmeter .
in accordance with given specifications.

7.0505

Recharge a battery using a portable,charger in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

7.0506

Replace the serviced battery, or a new battery in
the automobile and crank test the system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Provide maintenance, check battery cell electrolyte level,
test the specific gravity of the battery, test the battery
voltage, and recharge a given battery or batteries.
Meet manufacturer's specifications and instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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2.)3

UNIT

7.0

TASK

7.06

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
*LEVEL I

PERwORM WERATIONAL INSPECTION OF
LIGHTING SYSTEMS: REPLACE BULBS,
FLASHERS, AND FUSES AS NECESSARY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and service manual, check the operation of all exterior
lights and control switches and determine if they are operating in
accordance with the manufacturer's standards. Replace bulbs, flashers,
and fuses as necessary.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7,0601

Visually inspect the operation of the following
lights:
.Parking lights
a.
Head lamps (high and low beams)
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.

7.0602

a.
b.
c.

7.0603

Tail
Tura signals
Brakes
Marker
Clearance
Backup
License plate

Replace bulbs that are burned out.
Replace flashers that are inoperative.
Replace blown hises.

Test the operation of all exterior lighting control
switches.

7.0604

List any lighting circuit that is not operating in
accordance with the manufacturer's standards.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Perform an operational dnspection of all exterior lights and
control switches on the automobile provided by the instructor,
and identify those that are malfunctioning.
Replace bulbs, flashers, and fuses that are faulty.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Inspection of fuses.
263.
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UNIT

7.0

;ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.07

TEST AND REPLACE FUSES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile, test and replace fuses using the manufacturer's
specifications (owner's manual, or other data), instructor provided
parts, tools, and equipment.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0701

Locate the fuse block or-fuse in question.

7.3702

Replace defectiVe fuses found by inspection or by
testing the fuse with a ohmmeter or test lamp.

7.0703

Insert the replacement or good fuse in the hold
propezly so a good electrical connection is made.
No damage should result tc the fuse or holder.
(NOTE:

Replacement fuses should be of the proper
type ilia-amperage and meet manufacturer's
specifications.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Test and replace defective fuses in a given automobile following-manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.08

REPLACE FLASHER UNITS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a defective flasher unit in an aUtomobile, and using the required
tools and service manual; replace the flasher unit in accordance with
manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0801

Locate flasher unit.
.

7.0802

Remove unit from socket (holder).

7.0803

Install new unit making sure it is properly inserted
in the holder (socket).

7.0804

Make operational check for proper functioning.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

. Replace the flasher unit in an automobile provided by the
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TEME:

1 Hour
's?

263

29

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS '
LEVEL I

TASK

7.09

ADJUST BACKUP LIGHT SWITCHES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with an incorrectly adjusted backup light switch, and
the nacessary hand tools, and service manual; adjust the switch to a
working order which meets manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.0901

7.0902
7.0903

Locate the beat', light switch (steering column or
transmission linkage).
sPlaCe 'shift level in reverse.

Loosen the securing screws and adjust the switch
until.the backup lights come on and retighten the
screws.

7.0904

Run the shift level through all positions, checking
to see that the lights do not turn on except in
reverse.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

On an automobile with Lacorrectly adjusted backup lighi' switches,
adjust the switches to a working ordef which meets the manufacturer's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

264
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL I

TASK

7.10

ADJUST HEADLIGHTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile and headlight tester, adjust the automobile headlights to meet *tate requirements using the Headlight Tester in accordance with given procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1001

7.1002

7.1003

,

Place vehicle on level surfaoe with wheels straight
ahead.

Remove retainer ring(s) from headlight beam(s) and
secure safely.

Adjust high and low beam of headlights in accordanCe
with SC State requirements and manufacturer's specificatiOns.

7.1004

Replace retainer ring-(s) oil headlight beam(s) and
secure'in safe manner.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Adjust the headlights of an automobile provided by the instructor so the adjustments meet state requirements and manufacturer's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.11

SET IGNITION TIMING

1,01

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an operational engine, seTvice manual, and access to the necessary
tools and equipment; set the ignition timing in accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications. Timing must be within +/- 1 degree of
manufacturer's specifications.

PEPFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1101,

Refer to manufacturer's manual for proper specifications and procedure.

7.1102

Connect timing light in circuit.

7.1103

Loosen distributor bolts,.

7.1104

Start engine and operate as specified idle.

7.1105

Turn distributor to obtain desired timing setting.
*

7.1106

Reset idle, as necessary, to proper specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
.-

Provided an'operational vehicle, set the ignition timing
within +/- 1 degree of the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIOr TIM:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

There should be no
Tir...ng light should "freeze" timing mark.
shift in timing.
Difference in timing between No. 1 cylinder and the alternc.te
firing cylinder should be 3-degrees or less.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION 'YSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.12

REPLACE ALTERNATORS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given necessary tools, equipment, and service manual; install an alternator on a vehicle provided by the instructor meeting the manufacturer's
specifications. Upon completion, the\alternator WIll operate without
noise pr shimmying.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1201

Check regular performance before installing alternator orgenerator.

7.1202

Disconnect battery cables from battery terminals.

7.1203

Disconnect and identify wire leads from alternator
or generator%

7.1204

Remove alternator brace bolt, then reumve belt or
belts.

7.1205-

Remove alternator pivot attaching bolt and remove
alternator from vehicle.

7.1206

Install replacement generator or alternator by
reversing the procedures.

7.1207

Adjust belt tension to manufacturer's specifications.

7.1208

Start engine and check performance.

PERFOLNCE STANDARDS:
-

On an inst..uctor provided vehicle with a defective alternator
remove the old alternator and replace it with a new one.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Generator servicing.

267
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.13

REPLACE STARTERS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE,:

Given access to the necessary tools and equipment, and a service manual;
replace the starter on an assigned vehicle and make the required tests
to determine if the operation is in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1301
.

Remove negative (-) battery cable from battery
terminal.

7.1302

Disconnect all wires at the starter.

7.1303

Disconnect any mechanical linkage that has been
removed.

7.1304

Remove bolts holding starter to engine.

7.1305

Remove starter.

7.1306

Replace the starter by reversing the process of
disassembly.

7.1307

Replace mounting bolts.

7.1308

.

Replace any mechanical linkage.

7.1309

Connect all wires at the starter.

7.1310

Connect negative (-) battery terminal.

7.1311

Perform starter dr.aw test in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Given a starting motor in need of replacement, remove and
replace it according to manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIIE:

6 Hours

268
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.14

REPLACE STARTER SOLENOID

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided the necessary tools, equipment, service manual and a vehicle
with a defective solenoid, replace the solenoid in accordance with
manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1401,

Remove the negative (-) battery cable from the
battery post.

7.1402

Remove wires from solenoid and identify for future
installation hook up.

7.1403

Visually check terminal connections for breaks,
corrosion, etc., which would keep solenoid from
energizing.

7.1404

Remove starter solenoid in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

7.1405

Install new starter,solenoid in accordance with
manufacturer's specifications.

7.1406

Install negative (-) battery cable to battery post.

7.1407
,

System check starter solenoid in accordance with
manufacturer's specificztions.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove the defective solenoid in the vehicle provided by'the
instructor and replace it with a new one.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIMF:

7 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.15

REPAIR ALTERUATORS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a malfunctioning repairable generator, the proper,tools and equip=
ment, and service manual; complete the necessary repairs on the alternator.
Identification of the problem(s) must conform to the instructor's diagnosis,
and repairs must be within the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1501

Remove negative (.-) battery cable.

7.1502

Remove alternator from vehicle.

7.1503

Remove case frame bolts (4 typical).
nator to allow exact reassembly.)

7.1504

Separate drive epd frame and rotor from stator
assembly by prying with screwdriver lightly.

7.1505

Place tape over slip ring or brush end frame'bearing
to seal it from dirt.

7.1506

Lightly clamp rotor in vise to remove shaft nut.
sure not to overtighten vise and damage rotor.

7.1507

Remove nut from rotor shaft, take off washer, pulley,
fan, and colar or spacer.

7.1508

Separate drive end frame from rotor shaft.

7.1509

Remove three.stator
,ds attaching nuts and separate
stator from end frare.

7.1510

Remove screws, brushes, and holder assembly.

7.1511

Remove battery, ground, and attaching screw terminals,
then remove heat sink, as applicable.
(NOTE:
All diodes are marked with either a (+) or
(-) on the case or are marked with red
paint for (+) coils, or black paint for
(-) diodes to identify the polarity of the

(Scribe alter-

Be

case.)

7.1512

Negative ground system:
The negative diodes are
mounted into the slip ring end frame, the positive
diodes are mounted into the insulated heat sink.
,
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UNIT'

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNI1ION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.15

REPAIR ALTERNATORS (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
7.1513

Test,diodes and replace them as necessary.

7.1514

Test rotor for grounded, open, or shorted field
coils.

7.1515

Check stator windings-for grounded, open, or shorted
windings.

7.1516

Check slip rings if they are rough or out of round,
replace as necessary.

7.1517

Check brushes and replace as necessary.

7.1518

Reassemble alternator using the reverse steps to
disassembly.

7.1519

Test the vehidie Charging system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an instructor provided vehicle, repair a given alternator
to manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- GENERATION REPAIR:
Remove generator adjustment'brace, remove belt, and mounting
1.
bolts, remove battery cable, and wires from generator field,
armature, and ground.
Remove two bolts from brush hold or end plate.
2.
Check end plate brushing, drive and busing or bearings,,and
3.
brushes, replacing them as necessary.
Check armature, and fields.for ground, open,sliorted circuits.
4.
Check commutator-end of armature condition, and turn and
5.
undercut comnutator if necessary..
Replace all parts necessary to make generator.operate within
6.
manufacturer's specifications.
Assemble generator using reverse steps to disassembly.
7.
Test for proper operation of generator.
8.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.16

ANALYZE MALFUNCTIONS IN TM
CRANKING.SYSTE4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a malfunction in the cranking circuit, a service
manual, and access to the necessary test equipment and hand tools;
isolate the malfunction and estimate the required repair needed to meet
the manufacturer's specifications. Identification of the problem and
the repair needed to correct it must be the same as the instructor's
findings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1601

Refer to vehicle manufacturer's service information
to determine testing procedures.

7.1602

Refer to "test equipment's manufacturer operating
instructions.

7.1603

Perform the following tests:
,Battery Capacity Test
Starter Draw Test
Voltage Drop Test
c.
d.
Starter Control Circuits Test

a.
b.

7.1604

List components or service required to repair the
vehicle in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify the problem and the repair needed to correct a malfunction in the cranking circuit of an instructor provided
vehicle.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION Tik:

2 Hours
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UNIT

7:O

ELECTRiCAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.17

REPLACE AND ADJUST DISTRIBUTORS

\N

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using required equipment, tools, and ignition distributor; replace theN
distributor on an operational engine in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1701

Refer to manufacturer's service manual for procedures
and specifications.

7.1702

Remove coil wire from top of distributor and ground
it to engine block.

7.1703

Crank engine until number one cylinder is top dead
center on th'e compression stroke.

7.1704

Install distributor with rotor pointing toward
number one cylinder on distributor.

7.1705

Replace hold down plate and screw.

7.1706.,

Replace rotOr and distributor cap.

7.1707

Place wires in distributor cap according to firing
order of vehicle; see manufacturer's specifications.

7.1708

Start engine.

7.1709

Set engine RPM, ignition timing, dwell degree angle,
reset RPM, and check engine performance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDB:

Replace the distributor and set the timing to meet wanufacturer's
specifications on an instructor provided engine requiring
distributor replacement.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYStEKS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.18

REPAIR OR REPLACE SWITCHES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with various types of electrical switches of which
some are known to be defective, the necessary test equipment and a
service.manual; identify the defective switches and replace them as
necessary.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

-

1.1801

Using an ohmmeter or continuity light, check the
switch terminals in each position.

7.1802

Identify defective switches.

7.1803

Make appropriate repairs,or replacements while
,referring to the manufacturer's service manual.

7.1804

Teat switches for proper functioning after the
replacements and repairs have been made.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify defective switches on an automobile provided by the
instructor and repair or replace the switches to restore
Observe the proper Current rating
proper working operation.
of replacement switches.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours*

*Depends on type and location of switch.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASKb

7.19

REPAIR WINDSHIELD WIPER
MECHANISMS AND CONTROLS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the required tools, service manual, ind an automobile with malfunctioning uindshield wiper mechanisms and controls; repair all malfunctions in accordance'with manufacturer's specifications. Upon completion,
the wipers must operate as prescribed in the manufacturer's operating
instructions.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.1901

Check,dash control level or button for shorts or
poor contact points.

7.1902

Check.dash control to determine if lever is sticking
or top loose.

7.1903

Check electrical wiper motor for defects.

7.1904

Check for problems in linkage, drive crank, or
.pivot.

7.1905

Check reduction gears for wear.

7.1906

Repair or replace malfunctioning cmmponents.

7.1907

Operation test the wipers and controls for proper
functioning.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an incructor provided automobile with malfunctioning windshield wiper mechanisms and controls, locate the malfunctions
and make the necessary repairs to restore the wipers to proper
working order.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours*

*Depends on make and type unit.

275

\,,

30s

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.20

REPAIR OR REPLACE FUSE BOX ASSEMBLY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Ptovided a vehicle with a malfunction in the fuse block, the necessary
tools ani equipment, and a service manual; repair or replace the fuse
block as is required in the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:-,

7.2001

Disconnect negative () battery cable from battery.

7.2002

Disconnect fuse block from automobile.

7.2003

Disconnect wire leads from fuse block.

7.2004

Determine cause of problem in fuse block.

7.2005

Repair the fuse block, or replace it if necessary.

7.2006

Reconnect wire leads to fuse block and attach the
block to automobila.

7.2007

Reconnect battery cables.

7.2008

Test fuse block for proper functioning.

PERiORMANCE STANDARDS:
Repair or replace fuse block on instructor.: provided automobile
with a malfunction in fuse block.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

276
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL II

TASK

7.21

REPLACE CHASSIS AND UNDERHOOD WIRING

PERFnRMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access to the required tools, equipment, service manual, wiring
harness and an,automobile; replace the chassis and underhood wiring in
accordance with manufacturer's procedures. All replacements must conform
to specifications set forth in the vehicle's service manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.2101

Locate manufact%irer':. service procedures.

7.2102

Remove designated wiring harness.

7.2103

Install given wiring harness.

7.2104

Operational test replaced harness.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS;
...

Replace chassis ard underhood wiring in a vehicle provided
by the instructoT.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION iIME:

Depends on type of vehicle and degree of
(Typically, compet
rewiring necessary.
ency not developed.)

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7,22

TEST AND REWIRE DASH 4)NITS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle Zith a known malfunction in the dash unit, the proper
tools and equipment, and service manual; locate the malfunction and make
the required repairs in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Determine which dash uni* is defective.

7.2201
7.2202

,

Refer to manufacturer.; manual on replacement of
defective unit.

7.2203

Remove defective unit.

7.2204

Repair unit if applicable.

7.2205

Install unit.

7.2206,

Perform operational check.'

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Locate malfunction and make required repairs on instructor
provided automobile with malfunction in the dash unit.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

Depends on make of vehicle and type of
wiring.
(Typically, competency not developed.)

278

UNIT

7.0

ELEC:RICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.23

ANALYZE CAUSE OF ELECTRICAL
MALFUNCTION

-77
PERFORRANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a defective electrical circuit and a service
manual, determine the-cause of the problem And estimate the required
repairs in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. The cause
and the required repairs identified must agree with the instructor's
findings.
.

PkRFORMANCE ACTIONS:
o-

7.2301

,

Determine the circuit or circuits involved.

7.2302

Check all fuses in fuse block.

7.2303

Refer to overhaul manual on prescribed vehicle
wlring schematic.

7.2304

Consult the flat rate Manual on electrical circuit
as td allocated time:-

7.2305

Determine the components an4 wiring which are damaged.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On an instructor provided vehicle with evidence of an electrical
malfunction, determine the cause of the problem and
identify all necessary repairs.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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312

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.24

REPLACE IGNITION SWITCH AND RESISTOR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access to required tools, ignition switch, ignition resistor, and
an operational automobile; replace the ignition switch and-resistor ih
accordance with the manufacturer's specification's. The automobile
ignition.system musemeet the manufacturer's service manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.2401

Locate Ignition switch.

7.2402

Refer to manufecturer's manual on step-by-step
procedure for remoVing and installing switch.

7.2403-

Remove ignition switch.

7.2404

'Install new ignition switch.

7.2405

Make operational Check.

7.2406

Lacate'ignition resistor.

7,2407

Refer to manufacturer's manual step-by-step proceduie',
for removing and replacing reeistOr..

7.2408

Remove the,ignition resistor (wire on ballast).

7.2409

Install new Ignition resistor.

7.2410

Perform operational check.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace the ignition switch and resistor in the automobile
provided by the inatructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

810
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.25

EVALUATE ALTERNATOR AND
REGULATOR OUTPUT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given necessary diagnostic test equipment, tools and specification
maLual, test charging circuit on a given automobile to determine if its
performance is in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

-PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.2501

Refer.to vehicle manufacturer service information to
determine specifications for the charging circuit.

7.2502

Refer to test equipment's manufacturer operating
instructions to determine testing procedures.

7,..2503-

Perform the following tests:
Output.Test,
Voltage Regulator Tebt.
Current Regulator Test, if appropriate.
Charging Circuit Voltage Drop Test.

a.
b.
c.
d.
;

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS':.

Test the charging circuit,in-the- automobile provided by the
instructor and evaluate the alternatdr And regulator output.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2,Hourd

.281

.

314

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.26

REPAIR OR REPLACE CHARGING
SYSTEM REGULATOR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given'a vehicle with trouble in the voltage regulator, the necessary
test.equipment and tools, 'and a_service manual; locate the problem a4d
repair or.replace the component(s) as required by manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.2601

Disconnect ground cable at battery.

7.2602

Disconnect the wiring harness from regulator.

7.2603-

Remove mounting screws and remove the regulator.

7.2604

Make sure that regulator base gasket is in place
befbre installation.

7.2605

Check regulator and make necessary adjustments.if
possible, if not replace with a new regulator.

7.2606

Make,sure mounting screws are not over-tightened and
avoid damaging bushing-on base oi mounting screws..,

7.2607

Replace regulator by reversing the disassembly
procesures.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an instructor provided automobile with trouble in the
voltage regulator, locate the malfunction and make the appropriate repairs or replacements.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours*

*Times vary for internal and external regulators.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.27

ANALYZE OR ADJUST ENGINE PERFORMANCE
USING ENGINE ANALYZER

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Assigned an engine analyzer, vehicle, service manual, and the necessary
tools; test and perform minor adjustments as required on an assigned
vehicle in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. All
adjustments identified by the instructor must be recognized and performed.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.2701

Refer to vehicle manufacturer's service information
to determine procedure and specifications on the
following:
Curb idle adjustment +/- 50 RPM
a.
Air-fuel mixture adjustment
b.
Dwell adjustment 41- 2 degrees
c.
Ignition timing adjustment +/- 1 degree
d.

7.2702

Refer to engine analyzer manufacturer's operatinginstructions to determine analyzer testing procedure.

7.2703

Perform testing procedure to decermtue required
adjustments.

7.2704

Perform all required minor adjustments in accordance
with manufacturer's procedure and specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Using an engine analyzer,:analyze and adjust as appropriatesan
automobile engine provided by the'instructor. All adjustments
identified by the instructor must be recognised and performed
meeting manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Describe the use of the oscilloscope in diagnosing ignition system
. problems.

-

Interpret standard oscilloscope patterns necessary for entry level
service work in a dealer service department.
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Agr
TASK

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

7.28

STROBE DISTRIBUTOR AND MODIFY/
CORRECT ADVANCE CURVES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a distributor, necessary equipment, and required tools; place
distributor in machine and Check timing and dwell angle and make adjustments in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.2801

Place distributor in machine.

7.2802

Check'adv:ince spring tension.

7.2803

Check points spring for correct tension.

7.2804

Check distributor shaft busing for wear.

7.2805

Set dwell angle and points for cam bounce.

7.2806

If distributor machine is not available, place the
distributor in a.live engine and check advance and
points spring tension, making adjUstments as neceesary.

7.2807

Disconnect the distributor vacuum advance hose from
the distributor and plug hose.

7.2808

Locate tiMing marks at front of engine on the harmonic
.balancer.

7.2809
,

Put.small amount of white paint or chalk on correct
marks so they are more visible.

7.2810

Connect.timing
light to number one cylinder.
_

7.2811

Loo'sen the distributor hold-down screw.

7.2812

Start the engine and rotate the distributor until
correct marks line up.

7.2813

Tighten the distributor hold-down screw and recheck
timing.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRiCAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.28

STROBE DISTRIBUTOR AND MODIFY/
CORRECT ADVANCE CURVES

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
7.2814

Reconnect vacuum hose and check performance of
engine.
If engine knocks due to gasoline quality,
(NOTE:
bump timing down slightly, preferably during

road test rtesting under load7 ).

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On an instructor provided distributor requiring operational
adjustment, place the distributor machine (if available) and
check the timing and dwell angle and make the necessary adjustments to meet the'manufacturer's specifitations.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.29

INSPECT SECONDARY CIRCUIT LEAD WIRES,
DISTRIBUTOR CAP, AND ROTOR, AND MEA
SURE SECONDARY WIRE RESISTANCE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, visually inspect the secondary wires, distributor
cap and rotor. Make an ohmmeter check to determine if replacement is
necessary to meet manufacturer's specifications. All defects identified
by the instructor must be identified.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.2901

Refer to vehicle manufacturer's service information
to determine checking procedure and.specifications.

7.2902

Visually check the condition of the distributor cap
and rotor.

7.2903

Test the iecondary wires for the proper resistance
value.

7.2904

List components that require placement.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

On an instructor provided vehicle with an electrical problem
in the secondary circuit, make an ohmmeter check and visual
inspection of the circuit and identify the malfunctions to the
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TEO:

2 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.30

INSPECT IGNITION SWITCH, RESISTOR,
WrRING, AND COIL OF THE PRIMARY
CIRCUIT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given tlie necessary test equipment and the components of a primary
circuit (ignition switch, resistor, wiring, and coil), visually inspect
and make tests to determine if each unit meets the manufacturer's specifications. Any malfunctions identified by the instructor must be recognized.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.3001

7.3002

7.3003

Refer to the vehicle manufacturer's service information
to determine checking procedure and ipecifications
for the primary ignition circuit components.
,Test the following components.
Ignition sWitch.
a.
b.
Ignition-resistor.
Ignition primary circuit wiring.
c.
Ignition coil.
d.
Ignition by-pass circuit.
e.
List each defective component.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect and test the ignition switch, resistor, wiring and
coil of a given primary circuit and identify any malfunCtions
that'exist.
C

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITEON SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.31

REPLACE COIL OF,THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided with a new ignition coil, access to necessary tools, and an
operational engine; replace thelgnition coil in accordance'with the
manufacturer's service procedures. The new coil must be operational and
meet the specifications set forth in the manufacturer's service manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.3101

Remove any items that prevent access to the coil.

7.3102

Remove the primary ana secondary wires from the
coil.

7.3103

Remove securing bolts and coil.

7.3104

Reinstall by reversing the disassembly procedures.

7-.3105

Perform operational test of the ignition system.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.

- -The instructor will provide a vehicle requiring a new ignition
coil.
-

Replace the coil an&perform an operational test for proper
functioning.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours*

*Different procedures used for GM-HEI system.

41

UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

TASK

7.32

LOCATE AND REPAIR SHORTS AND OPEN
CIRCUITS IN WIRING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a shorted wire or open,circilit, the necessary tools
and test equipment, and a service manual; locate and repair the short or
open circuit to meet the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.3201

Locate ihe defective circuit.

7.3202

Refer to vehicle manufacturer's service information
to determine specifications.

7.3203

Using proper tests determine reasonfor malfunction.

7.3204

Repair defective circuit.

7.3205.

Test circuit for proper operation in accordance with
manufacturer's specifications..

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an instructor provided automobile with a known short or
open circuit in the wiring, locate the short and make the
necessary repairs.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

Depends on electrical problem encountered.
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEM
LEVEL III

TASK

7.33

TEST AND REPAIR ELECTRONIC IGNITION
SYSTEMS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a malfunction in the electronic ignition, and the
proper test equipment and tools; isolate the malfunction and repair or
replace components as required, in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.3301

Disconnect the distributor leads trom the engine
wiring harness.

7.3302

Connect the two leads of an.ohmmete: to the distributor leads at the connector.

7.3303

Rotate the magnetic pickup assembly in the distributor through the vacuum advance travel and read the
ohmmeter.

7.3304

Ohmmeter reading should be within a range of 500-700
,-ohms; if not in this range replace the magnetic
pickup assembly,

7.3305

If reading is within 500-600 ohms range, disconnect
one ohmmeter lead frai the distributor connect or
connect it to a good ground.

7.3306

If ohmmeter needle moves to end of scale (0 ohms),
replace the magnetic pickup assembly.

7.3307

If,needle does.not indicate short, and there was no
Spark when the spark plug wire was disconnected from
the plug, the module is bad.

7.3308

Replace module, as necessary.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Isolate the malfunction and repair or replace the componenti
of an electronic ignition'system on an instructor provided
vehicle.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

TASK

7.34

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
.LgyEL III

-

INSPECT POINTS AND CONDENSER
OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT

2ERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a distril:Jutor, inspect the contact points and the condenser using
an ohmmeter and determine if replacement is required to meet the manu-s
facturer's specifications. The task should be accomplished satisfactorily.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
i.3401

Refer to vehicle manufacturer's service information
to determine checking procedures and specifications.

7.3402

Visually inspect the ignition points for:
Condition of contact point surface.
A.
Alignment of the contact points.
b.
c.

Spring-tension.

7.3403

Perform any adeitiona1 checking recommended bythe
manufacturer.

7.3404

List any defect6 found.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS :

-

Inspect the contact points and condenser of a distributor
provided by the instructor to determine if replacemeni is
required to meet operational specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

7.0

TASK.

7.35

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
LEVEL III

REPLACE POINTS AND CONDENSER (Tune'

up)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given access to the required tools, equipment, ignition points, condenser
and an operational engine; replace the ignition points and condenser in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. The degrces of dwell
must be within 2 degrees of the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.3501

Remove the distributor cap.

7.3502

Loosen the lead screw and detach the leads.

7.3503

Loosen the two screws holding the contact set to the
breaker plate.

-...-1.3504.

Slip the contact get out from under the screws.

7.3505

Wipe the breaker plate clean and oil the lever post,
if applicable.

7.3506f.

Install new contacts, attach leads, and adjust the
point opening, making sure the contact's are properly
aligned.

7.3507

Tighten all screws and recheck the point opening.

7.3508

Lubricate the distributor as specified, and reassemble
the distributor cap to its base.

7.3509

Turn engine on to performance test the points and
condenser.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Repiace the ignition points and condenser on an automobile
provided by the instructor so that they meet the manufactver's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

7.0

TASK

7.36

-ELECTRICAL-AND IGNITION SYSTEM
LEVEL III

OVERHAUL DISTRIBUTOR*

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a malfunctioning distributor and the necessary tools and equipment,
overhaul the distributor and calibrate in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. The degree of dwell must be within 41- 2 degrees
of the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFOMAANCE ACTIONS:
7.3601

After the cap, rotor, and dust seal are off, disassemble the terminal and take out the bra1ce:1. plate.

7.3602

Remove the coupling or gear by grinding or filing
off the peened-over head of the pin and driving out
the pin.

7.3603

Lift the shaft and.advance mechanism assembly out of
the distributor housing.

7.3604

Disassembly advance mechanism, noting the condition
of the bearing in the distributor housing.

7.3605

Repair or replace worn or defective parts as necessary. **

7.3606

Reassemble distributor, making 'sure shaft and end
play is correct when installing the gear on coupling.

7.3607

Male adjustments to contact points and advances.
%
Lubricate the distributor befare reinstalling.

7.3608
7.3609

,

Install distributor and performance test the mechanism.,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

.

On an instructor provided distributor that has malfunctioned
but is repairable, oveLhaul the distributor, calibrate it to
the manufacturer's specifications, install it, and test tte
operation.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION MIME:

4 Hours

*Typically, necessary for ,replacement of GM magnetic pickup.
**Typically, bushings are not replace&
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UNIT

7.0

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
,LEVEL III

TASK

7.37

.PE1VORM COMPLETE ENGINE TUNE-UP

PERFOliMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile needing a complete enginetune-up, the necessary'
specifications, tools and eiagnostic equipment, and,repair or replacement parts; perform a complete engine tune-up so that ihe automobile
operates to manufacturer's specifications and to the standards-of the
instructor (service foreman).

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
7.3701

Service the bettery.

7.3702

Service-the crankcase emission conttol system.

7.3703

Service and test the carburetor air cleaner, lubricate the manifold heat control valve:
0

7.3704

Service drive belts.

7.3705

Test compression.

7.3706

Service spark plugs.

.7.3707

Service the distributor and coil.

7.3708

Service spatk-plug tables.

7.3709

Set dwell and ignition timing.

7.3710

Replace fuel filter.

7.3711

Service automatic choke.

7.3712

Make carburetor adjustments..

7.3713

Service the fuel-evaporation emission control system.

7.3714

Service the A.I.R. system, if applicable.

7.3715

Service the EGR system,,if applicable.

7.3716

Road-test the automobile to ensure that it operates
properly.
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UNIT-

7.0

TASK

7.37

ELECTRICAL AND IGNITWN'SiSTEMS
LEVEL III
PERFORM COMPLETE ENGINE tUNE-UP
,,(Con't.)'

pERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.

-" Perform-A complete 'engine tune-up according to manufacturer's
shop manual.er-specificAtion.
The ahove steps-shOuld provide a minimum outline of items to
',
he checked.,
-Miet the .instrixtor's standardá for tune-up.

SUGGESTED INTRUGTIOil TIME:.

,

8,Bours

RELATED TEChNICAL INFORMATION:
,

t

-

Diagnostdc test ecluipient.
Engine ipecifications.

TASK LISTINGS
AUTOWOTIVE MECHANICS -------

DESCRIPTION

UNIT/TASK

Unit 8.0 A

DRIVE TRAIN -

8.01

(Check Fluid Levels in Standard Transmission) Given an
automobile with a standard.transmission, check the lubricant level and fill it to the specified level with a
lubricant recommended by the manufacturer.

8.02

(Check Fluid Levels in Automatic Transmission and Fill to
Given an automobile with an automatic
Proper Level)
transmission, check the automatic transtission fluid
level and add the specified fluid as indicated on the
gauge rod untilethe indicator shows full in accordance
with given procedures.

8.03

Given
(Select Fluids for Proper Application /Eubricatt;7)
an automobile to lubricate the drive.train, select the
proper lubricant for the job and according to manufacturer's
specifications,.

8.04

(Inspect Universal Joints for Wear or.Damage) Provided
with a driveline aesembly with known defects, access to
the proper tocls, equipment, and service manual; inspect
the drive shaft U-joints, and center bearings for malfunctions.
All malfunctions identified by the instructor must be
recognized. 'Upon completion, the drive shaft will operate
without excessive noiseeud vibration and the U-joints
will not leak.

8.05

(LubricLte U-joints) Given a vehicle requiring lubrication
of U-joints, service data, necessary tools, equipment,
and lubrication; lubricate U-joints as specified in
service manual or information.

8.06

(Lubricate Speedometer Cable Drive Gear,and Housing)
Provided a vehicle and access to the proper hand tools,
lubricant, and service manual; lubricate the speedometer
cable under the instructor's supervision.
The cable must be free from noise and binding after
lubrication.
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UNIT

8.0 A

TASK

8.01

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL I
CHECK FLUID LEVELS IN STANDARD
.TBANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a standard transmission, eh.eck the lubricant
level and fill it to the specified level with a lubricant recaumended by
the manufacturer.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0101

PLace vehicle on lift, ahd raise it.

8.0102

Clean dirt and grease from around the filler plug.
(Filler plug typically is on the side of the transmission.)

8.0103

Remove filler plug using the drain plug wrench.

8.0104

Check lubricant level by sticking a finger in the
(If the oil can be touched at the edge
filler hole.
of the hole, it is full.)

8.0105

To fill, insert grease lube pump hose ±n filler
hole.

8.0106

Pump gear lubricant into transmiAion until gear
lubricant appears at filler hole.

8.0107

Remove hose and wiPe end of hose and filler hole
area.

8.0108

Replace filler plug in hole and tighten plug so it
will not vibrate loose.

8.0109

Lower car and remove it from lift.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Check the lubricant level of a standard transmission and fill
it to the spedified le;ral with a lubricant recommended by the
manufacturer.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIOg TIME:

1 Hour

III/
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.

UNIT

-80 A

TASK

8.02

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL1
CHECK FLUID LEVELS IN AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION AND FILL TO PROPER
LEVEL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with an automatic transmission, check the automatic
transmission fluid-level and ada the specified fluid as indicated on the
gauge rod until the indicator shows full in accordance with given procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0201

.Set parking brake.

8.0202

Start engine and warm it to normal operating temperature', (equivalent to about 10 miles of driving).

8.0203

Place gear selector level in park (P) position (or
as recommended by manufacturer).

8.0204

Remove transmission fluid gauge rod, wipe dry, and
replace in tube.
0

8.0205

Remove the transmission fluid gauge rod and check
(Generally
the position,of the oil on the gauge.
the "Full" to\"Low" rmge on the gauge is one pint
of fluid.)
(NOTE:
If flnid is over."Full" or color is other
than nOrmal, sec instructor.)

8.0206

Wipe the filler tdbe area with shop cloth to prevent
dirt from falling ivto the filler tube.

8.0207

Insert transmission funnel into filler tube.

8.0208

Fill transmission with fluid as,required to bring
oil mark to "Full" mark on gauge.

8.0209

Recheck fluid level, adding fluid as necessary.

8.0210

If fluid is above "Full" level, drain transmission
to prevent aeration.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Check the automatic transmission fluid for a given vehicle and
add fluid as necessary to bring the oil up to "Full" mark on
the gauge.
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UNIT

8.0 A

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL I

TASK

8.02

CHECK FLUID LEVELS IN AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION AND FILL TO PROPER
LEVEL (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Con't.):
-

Use a tranatission fluid specified by the manufacturer.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

re

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Determine the proper transmission fluid for the autompbile.
Drain fluid if overfilled.
Avoid transferring,dirt to the interior of the transmission by
the dipstick.
Check for leaks.
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UNIT

8.0A

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL T

TASK

8.03

SELECT FLUIDS FOR PROPER
APPLICATION (LUBRICATE)

.

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile to lubricate the drive train, select the proper
lubricant for the job and according to manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0301

Identify majorlubricants for automotive use:
Multipurpose,chassie grease--front suspension
and steering linkage.
b.
Multipurpose gear lubricant--to replinish supply
in standard differentials and manual transmissions.
c.
Positive-traction dif erential lubricant--for
positive-traction çe1r end vehicled.d.
Tower-steering flu
e.
Automatic transmission fluid.
f.
All-purpose white greasi--lubricates metal'body
points that slide or rub against other body points
duch as latches, hinges, etc.
g.
Engine"oil--t ltibricate points requiring penetration.
h.
Silicone spray u r
t--for use on rubber parts.
Graphite spray--for door locks, etc.
i.
j.
Manifold-heat control-valve lubricant.
a.

8.0302

Demonstrate proper choice of lubricant for specific
drive train lubriCation needs.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Select the proper lubricant to lubricate a given automobile
drive train system according to the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Replacement of grease (Zerk) fittings.

a
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UNIT

8.0 A

TASK,

8.04

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL I
INSPECT UNIVERSAL JOINTS FOR WEAR OR
'DAMAGE:

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Provided with a driveline assembly with known defects, acc.iss to the
proper tools,, equipment, and service manual; inspect the drive shaft,,
U-joints, and center bearings for malfunctions. All malfunctions identified by'the instructor must be recognized. Upon completion, the drive
shaft will operate'without excessive noise and vibration and the U-joints
will not leak.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

If not on lift, place safety

8,0401

Raise the automobile.
jack stands under it.

8.0402

Make visual inspection of drive shaft and U-joints:
Visually inspect drive shaft for blurriness.
a.
Make sure U-joints flange bolts are not loose.
b.
Examine drive shaft for physical damage.
c.
Look for rusty dry Powder around U-joints and
-Seals.
Check for excessive play in U-joints.
d.

8.6403

(Ma.rk it so it can be properly
Remove drive shaft.
aligned during reinstallation.)

8.0404

Remove center bearing snap ring and bearing assembly.

8.0405

Check U-joints on drive shaft for wear, oil leakage,
and excesstve play.

8.0406

Clean and relubricate U-joints and center-bearing
with recommended lubricants.

8.0407

Replace U-joint and center bearing assembly, reconnect
drive shaft.
:17.;

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect the drive shaft, U-joints, and center bearing
given automobile and identify any malfunctions of the

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 a
dinponents.

6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFOIMATION:
-

Blurring-whipping of the drive shaft resulting from uneven
movement.
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UNIT

8.0 A

DRIVE TRAIN -.LEVEL I

TASK

8.05

LUBRICATE U-JOINTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a vehicle requiring_lubrication.of U-;joints, servide data,
necessary tools, equipment, and lubrication; lubricate II-joints
as specified ia service' manual or information'.

PERFORMANCE ACTION,S:

(SEE LUBRICATION SECTION)

PERFORMANCE "STAiOARDS:

-

(SEE LUBRICATION SECTION)
Lubricate U-joints per service data.

SUGGESTED IliSTRUCTION TLME:

'2 Hours
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UNIT

8.0 A

DRIVE TRAIN

LEVEL I

TASK

8,06

LUBRICATE-STEEDOMETER CABLE
DRIVE GEAR AM),HOUSING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehic/e and access to the proper hand tools, lubricant, and
service manual; lubricate the speedometer cable under the instructor's
The,cable mustbe free from noise and binding after lubrisupervision.
-cation.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0601,

Locate the manufacturer's information concerning
speedometer lubrication.

8.0602

Determine cable routing and location of securing
clips if so equipped.

8.0603

Remove speedometer cable and housing.

8.0604

Replace.the speedometer cable if required.

8.0605

Check the speedometer cable and housing for knicks
beffme installing.

8.0606

Check the speedometer head for possible binding
problems.

8.0607

Reconnect the cable to the head and transmission and
replace the securing clips.

8.0608

Read test to check speedometer operation.

PERFORMANOE STANDAYDS:
-

Lubricate the speedometer cable on a vehicle provided by the
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Select correct lubricant for the job according to speclfications.
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.

UNIT/TASK
Unit 8.0 B

8.01

TASK LIS-TINGS
AUTOMOTIVE _MECHANICS-

.

DESCRIPTION
DRIVE TRUN. WITH MANUAL TRANSMISSION'MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR
(Adjust Clutch) 'On &given vehicle-requiring a clutch
, adjustmentt service data and necessary tools and equipment;

cheek for proper adjUstment.oftheclUtch and-make the
nedessary adjUstments to meet serVice:data specifications.:8.02

8.03

8.04

(Repair, and Replace Slip-joints; V-joints) Given a
vehicle requiting, lubrication service to the universal
jointat add acedat tO 'the propertoola, equipment, and
service manual;, lUbricate he Universal joints following
the,manufacturer's recommenedéd procedures, and specifi-'
cations. Upon completion; the:U-joints Will function
without leaking around the seals,

(Repair, Replace, or Adjust Front Drive Axle Assemblies)
Provided a vehicle with.a malfunctioning froat drive axle
assembly, awl access to the proper hand tools, equipment,
and serVite'manual; adjust or,replace.the front drive
axle assembly id accordance With themanufagturer's
sPecifications.and procedures.
(Re§lace Manual Transmission Rear Seal, Gasket, and:
Bushing ilia Car Repaire7)
Provided a standard trans)11ission, and access to the proper hand tools, equipment,

and service manual;°replace the rear'seal and,bushing
following the manufacturer'srecommended procedures.
Upon completion; there will be no leaks or excessive
noise in,the repaired areas.
8.05

(Remove and'Replace Clutch, Disc Pressure Plate, Release
/Throwoug Bearing, Pilot Bearing /rushini7, and Adjust
External Shaft Linkage on Manual Transmission) Given a
vehicle with a faulty pilot bearing; clutch disc pressure
plate or release bearing, and access to the proper tools,
equipment, and service manual; replace the pilot bearing
following the manufartturer's recommended procedures and
sPecifications.

8.06

Provided a vehicle with
(Replace Transmission Mounts)
faulty transmission mounts, aud access, to the proper hand
tools, equipment and service manual; replade the transmission mounts following the manufacturer's recommended procedures and specifications. Upon completion, the
mot 'ts will be secure so thai no noise ot shimmying in
th
ransmission occurs.
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,

8.07

(Test -Maneai TranimisSioh-Gperation) Given:a vehicle
with-a talfunctiOn in the manual transmissioni and atcess
to the-proper toolsL.eqeipment'and servide,manual,, chack

the trahatission in-allapeeds and-idehtiy theprobiem(s).
PrOblemidentification meet :be-thesamaas, theinstructorta.
8.08

.(Replace Manual Transmiision) .Given 'avehicid-with. amanual.transmissidn, and, acceas to the Oroller tools,

equiPienti,andservicehanual; replace,the transmission,
followihg.he manufaCturerls prodedures and specifications.
t4hen completed, -the:transmission will notieak,
or contain, problems. ih

8.09

(RebuilettanUal:Transmission) ,Provided,a standard trinamission.witkknot4 defects, and,access to the'proper hind
tools, equiphent, and-service manual; asassemble and
rapair the'defectiVe-componentsof the transmission,
fdilowing theManefaCturer's recommended procedures and
specificationa. All'kudwh defects
the tramsmidaion
must be idehtified and.repaired.

8.10

Provided a
(Replace Rear Axle'Shaft, nearing, and Seal)
vehicle, and-access to the proper hard tools, equipment,
and servicemanual; replace the rear axle shaft, bearings,
and seal_ following the manufacturees'recommended_procedures
and specifications. 'Upon Completion, there wiii ba,nb
leaks or excessive noise in the rear axle.assembly.

8.11

(Replace'PiniOn'Seal) 'Given a vehicleith a leaking
pinion seal, azcess to the proper hand tools, equipment,
-parts and service manual; replace the pinioh seal according,
to th:i minefacturer's recommended procedures!

8.12

(Diagnose DifferentiarMalfunctions) Given 'a car with
known differential defect(s), Conduct a diagnostic check
or road test ender instructor's-supervision.

8.13

(Repair or Replace Differential)
Given an automobile
with a repairable defect in the-differential, and access
to the proper tools, equipment, and servide maival;'
repair the defective parts (or replace, if necessary) in
accordance with the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.'
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UNIT

8.0 B.

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

8.01

ADJUST CLUTCH

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given vehicle requiring a clutch adjustmeni, service data and
necessary tools and equipment; cheek for proper adjustment of the clutch
and make the nmcessary adjustments to Meet service data specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:.
8.0101

Check clutch specifications in service data.

8.0102

Measure pedal height and adjudt pedal; ztop bolt for
proper height as,'.necessary.

8.0103

Observe amount of pedal free, play.

8.0104

Adjuat linkage for proper free play.
Loosen linkage adjustment nut
Move it up or down rod as netessary
b.
For cable-operated clutch linkage, adjust by
c.
lengthening-or shortening-clutch cable housing.
a.

8.0105

After adjustment, measure free'play.

8.0106

If appropriate, check hydraulic clutch linkage and
idjust.

8.0107

Check pedal free play.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Determine proper clutch pedal height and free play and make
necessary adjustments to meet vehicle service data specifications-.

Student's measurements should agree with instructor's findings.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

306
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UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

8.-02

REFAIR-AND-REPLAGE-SLIP-JOINTS,
Z-JOINTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle requiring lubrication service to the universal joints,
and access to the proper tools, equipment, and service manual; lubricate
the universal joints fOliowing the manufacturer's recommended procedures
and specifications. Upon completion, the U-joints will function withOut,
leaking around seals.
Cross-and-yoke U-joints used for description.)

(NOiE:

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0201

Raise automobile for access to the drive shaft.

8.0202

Remove drive shaft (Mark shaft to allow proper
alignment durinc neinstallation.)

8.0203

Using U-joints press or vise to hold the drive shaft
steady, disassemble the U-joint.

8.0204

Remove U-joinis clips or locking device (bearing
caps).

8.0205

If the U-joint is being removed for lubriCating,
clean out the old grease as much as possible and
check the condition of the bearing seals, replace
the joint if wear is evident or seals damaged.

8.0206

Before installing a new joint, check to determine if
it has ample.lubrication.

8.0207

Install the repacked or replacement U-joint.

8.0208

Install clips or locking devices being sure that they
are located properly and seated.

8.0209

Reinstall the drive shaft in the vehicle.

8.0210

Road test to check performance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Lubricate the universal joints on an automobile provided by
the instructor.
Performance must be to instructor's standards.
Lubricate and replace U-joints to manufacturer's specifications.
307

340

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II
REPAIR AND REPLACE,SLIP-JOINTS, :
U-JOINTS (Contt.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

MATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Determine proper lubricate adcording to specifitations.
Handling of drive shaft.
Demonstrate (ability to determine if U-joint is defective or
not.

UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN 7 LEVEL II

TASK .

8.03

RgPAIR, REPLACE, OR.ADJUST FRONT
DRIVE AXLE ASSEMBLIES>

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle with a malfunctioning front drive axle assembly;
and access to the proper hand tools,.equipment, and service manual;
adjust or replace the front drive axle assembly in accordance with
,the manufacturer's specifications and procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0301

Lift vehicle and place stands under frame.

8.0302

Drain the differential.

8.0303

Remove front tires and'wheels.

8.0304

Remove drive shaft with joint from differential.

8.0305

Remove lower ends of front shucks.

8.0306

Disconnect front brake line at flex line.

8.0307

Remove front spring bolts.

8.0308

Lift axle assembly up and remove from either side.

8.0309

To reinstail new axle assembly, reverse the steps.

8.0310

Fill brake master cylinder and bleed front brakes.

8.0311

Re_jill master cylinder.

8.0312

Fill differential with proper,lubrication.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Adjust or replace front drive axle assembly in accordance
to manufacturer's service data.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

16 Hours

309
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LEVEL II

UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN

TASK

8.04

REPLACE MANUAL TRANSMISSION REAR
SEAL, GASKET, AND BUSHING (IN CAR
REPAIRS)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a standard transmission, and access to-the proper hand tools,
equipment, and service manual; replace the rear seal and bushing following
Upon completion, there will
the manufacturer's recommended procedures.
be no leaks or excessive noise in the repaired areas.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

8.0401

All safety procedures must be followed. Raise
vehicle and place safety stands under frame.

8.0402

Drain transmission.

8.0403

Remove drive shaft.
(NOTE: Mark drive shaft.)

8.0404

Remove output shaft housing from transmission. If
transmission mountattaches to housing, the transmission must be supported,by a jack.

8.0405

Using proper tools, remove and relace the seal and
bushing.

8.0406

Install horsing, using new gaskets.

8.0407

Install drive shaft.

8.0408

Refill transmission.

8.0409

Test and aleck for leaks or excessive noise.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Replace rear seal and bushing following manufacturer's service
data. There must .be no leg4cs or excessive noise from the.
completed repair.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Use of transmission jack and transmission-to-jack safety
chains.
310.
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UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

8.05

REMOVE AND REPLACE CLUTCH, DISC_
PRESSURE,PLATE, RELEASE (THROWOUT)
-BEARING, PILOT BEARING (BUSHING),
AND ADJUST EXTERNAL SHAFT LINKAGE
ON MANUAL TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a faulty pilot bearing, clutch disc pressure plate
or release bearing, and access to the proper tools, equipment; and
service manual; replace.the pilot bearing following the manufacturer's
recanmended procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Jack up vehicle

8.0501

All safety procedures must be followed.
and place safety stands under frame.

8.0502

Drain transmission.

8.0503

Remove drive shaft.

8.0504

Using proper jack, remove transmission.

8.0505

Remove clutch bearing, pressure plate, and disc.

8.0506

With correct puller, remove pilot bearing from fly
wheel.

8.0507

Install new pilot bearing.

8.0508

Install clutch, using aligning tool.

8.0509

Install transmission.

8.0510

Install drive shaft.

8.0511

Refill transmission with specified lubricant.

8.0512

Adjust external shaft linkage as follows:
If shifter is on column or floor place in
a.
neutral.
b.
Loosen clamps on linkage and adjust to manufacturer's specifications.
Retighten clamps and check for smooth shifting
c.
in all gears.
d.
Repeat process if still loose or too tight.

8.0513

Test for operation.
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UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

8.05

REMOVE AND REPLACE CLUTCH, DISC
PRESSURE PLATE, RELEASE (THROWOUT)
BEARING, PILOT BEARING (BUSHING),
AND ADJUST-EXTERNAL -SHAFT-LINKAGE
ON MANUAL TRANSMISSION (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- -Remove and replace clutch, disc pressure plate, release (throwout)
bearings, pilot bearings (bushings) and adjust external shaft
linkage on manual transmission following manufacturer's recommended procedures and meeting servide data specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIKE:

4 Hours

312

345

UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

d.06

REPLACE TRANSMISSION MOUNTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle with faulty transmission mounts, and access to the
proper hand tools, equipment and service manual; replace the transmission mounts following the manufacturer's recommended procedures and
specifications. Upon completion, the mounts will be secure so that no
noise or shimmying in the transmission occurs.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

8.0601

All safety procedures must be followed. Jack up
vehicle and place safety stand under frame.

8.0602

With siiitable jack support rear of motor transmisssion.

8.0603

Remove mount bolts and mounts. On somu vehicles the
transmission must be raised to reMove the mounts.

8.0604

Place new transmission mounts iato position and
torque to specifications, if necessary.

8.0605

Remove support jacks and put car on floor.

8.0606

Start engine and check mounts for looseness.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Replace faulty transmission mounts so mounts are secure with
no noise or shimmying.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

313

346

UNIT

TASK

.

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

8.07

TEST MANUAL TRANSMISSION OPERATION

----PERFORIMICE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a-malfunction in the manual transmission, and <>
access to the proper tools, equipment, and service manual, check the
Problem
transmission in alloppeeds and identify the problem(s).
identification must be the sane as-the instructor's.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0701.

Jack up car and place safety stand under frame.
safety. procedures must be followed.

8.0702

Visually inspect the transmission for danage or

All

leaks.

8.0703

Start engine and test for which gear(s) the malfunctian occurs.

8.0704

Determine what the malfunction is.
whining, grinding noise,'etc.)

8.0705

If no malfunction, dower car and road test.

(Clanging noise,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Check a manual transmission in all speeds and identify any
problems tbat occur.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

314

34 7

UNIT

,

TASK

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

8.08

REPLACE MANUAL TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a manual transmission, and access to the proper
tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the transmission following
the manufacturer's procedures and specifications. When completed,
the transmission will not leak, shimmy, or contain problems in shifting.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0801

All safety procedures must be followed, jack up
vehicle and place safety stands under frame..

8.0802

Drain transmission.

8.0803

Remove drive shaft.

8.0804

If mounts are attached to transmission, the rear
of the motor must-be supported with a jack and the
mounts removed.

, 8.0805

Remove transmission.

8.0806

To install, reverse procedure.

8.0807

Refill transmission with lubricant.

8.0808

Road test for problems.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

On a given vehicle, replace the manual transmission following
the manufacturer's procedures and adjusting the transmission
to meet service data specifiCations.
The newly installed transmission must not leak, shimmy, or contain problems in shifting.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

-UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

8.09.

REBUILD MANUAL TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Provided a standard transMiesion with know-d defects, and access to the
proper hand tools, equipment,:and.Service-manual; aisassemble and repair
the defective components of the transmission, following the manufacturer's recommended procedures and apecifications. All known defects
in the transmission must be identified and repaired.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0901

Locate the manufacturer!s information and specifications on the given transmission.

8.0902

Remove the transmission cover and visually inspect
all visible gears, synchronizers, and spacers.

8.0903

Following the manufacturer's disassembly procedures,
disassemble the transmission and check the parts for
nicks, burrd, or brokengear teeth.

8.0904

Check cluster gear for Correct thickness spacers
with a caliper micrometer against manufacturer's
recommended thickness.
;

8.0905

Check all other components in the transmission for
wear, leaks, or other problems.

8.0906

When the problem(s) is located, repair the
malfunction.

8.0907

Make sure the cause of the malfunction is corrected,
as well as the defective parts.

8.0908

Reassemble the transmission and test it for proper
functioning.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Disassemble and repair a defective component of the
transmission according to the manufacturer's recommended
procedures and specifications.
All known defects in the transmission must be identified and
repaired.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME1

16 Hours minimum

316
.
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LEVEL If

UNIT

8.0

DRIVE TRAIN

TASK

8.10

REPLACE REAR AXLE SHAFT, BEARING AND
SEAL

PERFORMANCE 0 ECTIVE:
Provided a vehicle, and access to the proper hand tools, equipment, and
service manual; replace the.rear axle shaft, bearings and seal following
the manufacturer's recommended procedures and specifications. Upon
completion, there will be no leaks or excesSive noise in the'rear axle
assembly.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.1001

Lift vehicle.

8.1002

Remove rear wheel.

8.1003

Remove rear brake drum.

8.1004

Remove axle bearing retainer bolts, if necessary.

8.1005

Remove axle shaft.

8.1006

'Remove bearing from shaft.

8.1007

Clean axle shaft.

8.1008

Dress new bearings on shaft.

8.1009

Reverse disassembly procedures to reassemble the
components.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Renove and replace the rear axle shaft, bearings and seal on a
given drive train following manufacturer's procedures and
specifications. Upon completion, there must be no leaks or
excesdive noise in the rear axle assembly.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

12 Hours

317
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UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN,- LEVEt II

TASK

8.11

REPLACE PINION sga

11

tr.

PERFORMANCE_OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a leaking pinion seal, access to the proper
hand tools, equipment, parts and service manual; replace the pinion seal
according to the manufacturer's recommended prpcedUres.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.1101

Raise vehicle froth floor.

8.1102

Remove rear drive shaft with-loint from differential.

8.1103
-

'Place drain pan under front of differential.

8.1104

Remove pinion nut.

8.1105

Remove yoke from pinion shaft.

8.1106

Remove pinion seal using a seal puller.
us

8.1107

Olean-housing and yoke.

8.1108

Replace Pinion seal using'a seal driver.

8.1109

Inspect yoke for damage or wear.

8.1110

Replace yoke, if necessary.

8.1111

Tighten to manufacturer's specifications.

8.1112

.Replace drive shaft.

8.1113

Check and fill differential with proper lubrication.

8.1114

Check and clean.air vent.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace pinion seal in a given vehicle according to manufacturer's recommended procedures.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

8 Hours

318

3 51.

UNIT

8:0 B

DRIVE.TRAIN.-:- LEVEL II

TASK

8.12

DIAGNOSE DIFFERENTIAL MALFUNCTIONS
ewe.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a car with known differential defect(s), conduct a diagnostic check
or road test under instructor's supervision.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS
8.1201

8.1202

_Prior to road testing for drive axle assembly problems.
check the lubricant level. Add lubricant as necessary.
Check tires for saw tooth wear pattern or for mud
and snow tires design which might,produce vibrations
or noise.
,

8.1203

Bring tire pressure to specifications.

8.1204

-Drive_yehicle far enough to warm lubricant.

8.1205

(a) drive, (b) cruise (engine
Check action.ddring:
driving enough to maintain car speed), (c) float
(engine neither driving nor holding back)--car speed
allowed tb, slowly decrease), and (d) coast (accelerator
released, engine on compression).

8.1206

During the road test, noise produced by front wheel
bearings.often can be reduced or altered hy pressing
on the brake while maintaining car speed.

8.1207

Operate engine with the car standing still, at the
approximate RPM at 'vihich the sound was noticed
during the road test. If the sound is noticed
during this test, it is obvious that the problem-is
not in the drive axle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Road test a given vehicle to diagnose differential malfunctions.
Findings must be in agreement with the findings of the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

319

352

UNIT

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

TASK

8.13

REPAIR OR REPLACE DIFFERENTIAL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a repairable defect in the differential, and
access to the proper tools, equipment, and service manual; repair the
defective parts (or-replace, if necessary) in accordance with the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.1301

.Raise vehicle from floor.

8.1302

Drain the differential.

81303

Remove tear tires and wheels.

8.1304

Remove rear brake drums.

8.1305

Remove all backing plate bolts.

8.1306

Remove rear axle.

8.1307

Remove drive shaft with joint ,at differential.

8.1308

Remove bolt or nut holding carrier
housing.

8.1309

Remove carrier assembly from axle housing.

3.1310

Clean.carrier assembly.

8.1311

Mark the adjusting caps and nuts for identification.

8.1312

Remove adjusting cap bolts.

8.1313

Remove rear gear and carrier assembly by lifting oLt
housing.

8.1314

Remove pinion nut.

8.1315

Remove yoke from pinion shaft.

8.1316

Remove pinion seal.

8.1317

Remove pinion and pinion bearings.

8.1318.

Remove axle gears and spider gears.

320

353

asemble to axle

UNIT
TASK

,

8.0 B

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II

8.13

REPAIR OR;REPLACE DIFFERENTIAL

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Conit.
8.1319

Replace rear bearing on pinion shaft.

8.1320

Install pinion.shaft in housing, install outer or
front bearing and yoke.

8.1321

Preload bearings to manufacturer's Specifications
with new crush rings
,9*

8.1322

Remove yoke, indtall.pinion seal.

8.1323

Assemble ring gear, spider and axle gears.

8.1324

Install assembly in carrier making sure the adjustingcaps and nuts are on the rieNmarked side.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Remove, repair, and replace differential with all components
installed and working"properly, according to.maAufacturer's
specifications.
Recognize defective or broken components,,visually check and
detect differential leaks or-faulty components.

SUaGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

16 Hours
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

UNIT/TASK
--- Unit 8.0-C-

DESCRIPTION
-AUTOMATIG-TRANSMISSION' MAINTENANCE-AND-REPAIR

8.01

(Perform Operational Tests on Autdmatic Transmission)
Given a.vehicle and accesa to a service manual; perform
an operational test, in all selector speeds, of an auto.».,
matic transmission and identify any malfunctions that-'
exist. All malfunctions identified by the instructor
must be recognized.

8.02

(Adjust Column-Type Linkage) Using the proper service
manual, hand toola, and equipment; adjust the tranamission linkage on a given automobile, following thern
manufacturer's specifications and recommended procedures.'

8.03

(Adjust Floor Linkage) Provide a vehicle with floormounted transmission linkage, accesa:to h service manual,
hand tools, and equipment; adjust the transmission linkage
in accordance with the manufacturer's- recdkiended.procedures
and specifications.

.

,

8.04

(Adjust Linkage From Engine ta Automatic Transmission)
Given a vehicle with an automatic transmission, and
access to the proper hand tools, equipment, and service
manual; adjust the engine-to-transmission linkage in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommended procedures
and specifications.
.

8.05

(Clean and Visually Inspect Transmission) Given a vehicle
and access to the appropriate cleaning materials, clean
the transmission and inspect it for leaks under the
instructor's supervision. All transmission leaks identified by the instructor must be recognized.

8.06

Given a vehicle
(Diagnose, Replace, or Adjust-Modulators)
with the modulator valve in the transmission out ofadjustment,'and access,to a service manual and the proper
tools and equipment; adjust the modulator valve to meet
the manufacturer's specifications for proper operation.

.8.07

(Service Filter)
Given a vehicle and access to the
proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; clean
or replace the automatic transmission filter following
the manufacturer's recommendld procedure. Upon completion
related parts will not leak 1:ransmission fluid.

322

,

355

.

I

8.08

Given a vehicle,
(Replace or Adjust Neutral Safety StatCh)
and access to the proper hand tools, 'equipment, and
service manual; replace.the neutral switch on the autoMatic transmission following the manufacturer's recommended
procedure.

8.09

%Internal or External/ ) Given
(Mike Band Adjustments
a vehicle and access to the proper hand tools',, equipment,
and service manuali mike adjustments of the automatid
transmission bands, following the madufacturer'S recomUpon completion,
mended procedures and specifications.
the clutch will engage-fully-and not slip.

8.10

:move and Install Automatic Transmission) Given a
vehicle with an automatic transmission that is unrepairable, and access to the proper tools; equipment,
and service manual; remove and replace the transmission
according to the manufacturer's specifications and procedures. Upon completion, the t:ansmission will operate
without leaks, vibrations, or unuaual noises.
(Replace External Seals, Gaskets, atnd Lines on Automatic
Transmission) Provided a vehicle-with an automatic
tranamiSsion, dr.d access to the proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the rear transmi5sion
seal and bushing following the manufacturer's recommended
procedures and specifications. Upon completion, there
Will be no leaks around the replaced components.

8.12

Provided a
(Inspect, Remove, and Replace Converter)
vehicle with a defective converter, and access to the
proper-tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the
'torque-anverter following the manufacturer's recommended
procedures and specifications. Upon completion, there
will be no damage to other components of.the transmission,
_old the transmission will not leak fluid.

813

(Overhaul Automatic Transmission) Given an automatic
transmission in need of an overhaul, and access to the
proper hand tools, equipmeet, and service manual; overhaul the transmission in accordance with the Manufacturer's
specifications add procedures. When completed, the
t transmission will operate Without leaks, vibrations, or
unwarranted noise.
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UNIT

8.0 C

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III

TASK

8:01

PERFORM OPERATIONAL TESTS ON
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and access to a service manual; perfort an operational
test, in all selector speeds, of an automatic transmission and identify
any malfunctions that exist. All malfunctions identified by the instructor must be recognized.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0101

Check transmission fluid.

8.0102

Check operation at varying speeds.

8.0103

Check transmiásion under various operational con---ditions.
Check for leaks, both fluid and vacuum.

8.0104

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Perfom an operational test on given automatic transmission
and i entify any malfunctions 'that exist, identifying all
malfunCtions found by the iustructor.
\

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTUN TIME:

2 Hours

324
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III

UNIT

8.0 C

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL

TASK

8.02

ADJUST COLUMN-TYPE LINKAGE
loweramin.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the proper service manual, hand tools, and equipment; adjust the
transmission linkage on a givxm automobile, following the manufacturer's
specifications and recommended procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0201

Loosen the adjustment clamp at the cross shaft.

8.0202

Rotate the transmission lever to drive position.

8.0203

Set the selector level to D (drive) and remove any
free play by rotating and holding the cross shaft
upward and pulling the shift rod 'down.

8.0204

Tighten the claip and recheck.the adjusttent.

8.0205

Readjust the indicator needle if necessary to,agree
with the transmission detent position.

8.0206

Readjust the neutral safety switch if necessary.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Adjust the transmission linkage (column-type) on a given
mobile, following manufacturer's specifications are recommended procedufes.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

On older vehicle, inspect wear of.engine mounts and if mounts
are worn, do not waste time adjusting linkage since further wear
will cause engine and transmission to shift.

325
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UNIT

80 C

DRIVETRAIN.

TASK

8.03

ADJUST FLOOR LINKAGE

LEVEL_ III

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle with floor-Mounted transmission linkage, access to a
service manual, hand tools and equipment; adjust the transmission linkage
in accordance with the manufacturer's recommended procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Place the selector level in D (drive) and raise

8.0301
,

vehicle on a hoist.

8.0302

Disconnect the cable frOm the transmission lever.

8.0303

Move the lever to drive by rotating it counterclockwise to L (low) and then back on detent.

8.0304

Measure the distance from the rearward face of the
attachment bracket to the center of the cable attachment pin.

8.0305

Adjust the pin if necessary.

8.0306

Install cable to the transmission lever, low.tr the
car, and check adjustment.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Adjust floor linkage according
procedures and specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

manufacturer's recommended

4 Hours
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UNIT

8.0 C.

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III

TASK

8.04

ADJUST_LINKAGE FROM ENGINE TO
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with an automatic.transmission, and access to the proper
hand tools, equipment, and service manual; adjust the engine-to-transmission
linkage in accordance with the Manufacturer's recomnended procedures and
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTION5:
8.0401

Raise hood of car, ..emove.air cleaner and disconnect
the accelerator linkage at the carburetor.

8.0402

Disconnect the accelerator-return and TV-rod springs.

8.0403

With the right hand, pull the TV upper rod forward
until the transmission is through the detent.

8.0404

With the left hand, open the Carburetor to wide-openthrottle position.

8.0405

Adjust swivel on upper end of TV rod as necessary.

8.0406

Connect and adjust the accelerator linkag re. as necessary,

and check for freedom of movement in linkage and
road test.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
\

Adjust engine-to-transmission linkage according to manufacturer's
recommended procedures and specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 dours

RELATED TECHNIC:1 INFORMATION:-

(NOTE:

If TV (throttle valve) lever must be bent, use special
bending tool to avoid possible internal damage.)
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UNIT

8.0 C

DRIVE TRAIN,- _LEVEL III

TASK

8.05

CLEAN AND VISUALLY INSPECT
TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and access to the appropriate cleaning materials, clean
the transmission and inspect it for leaks under the instructor's supervision. All transmission leaks identified by the instructor must be
recognized.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0501

Raise the vehicle in a safe manner to enable atcess
to the transmission.

8.0502

Clean the transmission exterior with a cleaning
device.

8.0503

Operate the vehicle until the engine and transmission have achieved operating temperature.

8.0504

Inspect the transmission exterior for leakage.
Specifically inspect the following exterior areas
for leakage.:
Transmission oil pan.
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

Front and rear seals.
Transmisrion drain plug (for looseness) if'
applicable.
Check oil cooler and speedometer drive.
Remove vacuum hose from modulator and note
leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On a given-vehicle-f-clean, and -visually-inspectthe--t-rans----

mission and identify any transmission leaks.
-' Meet instructor's standaras.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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UNIT

8.0 C

TASK

8.06

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III
DIAGNOSE, REPLACE, OR ADJUST
MODULATORS

(c,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVEr

Given a vehicle with the modulator valve in the transmission out of
adjustment, and access to a service manual and the proper tools and equipment; adjust the modulator valve to meet the manufacturer's speCifications for proper operation.

PERYORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0601

Raise car and support on stands.

8.0602

Place drain pan under car to catch oil.

8.0603

Disconnect vacuum line.

8.0604

_If modulator is adjustable type, count number of
turns to remove' modulator.

8.0605

Install a new modulator (if necessary) the same
number of turns.

8.0606

Reconnect vacuum linA and road check for shift
pattern.

8.0607

Readjust if necessary.
(NOTE:

dheck modulator with vacuum pump for
vacuum leaks.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Diaghose, replace, or adjust the modulator valve to meet the
manufacturer's specifications for proper operation.
Road test the vehicle for proper shift pat

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

-

UNIT

3.0 C

DRIVE TRAIN' - LEVEL III-

TASK

8.07

SERVICE-FILTER-

LRFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and,access to the proper hand tools, equipment, and
service manual; clean' or replaCe the automatic transmission filter
following the manufacturer's recommended procedures. Upon completion
related parts will not leak transmissionfluid.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0701

Raise the vehicle to obtain access to the drive line
and transmission.

8.0702

Clean transmission and dust cover on torque converter.

8.0703^

Follow manutacturer's recommended procedures and
specifications to insti-al filter.

8.0704

Refill with fluid.

3.0705

Test for leaks.
!

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Clean or replace the automatic transmission filter following
the manufacturer's recOmmended procedures.
Upon completion, there must be no leaks of transmission fluid.

SUGGESTED:INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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t--

a

S.

UNIT

8.0 C

TASK-

808

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III
-:REPLACE-OR-ADJUST-NEUTRAL SI..

TY

SWITCH

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle,.and access to the proper hand tools, equ ment, and'
service manual; replace the neutral switch on the automac,c transmission
following the manufacturer's recammended proceaures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

8.001

Raise vehicle on jaCk stands anç1 place oil pan under
transmission.

8.0802

Disconnect wire from the ne
switO from transmission c

ral switch and remove
e.

8.0803

Install a new switch usi g the new 0-ring.

8.0804

Reconnect wire to neu ral switch.

8.080:5

Check to be certai it starts in park or neutral; if
not, adjust the manual linkage.
Tf switch is on the..steering column, do the following:.
Locate switch on the steering column.
Disconnect multi-prong wire connector,
b.
Loose the two attaching screws to the switch.
c.
d.
Place the switch into position, tighten screms
a.

e.

and connect.
Adjust the switch until car starts in park.or
neutral.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.:

- ReOlice or adjuii neutral switch on automatic transmission
following manufacturer's recommended.procedures.
- Vehicle should start in park or neutral, but not in any other
position.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours
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UNIT
,

=

TASK

-DRIVE TRAIN -,-LEVEL

It

MAKE BAND_ADJ1JSTMENTS(INTERNALAM_

8 ._09

EXTERNAL)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and access to the proper hand tools, equipment, andservice manual; make adjustments of the automatic transmission bands,
following the manufacturer's recommended pr000dures and specifications.
Upon completion, the clutch will engage fully and not slip.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.0901

Determi e whet er adjustment is to be made on exterior_
d adjusters.
or interio

8.0902

If interior, 'remove transmission oil pan, and drain
oil.

8.0903

Loosen lock nut and'turn adjustor correct number of
turns according to manufacturer's specifications.

8.0904

If external, locate adjusting screw.

8.0905

Remove protective cap.

8.0906

Loosen lock nut.

8.0907

Adjust to manufacturer's specifications.

8.0908

Refill transmission fluid to proper level and check
for leaks.

6.

PERFOMAANCE.STANDARDS:
-

Adjust automatic transmission bands, internal or external,
following manufacturer's recommcl!nded procedures and specifications.,

-

Upon-completion, the clutch wiil engage fully and not slip.
No transmission leaks will be observed.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

.

6 *Hours

fr
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UNIT

8.0 C

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III

TASK

8.10

REMOVE AND INSTALL AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with an automatic transmission'that is unrepairable, and
access o the proper tools, equipment, and service manual; remove and
replac the transmission according to the manufacturer's specificatiOns
and p cedures. Upon completion, the transmission will operate without
leak , vibrations, or unusual noises.,

st5

PERFORMANuI AC

0

8.1OO1

:

Raise vehicle in a safe manner to enable access to
the transmission.
.

LOcate proper service manual for,informatlon on procedures of removal and replacement of transMission
and converter assembly.
8.1003

Drain transmission fluid.

8.1004

Support engine with jack.

8.1005

Remove the,drive shaft.

8.1006

Remove transmission mount and frame zross member.

8..1007

Disconnect shift linkage, speedometer cable, filler
tube, oil cooler lines, and modular tubes and/or
wires.

8.1008

Remove converter to flywheel bolts.

8.1009

Disconnect battery ground cable from battery.

8.1010

Remove starter motor.

&tor

Remove transmission to engine bolts and remove
transmission and converter assembly with the use of
a transmission jack.

8.1012

Reverse procedure for installation and refill fluid
and have rear wheel off floor while filling fluid.

1.1013

Road.test vehicle to ascertain proper transmissiun
performance.
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UNIT

8.0-C

DRIVE TRAIN -

TASK

8.10

REMOVE_AND_INSTALL AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION (Con't.)
0111.,MENIMI.,..

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

On a given automnbile. remove, and install an automatic transmission according to manufebturer's specifications and procedures.
Upon completion, the transmission will operate without leaks,
vibration, or unusual noises.

SUGGE.STED INSTRUCTION TIAE:

8 Hours

r

-

UNIT

DRIVE WIN - LEVEL III

8.0 C
1.

TASK

REPLACE EXTERNAL FEALS, GASKETS, AND
LINES ON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

8.11.

.7
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle with an automatic tfansmission, and dcest to the
proper hand tools, equipment, and service manual; repla4 the rear
transmission seal and bushing following themanufacturer's recommended
procedures and specificatons. Upon completion, there will be no leaks
around the replaced components.
.

.

,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.1101

Raise the vehicle to obtain access to the drive line
and transmission.

8.1102

Locate the proper service manual for nformation on
replacement of transmission'rear oil seal and the
extension housing bushing.

8.1103

Remove the drive shaft and inspect the yoke for
wear.,

8.1104

Following the prescribed procedure using the proper
tools; remove and replace the seal and bushing.

8.1105

Install the drive shaft.

8b1106

Adjust the fluid level, if necessary.

8.1107

check the seal for oil leaks.

8.1108

Road test for proper operation.

\

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

-

On a given vehicle, replace the rear' transmission seal and
budhing following the manufacturer's recommended procedures
and specifications.
There must be no leaks when completed.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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*

UNIT'

8.0 C

TASK

8.12

.

-DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III

INSPECT, REMOVE, AND REPLACE
CONVERTER

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle with a defectiVe converter, and access to the proper
tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the torque converter
following the manufacturer's recommended-procedures and specifications.
Upon completion, there will be no damage to other components of the
transmission, and the transmission will not leak fluid.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.1201

Place automobile on lift.

8.1202

Disconnect battery.

8.1203

Drain oil from transmissfoon.

8.1204

Disconnect all component parts.

8.1205

Remove propeller shaft.

8.1206

Place transmission jack under transmission.

8.1207

Remove mounting bolts.and raise transmfesion

8.1208

Remove cross member.

8.1209

Lower transmission slightly.

8.1210

Remove torque convertor to flex plate bolts.

8.1211

Remove bell housing bolts.

8.1212

Move transmission slightly to rear and lower.

8.1213

Remove transmission jack.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect, remove and replace the torque converter following
manufacturer's recommended procedures and.specifications.
Lpon completion, there must be no damage to other components
of the transmission and the transmission must not leak fluid.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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.UNIT

TASK

8.0 C

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL III

8.13

OVERHAUL AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given in automatic transmission in need of overhaul, and access to the
proper hand tools, equipm.nt, and service manual; overhaul the trans-.
mission in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and proWhen completed, the transmission will operlte without leaks,
cedures.
vibrations, or unwarranted noise.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
8.1301

Clean outside of transmission.

8.1302

Prepare for disassembly.

8.1303

Remove converter.

8.1304

Remove oil pan and valve body.

8.1305

Install dial indicator and check end play.

8,1306

Remove front oil pump, froLt band, and front clutch
assembly.

8.1307

Remove extension housing, &-vernor, and rear pump.

8.1308

Remova rear planetary unit and output shaft.

8.1309

Remove overrunning clutch and rear band assembly.

8.1310

Remove serVo ,:etainer and servo pistons.

8.1311

Clean all transmission parts and replace defective
components where necessary.

8.1312

Reassemble transmission by reversing above procedures.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Overhaul a given automatic transmission according to manufacturer's specifications and procedures so that the transmission operates ploperly without leaks, vibrations, or un-=-warranted noise.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TLME:

12 Hours

.IASK,LISTING8: AUTOMOTIVE, MECHANICS

DESCRIPTION

UNIT/TASK
Unit 9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES

9.01

(Remove and Replace Tire, ube, and Rim Assembly) On a given
vehicle, remove and replace Oa tire, tube if applicable, and
rim assembly so that serviced wheel is safe and meets manufacturer's specifications,

9.02

(Repair Flat Tire) Given an automobile with a flat tire,
repair the tire by removing it from the rim, repairing the
leak as appropriate, and remoucting the tire on the rim accqrding
to manufacturer's recommendations.

9.03

(Recognize Both Causes and_Remedies of Abnormal Tire Wear) On
a given automo",ile, inspect the tire casting and thread for
wear and damage in accOrdance with given :pacification.

9.04

A (Perform Front Wheel Bearing Services, Remove, Clean, Lubricate, Replace, and Adjust) GiVen a vehicle, wheel bearing
lubriCant, proper tools, and service manual; repack the inner
and outer front wheel bearings following the manufacturer's
specifications. and procedures, adjust the front bearings to
meet the manufacturer's specifitatioss.

9.05

Given an automobile with un(Speed Balance Wheels and Tires)
balanced wheels, wheel weights, and access to a service manual
and the proper tools and equipment; balance the wheels and
tires following the manufacturer's procedures.

9.06

(Diagnose Tire and Wheel Malfunctions) Given an automobile,Th
check the tires and wheels and report any malfunctions with
lt be
recommendations on correcting malfunctions that ca
corrected by typical service such as adding or reducing air
Einding recommendations must agree with the inpressure.
structor's findings.
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UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES - LEVEL I

TASK

9.01

REMOVE AND REPLACE TIRE, TUBE,
AND RIM ASSEMBLY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given vehicle, remove and replace the tire, tube if applicable,
and rim assembly so that the serviced wheel is safe and meets manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
9.0101

Identify tire and rim type and size.

9.0102

Inspect the tire and -wheel assembly for improper
wear pattern or other defects. Check pressure
after the tires are cool and inspect,for bulges,
tread grnove wear, and other indications that
service may be required.

9.0103

Remove the wheel from the vehicle.
procedures in using impact tools.

9.0104

Demount the tire from the rim using the shop tire
If the tire is to be reinstalled, chalkmark
changer.

Observe correct

it.

(CAUTION: Observe proper safety precautions when
deflating the tire, dismounting it using
the tire changer, etc.)
9.0105

If the tire is to be remounted on the rim, inspect
the inside of the tire to determine the condition.

9.0106

Remount the serviced tire or
Use a coating
tire changer.
lubricant or soap-and-water)
tire. Make sure the tire is

new tire using the
solution (rummber
on remounting the
aligned on the wheel

rim.

9.0107

Make sure the bead has sealed to the rim. Install
the valve core and inflate the tire to recommended
pressure.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace the tire, tube if applicable, and rim
assembly on a given automobile.
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UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES - LEVEL I

TASK

9.01

REMOVE AND REPLACE TIRE, TUBE,
AND RIM ASSEMBLY (Con't.)

TERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Con't.):
-

-

Upon completion, the repaired tire and wheel will be safe,
tire inflated to recommended pressure, and the tire and rim
installed properly.
No damage should result to lug nuts or replaced hub cap.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hcur

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORHATION:
-

Observe safety precautions removing and installing tire on
rim.

-

Observe proper techniques of using air wrench.
When inflating tire, do not exceed 40 psi.
Check for leaks.
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UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES - LEVEL I

TASK

9.02

REPAIR FLAT TIRE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a flat tire, repair the tire by removing it
from the rim, repairing the leak as appropriate, and remounting the
tire on the rim according to manufacturer's recommendations.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
9.0201

Remove tire and rim assembly from vehicle.

9.0202

Release air from tire, using.valve tool.

9.0203

Position tire and bleak bead using proper tools and
(Recommendation:
Start
following proper procedures.
with valve side down if applicable.)

9.0204

Turn tire over and break bead, if both sides not
broken in above operation.

9.0205

Repafr tire following manufacturer's recommendations.

9.0206

Examine tire r.ondition carefully.

9.0207

Examine rim for damage.

9.0208

Inspect seal of valve.

9.0209

Replace tire on rim.

9.0210

Remove valve core from mounted tire.

9.0211

Take necessary safety precautions. Inflate tire
forcing tire beads outward and sealing to rim.

9.0212

Replace valve core and inflate tire to specified
pressure.

P,ERFORMANCE ST-ANDARDS:
-

-

Given an.automobile tire needing repair, remove and repair the
tire and replace it inflated to specifications.
The repaired tire must meet standards of the industry or
instructor.
The repair must be.safe.
There must be no leaks.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

9.0

WHEELS MD TIRES - LEVEL I

TASK

9.03

RECOGNIZE BOTH CAUSES AND REMEDIES
OF ABNORMAL TIRE WEAR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile, inspect the tire casting and tread for weav and
damage in accordance with given specification.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
9.0301

Raise car on :loist or raise wheel off ground and
install safety stand.

9.0302

Check air pressure.

9.0303

Adjust tire pressure as necessary.

9.0304

Check tread depth. Tread depth should be no less
If less, the tire should be replaced.
than 1116 inch.

9.0305

Inspect tread face for abnormal tire wear:

4
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Wear Symptoms
Worn shoulders
Worn center
Flat spots on
outside edges
Flat spots on
inner ribs
Feathered edges
on all ribs

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

Possible Cause
Low inflation,
rotation of racdals
Over inflation
Wheel out of
balance
Incorrect camber
adjustments, defective shock
absorbers, or loose
front end parts
Excessive toe-in
or toe-out

9.0306

Spin tire slowly, inspecting sidewalls for,abrasions,
scuffing, and other tire damage.

9.0307

Spin tire slowly, inspecting groove betweel, ribs for
cracks (stretching or casing).

9.0308

Inspect tread face for cuts (primarily on sides).

9.0309

Test ,:uts with soap solution, if appropriate.
repair cuts, replace tire.
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Do not

LEVEL I

UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES

TASK

9.03

RECOGNIZE BOTH CAUSES AND REMEDIES
OF ABNORMAL TIRE WEAR (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
9.0310

.

Inspect tread and sidewall for bubbles and buldges (se
paration of tread from casing).
If found, replace tire.

9.0311

Lower automobile close to floor.
Spin Urfa and
check for roundness.(with radial runout gavgc
or using a shop improvised method).

(NOTE:

If tire passes inspection, check specifications and balance
of tire.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-7

On a given automobile, inspect the tire casing and tread to
ensure thatthe tire meets acceptable industry standaras
for wear and safety. Meet instm-tor's standards of
performance.
4

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES - LEVEL II

TASK

9.04

PERFORM FRONT WHEEL BEARING SERVICES,
REMOVE, CLEAN, LUBRICATE, REPLACE,
AND ADJUST

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, wheel bearing lubricant, proper tools, and service manual;
repack the inner and outer front wheel bearings following the manufacturer's
specifications and procedures, adjust the front bearings to meet the manufactirer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
9.0401

Raise front of vehicle and use safety stands.

9.0402

Remove front wheel assemblies and inner wheel bearings%

9.0403

Clean inner and outer wheel bearings following aCcepted
practices.
Inspect bearings. Replace wheel bearings
lubricant with proper,type.

9.0404

Install inner wbeel bearings, grease seals, and install
wheel assemblies on vehicle.

9.0405

Install outer wheel bearings and spindle nut.

9.0406

Adjust wheel bearings following manufacturer's'
procedures and specifications.

9.0407

Install new cotter pins, dust, aRd hub caps.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Repack the inner' and outer front wheel bearings on a vehicle
Adjust to manufacturer's speciprovided by the instructor.
fications.
Bearing lubricant should meet manufacturer's recommendations.

SUGGESTED INS1RUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
(NOTE:.

Use clean surface or paper which to place bearings and parts.
Clean bearings before installation and regreasing.
Never let grease get on the brake drums.
See Task 10.11, Steering and Suspension for more detail.)
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UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES - LEVEL II

TASK

9.05

SPEED BALANCE WHEELS AND TIRES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with unbaranced wheels, wheel weights, and access
to a service manual and the proper tools and equipment; balance the
wheels and tires following the manufacturer's procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

9.0501

Raise vehicle from floor, supporting vehicle to
use balancing equipment.

9.0502

Prepare wheel and tire for balancing. (air
pressure, inspect for cute, remove gravel, remove
old wheel weights)

9.0503

Balance_Wheels following equipment operating manual
procedures.

9.0504

Check wheel weights for secure installation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS;
-

Balance the wheels on a given automobile to balancing equipment
operating manual procedures.,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:'

4 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Identify "static" and "dynamic" type tzalancing.
of each.
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Advantages

UNIT

9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES - LEVEL II

TASK

9.06 (Diagnostic Task)

DIAGNOSE TIRE AND WHEEL MALFUNCTIONS

PSRFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, check the tires and wheels and report any malfunctions with recommendations on correcting malfunctions that cannct
be corrected by typical service such as adding or reducing air pressure.
Finding recommendat4,ons must agree with the instructor's findings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
9.0601

Inspect the tire and wheel rim assembly.
ka)
Check for tire damage
(b)
Check for wheel damage

9.0602

Check air pressure in tire.

9.0603

Check tire tread wear patterns.

9.0604

Check the balance of the tires.

9.0605

Rotate tires, if necessary/requested.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Diagnose tire and wheel malfunctions on a given automobile.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

REATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

See manufacturer's specifications on type or tires for
rotaiion.
Remove wheel assembly and replace assembly.
Inspect for runout.

0
TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

UN1T/TASK

DESCRIPTION.

Unit 10.0

STEERING AND SUSPEN8ION

10.01

Given a.vehicle,
(Lubricate Front and Rear Suspension)
service manual, lubrication equipment, and the proper
tools; lubricate,the front and rear suspension components
as described by the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

10.02

(Replace Belts and Adjust Tension) Given a vehicle,
replacement belts, and acceas td the appropriate tools,
equipment, and service manual; replace the alternator/
generator, and power steering beLEs and adjust them the
tension recommended by the manufacturer.

10.03

(Check 44J Correct Power-Steering System Fluid Level and
Belt Tension) Given a vehicle with power steering, check
the.power-steering fluid level and belt-tension and fill
the fluid level'as required with manufacturer's recommended
lubricant.

10.04

Given a
(Inspect Steering Linkage and Ball-Joints)
vehicle, service manual, and access to the necessary
tools and equipment; lubricate the upper and lower balljoints following the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

10.05

(Replace Tie Rod End Sall Sockf.A/) Given an antomobile
with tie rod end (ball socket) wear, proper todls and
equipment, and replacement parts, and service data;
remove and replace tie rod ends 4s needed.

10.06

(Replace Idler Arm) Given an automobile with a loose
idler arm, necessary tools, equipment, replacement parIp,
and service manual; remove and replace the idler arm.

10.07

(Remove and Replace Shock Absorbers) Given a vehicle,
service manual, and necessary tools and parts; remove and
replace shock absorbers.

10.08

Given a
(iemove and Replace McPherson Strut Assembly)
vehicle, service-manual, and proper tools, remóve and
All attachment
replace the McPherson strut assembly.
hardware must be torqued to specifications, right height
must be correct, and wheels/must turn to extremes without-- _
binding.
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10.09

(Perform Visual Inspections of Suspension System) Given
a Vehicle with improPer suspension action, visually
inspect the front and rear suspension components and
vehicle sag Conditions as outlined in the manufacturer's
procedures. All worn components identified by the instructor
must be recognized.
-

1

10.10

10.11

(Inepect and Service Front Wheel Bearing and Grease Seal)
Given a VehiCle, service manual, and necessary tools,
, grease, and replacement seal; inspect and service the
wheel bearing and seal. When completed, the quantity of
- grease in bearing will be Checked, the direction that the
seal is Installed win be noted, and proper wheel bearing
adjustment wiil be observed.
(Inspect and Diagnose Steering and Front Suppension
System Problems) Given a, vehicle with known defective
steering or suspension component,-a Service:manual, and
using the proper tools and_equ'; mt; inspeet and diagnose

the cause of the problem andl,ntify the probable repair
to meet manufacturer's specifications and for the vehicle
to operate properly.
10.12

110.13

Given vehicle service manual,
(Replac(e Coil tprings)
proper tools and equipment; remove and replace the coil
spring(s). When completed, the springs must be properly
seated.
(Remove and Replace Leaf Springs) Given vehicle, service
manual, proper tools; remove and replace leaf springs.
When completed, the springs should alloq for the correct
curb heights. All nuts and U-boltt shotIld be secure.

10.14

Given a vehicle,
(Adjust Worm and Sector in Steering Gear)
access to proper tools, equipment, and service manual;
adjust worm gear end play and hi-point in accoreance with
manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

10.15

Given a
..Ace Manual Steering Components)
(Repair or R,
malfunctioning manual steering gear, appropriate replacement
parts, and proper tools, equipment, and service manual;
replace defective steering gear components folloWing
manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

10.16

Given an automobile
(Replace PoWer Steering Components)
with a known defective power steering component, and
access to proper tools, equipment, and service manual;
locate the defect and remove and replace defective component
in accordance with manufacturer's.specifications and
procedures.
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,10.17

(Repair Tilt and Telescoping Steering Wheel) Using thel
appropriate tools and equipment, and following the manufacturer's procedures and 'specifications; disassemble and
repair the malfunctioning tilt and telescoping steering
wheel in a given automobile.

10.18

(Inspect Front Suspension System) Given an automobile2!
visaally inspect the front suspension system for wore6r
damaged parts ana report the findings. Findings must
agree with the instructor'S findings.

10.19

Given a vehicle with ciefective king
(RebusA King Pins)
pins, and access.to proper tools, equipment,'and service
manual; rebush king pins as prescribed by manufacturer's
procedures and specificationi.

10.20

Given a vehicle, and, access to a;
(Replace Ball-Joints)
service manual, replacement ball-joints, and proper tools
and equipment; replace upPer and lower ball-Joints according
to manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

10.21

(Replace Front Suspension Control Arms and BUshings)
Given a, vehicle and the appropriate replacement parts,,
and using the'proper tools, equipment,, and service man4a1;
replace the front auspension control arms and bushings as
prescribed by manufacturer's procedures and speciflcatións.

10.22A

(Adjust Torsion Bars) Given a vehicle with maladjusted
torsion bars, and using appropriate tools, equipment,iand
service manual; adjust the torsion bars,_following the
manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

10.22B

(Replace Torsion Bars) Given vehicle with torsion bars,
access to appropriate tools, equipment, and service
manual; remove and replace torsion bars according to
manufacturer's,procedures and specifications.

10.23

(Balance Wheels and Tires) Given a wheel and tire assembly,
wheel balancer, and proper tools and wheel weights,

,

'

\

balancathe assembly.
(Remove and Replace'Steering Spindle /Ball-Joint ype )
Given kvehicle, service manual, and proper tools; remove
and replace the steciying spindle. When completed, all
attaching bolts aud cotter pins will be checked or
security.
10.25

(Inspect and Align Front End) Given a vehicle with the
front end out of alignment, and access to a service
manual, special tools, and equipment; check the wheel
alignment angles and align the front wheel following ihe
manufacturer's spec5'ications and prpcedures.

10.26

(Inspect and Service Rear End) On A given automobile
known defects, manufacturer's serviice manual, necessary tools
and equipment; inspect and seryice the rear end suspension.
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UNIT

10.0 /

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL I

TASK

10.01

LUBRICATE FRONT AND REAR SUSPENSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:'

Givea a vehicle service manual, lubricatibn equipment, and the proper
the front and rear suspension component (including
tools; lubricat
ball-joints) as described by the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.0101

Raise vehicle from floor and support it with safety
stands.

10.0102

Clean allhubrication zerk fittings of the stee4//)
ng
and suspension componentS.
,

10.0103

If joints not fitted with zerk fittings.and, if it
is appropriate, install zerk fittings.

10.0104

Lubricate ba11-joint1

using recommended chassin

lube.

10.0105

Using recommended chassis lube, lubricate all front
and rear suspension components as required.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
.L

Lubricate the front and rear suspension components on an
automobile provided by the instructor..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

RELATED' TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Check with instructor concerning proper amount of grease
lubricant.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL

TASK

10.02

REPLACE BELTS AND ADJUST TENSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, replacement belts, and access to the appropriate tools,
equipment, and service manual; replace the alternator/generator, and
power steering belts and adjust them the tension recommended by,the
manufacturer.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1C.0201

Refe... to vehicle manufacturer's manual for belt
remov;II and replacement procedures and belt tensioc
speci2ications.

10.0202

Loosen alternator/generator, power steering adjusting
locking bolts.*

10.0203

Install belts and adjust to proper tension.

10.0204,

Be sure component locking belts are secure.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace belts and adjust them to specified tension on a given
automobile.
Meet manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour (Minimum)*

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

*May require replacement of air conditioner and air pump belts
on some vehicles.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL I

TASK

10.03

CHECK AND CORRECT POWER-STEERING
SYSTEM FLUID LEVEL AND BELT TENSION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle -with power steering, check the power-steering fluid
level and belt-tension-and fill the level as required with manufacturer's
recommended lubricant.

PERFORMANC

ACTIONS:
10.0301

Check tire pressure, a cause of hard steering.

10.0302

Check drive belt condition and tension. Use a
belt-tension gauge to determine if the belt is to
manufacturer's specifications. Examine for glaze
that might cause slipping. If the belt is noisy,
spray an appropriate lubricant to reduce the noise.

10.0303

Check the power-steering fluid level. Fluid level
should be measured with the motor at operating
temperature.
Wipe area around reservoir cap and remove cap.
a.
b.
Check fluid level on dipstick.
If there is no dipstick, wheel the steering to
c.
full left and full right and obserVe the fluid
come.to halfway up the filler neck. If it is
less than halfway, add fluid as appropriate.

10.0304

Inspect for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Check and correct power-steering fluid level and belt tension
as necessary to meet manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

352
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UNIT

10.04

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.04

INSPECT STEERING LINKAGE AND
BALL-JOINTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile, using the proper tools, equipment, and .service
manual; inspect the steering linkage for wear. Determine if the
linkage is within the tolerances specified by the manufacturer.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.0401

Raise vehicle so that front wheels are off floor and
suspension is.supported under outer ends of lower
control arms.

10.0402

Starting With left front wheel, shake front wheels
(side-to-side) and check for loose steering linkage
(Steering arms, tie rod ends, relay
components.
rod, pitman arm, idler arm, and steering gear-toframe mounting...)

10.0403

Starting with either wheel.

10.0404

Grab the wheel and shake it in and out and note
play in ball-joint.

10.0405

Also, push directly up on wheel and look for play
in ball-joint.

10.0406

Move to opposite wheel and perform same tasks.

10.0407

Check manufacturer's service manual to determine if
linkage tolerance and ball-joint tolerance is within
specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect steering linkage and ball-joints on vehicle provided
and determine if linkage is within manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.05

REPLACE TIE ROD END (BALL SOCKET)

?ERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with tie rod end (ball socket) wear, proper tools
and equipment, and replacement parts, and service data; remove and
replace tie rod ends as needed.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.0501

Inspect tie rod ends for wear.

10.0502

Remove cotter pin and retaining nut.

10.0503

If the tie rod end is worn and will be discarded, it
may be removed with tools. A air-driven chisel or a
puller may be used.
(NOTE)

10.0504

To install the new tie rod stud, clean the stud and
the tapered'hole into which it fits. Wipe stud with
thin coat of oil.

10.0505

Iniirt stud and run retaining nut up.
specifications.

10.0506

Supporting the steering arm with a block of iteel,
rap arm sharply several times with hammer. Retorque,
insert cotter pin; and bend ends,open.

Torque to

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

ino;)ect and replace tie rod end (ball socket) on a given
automobile to meet manufacturer's specifications.
-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TfME:

(NOTE:

1 Hour

Count number of turns necessary to remove the rod end and
insert new tie rods by turning it the same number of turns.)
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.06

REPLACE IDLER ARM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a loose idler arm, necessary tools, equipment, replacement parts, and service manual; remove and replace the
idler arm.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.0601

Inapect idler arm for wear.
Determine if the manufacturer recommends replacing the idler arm or
allows new bushings or bearings to be inserted.

10.0602

Remove the old bushing and insert a new one from
the replacement kit.
(If replacing new bushing
is allowed.)

10.0603

If new idler arm is required, install the part.

10.0604

Torque all idler arm fasteners. Install cotter
Check for binding.
Lubricate if required.

pins.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Inspect, remove, and replace a loose idler arm on a given
vehicle (or replace worn bushing if allowed).
Repaired idler arm should be torqued and should not be loose.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

C.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.07

REMOVE AND REPLACE SHOCK ABSORBERS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service manual, and necessary tools and parts;
remove and replace shock absorbers.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.0701

Raise vehicle from floor and support it according
to safety practices.

10.0702

Using proper tools, remove shock absorber upper
mounting nuts and locks.

10.0703

Remove lower mounting bolts/nuts. 'Withdraw shock
absorbers from vehicle.

10.0704

Install new shock absorbers and rubber bushings
following reverse order. Tighten attaching bolts
and nuts to proper specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace shock absorbers.
When completed, shock
bolts will be checked for tightness.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours (per pair)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Safety precautions when working under a raised vehicle.
Proper torque of shock absorber rubber gromets when used.
Demonstrate test for operation and noise of shock absorbers.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION

LEVEL II

TASK

10.08

REMOVE AND REPLACE MCPHERSON
STRUT ASSEMBLY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service manual, and proper tools; remove and replace
the McPherson strut assembly. All attachment hardware must be
torqued to specifications, height must be correct, and wheels
must turn to extremes without binding.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
16.0801

Remove:
a.

b.
c.
d.

10.0802

Loosen the wheel lug nuts (bolts), raise the
front of vehicle, and support it safely.
Remove the uteel.
Disconnect the flexible brake hose and plug
the end to prevent fluid loss, (if necessary).
Disconnect strut assembly from lower ball
joint or spindle carrier..
Remove top mounting bolts of strut assembly
-0
and remove the suspension strut assembly from
the vehicle.

Disassembly:
a.
Put strut assembly in vise, install a spring
compressor tool to the coil spring to relieve
the tension from the top mount assembly.
b.
Remove the top mount retaining nut while holding
the top of the piston rod with an allen wrench
in the socket provided.
c.
Dissemble the top mount assembly and separate
the spring fram the strut assemblj.
(CAUTION: The spring will be under much more
tension than normal while the
compressor tool is in place. If
the spring is licit to be replaced
and the compressor tool s left on

d.

e.

f.

g.

the spring, locate the sving in a
safe place until ready for use.)
Remove strut piston rod to housing nut, pull
piston rod and seals or cartridge out of
housing.
Turn housing over and draw out any oil that
is in housing.
Install new strut cartridge in housing and
reassemble and install on car in reverse order.
Torque all bolts to specificat!ons.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.08

REMOVE AND REPLACE MCPHERSON
STRUT ASSEMBLY

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
h.

Align front ead and road test.
(NOTE:
Refer to manufacturing specifications for special instructions on each application.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Remove and replace McPherson strut assembly.
- Replaced assembly must.be torqued to manufacturer's specifications, height adjustment must be correct, and wheels
must turn to extremes without binding.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME':

4 Hours
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3,91

UNIT

10.0

STEERINC AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.09

PERFORM VISUAL INSPECTIONS OF
SUSPENSION SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with improper suspension action, visually inspect the
front and rear suspension components and vehicle sag conditions as
outlined in the manufacturer.'s procedures.
All worn components identified by the instructor must be recognized.
4

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.0901

Raise vehicle to proper working height to allow
visual inspections of the front suspension components.

10.0902

Note and record any suspension parts that show any
obvious defects, sudh as balljoint dust boots worn,
control arm bushing or other bent, loose, or worn
parts.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On an instructor provided vehicle with visual signs of
suspension problems, inspect the suspension components and
tell the instructor which components need repair or replacement.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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382

UNIT-

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10.10

INSPECT AND SERVICE FRONT WHEEL
BEARING AND GREASE SEAL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service Manual, and neceseary tools, grease, and
replacement seal; inspect and service the wheel bearing and seal.
When complete4, the quantity of grease in bearing will be checked, thedirection that the seal is installed will be noted, and proper wheel
bearing adjustment will be'observed.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
Ic

10.1001

Remove front wheel.

10.1002

Remove bearing dust cap.

10.1003

Straighten cotter pin and remove.

10.1004

Unscrew adjusting nut.

10.1005

Remove pronged safety thrust waster.

10.1006

Shake wheel from side to side, pulling wheel
outward and wobbling it to remove outer bearing

froehub.
10.1007

Remove outer bearing and place it in clegn-container.

10.1008

Pull wheel straight off spindle.
(Avoid dragging
rear bearing across spindle threads.)

10.1009

Lay wheel over clean material, engage rear bearing
cone (not cage), tap inner bearing from hub. If
necessary, use a special seal puller.

10.1010

Discard grease seal (new seal to be installed).

10.1011

Clean bearings and rinse in clean solvent.
(Discard bearings showing slightest signs of wear or
damage.)

10.1012

Clean and flush out inside of hub.

10.1013

Pack each bearing full of grease.
(NOTE: .
Greases containing Lithium or Sodium soaps
should not be mixed.)

10.1014

Bearings must be clean and dry before packing.

3604
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL II

TASK

10r10

INSPECT AND SERVICE FRONT WHEEL
BEARING AND GREASE SEAL (Con't.)_

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
- :

Inspect 'and service wheel bearing and seal, replacing seal.
When completed, grease in bearing is proper type and level,
and bearing adjustment must be within specifications of manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIM

4 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
*-

-

Observe safety precautions of working ur.der- raised vehicle.
Proper removal; cleaning, and grease packing of front wheel
spindle bearings.

361,
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LEVEL III

UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION

TASK

10.11

INSPECT AND DIAGNOSE STEERING AND
FRONT SUSPENSION ,SYSTEM PROBLEMS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with knowh defective steering or suspension components,
a service manual, and using the proper tools and equipment; inspect and
diagnose the cause of the problem and identify the probable repair to
meet manufacturer's specifications and foi the vehicle to operate properly.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.1101

Raise front of vehicle, follow accepted safety
practices.

10.1102

Check steering and front suspension systems for worn
or loose parts.

10.1103

Diagnose the repair procedures and the components
needing attention.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

On an instructor provided automobile, identify the defective
\ steering and front suspension problemo and diagnose the necessary
repairs and replacements .that will result in proper operation
of the vehicle, meeting manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.12

REPLACE COIL SPRINGS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given vehicle, service manual, proper tools and equipment; remove and
When completed, the springs must be properly
replace the coil spring(s).
seated.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Place safety jacks, if appropriate.

10.1201

Raise car.

10.1202

Remove wheel and tire assembly.

10.1203'

Disconnect stabilizer bar.
removed.)

10.1204

Remove shock absorber.

10.1205

Disconnect lower arm tie strut, if applicable.

10.1206

Attach safety chain to prevent spring from flying

(From side coil is being

out.

10.1207

Place jack under lower arm.
"Place jack as near parallel to length of
(NOTE:
arm as possible to allow jack to move
forward or backward to follow the movement
of the suspension arm free'end.")

10.1208

Remove lower balljoint stud as recommended under
balljoint removal.

10.1209

Lower jack until lower suspension arm removes pressure from spring.
SPRING UNDER PRESSURE MAI FLY OUT!)
(NOTE:

10.1210

Remove spring.

10.1211

Replace spring by reversing procedures.
Specifications concerning spring end
(NOTE:
location and placement of spring insulators.)
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION -*LEVEL III

TASK

10.12

REPLACE COIL SPRINGS

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
10.1212

Raise arm until ball-joint stud passes through spindle
Install stud nut, torque and insert cotter
body.
pin. As arm is raised; do not allow spring to
rotate from proper position.

10.1213

InStall shock absorber, stabilizer bar and tie strut
as.appropriate.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace (front) coil springs meeting manufacturei's
specifications and observing safety procedures.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Observe proper safety procedures.
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UNIT

10.0

TASK

10.13

-STEERING AND SUSPENSION - T.,EVEL III

RENOVE AND REPLACE LEAF SPRINGS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given vehicle, service manual, proper tools; remove and replace leaf
When completed, the springs should allow for the correct curb
springs.
heights.
All nuts and U-bolts should be secure.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.1301

To remove leaf spring, refer to manufacturer's
manual for proper procedures.

10.1302

Reumve leaf spring bushings using a puller if necessary.

10.1303

Clean spring eye thoroughly and coat it with a suitable lubricant prior to pulling new bushing in
place.

4

10.1304

Allow weight of vehicle to rest on bushings before
(Vehicle should be at curb
torquing shackle bolts.
height before tightening bolts to prevent damage to
bushings.)

10.1305

Replace any broken.spring leaves. Where required,
use inserts between spring leaves. Tighten spring
center bolt. Torque spring U-bolts.

10.1306

All spring rebound clips must be in place.

10.1307

Check rear standing or curb height.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace rear leaf spring(s) on a given vehicle
according to manufacturer's procedures and meeting manufacturer's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.14

ADJUST WORM AND SECTOR IN STEERING
GEAR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

LI

Given a vehicle, access to proper tools, equipment, and service Manual;
adjust worm gear end play and hi-point in accordance with manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.1401

Raise vehicle off floor.

10.1402

Disconnect steering linkage or pitman arm.

10.1403

Tit steering wheel to extreme travel an&clleck
wornfgear end play.

10.1404

Raise hood and place fender covers.

10.1405

Adjust worm gear end play in accordance with
manufacturer's recommended tolerances.

10.1406

Center steering.

10:1407

Adjust cross shaft adjustment screw to meeting
manufacturer's specifications (Hi-point);

10.1408

Re-tighten lock nut.

10.1409

Check and fill steering gear to proper fluid level.

10.1410

Reconnect steering linkage or pitman arm.

10.1411

Road test for performance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Adjust worm gear end play and hi-point in vehicle provided
by instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.15

REPAIR OR REPLACE MANUAL STEERING
COMPONENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a malfunctioning manual steering gear, appropriate replacement
parts, and proper tools, equipment, and service manual; replace defective steering gear components following manufacturer's procedures
and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

,

10.1501

Refer to manufacturer's manual steering gear,
disassembly/assembly procedures and adjustment
specifications.

10.1502

Drain lube from steering gear.

10.1503

Remove cross shaft.

10.1504

Remove tube and worm gear.

10.1505

Remove and replace cross shaft bushing and seals
(hone bushings to fit cross shaft, if necessary).

10.1506

Iftstall worm bearings and tube and worm gear.
Adjust end play.

10.1507

Install cross shaft and adjust hi-point.

10.1508

Refill steering gear with lubricant to specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace defective steering gear components in vehicle provided
by instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

*NOTE:

10 Hours*

Typical time estimated for average defective component to
be replaced.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.16

REPLACE POWER STEERING COMPONENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with a known defective power steering component,
and access to proper tools, equipment, and service manual; locate
the (3-...Eect and rImove and replace defective component in accordance
with manufacturer's specifications and procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.1601

Visually inspect all steering components for leaks,
physical damage or looseness.

10.1602

Check belt tension, oil level in power steering
pump, check steering actions, and check oil pressure
in power steering system.

10.1603

Locate defective comFonents.

10.1604

Replace according to manufaCturer's suggested
procedures.

10.1605.

Operate and check for correction operation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Remove and replace the defective power steering component on
a vehicle provided by the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour (estimated for replace and repair
power steering hose)*

* Depends ori'defective components, component used (hose) typically is
one of first in system to become defective.

368

LEVEL III

UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION

TASK

10.17 (Optional)

REPAIR TILT AND TELESCOPING
STEERING WHEEL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the appropriate tools and equipment, and following the manu N\
facturer's procedures and specifications; disassemble and repair
the malfunctioning tilt and telescoping steering wheel in a given
automobile.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.1701

Disconnect transmission control rods and flex
coupling.

10.1702

Disconnect electrical connections and remove
steering column trim cover and transmission
selector cable.

10.1703

Remove toe plate nuts.

10.1704

Disconnect upper column and remove.

10.1705

Examine for worn, loose, or broken parts and replace
if necessary.

10.1706

Reassemble in reverse order.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

On.an instructor provided vehicle with a malfunctioning tilt
and telescoping steering wheel, disassemble and repair the
components of the steering wheel that are causing the problem.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours
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402

UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION .7- LEVEL III

TASK

10.18

INSPECT FRONT SUSPENSION SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, visually inspect the front suspension system for
worn or damaged parts and report the findings. Findings must agree
with the instructor's findings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS,:

10.18a

Make a noie of customer's complaints.

10.1802

Check shock absorbeis by bouncing the car.

10.1803

Raise the front of the car.

10.1804

Use safety stands if the car is not on a lift.

10.1805

Check the wheel bearing adjustment by shaking the
wheel at the top and bottom to ensure that there is
no play or lack.

10.1806

Spin the wheel. The wheel should &pin free and
there should be no noise.

10.1807

(Check manufacturer's specifications) If applicAble,
grasp the tire firmly at the front and rear. Shake
If looseness if felt, check the underside of
it.
the wheel to determine the location problem.

10.1808

Under the car, check the Idler Arm thoroughly,
visually and by shaking it by hand. (Generally, the
Idler Arm assembly will need repair or replacemement
on the Majority of cars.)

10.1809

Check all parts of the front suspension system both
visually and by hand for loose parts, loose bolts,
or mountingWorn rubber bushings, power steering
Check to see that the
oil leaks, bent parts, etc.
steering gear is bolted securely to the frame.

10.1810

Signs of excessive
Check all tires for conditior,.
wearing, flat sponts, air pressure, cuts, etc.

10.1811

Remove safety starfas.

,

Lower car to floor.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.18

INSPECT FRONT SUSPENSION SYSTEM
(Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
10.1812

Place jack under right hand lower control arm,
close to the wheel as possible; Raise the car
the tire is 2-4 inches above the floor. Place
stand under the frame of the car but leave the
supporting the weight of the car.

10.18131

Grasp the wheel firmly and shake it noting any play
o looseness.
Pry the tire up and down.

10.1814

aepeat steps 12 and 13 on the opposite side of the

as
until
safety
jack

car.

10.1815

Remove stand, lower car, put tools away.
flAdings.

Report

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Visually inspect the front suspension system for worn or
damaged parts.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4-Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Types and: characteristics of front end systems.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.19

REBUSI; KING PINS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with defective king pins, and access to proper tools,
equipment, and service manual; rebush king pins as prescribed by
manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.1901

Raise front of vehicle and support vehicle following
accepted safety practices.

10.1902

Remove front wheel assemblies and brake backing
plates from steering knuckles.

10.1903

Remove king pin locking pins and upper and lower
dust/grease cups, snap rings, etc.

10.1904

Drive out king pins and separate steering knuckle
from axle eye.

10.1905

Rebush steering knuckles and hone to fit new king
pins, if required.

10.1906

Install steering knuckles and new king rins on
vehicle.

10.1907

Install locking pins, grease cups and snap rings.

10.1908

Install brake backing plates to steering Luuckles
and reinstall front wheel assemblies.

10.1909

Lubricate ze

king pins and bu$ings.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On instructor proVided vehicle with defective ki.g pins in
ste6ring system, rebush king pins and reinstall them into
vehicle.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours (per side)
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.20

REPLACE BALL-JOINTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, and access to a service manual,_replacement balljoints, and proper tools and equipment; replace upper and lower
balljoints according to manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.2001

Raise front of vehicle from floor and use safety
jacks or proper safety procedures.

10.2002

Remove front wheel assemblies.

10.2003

With jack support locat,ed outboard under lower
control arm, remove cotter pins and ball-joint stud
nuts.
;

10.2004

Separate ball-joints from spindle support_arms using
proper tools and equipment.

10.2005

Remove ball-joints from control arms using proper
tools and equipment.

10.2006

Using proper tools and equipment, install new balljoints to control arms.

10.2007

Attach ball-joints to spindle support arm and
tighten to proper torque specifications.

10.2008

Lubricate new ball-joints and reinstall wheel
assemblies.

10.2009

Check for whiel alignment.

III

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace upper and lower ball-joints on vehicle provided by
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours (per side)
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL :II

TASK

10.21

REPLACE FRONT SUSPENSION CONTROL
ARMS AND BUSHINGS 4.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:4

Given a vehicle.and the appropriate replacement parts, and using the
proper tools, equipment, and service manual; replace the front suspension cnItrol arms and bushings as prescribed by manufacturer's
procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.2101

Raise vehicle from floor and support vehicle accord-.
ing to safety. practices.

10.2102

Remove front wheel assemblies.

10.2103

With support jack located outboard under lower control arms, disconnect lower ball-joints from spindleDisconnect shock absorbers, strut
sdpport arms.
rods, stabilizer bar links.

10.2104

Remove.coil springs, if equipped.

10.2105

Remove lower control arm and replace inner bushings.

10.2106

Reinstall lower control arms and coil springs, if
required.

10.2107

Disconnect upper ball-joints from spindle support
arms.

10.2108

Remove upper control arms and replace inner bushings.

10.2109

Rei-Itall upper control arms and reconnect' balljoints to spindle support arms.

10.2110

Install front wheel assemblies.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace front suspension control arms and bushings on vehicle
provided by instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

10 Hours (one side upper and lower)*

*Time will depend on type of vehicle.
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

I0.22A

ADJUST TORSION PARS

"TRFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a vehicle with maladjusted torsion bars, and using appropriate
tools, equipment, and service manual; adjust the torsion bars,.following the manufaciurer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.22-01

With vehicle on level surface, install torsion bar
height gauges on lower control arms.

10.2202

Adjust torsion bars at adjusting ends until recommended heights are obtained.

10.2201

Settle front of vehicle and recheck vertical height
readings.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS':

-

On instructor provided vehicle with torsion bars out of
adjustment, adjust torsion bars to manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

110.22B

REPLACE TORSION BARS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given vehicle with torsion bars, access to approptiate tools, eluipment, and service manual; remove and replace torsion bars according
to manufaCturer's procedures and specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.2201

Raise vehicle from floor following safety procedures.

10.2202

Lift vehicle body t extend lower control arms in
full rebound posit on.

10.2203

Release all load from torsion bar by turning anchor
adjustings bolt counterclockwise.

10.2204

Remove torsion bars by sliding bar oui through rear
of rear anchor.

10.2205

Install new torsion bars following procedures'in
reverse order.

10.2206

Adjust torsion bars to height specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace torsion bars on vehicle provided by instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours (each)
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UNIT

10.0

TASK

10.23

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III
.BALANCE WHEELS AND TIRES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a wheel and tire assembly, Wheel balancer, and proper tools and
wheel weights, balance the assembly.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.2301
...J.

10.2302

0

Check wheel and tire rum:nit, looking especially for
excessive lateral or radial runout.
If.,
If tire runout is excessive, check wheel runout.
feasible deflate tire, break beads and shift tire on
rim 'until tire point of maximum runout is opposite
(Runout may be checked
point of maximum wheel runout.
using indicator.)
,

.

10.2303,

STATIC BALANCE wheel by clipping weights to rim
opposite heavy side..
(If more than 2 ounces of
weight is reqUired, split.the weight, adding half
to the inside Of the wheel rim so the dynamic
balance will not be disturbed.)

10.2304

DYNAMIC BALANCE wheel, after wheeris static balanced,
by adding wheel balance weights in amounts sufficient
to bring weight mass and wheel center lines into.same
plane.
-

10.2305

OFF CAR BALANCE, provided an off car
balancing machine is available, first balance the
tire statically; then balance it dynamically..

10:2306

COMPUTER BALANCE-THE WHEEL (ORIENTATION
(OPTIONAL)
thru field visit or audio-visual presentation.)

(OPTIONAL)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

Balance wheels and tires provide& by the instructor using
proper toola, equipment, and materials. First static balance,
then dynamic balance a wheel.
Upon completion, there must be "wheel tramp" (tire and wheel
hopping up and down) cr "wobble" (shimmy).

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours (per wheel)

*Depends on type of balancing procedures.
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Speed or Bubble balancing.

UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.24

REMOVE AND REPLACE STEERING SPINDLE
(BALLJOINT. TYPE)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service manual, and proper tools; remove and replace
the steering spindle. When completed, all attaching bolts and cotter
pins will be checked for security.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.2401

Raise vehicle from floor.

10.2402

Remove both

10.2403

For disc
calipers<

ontVbeel assemblies.
akes, remov
Remove

front wheels and brake
assemblies.

104-2404Using a dial indicator, determiz, the need for
spindle replacement.
10.2405

Following vehicle manufacturer's procedures, remove
aod replace spindles.

10.2406

Pack front wheel bearings with proper lubricant.

10.2407

Replace grease seals where necessary.

10.2408

Install wheel assemblies and adjust.bearings to
proper specifications.

10.2409

Refer to vehicle specifications for wheel alignment
where applicable.

10.2410

For disc brakes, install calipers and check brake
operation.

10.2411

Road test for performance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace defective steering spindles in vehicle provided by
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours (per side)
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UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION->-LEVEL III

TASK

10.25

INSPECT AND ALIGN FRONT END

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with the front end out of alignment, and access to a
service manual, special tr,c1s, and equipment; check the wheel alignment angles and align the front wheel following the manufacturer's
specifications and procedures.
,

PERFORIAANCE ACTIONS:

10.2051

Look up manufacturer!s specifications for vehicle.

10.2502

Place vehicle on wheel alignment rack or front
wheels on turning radius gauges.

10.2503

Place front wheels in straight ahead direction and
install pedal depressor to lock brakes of all four
wheels.

10.2504

Install or attach wheel alignment clamps/gauges to
front wheel and measure caster, camber steering axis
inclinator, turning radius, and toe-in angles.

10.2505

Perform caster, camber, and toe-in adjustments to
manufacturer's specifications.

10.2506

Adjust wheel alignment angles to recommended r,et.ings.

10.2507

Road test vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS :

-

On an instructor provided automobile, align the front wheels
to meet the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours (minimum) * (per student)

*Instructional time will vary according to the type of vehicle and
knowledge and skill of student.

UNIT

10.0

STEERING AND SUSPENSION - LEVEL III

TASK

10.26

INSPECT AND SERVICE REAR END

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

On a given automobile with known defects, manufacturer's service manual,
necessary tools and equipment; inspect and service lle rear end suspension.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
10.2601

Inspect the vehicle for normal rear suspension
(Measured from top of rear
standing (curb) height.
axle housing to given point on frame.)

10.2602

Inspect and replace, as necessary, rear suspension
control arms or bushings.

10.2603

Check drive angle of differential pinion and adjust
as needed.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Inspect.and service rear end suspension according to manufacturer's procedures making necessary adjustments to bring
vehicle to manufacturer's specifications.

SLGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIKX:

1 Hour Inspection'
Additional hours required as necessary for
service to be estimated by Rate Manual.
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TASK LISTINGS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
UNIT/TASK

DESCRIPTION

Unit 11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

11.01

11.02

11.03

11.04

11.05

11.06A

Given supply
(Identify Types and Grade's of Brake Fluid)
catalog, identify the recommended type and grade of brake
fluid to use for a given vehicle or to stock.
(Check Brake Master Cylinder Fluid and Fill To Proper
Levels) Given an automobile,'determine the brake fluid
level in the brake system master cylinder and fill.it to
the manufacturer's specifications using SAW.approved
brake fluid.,
Given a
(Inspect Brake Lines for Condition and Leaks)
vehicle needing a visual brake inspection, service marlual,
and access to necessary tools and equipment; perform a
visual fftspection of all system components, within twice
the time allowed by the flat rate manual.
(Inspect Paiking Brake Operation) Given a vehicle with
parking brake to inspect for proper operation, service
manual as necessary,,needed tools and equipment; inspect
the parking brake for proper holding action and operation.

Given a
(Adjust Service Brakes (kon-Self-Adjusting:7 )
vehicle with non-self-adjusting brakes, service manual',
and access to necessary tools and equiiiment; adjust the
brakes so that each wheel is free of drag and the vehicle
will not pull to either side when brakes are engaged.
Performance should be accomplished within twice the time
allowed by the flat rate manual.
(Adjust Hand Brake Linkage) Given a vehicle and using
the proper tools, equipment, and service manual; adjust
the parking brake linkage in accordance with the manur.
facturer's procedures and specifications. When completed,
the hand brake will not drag or stick when place& or
Linkage must be properly routed,
released into position.
seduredand positioned, and the vehicle will not roll

with parking brake applied.
11.06B

11.07

(Adjust External Band) Given a vehicle, access to proper
tools, equipment, and service manual; adjust external
band following the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

(Inspect Brake Pedal Height and Perform Required Adjustment)
Given an automobile, service manual, appropriate tools
and equipment; inspect brake pedal height for proper free
pedal travel range and adjust the pedal for proper height
and pedal travel range.
381
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11.08

Given an automobile with,
(Replace Hand Brake Linkage)
defective parking brake linkage; and the necessary tools,
equipment, and service manual; remove and replace the
hand brake linkage in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommended procedures and.specifications.

11.09

(Bleed Hydraulic Brakes %Manual/ ) Given a vehicle
with hydraulic brakes and-access to the proper tools
equipment, and service manual; manually bleed the hydraulic
brake system to expel all air, in accordance with the
manufacturer's procedures.

11.10

Given an automobile
(Diagnose Brake System Problems)
with possible braking system malfunction or problem,
service manual, necessary tools, equipment, and materials;
inspect the braking system of the vehicle and diagnose
the probable problem(s).'
Given an autozobile with
(Service Brake Warning System)
a malfunctioning or defective service brake warning
system, service manual, proper tools and equipment, and
parts as necessary; inspect the service brake warning
system and repair or replace the system component causingUpon completion, the service brake.warning
the problem.
system must be fully operational.

11.12

(Inspect and Replace Brake Metering Valve) Given a
vehicle with a disc brake metering valve to service,
manufacturer's service manual, necessary tbols and equipment; inspect the brake metering valve and replace it if
found inoperative.

11.13

Provided.a
(Inspect, Repair, or Replace Self-adjusters)
vehicle with self-adjusting drum brakes, service manual,
necessary tools, equipment, and materials, inspect the
self-adjusters for proper operation and, if a repairable
mlfunction exists, make the necessary repairs or replace
the self-adjusters if repair is not feasible.

11.14

Given a vehicle with
(Replace Brake Hoses and Lines)
hydraulic brakes, service manual, nedessary tools and
equipment, and replacement parts; remove and replace the
hydraulic brakes lines, hoses, and fittings, according to
manufacturer's recommended-procedures. When cOmpleted,
there must be no leaks in the hoses, lines, and fittings.

11.15A

(Inspect and Replace Brake Pads f-Disc Brakes-7 ) Given
a vehicle with worn disc brake pEas, service manual,
necessary tools, equipment, and replact.inent parts; service
or replace the pads according to manufacturer's speciService should be accomplished
fications and procedures.
within twice the time allowed by the flat rats manual.
,

11.

3B

(Repair Disc .Brake Calipers)(:5 Given a vehicle with a

malfunction in the disc brake caliper assembly, service
.manuaL necesiary tools and equipment, and parts; remove
and replace the caliper and rotor according to manufacturer's procedures so there will be no fluidleakage
and no air expelled while bleeding with the system under
pressure.

.

11.16

(Inspect and Replace Brake Shoes) Given a vehicle with
worn brake.shoes, service.manual, proper tools and equipment and replacement parts as needed; replace brake shoes
according to manufacturer's procedures and-specifications.

11.17

(Inspect and Turn Rotor on Disc Brakes) Given a vehicle
with disc brakes, Service manual, tools and equipment,
micrometer and proper gauges; inspect and refinish the
rotor following the manufacturer's specifications.

11.18

(Inspect and Refinish Brake Drums) Given a set of brake
drums, and the proper micrometers and equipment and
service data; inspect and refinish the brake drums following
manufacturer's specifications.

11.19

(Radius Grind Brake Shoes)
Given a vehicle, service
manual, machine operation manual, brakt. shoei, brake
drum, drum micrometer, and braka,shoe grinder;-radius
(arc) grind the brake shoes to match drum diameters,

11.20

Given an(Inspect, Repair, or Replace Wheel 'Cylinder)
automobile with a defective wheel cylinder, proper tools,
equipment, and Service manual; inspect the wheel cylinder,
remove, rebuild, or replace the cylinder according to
manufactureea.recommended procedureg and specifications.

11.21A

(Remove or Replace Master Cylinder) Given an automobile
with a defective brake cylinder, service manual, necessary
tools, and equipment, and replacement parts; remove and
replace master cylinder according to manufacturer's
procedures.

11.21B

(Repair Master Cylinder) Given a master cylinder with
repairable malfunction, and necessary service information,
tools, equipment, and parts; repair master cylinder
following manufacturer's procedures and specifications.
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11.22

(Repair or Replace Hydraulic Power Brake Components)

A-D Multiple Tasks__
11.22A

REPLACE HYDRAULIC CONTROL VALVES
Given a vehicle with.defective hydraulic control valves
in braking system, service manual, appropriate tools and
equipment, remove and replace the valves in accordance
with the manufacturer's procedure's and specifications.

11.22B

REPLACE HYDRAULIC BRAKE POWER UNITS
Given a vehicle.with a defectiVe hydraulic brake power
remove and reunit and conditions similar to above,
place the unit according to manufacturer's procedures and
specifications.

11.22C

REPLACE HYDRAULIC POWER CYLINDER
Given a vehicle with defective hydraulic power cylinder
and other conditions outlined id A, above; remove and
replace the hydraulic power cylinder, according to manufacturer's procedures And specifications. When completed,
there 'will be no leaks around the cylinder.

11.22D

REMILD HYDRAULIC'BRAKE POWER UNIT
Givan a repairable hydraulic power brake unit, and access
to necessary tools, equipment, and service data; rebuild
the hydraulic brake power unit, following manufacturer's
procedures and specifications. When completed, the brake
system will have no leaks or air ia Cie lines.

11.23

(Perform Operational 1h...ice Inspect$on)
Provide& a vehicle,
a service manual, and the necessary tools and equipment;
perform an operational brake inspection (test) according
to the manufacturer's.procedures and t8lerances. The inspection.should be_ accomplished within twice the time
allowed by the flat rate manual.
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
LEVEL I
REPAIR

TASK

11.01

IDENTIFY TYPES AND GRADES OF
BRAKE FLUID
.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Giveh supply catalog, identify the recommended type and grade of brake
fluid to use for a given vehicle or to stock.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0101

Identify top quality, super heavyduty fluid as
'preferred type.

11.0102

Use only specified fluids for vehicle and conditions.

11.0103

Do.not reuse brake fluid.

11.0104

Identify brake fluids that shoilld not be mixed.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Identify the recommended types and grades of brake fluid.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1/2 Hour

UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL I

TASK

11.02

CHECK BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER FLUID
FILL TQ PROPER LEVELS

__,IMONY2Ps014
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, determine the brake fluid level in the brake system
master cylinder and fill it to the manufacturer's specifications using
SAW approved brake fluid.
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0201

11.0202

Prepare to check brake fluid level.

Clean area around master cylinder cap(s) with shop
.cloth, as necessary.
(NOTE:
Dirt should not fall in the brake flvid
since it may damage the brake system.)

11.0203

Remove master cylinder cap.

11.0204

Check level of brake fluid.
(NOTE:
Fluid should be about 1/4 inch from top.)

11.0205

Put brake fluid pump hose in filler hole, if fluid
needed.

11.0206

Pump brake fluid into master cylinder until level is
brought up to 1/4 inch from top.

11.0207

Remove pump hose from master cylinder.
(NOTE:
Be careful not to drip fluid on car paint.)

11.0208

Wipe filler cap clean with shop cloth; check vent
'Cibele to be sure air can pass through it.

11.0209

Replace filler cap on master cylinder being sure no
dirt falls into cylinder and secure cap is secured.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
_

-

Determine brake fluid level for a given automobile by checking
the brake system master cylinder and, if needed, fill it to
manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

11 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Manufactureessve-citiactrorfu id ,
38 6
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
LEVEL I
REPAIR

TASK

11.03

INSPECT BRAKE LINES FOR CONDITION
AND LEAKS

PERFOMRANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle needing a visual brake inspection, service manual, and
access to necessary tools and equipment; perform a visual inspection of
all system components, within twice the time allowed by the flat rate
manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0301

Visually inspect given vehicle for:
Master cylinder reservoir fluid level.
Leaks.
=
Brake hose condition.
Brake lining condition and thickness.
Brake drum diameter, and condition.
Brake rotor thickness, runout, and parallelism.
Brake pad thickness.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Perform a visual inspection of all system components within
twice the tiue allowed by the flat rate manual.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TiME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAI: INFORMATION:

Safety procedures While removing wheels, using lift,'etc.
Specifications for vehicle being serviced.
Rotor runout and parallelism.
proper procedures for wheel removal.

387
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BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

UNIT

TASK

INSPECT PARKING BRAKE OPERATION

11.04

I.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with parking brake to inspect for proper operation,
.service manual as'necessary,,needed fools and equipment; inspect the
parking brake for proper holding action and operation.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0401

Plc..:d parking brake on: Place vehicle in drive.
Take necessatY safety precautions. Push accelerator
slightly to test holding power of parking brakes.
(CAUTION: If brakes do not hold,'take quick respOnsive action.)

11.0402

Check parking brake cable for proper operation and
condition. Look for fraying cable, binding, etc-

11.0403

If appropriate, inspect for proper cable clearances.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Engage parking brake and check holding.power of parking brake
with vehicle started, placed 4n drive gear, and slightly
.accelerated.

- Vehicle should not move and should stall if acceleration
continued..

(CAUTION: Take necessary safety precautions.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

.

UNIT

1110

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

11.05

ADJUST SERVICE BRAKES (NON-SELFADJUSTING)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with non-self-adjusting brakes, service manual, and
access tonecessary tools and equipment; Adjust the brakes so that each
wheel is free of drag and the vehicle will not pull to either side when
Performance should be accomplished within twice the
brakes are engaged.
time allowed by the flat cate manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0501

Raise vehicle properly so that wheels are off floor.
Support vehicle following accepted safety practices.

11.0502

Remove brake,backing plate dust seals-Bendix brakes.

11.0503

With proper brake adjusting,spoon, turn star-wheel
adjuster following manufacturer's procedures.

11.0504

Following the brake adjustment to each wheel, check
brake pedal operation and reinstall dust seals.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

Perform major adjustments of drum-type noa-self-adjusting
brakes.

- Upon completion, each wheel must be free of drag and the
vehicle must not pull to either side when the brakes are
engaged.

-

Performance should be accomplished within twice the time
allbwed by the flat rate manual.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
444*

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Safety precautions necessary when working with a brake system.
Correct direction to move adjuster (star wheel).
Proper adjustment of drum brake system.
Importance of type, size,-and air pressure in tires.
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UNIT

11.0

TASK

11.06 A

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR
LEVEL II
,

ADJUST- HAND BRAKE LINKAGE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle and using the proper hand tools, equipm6t, and ervice
manual; adjust the parking brake linkage in accordance with the manu
When coipieted, the hand
facturer's procedures and specifications.
brake will not drag or stick when placed or released into pbsition.
Linkage must be properly routed, secured and positioned, and the vehicle
will not roll with parking .brake applied.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0601

Locate vehicle manufacturer's service informatión
for'hand brake adjusting procedtires and specifi
cations.

11.0602

Raise vehicle from floor and support the yehicle
° following accepted safety practices.

11.0603

Disconnect parking brake linkage.

11.0604

Connect and adjust linkage according to manu
facturer's procedures.

11.0605

Check rear wheels for drag or free rotation, with
hand brake "off."

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Adjust the parking brake linkage on the vehicle provided-by
the instructor so that it meets manufacturer's specifications.
.with linkage properly routed, secured and positioned, and so
the vehicle will not roll with parking brake applied. Hand
/brake will, not drag or stick when placed or released into
ppsition.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Safety precautions.
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UNIT

11.0

'BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK°

11.06 B

.ADJUST EXTERNAL BAND

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, access to.proper tools, equipment, and service manual;
adjust external band lollowing the manufacturer's procedures and specifications:

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0601

11.0602

Raise vehicle from floor and support vehicle following
'accepted gafety practices.
Adjust external bana by tightening the screw, the
centering bolt and the adjusting nut in that order,
until a'minimum clearance'isobtained'around the
drun.

11.0603

1111

, Check drive shaft for free rotation with hand brake
"off."

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Adjust the hand brake external band on the vehicle provided by
the instructor.'

The vehicle will not 'roll vith parking brake engaged and
proper clearance will be set betneen band and lining with the
brake disengaged.

SUGGES'2ED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hpurs

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: t

-

Safety precautions.,
Measurement and adjustment of external bands.

391
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

11.07

INSPECT BRAKE PEDAL HEIGHT AND
PERFORM REQUIRED ADJUSTMENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile, service manual, appropriate tools and equipment;
inspect brake pedal height for proper free pedal travel range and adjust
the pedal for proper height ahd pedal travel range.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.0701

Review specification for vehicle's brake pedal
height and free pedal travel range.

11.0702

Measure pedal height from toe-board to bottom of
pedal.

11.0703

Check against specifications and adjust if needed.

11.0704

Determine if the brake pedal free travel_is set
automatically or manually.
.

11.0705

If the brake pedal used a separate pedal stop, check
the distance from the push rod to face of booster.
(Use a special gauge.) Adjust (where possible) for'
proper free travel- (about 1/4-1/2 inch for manual
brakes, about 1/873/8 inch for power brakes).

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect and adjust, where possible, the brake pedal height and
brake Oedal travel range to meet"manufacturer's specifidations.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour

39/7--

.425

UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
LEVEL II
REPAIR

TASK

11.08

REPLACE HAND BRAKE LINKAGE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile with defective Parking brake linkage, and the necessary
tools, equipment, and service manual; remove and replace the hand brake
linkage in accordance with the manufacturer's recommended procedures and
specifications.
PERFORMANCE ACTIONSf,
11.0801

Raise vehicle from floor and support vehicle
following accepted safety practices. Place parki .
pedal in release position.

11.0802

For rear cables, remove rear wheels, drums, and
brake shoes. DiscondeCt cable ends at equalizer.

11.0803

For front cables, separate cable stud from equalizer.
Remove end of cable from pedal clevis. Rmove mounting
bolts/clips and withdraw cable.

11.0804

Install brake shoes, pedal clevis and/or rear
brake shoes.

11.0805

Install brake shoes, drums, aud wheel.
hand brake cables.

11.0806

Check adjustment. Rear wheels must turn freely
without drag with parking brake "off."

410
Adjust

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS :

Replace hand brake linkage in accordance with manufacturer's
recommended procedures and specifications.
The rear Wheels must turn freely without draw with the parking
brake "off."

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

10 Hours

393
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTEgANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

11.09

BLEED HYDRAULIC BRAKES (MANUAL)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with hydraulic brakes ana access to the proper tools,
equipment, and service manual; manually bleed the hydraulic brake system:
to expel all air, in accordance with the manufacturer's procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Follow accepted safety

11.0901

Raise vehicle from floor.
practices.

11.0902

Clean all wheel cylinder bleeder screws. Remove cap
or plug from bleeder screw, if appropriate.
Two persons are required to properly do
(NOTE:
this task.)

11.0903

Install bleeder Chose over bleeder valve at wheel
having longest brake line. Insert free end Of hose
into clean container partially full of clean brake
(Keep end of hose,in container below fluid
fluid.
(Glass jar will permit
level during bleeding.)
mechanic to see air bubbles leaving system.)
Bleeder valve remains closed until pressure
(NOTE:
is built up.
.

Keep

11.0904

Remove master\Tinder top and fill cylinder.
cylinder full d ring bleeding.

11.0905

Rump brake pedal ,lowly with bleeder 'valve closed,
until pressute builds ap in system. Hold pedal down
maintaining pressur oa system.

11.0906

With pressure on system, open bleeder screw 3/4
Pedal should be pressed down. Close bleeder
turn.
before pedal reaches floor to prevent loss of pressure
in system and prevent air or dirty fluid from being
drawn back into system.

11.0907

Repeat steps 4-6 until system is free of air.

11.0908

Tighten bleeder screw. Move to wheel on opposite
Bleed remaining wheel cylinders in
side of car.
recommended order.

394
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL II

TASK

'11.09

BLEED HYDRAULIC BRAKES (vuultiL)
'Xon't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Can't.):
(NOTE:
-

On older vehicles with two drum brake
wheel cylinders, bleed upper wheel cylinder
first, then the lower wheel cylinder.)

11.0909

Check that all bleeder screws nre shut off firnly.
Refill reservoir to correct level, install filler
cap, whip clean.

11.0910

Check brake pedal action.

11.0911

Discard brake fluid in jar:
in system.

11.0912

Road test vehicle.

Adjust a& necessary.

It must not be reused

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Manually bleed hydraulic brake systeM on vehicle provided by
instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Eours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

-

-

PRESSURE BLEEDING (Recommended for disc brakes)
- Where a pressure bleeding tank is available, only one man
is needed to bleed the-brake system.
- Fill tank to Specified level and charge with air. Bleed
as required and attach to filled mastei cylinder' reservoir.
Turn on tank hose ,Valve and admit fluid to master cylinder.
Shut off pressure tank and
Follow bleeding steps above.
Siphon
off
enough
fluid
to lower master cylinder
remove.
fluid level to 3/8 inch from top.
BLEEDING DISC BRAKE SYSTEMS
- It may be necessary to block open tha metering valve on
Some systems require
front disc brakes when bleeding.
removal-of the pressure differential warning light switch
terminal and plunger to prevent switch damage during
bleeding.
Front and rear hydraulic system (dual master cylinder)
(NOTE:
are individual systems and must be bled separately.)
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

11.10

DIAGNOSE BRAKE SYSTEM PROBLEMS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given an automobile with possible braking' system malfunction or problem,
serv4ce manual, necessary tools, equipment, and materials; inspect the
braking-system ofi the vehicle and diagnose the 'probable problan(s).

See Stockei Auto Servide and Repair, pages 683-685, lor a good
outline of brake system problem diagnosis 'causes and corrections.)

(NOTE:

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS :

11.1001

Possible problems:
- No pedal, no brakes.
- Spongy pedal.
- Hard pedal (excessive foot pressure reqUired).
- Brakes grab '(one or more wheels).
- Brakes fade.
- Brakes pull car to one side.
- Brakes drag.
- "Nervous" pedal (pedals moves rapidly in and out
when applying brakes).
- Brakes chatter.
- Brakes squal.
- Shoes click.
- Automatic shoe adjusters will not function.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Diagnose brake system problems on a given vehicle with 100
percent accuracy (if previously identifitd by instrubtor).

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

RECOMMENDATION:

"Never do half-way brake jobs. If the
customer insists on shortduts to save a
Do it right
few pennies, refuse,the job.
Good
brakes
are
important
or not at all.
not only to the owner but to everyone on
the highway."
(Stockel, Auto Service and Repair, p. 673)

396

UNIT

11.0

TASK

11.11

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
.REPAIR - LEVEL III

SERVICE BRAKE WARNING SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile.with a malfunctioning or defective service brake
warning system, service manual, proper tools and equipment, and parts as
necessary; Inspect the-service brake warning system and repair or rePlace
Upon completion, the service
the system component causing the problem.
brake warning system must be fully operational.

PEkFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1101

Review service manual and determine.if the stoplight
switch is operated by pressure in the brake system
(hydraulic) or by the brake iiedal (mechanical).

11.1102

Diagnose the actual malfunétion in the system.

11.1103

Adjust mechanical switch as specified so that only a
small amount of .brake pedal movement is necessary to
operate the switch.
Stoplight switch must not preVent the
(NOTE:
brake pedal from returning to full release
position.)

11.1104

If the problem is other than the stoplight &witch,
perform the necessary'electrical or mechanical
inspections to identify the cause. Repair as outlined in the service manual.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Inspect, repair, or replace the service brake warning system
so that the system is fully operational meeting the manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hdurs

Ago
397
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

11.12

INSPECT AND REPLACE BRAKE
METERING VALVE

'PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with a disc brake metering valve to.service, manufacturer's service manual, necessary tools and equipment; inspect the
brake metering valve and replace it if found inoperative.
(NOTE:

When bleeaing disc brakes, it may be necessary to hold-the
valve.open to allow low pressure brake fluid to'pass through
the valve. A special metering Valve tool may be required for
this purpose. See manufacturer's specqications and procedures.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1201

Locaie the metering valve between the master cylinder
and'the front disc brake caliper assembly.

11.1202

Follow manufacturer's service manual procedures for
determining proper operation of metering valve.

11.1203

Replace if unit is inoPerative.

11.1204

Bleed brakes.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Inspect and replace brake metering valve on disc brake equipped
vehicle provided by the instructor.
- Valve must not leak fluid and air will be removed from system
by bleeding front and rear systems at nearest bleeder screw.
(NOTE:

Unit may be a "Combination Valve" functioning as a
brake warning, proportioning valve, and metering
valve assembly.
Unit should be replace ifqound to
function improperly.)

SUGGESTED'INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

398
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

11;13

IHSPECT, REPAIR, OR REPLACE

SELF-ADJUSARS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a vehicle with self-adjusting drum brakes,'service manual,
necessary tools, equipment, and materials, inspect the self-at:flusters
for proper operation and, if a repairable malfunction exists, make the
necessary repairsuor replace the self-adjusters if repair is not feasible.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1301

RAise vehicle, from floor.
Follow accepted safety
procedures.for supporting vehicle.

11.1302

Remove wheels, drums, brake shoes and self-adjusters.

11.1303

Inspect, clean, and lubricate the star wheel adjusters, self-adjusting components and backing plate
bosses.

11.1304

Reinstall self-adjuster, brake shoes, drums and
-wheels replacing-any-component found defective.

11.1305

Readjust brakes.

11.1306

Check brake pedal operation.

11.1307,

Road test vehicle and make final adjustment of
brakes.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Locate and repair a malfunction in self-adjusters or remove
and replace the self-adjusters on a given vehicle.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

399
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND\

REPAIR- LEVEL III
TASK

11.14

'

REPLACE BRAKE. HOSES AND LINES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Givena vehiclwith-hYdraulic brakes, service mannal,-necesdary
tools and equipment, and replacement parts; redoVe and:replace the
,hydraulic brake lines, hoSes, and fittings, accordiag_tO manufacturer's reconnended procedures. When.completed, diere must be no
leaks in the hoses, lines, and fittings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1401

Raise vehicle from floor and support vehitle
following accepted safety, practices.

11.1402

Disconnect hydraulic line fittings and remove
brake by hydraulic line(s).

11.1403

Install new brake line(s).

11.1404

Refill master cylinder with proper brake fluid
and bleed hydraulic brake system to expel all
air.

11.1405

Check brake pedal operation.

Road test'vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

SUGGEST

Replace hydraulic brake lines, hoses, and fittings on vehicle
provided by instructor. ,

INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

400
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

11.15 A

INSPECT AND.REPLACE BRAKE PADS
(DISC BRAKES)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:-

Given a vehicle with worn diac'brake pads, service manual, necessary.
tools, equipment, and replacement parts; service'br replace the pada
according to manufacturer's specifications and procedures. Service
should be accomplished within twice the time allowed by the flat rate
manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1501

Locate manufacturer's service information for disc
brakeiad thickness specifications and replacement
procedures.

11.1502

Raise vehicle from floor and support it following
accepted pafety practices.

11.1503

Remove front wheela from vehicle.

11.1504

Check shoe padsthicknees.

11.1505

Remove disc brake-caliper; replace shoe pads and
reinstall the brake assembly following proper procedures.

11.1506
11.1507

'Check brake pedal operation.

Reinstall front wheels and torquesto specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Replace disc brake pads on vehicle provided by instructor.
- Worn pads will be replaced with proper type pads, caliper
support will be properly serviced and anti-rattle springs will
be properly positioned.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

3 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Special tools (brake service).
Inspecting for rotor wear or warpage.
Inspection of calipers for corrosion anelea%,6e.
401
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR' - LEVEL III

TASK

REPAIR DISC BRAKE CALIPERS

11.15 B

PERFORMANCE'OBJECTIVE:
Given a vehicle with a malfunction in the disc brake caliper assembly,
service manual, necessary tools and equipment, and parts; remove and
replace the caliper and rotor according to manufacturer's procedures so
there Will be no fluid leakage and no air expelled while bleeding with
the system under p.xessure.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1501

With vehicle raised, wheels removed, safety practices
observed.

11.1502

Loosen caliper hydraulic brake hose.

11.1503

Remove caliper. Drain brake fluid into pan.
scratching piston or cylinder wall.)

11.1504

Disassemble caliper - dust boot(s), piston(s),
square-cut seals.
(Protect pistons and self when

(Avoid

.removing pistons.

11.1505

Wash,caliper with alcohol.

Polish bore with crocus

cloth.

11.1506

Check piston fit.

11.1507

Install-seal(s), piston(s), and boot(s).
lubricant or brake fluid.

11.1508

Reinstall caliper to proper torque specifications.

11.1509

Bleed caliper and check master cylinder fluid levels.

Coat with

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Repair Malfunctioning disc.brake caliper on vehicle provided.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

5 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Ploper ldbrication of rotor bearings, seal inspection, and
bearing adjustment while caliper is off for pad replacement.
402
//I
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM 1 IiTENANCE AND
LEVEL II:
REPAIR

TASK

11.15 B

REPAIR DISC BRAKE CALIPERS (Con't.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION (Can't.):
Brake pad removal.and safety placement of caliper.
Use of micrometer tO inspect and measure wear of rotor.
Rotor lubrication and bearing adjustment.
Brake drum servicing.

403
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Addendum to Task 11.15

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
IN BRAKE SERVICE

"WARNING: Brake friction materials contain asbestos - A known carcinogen
(substance that can cause cancer)."

"Grinding linings, \cleaning brake assemblies,_etc., can produce small
airborne particles of asbestos.
These are easily inhaled by the mechanic.
Breathing these particles maTcause cancer.'"
.

Observe these rules when performing brake,service:
N

"1.

Never use compressed air-to blow brake assemblies clean. 'Use
a vacuum source or flush with eater.
Equip brake shoe grinders with an efficient dust removal
system. Turn on system when grinder is in operation.
When some.exposure might be unavoidable, wear an approved
filter mask."
,

2.

3.

Stockel, Auto Service and Repair, p. 648

I

UNIT

TASK

.

.

11.0

BRAKING iSYSTEM.MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

11.16

INSPECT AND REPLACE BRAKE SHOES

4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with worn brake shoes, service manual, proper tools and
equipment and replacement parts as needed; replace brake shoes according
to manufacturer's procedurewand specifications.

"PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1601

Locate car manufacturer's service information for
propei procedures,.

11.1602

Raise vehicle.
standards,

11.1603

Remove wheels and drums.

11.1604

Remove old brake shoes.

11.1605

Clean brake bhcking plates Lnd lubricate backing
plate hoses.

11.1606
-

Support it following accepted safety

If applicable,. arc grind new brake shoes to fit drum
diameters.

11.1607

Install brake shoes following proper procedures.

11.1608

Reinstall drums and wheels.; adjust brake shoes.

11.1609

Zheck brake Adel operation.

.11.1610

Road test vehicle and make final adjustments of
brakes.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace brake shoes on vehicle provided by the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

5 Hours

Or
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

11.17

INSPECT'AND TURN ROTOR ON DISC
BRAKES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle with disc brakes, service manual, tools and equipment,'
micrometer and proper gauges; inspect and refinish the rotor following
the manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1701

Locate mdnufacturer's seryite information for disc
brake rotor specifications and removal and installation procedures.

11.1702

Locate disc brake lathe operation istruction manual,

11.1703

Raise vehicle and support it according to accepted
safety practices.

11.1704

Check front wheel bearing adjustment.-

11.1705

ReMove front wheel.

11.1706

,Check disc brake rotor lateral runout. Check rotor
thickneas and parallelism, if necessary.

11,1707

Remove caliper rotor; mountlrotor tm lathe an Lufinish to manufacturer's specifications.

11.1708

Reinstall rotor to vehicle.

11.1709

Install caliper and check brae\pedal operation.

11:1710

Road test vehicle.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On a given automobile with disc brake rotor needing refinishing,
turn the rotor to.meet manufacturer's specifications.
Caliper support will be properly.serviced, pads properly
located, and anti-rattle springs will be'pl:operly positioned.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

406
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0

1.

,

UNI

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND'
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

1/.18

INSPECT AND REFINISH BRAKE DRUMS

em.tOKKIIIRCE-OBUECTIVE:

Given a set of brake drums, and the proper micrometers and equiPmmnt and
service data; inspect and refinish the brake drums following menufacturer's specifications.
.

PERFORMVACE ACTIONS:
11.1801

Locate manufacturer's service data for drum diameter
specifications and the drum lathe manufacturer's
operating instruction manual.

11.1802

Inspect brake drums and measure drum diameters.

11.1803

Mount drum to drum lathe;

11.1804

Operate lathe according to manufacturer's procedures
adhering to accepted safety practices.

11,1805

Refinish drum to manufacturer's specifications.

11.1806

Repeat abave steps to refinish remaining drums.

-.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- On instructor provided brake drums needing refinishing, refinish
drums to meet manufacturer's specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

407
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK

11.19

RADIUS GRIND BRAKE SHOES

----PERFOKMANCh OBJECTIVE:

Given a vehicle, service manual, machine operation manual ,brake shoes,
brake drum, drum micrometer, and brake shoe grinder; rad s (arc) grind
the brake shoes to match drum diameters.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.1901

Raise vehicle so wheels are off floor. Support
vehicle following accepted safety practices.

11.1902

Remove all four Or rear wheel assemblies only.

11.1903

Remove brake shoes.

11.1904

Check grinder for calibtation and proper abrasive.

11.1905

Measure brake drum diameter and adjust brake shoe
grinder according to equipment and manufacturer's
procedures.

11.1906

Mount brake ihoe on grinder machine using proper
attachments.

11.1907

Arc grind shoes to required arc.

11.1908

Check shoe-to-brake drum fit for proper toe and heel
clearances.

11.1909

Reassemble brakes and test for proper functioning.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

On instructor provided vehicle requiring brake shoe-to-drum
fitting, arc grind the brake shoes to meet manufacturer's
specifications.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

6 Hours

408
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UNIT

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND

I1.0

REPAIR - ',gym Ig
TASK

INSPECT,,REPAIR, OR REPLACE
WHEEL CYLINDER

11.20

PERFORMANCE OBJECTAyE:

Given an automobile with a defectie Wheel cylinder, proper tools,
equipment, and service manual; i 4ect the wheel cylinder, remove,
rebuild, or replace the cylinde accofding to manufacturer's recammended
procedures ahd specifications./

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1\1.2001

Support it following
Raise vehicle from floor.
accepted safety practices.

11.2002

Remove wheel assembly.

11.2003

REPAIR WHEEL CYLINDER:
Drain Wheel cylinder of all brake fluid in
a.
waste can.
b.- Disassemble wheel cylinder. Remove dust hoots,
Remove
. pistons, hydraulic cups and springs.
bleeder screw.
Clean and polish cylinder with crocus cloth.
c.
Hone tylinder where allowed.
Measure cylinder diameter or piston fit in
d.
accordance with car manufacturer's recommended
specifications.
Reassemble wheel cylinder installing new parts.
e.
Clean bleeder screw and reinstall.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

-

11.2004

Rebuild-wheel cylinder provided by instructor.
Cylinder must be rebuilt and installed according to
manufacturer's procedures.
All attaching hardware, must be torqued to specifications, pedal must be firm and line connections
must not leak.

REPLACE WHEEL CYLINDER:
Remove brake shoes and disconnect hydraulic
a.
line to wheel cylinder.
Remove wheel cylinder mounting bolts and wheel
b.
cylinder from backing plate.
Install new wheel cylinder and reassemble brake
c.
shoes and wheel assembly:
Check brake adjustment and master cylinder
d.
fluid level. Bleed wheel cylinder.
409
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UNIT

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR -,LEVEL iii

TASK

11.20

INSPECT, REPAIR, OR REPLACE.
WHEEL CYLINDER (Conte.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Contt.):
e.

Chetk brake pedal operator and road test vehicle.

PERFORMAGE STANDARD:
-

Replace defective wheel cylinder on automobile
provided.
Cylinder must be installed properly, according to
manufacturer's procedures. Attaching hardware must
be torqued to specifications, pedal must be firm and
line'connections must not leak.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

10 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

-

Safety precautions when working in hydraulic brake system.
Method used to determine master cylinder condition.
Use of special tools.
Procedures for cleaning all fluid parts and valves.

410
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UNIT 11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK 11.21 A

RDIOVE OR REPLACE MASTER CYLINDER

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given.an automobile with a defective brake cylinder, service manual,
necessary tools, and equipment, and replacement parts; remove and replace
master cylinder according.to manufacturer's procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Install protective fender covers.

11.2101

kaise hOod.

11.2102

Disconnect master cylinder, push rod from brake
pedal and hydraulic brake line(s). Remove mounting
bolts and master cylinder from firewall.

11.2103

If necessary, bench bleed new master cyfinder.
to recommended fluid levels.

11.2104

11.2105

Fill

Install master cylinder in reverse order. Check and
adjust brake pedal free play following manufacturer's,
specifications.
Check brake pedal operation. Bleed master cylinder
line(s) or Wheel cylinders, if necessary.

PERFORMAgCE STANDARDS:

-

Remove and replace defective master cylinder on vehicle providtd. All attaching hardware must be torqued to specifications.
Pedal must be firm and line connections must not leak.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours

444
.411

UNIT 11.0

BPkK/NG SYSTEM MAINTENANGE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK 11.21 B

REPAIR'MASTER CYLINDER

PERTURANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a master cylinder with repairable malfunction, and necessary
service information, tools, equipment,, and parts; repair master cylinder
following manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

PEiFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.2101

Assemble manufacturer's service information for
repair.procedures and specifications.

11.2102

Drain master cylinder of brake fluid and disassemble
master assembly.

11.2103

Clean and hone cylinder, checking proper piston
fit.

11.2104

Install new parts and reassemble master cylinder.

11.2105

Fill with proper brakefluid and bench bleed, if
required.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

On instructor-provided malfunctioning master cylinder, locate
the problem and repair the master cylinder.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIGN TIME:

2 Hours

412
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UNIT 11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

TASK 11.22"(MULTIPLE TASKS)

REPAIR OR REPLACE HYDRAULIC
POWER BRAKE COMPONENTS

A-D

MULTIPLE TASKS

A.

REPLACE HYDRAULIC CONTROL VALVES
Given a vehicle'with defective hydraulic eontrol valves in
braking system, service manual, appropriate tools and equipment;
remove and replace the valves in accordance with the manufacturer's procedures and specifications.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

REPLACE HYDRAULIC BRAKE POWER UNITS
Given a vehicle with a defective hydraulic brake power unit
and conditions similar to above A, remove and replace the unit
according to manufacturer's procedures and specifications.

.B.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
C.

.

D.

Support it
As necessary, raise vehicle from floor.
following accepted safety practices.
Disconnect hydraulic line(s) from defective hydraulic
control valve and any electrical connections.
Remove mounting bolt(s) and valve from vehicle.
Install new valve, in reverse order.
Bleed hydraulic line(s) at fittings. Cheek brake pedal
operation.
Road test vehicle for braking applications.

Install fender covers.
Raise hood.
Disconnent vacuum lines and rmaye vacuum check valve.
Remove master cylinder and position away from power
cylinder.
Remove clevis pin retainer at brake pedal.
Remove power unit-to-dash attaching nuts. Remove power
unit.
Install new power unit in reverse order.
Check brake pedal ftee play and adjust, if necessary.
Check brake pedal operation. Road test vehicle.

REPLACE HYDRAULIC POWER CTLINDER
Given a vehicle with defective hydraulic power cylinder and
other conditions outlined in A, above, remove and repliee the
hydraulic power cylinder according to manufacturer's proWhen completed, there will be no
cedures and specifications.
leaks around the cylinder.
REBUILD HYDRAULIC BRAKE POWER UNIT (Typically for older automobiles)
Given a repairable hydraulic power brake unit, and access to
necessary tools, equipment, and service data; rebuild the
hydraulic brake power unit, following manufacturer's procedures
and specifications. When completed, the brake system will
have no leaks or air in the lines.
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UNIT 11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III
^

TASK 11.22 (MULTIPLE TASKS)

A7-1)

REpAIR OR REPLACE HYDRAULIC
POWER BRAKE COMPONENTS

MULTIPLE TASKS (Con't.):
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

,Locate service data for rebu.:ding.
Scribe line across front and rearqvusing.
Remove front housing seal.
Rotate rear housing counterclockwise to unlock housings.
Remove rear hoUsing and power'brake unit.
Disassemble power brake unit.
Install replacement parts in reverse order and reassemble
unit.
pre-test hydraulic brake power unit on test bench, if
available.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

UNIT

TASK

,

11.0

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR - LEVEL III

11.23

PERFORM OPERATIONAL BRAKE INSPECTION

otaarrvEr----,--.

PERFORMANCE

Provided a vehicle, a service manual, and the necessary tools and equipment;
perform an operational brake inspection (test) according to the manufacturer's
procedures and tolerances. The-inspection should be accomplished within
twice the tine allowed by the flat rate manual.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
11.2301

For power brakes, step
Check brake pedal operation.
on brake pedal and start engine.

11.2302

Drive vehicle forward-and-4mbrakes.--Erratic
brake action, squal, and pull to one side.)

11.2303,

Inbtall fender cover and check master
Raise hood.
CYlinder fluid level and check for signs of leakage.

11.2304

Raise vehicle properly so that wheels are off the
Support vehicle following actepted safety
flbor.
practices.

11.2305

Remove all four wheels and wheel assemblies and
check all brake components.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Perform an operational brake inspeetion on a vehicle provided
by the instructor. 'Note any malfunctions in:
- Brake pedal and master cylinder
- Stoplight switch - operation
- Wheel cylinders and brake shoe assemblies -wear, leakage
- Brake drums - damage, roundness
- Disc brakes - wear, damage, pistons for leakage

-

Seals - leakage
Parking brake - does it hold car firmly?
Brake lines and hoses - cracking, softening, etc., leaking
Chassie: Loose wheel bearings, worn ball joints, worn
steering parts, defective shock absorbers, sagged
'springs, etc., that might affect braking action.
Look for malfunctions in brake warning light operation, pedal
reserve, pedal action, braking behavior, and braking noise.
Road Test.
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BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND

11.0

UNIT

REPAIR LEVEL III

1

PERFORM OPERATIONAL BRAKE INSPECTION

11.23

TASK

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Con't.):

Drive the vehicle to test brake action. The vehicle should
stop quickly, smoothly, and with no tendency to dive or pull
to the side.

UGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

4 Hours

RFLATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

I

Safety precautions While testing vehicle with possible brake
problems.
Brake pedal reserve.
Vehicle braking during an emergency stop.
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UNIT 12
AUTOMOTIVE r -tVICING
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UNIT

,

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICInG

12.0

-:..

NARRATIVE

.

.

SERVICE OR REPAIR AUTOMOBILES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Upon satisfactory mastery of the necessary basic automotive mechanics
theotl, given instruction in'servicing, a vehicle or'vehicle mock-up or .
system component to service, necessary tools, equipment, replacement
parts, and manufacturer's shop data or manual, and-help if needed;
demonstrate the minimum required competency level of skills and knowledges
.
required of an apprentice in inspecting, testing, adjusting, repairing,
and replacing components in _the process of diagnosing and repair (troubleshooting) of automotive syetems in simulated or actual servicing situations.
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Performance actions (enabling objectives) should be those.outlined in
this Articulated, Performance-based Instruction Guide for Automotive
Mechanics if not superseded by the manufacturer's service information or
the instructor.
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Satisfactory performance of the service or repair task undertaken.

The performance demonstrated should meet the standards outlined in the!
Articulated Guide for the appropriate tasks if not superseded by manu-1
facturer s specifications or instructor's standaids.
Meeting manufacturer's specifications and following manufacturer's
procedures for service and repair will be emphasized.
Half-way repair jobs will not be accepted. If the customer insisfp on
shortcuts to save a few pennies, the job should be refused. Emphasis
will be on doing the service or repair "right" or not at all.
,4?

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

Performance time must meet instructor's standards.

0

Performance time for service or repair may be estimated by considering
the combined times of,applicable tasks and using "Flat Rate Manual')
In addition, performance time must
50 percent).
(e.g., Flat Rate
consider the training equipment available.
RATIONAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING:

Automotive mechanics servicing provides the opportunity where the student
can apply theoritical training and practice to simulated or actual
service or repair situations.
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-------Shop,johs.are-cogrdinated7---as-clos_ely7-4aspossible-with_theoritical training-

so that the ,studentlogically moves,,from the study of the fundamentals
to practical exercises and finally fo performance testing.'
Typically, students can bri::vor,accept any type of service or repair'
job Where instrUftion has 1;e:41 given.- Sometimes, however, the automotive training program must take advantageof'"service or repair opportunities" that may not be repeated af a-later date and,',under the
supervision-of theTinstructor, basic instruction and service or repair
are conducted together in a live situation.
Generally, the preduction of the automotive mechanics gtudent in the
training lab (shop),situation'will be low and slow compared to industry
because the primary aim is on teaching. Emphasis in shop servicing or
repair work is placed on developing correct skills for automotive mechanics
work. A job not done-"right" may have to be done over by students.
,

Automotive mechanics shop se_. _zing and repair work, however, provides a
unique opportunity for students to encounter, in a controlled setting,
slay-to-day servicing or,repair problems that cannot be simulated. sThe
"hands-on" work in the shdp provides learning experiences that only can
be Acquired through trial-andL.error.

Worthwhile training projects, however, require more instructor planning.
Careful scheduling is\necessary to ensure that students are competent to
accomplish the,job within given times and resources. In addition, shop
jobs must'be arranged in the proper initiuctional sequence po that
student teams carbcomplete the job and se. that service or repairs "proca'ed
properly.

411
Practical ?.earning opportuuities in the shop may be designed for special
needs students', for the career interests of students, Or to meet the
needs of potential employers at a paiticular time. A secondary student
already working in the automotive servicing field may be able to specialize
in one Or more'fields through "additional experiences" in shop serviOng
and repair,

Shop servicing and repair provides the instructor with an optimum situation in which to test studept knowledges,and skills in realistic,
"hands-on" examinations. In some situations, the shop job may be utilited
by the instructor as a method of conducting a final examination to
unit or unita of-inatruetton.
A side benefit that often accompanies shop servicing and repair work is
when students tend to develop good work habits and attitudes in addition
to increasing their technological knowledges and skills in automotive
mechanics.
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Safety-Addendum:and-Recommended
Policrfor Automotive Mechanics
Servicing

SUGGESTIONS
FOR

SHOP SERVICE

Organized diagnosis and testing procedures should be used to.identify
the specific service needed and to provide educational experiences
for students:

1.

Each service job may begin with a clear, concise written repair
Service should observe Federal, State, and local requirements.
order.

2.

Service or,repair should not begin until a specific repair order
and a deposit to cover costs of parts or materials has been obtaifiede
The educational organization should not be-expected to pay unpaid
service eXpense from training budgets.

3.

1

All service _work undertaken shoud be compatible, with the curriculum objectives and students Should not undertake work until
being introduced to the appropriate theory.

4:

Each servlice johshould have appropriate check points established
and work hould not progress bdyond certain check points until the
work has een reviewed. .

5.

Automobiles to be serviced in the shop should be protected with
fender_cov4ra, front seat, and floor protection and the steering
wheel should be wiped clean after servicing.

6.

\

7.

Students should be able to describe the objectives and purposes of
the specific\service jobs they are to perform.

8.

Keep a record or log of all parts and materials (lubricants, etc.)

.used in serviOngor repairing a vehicle.
Students should\record their time inVOlved in repair or aervice and
their name on the service order.

9.

Students should pot enter a vehicle except to perform authorized
service. Only stUdents assigned to the service job should be in
the service area cnear a vehicle).

10.

Radioa or audio eqUipment or accessories on vehicles should not be
operated.

11.

12.
/

13.

No work should be dOne under a vehicle unless proper safety procedures are followed:
Students should not raise a vehicle on the lift until the instructor has checked its position.
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-A-veladie erigihe-SEObld-hbf166 started ifter seree or repair has

Once serviced and,
been made until the instructor is present.
parked for pickup, a vehicle should Uot be moved 'without direction
from the instructor.
15.

All service ahd repair work should be checked by the student or a
student Acting Service Foreman and approved by the instructor.

16.

The vehicle should be cleaned of possible grease or soil deposited
during service or repair.

17.

A service or repair job must not be rushed and half-way repair
work.should be refused.

18.

Only students with a driver's license should drive a vehicle.

19.

Prior to releasing a vehicle, the instructor should verify the
service or repair and should obtain a limited release of responsibility from the customer.

Adopted from:

Henderson, W. E., Automotive Mechanics Ptogram Guide, 1970 (unpublished).
Standards for Vocational Automotive Service Instruction, Detroit, MI:
Motor Vehicle Manufacturer Association of the United States, Inc.,
p. 58, 1970.
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-TOOL-ROOM-WORKER----(OPTIONAL)

Practical activ3ties in secondary automotive mechanics typically includes
related training and experience in kich areas as the shop (lab) tool
room.
Some purposes-that may be served by assigning the student to tool
room duty on a rotating basis include the following:
1.

Assigning the student to periodic duty in the tool room, on.a
rotating basis, provides a means of controlling valuable public
property, essential .to the conduct of training.

2.

Through tool room duty, the amdent learns responsibility.

3.

Tool room duty can contribute directly to.a reduction in damaged or
missing tools and equipment. Misuse of tools and equipment can be
identified and a student can be held responsible for the loss of
training tools and equipment.

4.

Through maintaining a log of alI tools and equipment signed out and
returned, there will be a current inventory of the tool and equipment roan- Tools and equipment in use or borrowed can be identified as to location and user.

5.

6.

The activities of the tool room duty student should include iden,tifying tools and parts by their proper names; proper storage of
tools, equipment, and parts; and inspection, cleaning, and care of
tools and equipment. This'task Should include a regular inventory
of tool boxes and kits,to identify missing or-unservicable components.
In addition, the'tool room duty student may be assigned the task of
obserr4ng the iab (shop) area,to assist the instructor in identifyiu6 imssible safety infractions and in fire prevention.

The tool room duty,student should take preventive action to prevent
obstructed aisles and cluttered storage areaathat might cause
injury to others.
The tool room duty studeut should aid feIlourstudents in-foIlcming
prescribed safety practices of-the shop. For example, the student
might remind others concerning the use of safety stands, safety eye
goggles, etc.
The tool room duty student should observe the shop for potential
The tool room duty student should assist in refire hazards.
covering oily rags and waste material in proper containers and
seeing that flammable solvehts, oil, paint, and chemicals are
stored in a fireprOof area.
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-

The tool room day student saoUld-b-i-fkiiiiiea-i5;ialii-the-Instructor of questionable situations, locate and use fire extinguishers,
and'assist studelts in,cases of accidents such as minor cuts, and
eyes that require washing.

I.
7.

The knowledges and skills of the student assigned to tool room.duty
might be expanded through individualized study concerning the duties
(See accompanying description.)
of the Auto Parts Counter Worker,

.
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AUTO PARTS COUNTER WORKER
(OPTIONAL)

IE tool room duty for each student on a rotating basis is used in the
secondary automotive mechanics program, the student has a unique opportunity to expand his/her vocational career awareness and preparation
in automotive servicing through "Individualized Study" of AUTO PARTS
COUNTER WORKER as a career option.
While assigned to tool room duty, individualized study can be programmed
so that the student will learn career opportunities in and some duties
of the Auto Parts Counter Worker.
Individualized training in Auto Parts Counter Worker should build on and'
reinforce the student's study of the basic systems and components of the
automobile.
If time and interest existed, training might be expanded to
include ordering, stocking, inventorying, and selling replacement parts
and accessories.

Adequate inforTation exists to help the instructor provide individualized
Several commercially available publications,
study material for the student.
recognized in the field, are described in this unit. These are available
from the Articulation Coordinator on a two-week library loan. The
publications described in this unit outline the parts counter worker's
tasks and the knowledge requirements for job success. The material includes information on the systems and components of the automobile,.how
to use shop catalogs, parts counter mathematics as well as sample test
questions including a fill-in-the-blank section that could be modified
for self-paced instruction.
-

Instructors may wish to consult the publications mentioned in this unit
for resource information (objectives and training aids) in the instruction
on use of shop catalogs.
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AUTO_PARTS___CQUNTER WORKER
(OPTIONAL)

RESOURCES
Notgrass, Troy., Auto Parts Counter Worker. Student's ManUal, Austin,
TX:
The University of Texas at Austin (Instructional Material
Center, Continuing Education), 1979. ($18.50)
Notgrass, Troy., Auto Parts Counter Worker, Coordinatorls k;uide, Austin,
TX:
The University of Texas at Austin (Instructional Materials
Center, Continuing Education), 1975.
($10.95)
,

Automotive Wholesaler Counterman's Bandbook,.Chicago, IL:
Service Industry Association, 1977., ($7.00)

Automotive

Study Plan for Automotive Wholesaler Counterman's Handbook, Chicago, IL:
AutomoTiVe Service Industry Association; 1977.
(nc)
Answers to Check Point Questions, Automotive Wholesaler Counterman's
HanZEOFETthicago, 4: Automotive Service IndUStry Association,
1977.

(pc)

SOURCES:

Center for Occupational Curriculum Development
Continuing Education
The University of Texas at Austin
Main Building 2400
Austin, TX 78712,

Automotive Service Industry Association
444 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
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4u. LNG SHOF-FOREEIAN-

WRITE-UP MAN
(OPTIONAi)

If this optional task area is elected by the instructor, one student, on
a rotating basil, may be assigned to assist the instructor as Acting
Shop Foreman and/or Write-up Man.

ACTING SHOP FOREMAN
As Acting Shop Foreman, the student could assist the instructor in
monitoring practical work activities underway in the automottve shop
(lab). The student could serve as an additional service team member
when needed by fellow students engaged in service work, might help the
instructor monitor safety practices and fire prevention in the shop,
might perform quality control inspections of jobs completed, or could
assist fellow students fn completing assigned service.work onschedule.
the duties of the Acting_Shop Foreman should not be supervisory in
nature and clearly should-be understood as related training designed to
assist the instructor and fellow students.

WRITE-UP MAN
An adational duty, the Acting Shop Foreman might serve as the Write-up
Man also. This job could be assigned individually to a student if
sufficient service work was being accomplished.in the automotive shop
(include student work on personal vehicles).
The write-up activity, preferably using a.special clipboard and forms,
should add a professional touch to the automotive mechanics training
shop (lab),
The Write-up Men might be assigned,the task of collecting minor shop
Charges for parts probably should be
(NOTE:
fees, if applicable.
handled by the instructor).
The Write-up Man should be responsible for writing a description of the
service problem or activity including A possible diagnois And specifying
specific correction actions requested or needed. To accomplish the task
of. Write-up Man, the student should be-familiar with or have almilable
reference information concerning automotive systems and components.
If the activities of the shop do not justify a student being assigned
rotating duties as Acting Shop Foreman or Write-up Man,.the tasks might
be combined with the duties of the Tool Room Worker.
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DIESELENGINETHEORY
and
SERVICING DIESEL FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS
(OPTIONAL)

INTRODUCTION

This unit on diesel engine theory and (diesel) fuel injection system
sarvicing is included for optional automotive mechanics training at the
secondary level.
Currently, two of the four secondary vocational automotive mechanics
programs have some diesel engine training equipment and tools.

At the secondary level, theory of the.diesel engine is introduced as
part of instruction concerning internal combustion engines or as a
separate subject.
Practical training (optional) may include disassembly and reassembly of
diesel engines or'components parts, preventive maintenance scheduling
and limited troubleshooting of diesel systems.
Graduates o± Automotive Mechanics at the secondary level should have
acquired the necessary theory of internal combustion engine fundamentals
to continue their career development in specialized diesel training
courses'at Greenville Technical College.
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DIESEL-ENGINE-THEORy
(OPTIONAL)

NARRATIVE
Upon completing orientation training on the diesel engine, the secondary
Automotive Mechanics-graduate MI-6111d be able to identify the similarities
and differences between a conventional spark-ignition engine and a
diesel engine. The graduate should be ible to-identify the fuel-injection
system and explain how the speed of the diesel engine is .controlled by
controlling the amount of fuel injected. The student will be able to
start, run, and étop a diesel efigine (mock-up, stand-mounted gr vehicle
mounted engine). The graduate will be able to locate and use emergency
shut-down levers and controls and the graduate will be able to describe
'the basic safety precautions to take when working on diesel engines or
fuelinjection systems.
,

Emphasis will be on theory and orientation (familiarization) training on
the diesel engine.
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4 6.1.

SERVICING THE DIESEL FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
-(OPTIONAL)

Upon completion of this optional unit on diesel fuel-injection systems,
the secondary Automotive Mechanics graduate should be able to identify a
mechanical fuel-injection system (such-as-found on older Corvette cars)
and electronic fuel-injection .systems.
On an electronic fuel-injection
system, the student should be able to identify the ECU (electronic
control unit), the various sensors, and the fuel lines and nozzels.
Performance orientation training may include the following tasks.
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TASK LLSTINS
(Posdible Performancg Tasks)
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

UNIT/TASK

DESCRIPTION

Unit 13.0

SERVICING DIESEL FUEL-INJECTION SYSTEM

13.01

(Adjust Engine Idle)
Given a diesel engine in running
condition, socket set, pliers, screwdrivers., -tachometer,
and manual; adjust engine idle. When running, the engine
idle must be +/-,25 RPM of manufacturer's specifications.

13.02

(Bleed Fuel System)
Given a.diesel engine in running
condition, priming pump with gauge, serewdriver, pliers,
combination wrench and manual; bleed the fuel system.
Upon running engine, fuel must flow,into setting bowl
,

without, interruption'.

13.03

(Clean Injector) Giien a diesel injector, clean'diesel,
comprebsed-air, drill wire, lapping block, container, and
manual; disassemble and clean all partà ofthe injector.
All parts must be free of oil, dirt, and contaminates.

13.04

(Replace Fuel Injector) Given a diesel engine, combination
wrench; socket,set, torque wrench, screwdriver, new
injector, clean diesel fuel, and manual; replace the fuel
injedtor. Upon completion of the task, the injector must
be aligned in the'bore without damage to the injector.

13.05

(Install and Time Fuel-Injection Pump) Given a diesel
engine, a 'socket set, peraper,.feeler, gauge, screwdrivers,

Allen wrench set, and manual; install dnd timethe fuel
injection pump.
The engine must run smoothly af +/- 25
RPM of the manufactUrer's specifications.
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UNIT

13.0

SERVICING DIESEL FUEL INJECTION.
SYSTEM - LEVEL.III

TASK

13.01

ADJUST ENGINE IDLE
=1IMIIIMON10,

/

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
Given a diesel engine in running condition, socket set, / pliers, screwdrivers, tachometer, and manual:. adjust engine idle. /When running, the
engine idle nust be to t/- 25 RPM of manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONg:
13.0101

Ensure that all mechanical linkages are correctly
adjusted.

13.0102

Loc4te engine idle screw adjustment.

13.0103

Set proper idle speed.

13.0104

Lock all adjustment screWs securely.

",

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Adjust engine idle on A given diesel engine so that idle is
41- 25 RPM of manufacturer's specifications.

t.UGGESTEb INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour
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UNIT

13.0

TASK

13.02

SERVICING DIESEL FUEL INJECTION
'SYSTEM - LEVEL III
BLEED FUEL SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVg:

Given a diesel engine in running condition, priming pump,with gauge,
screwdriver, pliers, combination wrench and manual; bieed the fuel
system. Upon running engine, fuel uust flow into-setting bawl without
'interruption.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
13.0201

Disconnect battery before working on system.

13.0202

a.

b.
13.0203

If,system uses a "Schrader" bleed valve, use
(See 3 beloW-)
it.
If system does-not use "Schrader" bleed valve,
(See 3 below).
crack (barely loosen a fitting.)

Cover the schrader valve or fitting with a shop
cloth to catch and contain any fuel thatinay,spray
out.

1.3.0204

Dispose of 'the gas-soaked cloth properly,

LTERNATE ACTIONS:
1.

2.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Attach priming pump with gauge attachment into inlet
side.
Plug off fuel return line to fuel tank.
Pump clean fuel into engine fuel system.
Purge air from line.
Remove plug from fuel return line.
Remove priming pump and reconnect all lines previously
disconneCted.
Start engine and inspect for proper running.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Bleed fuel system, taking necessary safety precautions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours
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-UNIT

SERVICING DIESEL FUEL
.INjECTION STSTEM - LEVEL III

13.0

CLEAN,INJECTOR

13.03'

- -TASK

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a diesel injector, clean'aesel, compressed air, drill wire.,
lapping block, container, end" manual; disassetble and clean all parts of
the injector. All parts must be free of bil, dirt, and contaminates.
.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

(Typically for 1970 and-early models.)

13.0301

Clean exterior of-the injector.

13.0302

Dry injector.

13.0303

Disassemble injector and place parts in clean diesel
fuel.

13.0304

Inspet and clean all parts.

13.0305

Clean injector tip. holes.*

13.0306

;..dp parts.

13.0307

Place cleaned parts in a separate pan of clean
diesel fuel.
(*NOTE: After 1979 models', replace rather-than
clean in ectors.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Clean injector so that all parts are free of ill oil, dirt,
and contaminates. *(See above.)
Check injector for leaks, opening pressure, spray pressure,
chatter, spray jet shape, etc.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

2 Hours (Injector cleaning)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

WARNING:

Do not point an injector nozzle towa:ds your body
when conducting tests. Spray leaving the nozzle AS
enough force to penetrate through the flesh. Wear
protective goggles!
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UNIT

13.0

SERVICING DIESEL FUEL INJECTION
SYSTEM - LEVEL III

TASK

13.04

REPLACE FUEL INJECTOR

\

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a diesel engine, coMbination wrench, socket set, torque wrench,
screwdriver, new injector, clean diesel fuel, and manual; replace the
ector must be aligned
fuel injector. Upon completion of the task, the
in the bore without damage to the injector.

PERFORMANCE ACTANS:
13.0401

Disconnect fuel lines to injector.

13.0/02

Cap all disconnected lines.

13.0403

Remove the injector hold-down clamp bolt; special
washer, and clamp.

113:04U

Clean injector hole.

13.0405

Install new injector in hole.

13.0406

Replace injector hold-down clamp and torque,

13.0407

Uncap fuel lines and connect to injector.

Bleed

lines.

13.0408

Torque lines,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Replace fuel injector. Upon,completion, the injector must be
aligned in the bore without damage to the injector.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

1 Hour per injector.
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UNIT

13.0

SERVCING DIESEL FUEL-INJECTION
SYSTEM - LEVEL III

TASK

13.05

INSTALL AND TIME FUEL-INJECTION
PUMP

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a diesel engine, a,socket set, scraper, feeler gauge, screwdrivers, Allen wrench set, and manual; install and time the fuelinjection pump. The engine must run smoothly at +/- 25 RPM of the
manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
13.0501

Examine new pump making sure that the outside of the
puMP is clean.

11.0502

Clean fuel pump mounting area on engine.

13.0503

Rotate engine over until number one piston is at the
tup, dead center of the compression stroke.

13.0504

Rotate fuel pump until the mark on the driAe coupling
and the mark on the housing are in alignment.

13.0505

_Place injection pump on the support bracket.

13.0506.

Install hold-down bolts.

13.0507

Start cap screws in coupling.

13.0508

Tighten coupling securely and check clearance between
coupling and drive disc.

13.0509

Inspect timing marks and safety-wire the coupling
capscrew.

,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Install and time fuel pump on a given diesel engine.
Upon completion, the engine must run smocthly at +/- 25 RPM of
the manufacturer's recommendations.

SCGGESTED INSTRUCTION TLME:

4 Hours
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

END OF
TRAINING TASK

IDEN,IFY POST-SECONDARY CAREER
DEVELOPMENT'OPPORTUNITIES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an orientation to similar post-Secondary vocational education
'programs, primarily the Automotive Mechanic', program at Greenville
Technical College and evening development programs for the automotive
mechanics trade, a repert of skill competencies development during
secondary training ghd'infOrmation as necessary; identify postsecondary career developnmnt opportunities.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1.

Identify:
e.

Need for additional training at the post-secondary
level.

2.

b.

Benef4s from additional training.

a.

Identify post-secondary training programs available
at OTC.

b.

Identify how post-secondary (GTC) training differs
from secondary training in automotive mechanics.

3.

Visit GTC program of possible interest. Talk with
instructor, departmgnt head, or admissions counselor
at GTC.

4.

Determine with secondary and posi-secondary assistance if
exemption of post-secondary leVel training is recommended.

5.

Accomplish the required steps to apply or test for eXemption.
(Optional)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-

Identify post-secondary training opportunities in automotive
mechanics or a related area at GTC.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

Typically, integrated throughout
entire program.
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CONCLUDING.RMARKS

The automotive industry is in the process of rapid change due to such
factors as the suppbr and cost of fuel, environmental and population
,considerations, the challenge to American autmnobile manufacturing by
fbreign competitors, and increasing technological advances. The automofive mechanic must be prepared to maintain proficiencies as technological changes occur.
Some technological advances will be easy to adapt-to since the changes
primarily will involve manipulation or control of physical components
according to available service data and manuals using special tools and
service procedures.

Other technological changes may be more complex such as the movement
from mechanical to electronic and microcomputer control components. The
increasing use of advanced electronics or complex hydraulic systems
emphasized the necessity for the successful automotive mechanic to
possess a sound theory background probably including some fundamental
knowledge in physics, chemistry, and electronics.
Automotive servicing and repair is developing into a specialized business and it appears that this trend will increase the necessity for the
secondary level automotive mechanics graduate to consider specilization
and probably further career development at the post-secondary technical
It appears that continuing education has become a requirement
college level.
for the professional automotive mechanic to keep.pace with the dhanging
automotive servicing and repair industry.
The Automotive Mechanics Task Force Committee realizes that there is a
limit to the degree of training that may be accomplished in a one or two
year vocational education program. Secondary program emphasis will be
on preparing graduates with the fundamental theory and basic.skills for
skilled entry level. employment in the automotive service industry.
Secondary graduates, however, will be encouraged to continue their
career development or specialization at the post-secondary level or
through continuing education once employed.
The requirement for vocational training which is responsive to the needs
of the automotive service industry will continue to increase. As the
local automotive service industry grows, South Carolina, at some time in
the future, may follow the nationwide movement toward.licensing or
,certification of automotive mechanins as a means of increasing the
miniium competency level and some degree of accountability.

Used on the above consideration, it is apparent that the secondary
level of automotive mechanics training should continue to emphasize a
strong prograil in the fundamentals and basic skills of automotive mechanics.
There will be the continuing need to validate the secondary objectives
and standards through input from the local automotive service industry,
possibly utilizing existing local "Curriculum Advisory Committees." At
the post-secondary level, there will be a cont:med need to provide an
iritial training program as well as career devcdopment training for
those persons proficient in the fundLmentals or already employed in the
automotive mechanics field.
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e

Continuing secondary and post-secondary automotive mechanics vocational
education programs are essential to promoting an educationally efficient
continuum of learning for each student, within a framework of opportunity
of all students, so that the financial and educational wasteful duplication of training io reduced.

e

"As automotive techn6logy increases, fewer dealers will be willing to
keep mechanics on the payroll for one or two years of training when they
can employ a competent worker already trained to service the latest
model vehicles. To provide the nee4,:d trained mechanics will take both
the secondary and post-secondary vocational programs working hand-in-hand
to serve the automotive service indus'xy."
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PROFICIENCY REPORT

0,
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PROFICIENCY REPORT
for

'

' Vocational Course

Student:

High School:
Vocational Center:

Date Training Initiated:
First Year Completea:
Second Year Initiated:
Second Year Completed:
Instructpr:

DIRECTIONS: The purpose of the proficiency report is to communicate to.the
student, other instructors, or potential employers the abilities that aMark each
student has demonstrated to the instructor in v6cational training.
If
task as soon as possible after instruction or skills"demonstrated.
instruction is not aimed as talk proficiency, or if 6nly an orientation or
introduction to the task was provided, DO NOT mark'a proficiency Ievel or
mark Level O. Levels 1-4 indicate that instruction was given and the
proficiency may be interpreted as follows:

Level 0
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
Level 4

Np skill lever demonstrated or proficiency training not
given in the skill.
Individual's skill level is-not that generally expected
for entry level emploYment.
Individual's skill level probably is th'at generally expected
for entry level employment, but the ,individual probably will
need close on-the-job supervision for a while longer.
Individualis skill level is that generally expected for
entry level employment.
Individuit's skill level is equal to that of a worker with
some on-the-job experienCe.

For further description of the levels of proficiency, see the "Credentialing
Process and Proficiency Report" section, of the Policies End Procedures Guide

for Articulation Between The School District of Greenvilleama and
Greenville Technical College.
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PROFICIENCY EVALUATION AID
This descrjptive aid is designed to possibly assist.the Automotive Mechanics
proficiency evaluation of students.
PROFICICNCY
-Deser-ipti-on

LEVEL 0
f
No skill level demonstrated Dr proficiency training
not given in the
skill.

level is not that
generally expected
for entry-level
employee.

,

AMethod of Service
and Repair

Accuracy to

.

.

Correctly used and
cared for tools and

Used tools and
equipment correctly
most of the time.
Wasteful with ma"terials and parts
at times.
Made poor use of
methods shown.

Correctly used
tools and equipment at all times.
Usually careful
with materials
and parts,
Followed correct
methods most of the

WOrk-fiThWiOxi-

A few specifications are off.
Wasted small amount
of time.

Meets all specif ications.
Used time to best
advantage.

A few f nal touches
needed for proper
disassembly/
assembl
few m nor steps
or procedures overlooked.

Work and station
clean, neat, and professional in appear-

ZI-Fp.70ment at all times

Conseived materials
and patts at. ull
times.

Used demonstrated
methods.

time.
"

SpL1fictLnj
Working time
Work and,Work
Station
Apperance
Followed Shop
Manuals and
Procedures
Problem-solving
Abilily
Safety on the

LEVEL 4
Individual's skill,
level is equal to
that of a worker
with some on-the-'
job experience.

for a wfiile longer._

Wasteful and careless with materials
_parts...
Used own methods;
"trial and error",

Matarials and
Parts

LEVEL 3
Ind v dual's skill
level is that
generally expected
for entry-level
employment.

LEVEL 2
Individual's sk ll
level probably is
that expected for
entry-level employment, but the individual probably
will need close onthe-job supervision

LEVEL i

Individua18 skill

Careless with tools
and equipment

Tools and
Equipment

instructor in standardizing the

"
.

Job'

Failed to meet
specifications.
Little or no eftort made to use
time wisely
Disassembly 4nd
assembly work
poorly done; clean
up not done.
Ignored procedures
in manuals, etc.
Solved no
_problems.
Careless or
Ignores safety
procedures and
practices.

.

mately correct.
Time used fairly
well.
'

Not very neat disassembly and
assembly.

.

Some steps wrong
or omitted.

Solved only,easy
roblems.

Not conpstent in
demonstrating
safety consciolsness and

Solved nearly all
problems.
Observes minor
safety procedures
and practices most
of the time.

ance.

No corrections or
recommendation:, necessary; accurate in
procedures.
Solved all problems.
Demonstrate safety
consciousness and
practices all the
time.

ractices.

Inspecting and
Diagnosing

.

R/H Componoits
or Systems

.

Incorrectly or
poorly inspected
and diagnosed malfunctions.

Successfully inspected simple
situations; diagnosed only easy .

Accurate most of
time; correcly
diagnosed most
problems.

Correat and
accUrate all ot

Needed some supervision to R/R
components/systems.

R R systems/
'components with
minor suggestions.

Able to satisfactorily R/R .zomponents
and systems as
assigned.

time.

roblems.

Required supervision and help
in R/R of systems/
icomponeuts.
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Year

Name

Instructor

Section

PFOFICIENTY REPORT
AUIOMOTIVE MECHANICS
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C.) .1.1
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UNIT'1.0
1.0 B

1.0 F
.

1.0 H

qj

,

C:2 ...(

1000504:10=C1JC

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
Demonstrated an understanding and working
'knowledge of safe practices in the shop.
written test ( ) shdpwork
Demonstrated proper selection, use, and
maintenance of various hand.tOols used in
sho. work
wrL'ten test
sho..
Demonstrated-proper selection, use, and
maintenance of various power tools used in
written test ( ) shop
(
)
the auto shop.
work
Used shop manuals and technical publication
handbooks, wiring diagrams, diagnosis manuals,
Motors, Chilton andGlenn service manuals.
written test ( ).shop work
)
(
Used math skills for calculations Involved in
)`Written test
automotive service work.
shoo work
Demonstrated ability to follow job procedures
end completed job forms and records.
written test ( I shop work
(
Identified ten different local serVice jobs
and the training_needed.
ENGINE SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Performed cylinder leakage test.
Performed cylinder compression test.
Performed Power balance test.
Performed valve cleaning and inspection.
Performed valve facing and rocker arm service.
Performed valve seating and assembly.
Performed valve guide wear checkin. methods.
II
II
R/R cylinder heads.
HUI 111111111111111
Adjusted valves.
Installed valve cover gaskets.
--LUBRICATION SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Performed lubrication serAce and minor
safety check.
Changed engine oil and/or filter.
I
Lubricated front suspension and steering
leaka e.
OHM 111111111111.1.11
Adjusted and repaired front wheel bearings.
'---ENGINE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND OVERHALM.
Diagnoued needed engine repairs 'using
vacuum tests.
Dis/assembled and serviced majar.engine
_components.
R/R engine compoments.
11011111111M
11
R/R engine
(
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UNIT 2.0

UNIT 3.0

DiagnosecuLcomponent malfunctions,
UNIT 4.0

UNIT 5.0

FUEL SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Adjusted carburetor and cleaned externally.
Cleaned or replaced fuel filter.
Inspected, serviced, or replaced carburetor
air cleaner.
Rebuild carburetor: 1 venturi
2 ventori
4 venturi
EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Inspected exhaust com.onents.
R/R individual exhaust.components.
Demonstrated ability to safely use torch for
heating and cutting.
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COOLING SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Inspected ad usted or relaced fan belts.
1111
Checked coolant freezin point.
il
pressure tested cooliri. system.
Replaced heater hoses..
Re-1,aced radiator hoses.
II
Chemicall cleaned and flushed coolin. system.
R R thermostat.
Inspetted water puma for mechanical malfunction. II NI
R/R water DUMO.
HEATER SERVICE
Diagnose heating system malfunctions.
II
R/R water heater hoses.
R R water heater core.
A/C SERVICE
Pressure tept and leak test AC s stem.
Inspect/recharge A/C system with refri.erant.
Check A C system for satisfactor oeration.
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UNIT 6.0 C
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RRAC cpmonents.
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UNIT 7.0 A

BATTERY SYSTEMS SERVICE
Demonstrated ability to interpret battery
_ratings.

Insected and cleaned a batter
Tested a batter with a hydrometer.
eested a battery with a high rate.discharge
.

UNIT 7.0 B

tester.
'
test.
Performed a 3.!minutes.batter
Char-ed a battery.
Hooked u2_11.1aper_cables correctly.
CHARGING SYSTEMS SERVICE
Performed chargLng voltage output test with a
voltmeter and evaluated findin.s.
Checked and adlusted altern-tor drive belt.
(Used
Performed charging system output test.
-shal5 '-ob sheet

R R reaulator.
Bench tested alternator and repaired as needed
STARTING SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Performed starter current draw test.
Performed crankin. volta e test.
Performed voltage drop test on starter cables.
Performed voltage drop test and continuity test
on reld s solenoid neutral safet switch.
Demonstrated ability to test armature and field
windings with a growler.
R/R starter,:

UNIT 7.0 D

ELECTRICITY S1S1'EMS SERVICE
Performed continuit test.
Measured voltage drop across a component or
connection".
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Measured current flow in a circuit.
Measurea resistance of a component.
Tested a diode and evaluated findin.
Soldered a splice and installed termirkals and
connectors.
Set up headlamp 41Fignment equipment and
evaluated readin.s.
sinle and or dual
Ali ned headlam.s.
Performed operational in ection of lighting
system.
R/R flasher units.
Locatc.d and repaired shorts and opens in
el.-ectrical circuits.
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UNIT 7.0E

IGNITION SYSTEMS/SEMICE

and test.
R/R distributor points and condenser.
R/R distributor.
Removed and inspected distributor cap, rotor
/
and cables.
- Tested coil polarity and voltage outeut.
Demohstrated ability to trace a primary
circuit.
Demonstrated ability to trace a firing
order.
UNIT 7.0 F TUNE UP SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Performed minor tune-up and adjust according
to manufacture specifications using -hand
timing light;
held test eguipmentl
tach-dwelk, vacuum gauge..
Performed steps of major tune-up according
to manufacturer specifications using an
engine analyzer.
Checked distributor functions with distributor tester option
Performed infrared ex aust-test and
explained.findings.
UNIT 8.0 A POWER TRAIN SYSfEMS/SERVICE
,
Chan.ed-rear axle lubricant.
Inspected and repaired universal -mint.
R R rear axle shaft and seal.
R/R drive shaft.
Unit -8-.0-8--TRANSMISSIONT-MANUAL
Ad ust a clutch.

=Mil

R R s.ark-lu.s clem, ga.

.

4

,

.

.

ct,

-R/R clutch compS1._____

,

UNIT

8.0 C

UNIT

9.0

/

.

,
TRANSMISSION,.AUTOMATIC
Ad'ust and service automatic transmiss on.
R/R automatic transmission and components.
Overhaul automatic transmission.
TIRES AND WHEELS SYSTEMS/SERVICE
Demonstrated knowledge of tire
(test)
nomenclature.
Demonstrated ability to use tire changer:
Manual
\Demonstrated ability- to use tire changer:

.

UNIT
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UNIT 11.0

hvArAulic brakes.
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...:*-Automatic

Performed tire balancing: Bubble
Performed tire balancin: S.in
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS SERVICE
Lubricate suspension system.
Performed pre-alignment inspection for
defective parts:
BRAKES SYSTEMS SERVICE
Performed operational brake inspection.
R/R drum brake assembly.
Inspected and refinished brake drums.
Repaired wheel cylinder.
Replaced brake hoses, hydraulic 1;.nes,
and fittings.
R/R wheel cylinder.
R/R master cylinder.
Inspected and replaced disc brake peas.
(Disc)
Inspected and refinished rotor.
Repaired disc brake caliper-.
Demonstrated correct procedure to bleed
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Performed LEVEL I service: Lubrication,
tire reoair, brake adiustment.
Performed LEVEL II service: Minor
repairs and tune-ups, R/R minor
components, minor adjustments...
typical of apprentice mechanic
with one YA.4.E_REJEMILIA2RPPerformed LEVEL III repairs ..T.:::.h as over

hauled automotive systems, tested and
-diagnosed system and component malcarburetor,- trans-

R/R:

functions.

mission, engine, electrical-ignition
sYstems, etc. Entry level, mechanic with two ears exerience.
Narriative of Exact Skill Experiences
of this Student:
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UNIT 13.0

Adiusted diesel fuel inlection system.
R/R diesel fuel injection system
:
in'ectors Filters.
R/R and time fuel in3ection oump.
Calibrate diesel governor.
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'SAFETY, WORK PERFORMANCE AND ATTITUDES,

---TOOL-AND-EQUEPMENT
Practiced shop, personal, and fire safety and
used power bools and machinery safety.
Demonstrated desirable 3ob performance behavior
such as punctual, dependable, and !anbitious,
neat, wo,:king without superVision, and
followin. directions.
Demonstrated desirable work'attitudes including:
Cooperative, respectful, responsible, dependable, does share of work, pride'in work,
controls anger, accepts criticism, and works
regularly.
Identified, properly used, and cared for-common
hand tools ana measdring devices.
Identified and properly used coamon automotiVe
shop machinery such as/lifts, jacks, air
compressors, grinders,,etc.
Identified and ropperly used automotive fastener
Properly used automotivejmanutacturer s manuals,
flat rate manual, sprifications, and sparts.
catalogs. Able tc u e language of automotive service business.
Demonstrated knowledge of purpose, operation,
major parts and care of major automotive
systems including cooling, breaking, fuel,
steering, front end, power train, trans,

1.0-F
1.0-S

1.0-I
.._

UNIT 2

r

2._.2

2.02
2.03

.

.

.

mission, engine, elegZical, heater, and
air-conditioning systems.
LUBRICATION AND PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
Changed oil and filters.
Lubricated-Vehicle and equipment.
Inspected, serviced, or replaced carburetor

.

.

1111111

1111

.

UNIT 3.0
3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05
..

3.06
3.07
3.08
3.09

3.10

ait cleaner.
ENGINE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND OVERHAUL
Diagnosed engine condition using vacuum gauge
and specifications.
Renoved and re.laced valve cover .asket.
11011
Replaced outside rear-main seal.
Re.laced motor mounts according to s.ecification1111111111.
Performed cylinder compression tests and
determined needed repairs.
Removed c Under head's) from engine.
rsaSsembled cylinder head.
ill
Inspected valve spring retainers and locks for
etchings, squareness, uniformity, and
specified compression.
1111
Inspected valve gu des for wear, checked valve
guide to stem fit for s.ecifications.
Inspected cy inder head for cracks, gasket
surface area's fps warpage, and passage

MIN
IIM

MI
=MOM
Mil

-Fondition.

3.11
3.32
3.13

3.14

III

Reassembled valve components with head according
bo specifications.
Instal-fa cylinder head(s) on,,engine block to
specifications.
Steam cleaned the engine surtace of heavy deposits of dirt and grease without moisture
dama e to i.nition parts or charginc s stem.
Visually checked exhaust system for holes,..defeats, broken or missing components, and

IMI
11111111

rust outs.
3.15
3.16

-1111

ME

Removed and installed new exnaust, manifold,
and eliminatin. possible leaks or rattles.
Test positive crank.ase ventilation system with
pressure tester according to manufacturees
stoPcifications.
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3.17
3.18
3.19

.

3.20

3.21
3.22
3.23
3.24
3.25
3.26
3.27
3.28
3.29

3.30

3.31

3.32

Performed cylinder leakage test following manufacturer's procedures, within +/- 10 percent
of findin-s of instructor.
Performed cylinder power balance test with
findings +/- 10 percent of instructor's
readings.
Exam.i.ned valve train and head of operating
e,gine and identified malfunctions with 100
rrcent accuracy.
Cleaned and inspected engine components for
praper condition.
Performed operational inspections of engine
lubrication systems following manufacturer's
procedures.
Removed*and replaced camsha t to speci ications
so the Camshaft and component parts worked
without bindin- or leaka-e.
freel
Removed and replaced intake manifold to
s-ecifications.
Adjusted exhaust and intake valve "lash" to
specifications, detecting and correcting
an variations.
Grind valve face and stem using valve machine
in accordance with specifications.
Refaced valve seats using a valve seat grinder,
maintaining a concentricity of .002 inch.
Knurl valve guides to a correct fit.
Removed.and replaced oil pump following manufacturer's procedures with no leaks or
malfunctions.
Replaced flywheel ring gear and flywheel by
specifications and procedures so the flywheel
ring gear functioned without noise or
sli.-a-e.
Removed and replaced engine without incurring
any damage to surrounding items and equipment and observing safety precautions.
Removed and replaced connecting rods and rod
bearings, with no leaks in the repaired area,
will oil pressure and engine temperature
conform to specifications.
Removed and replaced crankshaft and bearings
inspecting for proper.fit with micrometers

and lastiaaue.
UNIT 4.0
4.01

FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIA
Removed.and replaced fuel filter co
...._apecifications.

4.02
4.03

4.04
4.05
4.06
...

4.07
4.08
4.09
4.10

4.11

Diagnosed problem and serviced or repaired
malfunctioning carburetor to specifications.
Adjusted carburetor to specifications setting
idle +/- 50 RPM of specifications.
Inspected, cleaned, and adjusted automatic
choke to manufacturer's tolerances.
Replaced carburetor by manufacturer's procedure
setting idle speed +/- 50 RPM of
s.ecifications.
Removed, cleaned, and installed fuel filter
manufacturer's procedl-es with no leaks or
stoppages in fuel system.
Removed, serviced, or replaced fuel lines or
hoses on a given vehicle by manufacturer's
procedures and to s.ecifications.
Measured pressure and flow of fuel in fuel pump
with 100 percent accuracy.
Removed and reqlaced fuel pump to specifIFTE78;v
Adjusted fuel injection system by electronic
diagnostic equipment.
Inspected, serviced, or replaced fuel sending
unit by manufacturer's procedures with dash
indicitor meeting specifications.
I.
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,4.13

Pemoved fuel tank, cleaned moisture and dirt
by manufacturer's procedures and reinstalled
tank to sPecifications.
Removed carburetor bowl cover, Inspected for
dirt sediment and moisture, and cleaned
carburetor as necessary following manufacturer's rocedUres.
Rebuilt carburetor with finished unit operating
and adjusted.to specificationS with no lea'As.
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Type:

UNIT

5.0
5.01

EMISSION CONTROLS AND EXHAUST SYSTEM
Serviced pVC System. Type:
PVC
)
Smith Valve
(
Orifice/metering
(
Diaphragrlivalve/gulP
Inspected exhaust system for leaks or damage.
Tested and.adjusted idle solenoid.
(
Check if done as part of carburetor or
enqine tune-up.
'Checked and serviced fuel evaporation system.
Serviced, repaired, or replaced Thermostatic
Air Cleaner.
Tested Air In ection Reactor S stem.
Tested and serviced Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Valve and component operation.
Inspected and serviced Manifold Heat Control
Valve.
Removed and re.laced catal tic converter.
Inspected, removed, and replaced tail pipe or
muffler.
COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Checked and corrected coolant level to
s.ecificatiOns.
Inspected; adjusted, or replaced fan be ts to
specifications.
Checked and tested radiator cap.
Check if radiator Pressure tester used.
Tested cooling system thermostat for proper
operation within 5 degrees F of accuracy.
Pressure tested cooling system.
Inspected and replaced water hoses by manufacturer's procedures.
Checked coolant freezing point with tester within 5 derees F of accurac .
Checked overflow tank for proper operating and
mounting.
Removed and replaced radiator by manufacturer's
procedures with no leaks in finished unit.
Chemically cleaned and flushed cooling system
following manufacturer's procedures.
Using chemical tester, performed chemical test
on coolant system identifying all leaks within
1/2 hour by manufacturer's procedures.
Replaced water pump by manufacturer's specifications so unit functions without leaks or
.

(

)

(

)

5.02
5.03

-

'

)

)

.

5.04
5.05
5.06
5.07
5.08

5.09
5.10

UNIT

6.0A
A.01
A.02
A.03

A.04

A.05
A.06
A.07
A.08
A.09
A.10

A.11

A.12
A.13
A.14
UNIT

A.15
6.0B
B.01
B.02
B.03

B.04
B.05

1

.

stoppige.
.Replaced variable speed fan by manufacturer's
Procedures.
Replaced core plug (freeze,plug) by manufacturers
ozocedures.
Solder minor, accessable leaks in radiator.
AUTOMOBILE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Performanced tested heating system to identify
malfunctions.
Backflushed heating system (core) by manufacturer's instructions.
Replaced defroster hose by manufacturer's pro-.
cedures with no leaks in comPleted 'ob.
Replaced heater control unit so ;nit operates
to specifications.
Removed and replaced water heater core to specifications with no lec.ks or damage to heater.
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C.01

C.02
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AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER MAINTENANCE AND
.
REPAIR
Checked air conditioner for satisfactory
'
!111.11111.1111.
,operation.
DischaLged AC System.
Replaced AC fan motor by manufacturer's procedures so motor operates correctly at ali
sceeds with no rattles.
Replaced AC receiver drier (dehydrator) to
specifications so no air bubbles are in
viewing glass.
Replaced expansion valve on AC unit by manufacturer's procedures so unit functions
properly with no leaks.
Replace compressor seals to specifications with
no leaks around seals.
Re.laced condenser assembl in AC _unit.
Replaced evaporator control valve or diaphragm
in AC unit by specifications.
Replaced AC compressor by manufacturer's
procedures.
Installed manifold gauge set on AC unit and
compared pressure readings to manufacturer's
specifications.
Tested for refrigerant leaks in AC unit by
manufacturer's specifications.
Identified malfunctions in given AC unit witn
100 percent accuracy within 1 hour.
Repaired AC unit electrical circuit to
specifications.
Repaired vacuum circuits to specifications so
AC unit functions properly with no leaks.
Inspected and recharged AC system with
refrigerant to specifications.
t
Evaculated AC system so no coolant remainted.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Checked spark plugs and replaced them as necessary according to manufacturer's
_specifications.
.

C.10A
C.10B

C.Il
C.12
.

C.13
C.14
C.15
UNIT

7.0
7.01

.

7.02
7.03
7.04

.

I

I

I

.

Checked spark plug wiring to ensure tant
meets s ecifications.
Cleaned and replaced distributor cap towers,
wiring, and other minor electrical units for
proper funàtioning to specifications.
and replaced
Inspected, adjusted, remove
alternator belt so belt is servicable, at
correct tension, and so alternator is
,

secuy replaced.
Checked battery voltage, ahd charge. Battery
operation must be to specifications.
Checked operation of all exterior lights and
7.06
control switches and determined if they were
operational by specifications replacing
bulbs, flashers, and fuses as necessary.
Tested and replaced fuses.
7.07
Replaced flasher units.
7.08
Adiusted backup light switches to working order.
7.09
Adjusted headlights to SC State requirements
7.10
using Headlight Tester.
Set ignition timing with m +/- 1 degree of
7.11
specifications.
alternator to
generator
Replaced
7.12
specifications so unit operates correctly
without noise or shimming.
Replaced and tested starter.
7.13
-77174-7W151-3767-17NTEersoe
alternator
Completed necessary repairs on
7.15
cpnpratcor so units meets specifications.
7.05

(

(

)

)

(

r

)
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7.16
7.17

7.18.
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7.22
7.23
7.24

7.25
7.26
_

7.27

Isolate malfunction in cranking system and
estimated rerairs.
Replaced and adjusted distributor to
_specifications.
Identify defective electrical switches and
replaze them as necessary.
Repaired malfunctioning windshield wiper
mechanisms and controls by manufacturer's
procedurei.
Repaired or replaced fuse box assembly.
Replaced chassiS and underhood wiring to
specifications.
Located malfunction in dash wiring, tested and
repaired or replaced Wiring.
Analyzed cause of e.lectrical malfunction and
estimated repairs with 100 percent accuracy.
Replaced ignition switch and resistor by
manufacturer's manual.
Evaluated ( ) alternator, ( ) generator,.and
(
)
regulator output accurately to determine
its performance.
Located the problem in a charging system
regulator and repaired or replaced the
component(s).
Analyzed and adjusted engine performance using
Engine AnalyZer, to manufacturer's

a

4.)

M0

-

s eciffications.
7.28

7.29

7.30

p

7.31
7.32

Strobad distributor and modifild/corrected.
advance curves (checked timing and dwell
angle and adjusted to specifications).
Visually inspected secondary circuit lead
wires, distributor cap; and rotor, and
measured secondary wire resistance.
Visually inspected ignition switch, resistor,
wiring, and coil of primary circuit to
determine if each unit was to speuifications, identifying with 100 percent
accuracy all malfunctions.
Replaced coil of primary circuit.
Located and repaired a
)
short or

.

.

(

oen circuit.
7.33

7.34
7.35

7.36
7.37

UNIT 8.0 A
8.01
8.02

Isolated malfunction in transistor ignition
system and repaired or replaced components as necessary.
Inspected points and condenser using ohmeter
to check specifications.
Replaced
)
points and
)
condenser ad-,
justing degrees of.dwell within 2 degrees
of specifications.
Overhauled distributor and calibrated within
+/- 2 degrees of specifications.
Performed a complete engine "tune-up" so
engine operated to manufacturer's
specifications.
DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL I
Checked fluid levels ip standard transmission
Checked fluid levels in automatic transmissiori
and fill to proper level
Selected fluid for proper application (Lubricate)
Insoected universal loints for wear or damage
Lubricated U-loilstg-Lubricated speedometer cable drive gear arm
housing
(

(

.

8.03
8.04
8.05
8.06
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.

7.20
7.21

4.) VI

<V = co
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-.

W

1.3

O..

0

>
0>W
CD

cr

4.)

e.1

e.1

>>>

IJ E

C.1

J

e

C.)

4 4 4 40 40
UNIT

8.03
8.01
8.02
8.03
8.04

8.05

8.06
S

UNIT

0,7

8.08
8.09
8.10
8.11
8.12
8.13
8.0 C
8.01

8.02
8.03
8.04
3.05
8.06
8.07
8 08
8.09
8.10
8.11
UNIT

C.12
9.0
9.01
9.02
9..03

9.04
9.05
9.06
UNIT 10.0
10.01
10.02
10.03
10.04
10.05
10.06
10.07
10.08,

DRIVE TRAIN - LEVEL II
Adjusted a clutch
Repaired and replaced slip-joints, U-joints
Repaired, replaced, or adjusted front drive
axle assemblies
Replaced manual transmission rear seal,
gasket, and bushing (in car repairs)
Removed and replaced clutch, disc pressure
plate, release (throwout) becifings, pilot
bearings (bushing), and adjusted external
shaft linkage on manual transmission
Relaced transmission mounts
Tested manual transmission operation

Reaced manual transmission
Rebuilt manual transmission
Replaced rear axle shaft, bearings, and seal
Replaced pinion seal
Diagnosed differential, malfunctions
Repaired or replaced differential
DRIVE TRAIN
LEVEL III
Performed operaxaonal tssts on automatic
transmission
Adjusted column-type linkage
Ad usted floor linka-e
Adjusted linkage from engine toautomatic
transmission
CleirWrilia visua ly inspecte.
on
Diaa.Losed
re laced or ad usted modulators
Serviced li ter
Replaced or adjusted neutral safety switch
Made band adjustments (internal and external
Removed and installed automatic transmission
Replaced external seals, gaskets, and lines
on automatic transmission
Inspectedi removed, and replaced converter
WHEELS AND TIRES
Removed and replaced tlre, tube, and rim
assembly
Repaired flat tlre
Recognized both causes and remedies of
abnormal tire wear.
.Performed front wheel bearing services,
removed, cleaned, lubricated, replaced,
and ad'usted
Speed balanced wheels an tires
Diagnosed tire and wheel mal-functions
STEERING AND SUSPENSION
Lubricated front and rear sus ension
Replaced belts and adjusted tension
Checked and corrected power-steering system
fluid level and belt tension
Ins ected steering linkage and ball-joints
Replace tie rod erid ball socket)
Replaced idler arm
Removed and replaced snook absorbers
Removed and replaced McPherson strut
assembly_

10.09
10.10

10.11
10.12
10.13

Performed visual inspect.ons of suspension
system
Inspected and serviced rront wheel bearing
and grease seal
Inspected and diagnose steering and front
sus ension system roblems
Replaced coil springs
Removed and replaced leaf springs

0
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0

4.1

00
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f-4

0
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0
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sr
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14

> >a)
CI

N

1.)

10.14
10.15
10.16
10.17
10.18
10.19
10.20
10.21

10.22A
10.22B
10.23
10.24
10.25
10.26
UNIT 11.0
11.01
11.02
11.03

11.04
11.05
11.06A
11.06B
11.07
11.08
11.09
11.10
11.11
11.12
11.13
11.14
11.15A

11.15B
11.16
11.17
11.18
11.19
11.20

11.21A
11.21B
11.22
11.23
UNIT 12.0
12.0
UNIT 13.0
13.01
13.02
13.03
13.04
13.05

Adjusted worm and sector in steering gear
Repaired or replaced manual steering
components
Replaced power steering components
Repaired tilt and telescoping steering
wheel
Inspected Eront suspension system
.Rebushed king pins
Replaced ball-joints
Replaced front suspension control arms and
bushings
Adjusted torsion bars
Replaced torsion bars
Balanced wheels and tires
111
Removed and replaced steering spindle
(ball-joint type)
Inspected and aligned front end
inspected and serviced rear end
BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Identified types and grades or brake fluid
Checked brake master cylinder fluid and
fill to proner levels
Inspected brake lines for condition and
leaks
Insnected parking brake operation
Adjusted service brakes (non-self adlusting)
AdlUsted-hand brake linkage
Adjusted external band
Inspected,brake pedal height and performed
required adjustments
Replaced hand brake linkage
Bled h draulic brakes manual
Diagnose. brake system problems
Serviced brake warning system
Inspected and re.laced brake meterin. valve MI
knspected, -repaired, or replaced selfadjusters
Replaced brake hoses and lines
Inspected and replaced brake paas
disc brakes
Repaire. disc brake calipers
Ins.ected and re.laced brake shoes
Ins.ecte. and turned rotor on disc brakes
Inspected and refinished brake drums
Radius grinded brake shoes
Inspected, 'repaired, or replaced wheel
cylinder
Removed or replaced master cylinder
Repaired cylinder
Repaired or replaced hydraulic power
brake com.onents
Performed operational brake inspection
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING
Serviced or repaired automobiles
SERVICING DIESEL FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
Ad usted enine idle
Bled fuel s stem
Cleaned in ector
Replaces uel in ector
Installed and timed fuel injection pump
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Vice President Tor Education

Course Deleted

?age 2

9

Engine Fundamentals

10

Piston engine operation

11

Engine Types
Cylinder arrangement
A.
Valvt
system arrangevent
B.
Types
of cooling
C.
Types
of fuel
D.

12

13

1

Lecture,
Filmstrip

2

Lecture,
Demonstration

2

Filmstrips,
Engine Disassembly

Engine Construction
Cylinder block
A.
Cylinder-heads
B.
Crankshaft and bearing
C.

4

Engine construction
connecting rods
A. Pistons,rings and

II

It

It

If

5

Engine construction
A. Valvts and value trains

6

15

Rotary engi-les

16

Engine .measurement and performance

17,18,19

Turbines and Wankels
7

8

Automotive Engine fuels
Automotive Fuel Systems
Automotive Carburetors

21,22

Engine Lubricating Systems
Lubricating System Service

23

Engine Cooling Systems

24

Cooling System Service
Engine Reassembly

9

Lecture,Shop
Demonstration

Shop exercise
Final exam

Exams - Mid Term/Final
Same deviation may occur due
closely
followed.
The above sequence will be
activities or project assignments.
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St

e

(Haw can it be taughtlectare, text, slides, etc?)

INSTRUCTIONAL MODES

Textbook
Reading As s ignment

Shop Demonstration
Filmstrip Study

(What specific text(s), slides,
leature(s), etc. will yvu use?)

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

Automotive Mechanics,
Crouse 7th Edition

(Can yvu give a test
itee example?)

SPPLE ASSESSIENT rTEm
(OPTIONAL)

Quiz

Final Exam

Filmstrip -.Internal. Comb.

En&. operation
Combustion Today's Engine

Shop Exercise

TESTING AND EVALUATION:
(All scores are averaged
multiple
choice
(5),
Chapter and quiz 1.
for one (1) score)'
material studied.
A.final exam will cover all
2.
perforMance and par ticipation.
Projects will be eva'uated on
%, 3.
.

PERCENTAGE OF FINALJGRADM
averaged for - 257. of final grade
All quiz scores
L.
- 257. of final grad
Final exam score----'
2.
507. of final grade
performance/participatiOn
Shop
projects
3.
at instructor'
be made up during quarter
sectio-1
quiz
may
Chapter or
NOTE:
convenience.
special circuragtance)
exception:
Final exam - no'make up
,

Distribution Date

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Greenville, SC
.()

Course Syllabus Cover.Sheet

Course Number ___A2L_a_2

Fundamentals of Automotive .Electricit

Course Title

-

Lab/Shop/Clinic
hours per week

Lec ture hours

per week

3

Prerequisite

3

:

4
Quarter credit hours
(Equivalent setester hours

None

Catalog course descriptton

The_ stildy_sztAtalupdamentals_QL..e.le=ir.fity.....1111d--

basic circuits
This course fmmiliarizes the student with
batteries, cranking motors and ignition systems.

ma

etism.

,Imemimftme

Ptxposeof the colmse

To rovide the student with a workin

basic automotive electrical theory.
ice rocedures troubleshootin

knowlede e o

To demonstrate fundamental
and the operation of relevant

test equipment.

Required text(s) or other matierials

Automotive Mechanics, Willimn H. Crouse
"wwwmallborm

Developed by

Date

D.L. Watson

,

Approved by

Data

Academic Dean
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May 25, 1981

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
AUT 112

COURSE NUMBER:

.

COURSE TITLE:' FUNDAMENTALS OF'AUTO ELECTRICITY

WEEK OF
INSTRUCTION

REFERENCES

TEXT CHAPTER MAJOR TOPICS

MODE OF
INSTRUCTION

Automotive
Mechanics

25

26 & 27

25

30

&

Lecture

2

Lecture

Voltage Drop and Parallel Circuits

3

Lecture

Lead-Acid Storage Batteries

4

Lecture/
Field Trip/
Lab

Electro-Magnetism .

5

Lecture

D.C. Generators and Regulators

6

Lecture/Lab

.0hra's Law and Series Circuits

25

1E:

1

Atomic Structure and Electron Theory

25

31

30 & 31

Alternators and Alternator Regulators

28 & 29

Starting Motors

32

Standard Ignition Systems

7

&

8

Lectdre/Lab

9

Lecture/Lab

10 & 11

Lecture/Lab

**Sequence of topics is sUbject to change due to availability of lab projects.

)
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GREENVILiE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

iar 112_

CREDIT HOURS:

Four

Fundamental's of Auto Electricity

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES
Students who successfully complete the above course will have demonStrated
the skills required to accomplish the following Objectives:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
,.;.

7.

8.

9.

After study of the appropriate.text chapter and completion of classroom assignments, the student will describe the construction of the
atom and define electricity per the Electron Theory.

.

After study of the appropriate text chapter and classroom exercises,
the student will calculate the resistance, amps or volts of a simple
series circuit when given two known values.
After study of the appropriate text chapter and completion of classroom exercises, the student will be able to recognize a parallel
circuit and calculate the voltage drops, amps and total resistance
or voltege impressed when given the appropriate known values.

th
Upon completion of reading assignments, lectures and demonstrations,
batter
primary
functions
of
an
automotive
student will define the three
and descri
Also4 the student will nametheactive materials contained.in
the construction of a single lead acid cell.
After study of the appropriate text chapter and lectures, the student
the three
will describe the construction of an electro-magnet and tame
things that can be done to change its strength.

completion of classroom
After study of the appropriate text.chapter and
define'the
major parts
and lab assignments, the student will list and
Also,
generator.
of and describe how current flow is inducea in a D.C.
of
each
of
the
three
the student will identify and explain the function
elements of a D.C. generator regulator.
assignments, demonstrations and
Upon completion of approPriate reading define the major camponents of
lab projects, the student will name and
Furthermore, the student will describe
an alternator charging system.
three modes of
the.function of a double-contact regulator including its
operation.
assignments and classroom lecture, the student
After completing-reading
late model starter.motor
will describe the operation of a typical,
including the function of the solenoid.
chapter and completing classroam
The student, after reading the text
of events that occur
projects, will describe, in. detail, the sequence
in one complete ignition cycle.

3

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Greenville. S.C.

Course Syllatus
(Cover Sheet)

Caurse Number

roas_kisadizarat,_au.,gAig_ice_taintraass_g____

Course Title

Lab H3urs
Per Week

Lecture Hours
Per Week

use

_.....Q.41221LAqh
-9-11

ft-

94

General Course Goals

.t

Ill

0 -

011

.04 U.

zracient_zzu.1._,IlndeztrauLd_sag_c *.44

Rational e

Prepared by

1-4
*9

0411

Approved by

I'

el

"O.11

'

.44

SS

0"

San

dure

IS

7?.1tnu544)

Date Witten
Date Revised

Approved by

00

01-

Te:TZTN-Aur-Limar-i3z2-111-CS"--CArI1115

__

rs

e in the 'Oro er selection
ai knowled
rsmeza.pal.21cat_i on s includin

nt

-- Catalog Course Description

ni.

3

None

Prerequisite

CUarter Credit !burs
(Equivalent &nester

Division Dean

--iriTeucat.on

Course First OfferedCourse Deleted

n his

Cdurse Syllabus
Page 2

Text

(chapter

Week of

ts

Instruction

.Automotive Fasteners.

1

'Mode of

Instructi

Lecture &
Danonstrati

Hand Tools

Lecture, Sho
Demonstratio
Filmstrip
6

. Cutting Tools
A.
Drilling.
B.
C.
D.
E.

,

8

Demonstratio
and shop
exercise
Filmstrip

5,6,7

FiLmstrip
Shop Demon.:
stration &
exercise

Tapping (thread cutting)
'Hand files otIghack saws

Chisels
Tool ana drill grinding and repair-

:Repair prbcedure - Special Tools
A.
Removal of broken studs
B.
Installation of Helicoils
C.
Valve guide knurling
D. Valve and seat grinding

-,

3-4

Measuring Tools

8

Service Procedures-Power Equipment
Brake drum and disc turning
Hydraulic press operation
(Bearing removal - replacement)
C.
Engine cylinder baring

9.-11

A.
B.

501

Lecture,
Filmstrip,
.Demonstratio

MINOMIIMP

COLLEGE
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL
South Carolina
Greenville,

(Can YoU give
item example?)
tTEM
SAMPLE ASSESSMENT
(OPTIONAL)

a test

text(s), slides,
(What specific
use?)'
lecture(s), etc. will.you

(Now can it be taught slides, etc?
lecture, text,

INSTRUCTIONAL

MODES
INSTRUCTIONAL

demonstrlass Leen:re and
ion, Film stiips

RESOURCES

Student shop exercise
assign.
studs
Text Reading
Remove broken
Chapters:
-Filmstrips
(snap-on
Hand tool safety
broken studs' Drill & Top Hole
"Remolial of

ProceADrill-bit Grinding
"Valve Guide knurling"
(United tool process) assl. dure
"Valve servicing" and
Procedure:
Correct

SS-50I Hand
on

Tool Safety - Snap-

Bergwall Series:

Shop Safety

Hack-Sawing
f

Hoffman:
Millimeters &
2.113.Decimals Conversion
2.IC Measurement
& Us
2.3A Tool Identification
Types & Uses
2.3B Fasteners
to Drill & Top
2.4A Procedure

TESTING AND EVALUATION

FOR RADE:
25%

aged for (I) ^score -------will
be
ave
All quiz scores
will be graded
Each pro ect performance
for
Shop performance: on spot. Grades will be averaged

50%
257.

.1.111

Final Exam- --------------

instructo
during quarter at
be nujde up
paper
may
Written quiz
Exam.
No make-up on Final

Shop project

be repeated

performance ma

1

for improved grade.

s convenience.

Instruct?r
Distribution Date

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL coLucE
Greenville, SC
Course SV1labus Cover.Sheet
i

Course Number

AUT 123

Course Title

Fuel Systems and Carburetion .

I

Lab/Shop/Clinic
hours per week

Lecture hours
3
per week

Qtfarter credit hours

5

(Equivalent semester hours

6

None

Prerequisite

Catalog course description

as line en ine fuel s stem
carburtion and components of ,the

A basic course of

This includes princp.es of
plu bing, manifolding and fuel
fuel s stem such as fuel pumps, system
.

injecting.

in automotive fuel system
To instruct the student
and unit
service procedures, including troubleshooting

Purpose of the course

theory and
repair.

Required text(s) or other materials _Autp_w..tl,n.j..ithaniosWilliam

H. Crouse

ANNOMI.111Y

Developed by

Date

D.L. Watson

Date

Approved by
Academic Dean
1.

relU

May 26, 1981

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION'
COURSE NUMBER:
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 123

FUEL SYSTEMS AND CARBURETION
WEEK OF
INSTRUCTION

REFERENCES

TEaT CHAPTER MAJOR TOPICS

MODE OF.
INSTRUCTION

Autamotive
Mechanics
..

17

Properties of Gasoline and Octane Ratings

1

Lecture

2

Lecture/
Demonstration

,o
1

17

Preignition vs. Detonation ),V=
\

1:

18

Parpose of the Fuel System and'
\
Related Components
\

3

Lecture/Lab

18

Mechanical and Electric Fuel Pum s
Theory and Diagnosis

4

Lecture/Lab ..

Causes and Prevention of Vapor LoCc.

5

Lecture/Lab

18

Air Cleaners and Manifold Systems

6

'Lecture/Lab

19

Carburetor Fundamentals and Air Fuel\
Ratio Requirements

.18

20

0

Lecture

7

-__

8 &

Automotive Carburetors Diagnosis uld
Overhaul

9

Lab

I

18

Fuel Injection and Turbo-:charging

20

Automotive Fuel System Troubleshooting

I

10

Lecture/Lab

11

Lab

availability of lab projects.
**Sequence of topics is subject to change due to

50 '

.

'GREBNVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 123

CREDIT HOURS:

Five

Fuel Systems and Carburetion

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES
Studemtswto successfully complete the above course will have demonstrated
the sicills required to accomplish the following objectives:
1.

Upon completion of classroom and reading atsignments, the student will
compare and contrast the iolatility blend of winter and summer grades
of gasoline.

2.

3.

The student will, after reading assigned chapters and completing classroom exercises, define detonation and preignition, listing three causes
bar each condition.
After appropriate,textbook study.and instructor demonstration, thestudent will name and define all of the components 'of a standard

.

aixtomotive fuel system.
4.

Upon completion of laboratory and.,reading'assignments, the student
will demonstrate the proper test procedure for dia4nosis of
motive fuel pump, using the necessary test equipment;
s'_1

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

r U.
)6.

After appropriate lectures and demonstrations, the student mill define
vapor lock, list the causes of and identify the components involVed in
a vapor lock control system.-*
After instructor demonstration and Lecture, the Student will list the
three purposes of an automotive air dledner and draw a typical dual
plane intake manifold for a two barrel carburetor, showing all distributdon passages.
Upon completion of reading assignments and classroom exercises, the
student will describe a simple carburetor and explain venture action.
Given a late model autamotive carburetor and the necessary specifications, the student will identify the six fuel flow circuits used and
averhaultne unit completely, making all necessary repairs and...adjustments to manufacturer's specifications.
After completion of.reading assignments and lectures, the student will
describe a simple tUrbo-chariing system including all basic components.
The student will also compare and contrast a carburetor system with fuel
injection..
fuel system on a
Given the proper test equipment-zand a malfunctioning
late mcdel vehicle, the student will diagnose the problem and make
the vehicle to peknecessary repairs and adjustments needed to return
formance specifications.

rAUTO IlL

AUTOMOTIVE

REPAIR

7";:. field of auto body repair and painting requires a large numher of well-trained people to
meet the growing demand for many skills needed

in this area of employment.

People with a

background of knowledge and skills in this field
have excellent opportunities for jobs with good
salaries. Many of th.-,e craftsmea, after gaining
additiimal experience, go on to open their own
businesses or become body shop foremen, supervisors or managers.

The Auto Body Repair Prognca is a tour

DIESEL HEAVY EQuWME1FCHANIc

7HANIC

Automotive Technology is becoming increasingly complex. Emission controls and safety
systems, air conditioning systems, and complex
electrical, vacuum and hydraulic accessories are
just some of the many changes tomorrow's techni-,
clan must cope with. The only way to accomplish

this course is designed to'prepare the student

this is to be thoroughly trained in theoty, in

for employment as a heavy equipment mechanic.
Many job bpp6rtunities will be available because
of the expanding use of heavy equipment in the
national road building program and other types of
construction. As more and more heavy equipment
(such as tractor-trailer trucks, cranes, earth

diagnostic techniques, and in a wide variety ot

movers, tractors, etc) is brought into use, more

automotive servicing skills.

and More mechanics will be needed to maintain it:
The.shident will receive instruction and practice ,
in all phases of work expected of a heavy equip"
Meld mechanic and the proper use/ 'of all tools involved. A diploMa will be awarded upon the com'ettutt of the curriculum.,

The Automotive Mechanic Program is a four
quarter diploma program offering training hi the

quarter diploma program offering tiaining in the
technical and manual skills involved in the realignment, repair, and refinishing of motor
vehicles.

technical and manual skills involved in the testing)
diagnosis, and servicing of motor vehicles.

First Quarter

hrst Ouarter

First Quarter

MAT 167 Applied Math - Automotive
AUT 111 Power Plant Fundamentals
AUT 112 FundaMetitais of Automotive

WO 125 Automotive Welding

MAT 167 Applied Math - Antomotive
ABR 101 Tools and Equipment
ABR 111 Structural Repair 1
ABRI41 Auto Sheetmetal & Frarne.Gas

MAT '167 Applied Math
DHM 111 Internal Combustion Ehgines I

Electricity.

Mit 112 Fundamentals of Automotive

AUT 128 Tools it EqUipMent, Wel Cate Oa

Electricity

Maintenance
WLD 125 Automotive Welding.

Mit 128 tools and Eqtilpineht, Use, Care and

Second Qnarter

Second Quarter

Second Qoarter

Al3R 1(2 Auto Sheet Metal Repair I
ABR 121 Structural Repair 11
ABR 146 Shop Management
ECO 100 Consumer Economics

ENO 151 Language APplicatiohs
PHY 111 Applied Physics
AUT 123 Fuel Systerhs and Carbüretluti
AUT 124 Electrical SyStems I

DIIM 124 Electrical Systeins

Third Quarter

Third Quarter

ABR 116 Refinishing 1
ABR 122 Auto She,et Metal Repair 11
ABR 134 Trim and Glass
PSY 112 industrial Human Relations

HY 112 industrial Humairketationt
AUT 121 Internal Combustion ahd Engine

Welding

Maintenance

tquipment
.

, I.

t
I

Iteconclitloning

Alit 133 Power train 1
AUT 109 Automatic transmissioh Systenis

Fourth Quarter
Fourth Quarter
ABR 123 'Estimating Repairs
ABR 132 Auto, Sheet Metal Repair 111
ABR 126 Refinishing 11
ABR..118 Processes and Products
ENG 151 Language Applications

5 0 :;

ENG
Language Application
bliM 121 Intehial CombUstion Engines II
131-IM 123 Fuel Injection Systent

third ijintriet

'

.
,
-

PSY 112 Industrial huhlatt Relations
D1-1,M 122 Hydraulic systems
DHM 131 Power, Trains

PO

td

m

o.

DAM 141 PoVid Shift Trahsthission and torque
ConVerters

to

Fourth Quarter
AUT 132 Brakes 1
AUT 142 Steering & Suspension 8ysteth5
AUT 143 Automotive Accessories
AUT 111 Automotive Diagnosis & Repair
ECO 100 Cohsumet Economics

x

PIIY 111 Applied Physics
DAM 142 Steering, Clutches, Brake System and

track System
DHM 125 Accessories
DAM 144 Truck Servicihg and Troubleshooting

ECO 100 Consumer Economics'

SQ.7.

.

nn bate

Distri
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Course Number
Course Title

Electrical SYstems I
.

Lecture hours
per week 4

Lab/Shop/Clinic.
hours per week

AUT 112

'Prerequisite

Quarter credit hours
1

6

(Equivalent semester hou'e.s

Fundamentals of Automotive Electricity

Catalog course description An advanced stUdy is made of electrical systems,

components

and operat:ion._Thaluded_iii_thja_atudy_arprinted circuits_,
alternators and generators, various types of wiring including those used
on commercial YehiCles.
and diagnostic equipment.

All components are checked with modern testing
The student will demonstrate his mastery of

the subject by troubleshooting electrical systems and r4parinq based an
his findings:_
'Purpose of the course

To provide the student with the_knaledielleEnsam___

to diagnose ana repair any type of vehicle electrical system malfunction..

Required text(s) or other materials

Developed by

D.L. Watson

Automotive Mechanics, William H. Crouse

,.

Date

Date

Approved by

Academic Dean

May 25, 1981

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
PLAN OF INSTRUdTION
COURSE NUMBER: AZT 124
COURSE TITLE:

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS I
_

REFERENCES

TEXT CHAPTER MAJOR TOPICS
Automotive
Mechanics

WEEX OF
INSTRUCTION

MODE OF
INSTRUCTION

.

32-33

Electronic Ignition Systems
Theory and Diagnosis

1

Lecture/Lab

Ignition Oscilloscope Testing

2

DemonstratS,

33-42
44

Ignitiors System Tune-Up

3

29

Starting System
Diagnosis and Repair

27

Lead-Acid Batteries
Diagnosis and Servicing

31

Charging' Systems

31

Interpretation of Alternator
Oscilloscope Waveforms

31

Charging System Regulators
Diagnosis mid Adjustment

...3A_

34

Lab

4

Lecture/Lab

-

Lecture/Lab

5

Lab

6

Lecture/Lab

7

Lab

g

LeotttWtab

9

Leottre/
Demonstrati

10-11

Lecture/Lab

Diagnosis and Repair

Interpretation of Wiring Schematics
Electrical Accessories and Wiring
Diagnosis and Repair

and
to change accordIng to class progress
topics
is
subject
**Sequence of
.availability of lab projects.

50

r

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 124

CREDIT HOURS:

Four-

Electrical Systems I

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Students who successfully complete the above course will have demonstrated
the skills required to accomplish the following objectives:
1.

2.

3.

4.

1E:

Upon completion of reading assignments and lab projects, the student
will, using appropriate test equipment, troubleshoot, repair, and
make all necessary adjustments to a malfunctioning electronic i/nition system on a late model vehicle.
After careful study of appropriate reading assignments and instructOr
demonstrations, the student will correctly connect an oscilloscope to
a vehicle; perform the required test sequenr:e, evaluate test results,
and make necessary repair recommendations.
Given appropriate test equipment and a late acidel vehicle, the student
will perform a complete engine tune-up, making all necessary repairs
and adjustments to the manufacturer's specifications.
equip,
Giveh a malfunctioning autamotive starter and the proper test
ment, the student will diagnose and repair the defective unit according5
to manufacturer's specifications.
Using the required test equipment on a discharged automotive battery,
chargeable, or
the student will determine if the battery is gbod,
defective in ten minutes time.

6.

7.

connect the necessar
On a late model vehicle, the student will properly all repairs needed
test equipment, test the charging system an& make
to return the system to performance specifications.
correctly-conmect_an_Oscilloscope to an alternator
The student will
the problems flrdicharging system, interpret the waveform and list
cated, after instructor demonstrations.
assignments and lab projects, the
Upon completion of required reading
adjust as needed, a
student will correctly diagnose and repair or
specifications.
dcable-contact voltage regulator to manufacturer's
schematic, the student will
Given a late model automotive wiring
all electrical symbols
trace a typical accessory.circuit, identifying assignments and lecture
indicated, after completion of required reading
_

8.

9.

10.

demonstration, diagnose and repair
The student will, after instructor
circuit, using the proper schematic
a defective electrical accessory
and necessary test equipment.

S.
Instructor

Distribdtion Date

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Greenville, SC
Course Syllabus Cover.Sheet

Course Number
Course Title

Internal Combustion En ine Reconditionin
Lab/Shop/Ciinic
hours per week

Lecture hours
4
per week

Prerequisite

12

8
Quarter credit hours
(EquIvalent semester hours

None

The step p=cess of engine overhaul is accam
artici
throu fi class discussion and sho demonstrations with stUdent
Students are required to perform in all phases of "rebuild":
tion.
assembly.and "run" of
'cleaning speclflcations, pertinent measurement,

Catalog course description

unit.

.."Live" engines are utilized and made operational.

Purpose of the course
oft -

4r0

n

-.1

n

adiustinq all specifications and complytiqq_Assembly.
Classroom discussions and lab instrucEn inb will "run" satisfactoril

of all components

.

tion will be utilized.'
Required text(s) or other materials

Deye'led by

Lyie Stelter

Axdulmotive MleChanics, Crouse

Date

Date

Approved by
Academic Dean

7th Edition

June 2, 1981

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 121

CREDIT HOURS:

Eight

.

Internal Combustion Engine ReCondition

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Students who successfully complete the above course will have demonstrated the skills required to accomplish the following objectives:
1.

Given appropriate engine components and following lab demonstratiöns,
student will disassemble valve-train systems.and properly clean to
instructor's satisfaction.

2.

Using components as aSsigned and after lab demonstrations, student
will be able to recondition cylinder head valve guides to factory
specifications.

3.

Using engine cylinder heads and appropriate grinding equipment,
student will recondition valve faces and seats to factory specifications.

4.

Wlth appropriate manuals of specification and following instructor
demonstrations, student shall measurer adjust to specification and
assemble cylinder head valve systems.

5.

After specific instruction and lab demonstration% student shall
disassemble rod and piston.unit and inspect for serviceability.

6.

After lab demonstrations, using factory specifications, student
will be able to refit piston pins and specify piston re-sizing for
a given engine.

7.

8.

9.

10.

After insti-uctor's Jab demonstrations, student shall fit, adjust,
and measure gaps on piston rings and install according to manufactur-'
er's specifications.

After specific equipment demonstration and lab instruction, using
factory'manuals, student will be able to recondition engine connecting
rods to factory specifications.
Upon completion of textbook assignments, instructor lecture, and
lab presentations, student will be able to determine serviceability
d replace as necessary.
of connecting rod bearings
Upon completion of study ass gnments, instructor lectures, and lab
ine serviceability of crankshaft
exercises, student shall det
main bearings and replace as ecessary.
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Course Number

AUT 133

Course Title

Power Train 1

Lecture Hours
Per Week

Lab Hours

2

Prerequi site

.....1111=sr,

Per Week

6

Cuarter Credit Hours
4
(Equivalent Semester )rs)

None

Catalog Course Description A stlIdv of chaches, conventioial automotive
l: Lt d verdrives. Included are drive line with
- I!
:

un v rsal

oints

di

erentia s and rear axles.
stuaent
eac
o
tnese units.
E111-4.222neutarr.g.-.1-11-ttorebu
ow'

-

General Course Goals

ahe_atudent_xii,LkankLA _c_izzingilasjsmeration

of

appLicajole by the student to the servicing of these_unitp as necesgam.

Text(s)

Olt

ve

4

:

-

:

4

Prepared by

Date Witten

Approved by

Date Revised

Course First Offered 14

Approved by

-Wee Pt-'7'.esufent for Education

Course Deleted
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GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
PLAN OF INSTRUCIION
COURSE NUMBER: AUT 133
COURSE TITLE: POWER TRAaN,I.

REFERENCES
TEXT CHAPTER
51

MAJOR TOPICS

MODE OF
WEEK OF
INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION'

Propeller Shaft - its purpose,,designs
and construction (single and multiple

1

Lecture,
Doi* "Parts

shafts)
51

Universal joints - theory, construction
and service needs

1

Lecture,
Demo Parts

51

Drive line inspection, service and or
repair

2

Live Units
in Lab

45

Clutch - its purpose, designs,
constructions and service needs

3

Lecture,
Demo Parts'

46,

Clutch inspection, service and or repair

4

Live Units
in Lab

47

The manual transmission - its purpose
designs, constructions and service needs

5

Lecture,
Cut away
Units, Demo
Parts*

48

Manual Transmission inspection, service
'and or repair

MFG Manuals

MFG Manuals

MFG Manuals

6-7

Live Units
in Lab

8

Lecture,
Demo Parts

52

The rear axle and differential - its
purpose, designs, constructions, and
service needs

MFG
Manuals

Rear axle and differential inspection,
service, and or repair

9-10

MFG
Manuals

Completion, final closure, and or
review of projects and instruction
undertaken in the study of the power
train (minus engine)

11

Live Units
in

Live Units
in Lab

.

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 133

CREDIT HOURS:

Four

Power Train I

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES
will have demonstrated
Students who successfully camplete the above course
following objectives:
the skills required to accomplish the
the student will inspect
Given a vehicle with drive shaft in place,
, 1.
it as serviceable or unservicethe drive shaft assembly and classifyuniversal joint condition. In
able with respect to its phasing aad
student will state the
the event the shaft is serviceable, the have called fcr the shaft
phasing and joint conditions that would
assembly to be classified ls unserviceable.
2.

3.

cI
4.

5.

6.

-

assembly, the student
Given a vehicle with a defective drive shaft
except for
will remove and repair the drive shaft as necessary
be
subject
for specialized possible machine.shop operations which maycared for the shaft assembly
The student will have correctly correctly lubricated it
service.
while it was being serviced and will have
where necessary prior to the road test.
clutch, the student will
Given a vehicle with a questionably workingthe
semi-orifugal type
determine whether or not the clutch is of
as required by the clutch.
and then adjust the clutch pedaValearance found to be correct, the
If the' pedal clearance is initially
NOTE:
that would have required a
.student will describe the indications
correction of the pedal clearance.
student will analyze
Given a vehicle with a slipping clutch, the
perform the steps to be taken to
the clutch system and beable to
correct this defect of the vehicle.
coming from in or about
Given a vehicle which has unusual sounds
after
inspecting
the vehicle be able to
the clutch, the student will
is the 1) pilot bearing,
determine that the origin of the sound(s)
It is not
NOTE:
2) throw-out bearing, and/or 3) transmission.
time in one
appear
at
the
same
common for all of these sounds to
the student will identify what sound(s)
vehicle. This being the case,
and be able to describe the
are heard relative'i_o this objective
not heard at this time.
procedures to_identify those sounds which are
photos) of Saginaw and Borg Warner
Given sectional views (drawings or
or Muncie four-speed transmissions
types of three-speed and Warnerpositions
or speeds, the student will
shown in each of their gearing
each of the given sectional
correctly trace the power flow through
procedure
- the student should,
views. NOTE: The above is an exam etc. be able to perform the same
for purposes of stody, dJscuesion,
Ih
typs
m1i111
through the use of live and/or cutaway It
listed above.

'TERMINAL OBJECTIVES
AgT 133 Power Train I
Page Two
7.

Given a vehicle with a malfunctioning gear shift system, the student
will be able to determine the cause(s) of the malfunction, repair
and/or replace any defective parts as necessary, and:adjust the system
to operate (or be operable) as the vehicle manufebturer's designers
-intended.

8.

Given a transmission (in vehibleor out) (manual or automatic) with
a faulty extension housing bushing, the student will replace the
bushing, complete without removing the extension.housing from the
transmission.
NOTE:
This operation will be applicable only to those
tranEmissions for which the neCessary special tools are available.

9.

Given a differential assembly, the student will be able to produce
a tooth contact pattern and then, based on the appearance of the
pattern, determine what gear adjustments are necessary for-acceptable
performance of the gears per theit design limits. Prerequisite to
this objective is the students ability to reccgnize an ideal pattern
and deviations from the ideal.

10.

Given the terms "backlash" and "preload as applied to the differential
assembly, the student will define-each term.

11.

Given a serviceable full floating rear axle assembly, the student
will demonstrate the removal and replacement of one of the axle shafts
through performance of the operation.'

.

12.

Given a semi-floating rear axle assembly wlth bearing pressed on
shaft, the student will. perform the complete operation of bearing
replacmient from the removal of the axle to its replacement.

13.

Given a semi-floating rear axle assembly with bearing pressed in
housing tube, the student will perform the complete-operation of
bearing replacement from the removal of the differential cover to
and including the lubrication of the differential.
,
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Automatic Transmission Systems

(727.nT: =RS: Tb-ee
TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

2tudents who successfully complete the above course will hav
required to acComplish the following objectives:
.. .

2.

demonstrated'

Given five different samples of automatic transmission f uid (each
on its own service dip-stick), the student will, subject o further
testing as necessary, be able to make a preliminary diagn sis of
the condition of .each of the subject transmissions by rel ting the
conaitians of the fluids and dip-sticks to conditions wit in the
transmissions.

Gtven a "serviceable" transmission and torque converter a separate
units, the student will correctly assemble the converter ith its
4-.-ansmission.

,
_

-

4.

Given an automatic transmission off engine, the student w
the unit to the engine coMpletely and correctly in the fi
durtng whiah bolts and nuts are being applied to complete
ment. NOTE: The only function of the nuts and bolts is
the fully mated units together. Any other nut or bolt ap
may destroy.engine aad/or transmission.

11 attach
st att4,,-zt
the att.r.e.1

sec=c.
liod force

Given the three elements ef a planetary gear set/ the stu ent will
inputs
.eenteulate than sd that the set will convert the student'
(3)
Overdrive,
a
d
(4)
o outputs of (1) reduction, (2) direct,
reverne at the studenter dnmand.
Given an automatic transmtesion oil pumpiwthe student wil
it, inspect it, identLfy any defects and correctly reass

E.

dismantle
'e it.

Gtven an eil delivery sleeve with total sealing (interlocAing) metal
eeals, tho student will demonstratethecorrect technique 'to =ace:::
remove, replace, and lock the seals in their correct pos.tions
seals =ast survive their installation without fractu ie or distcr.

t;^n.
7.

S.

Given a complete but disassenbled clutch drum component, the student
will be able to comeletely and cortectly assemble the pa ts to form
a unit which can be air tested to prOve that it is servi cable.
Given stages in the assembly of a'transmission at which
bearings or thrust washers are and are not reauired, the
will .coint out the sites which require the installation
bearings or washers m14, those sites which require that t
or washers be omitted. YOTZ: The student may be actual
the assembly while pointing out the sites.

51 .°
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.

C.

Given a servo, the-student will disassemble it, inspect fmr"and
replace any defective oarts, re.issanble and test it to prove it
is serviceable.

Given a srag or,overrunning clutch, the student will disassemble
insDect for-and relDlaco anyYdefeCtive parts, reasserble and".
test it to be certain that it will rotate or lackyhen torqued in

the co--m* d'-ections:
Given a governor, the student will be able to recognize it for..
what it is and be able also to describe its reactions to the
hydraulic'and centrifugal forces which are imposed on it.
12.

Given velacles with and without -modulator problems, the student
will analyze each and identify the Modulator(s) i need-of services
such as adjustf reoair, 4nd/or replace. NOTg: This process vou'ld
elimlnate those which are serviceable and need no further attention.
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Al

'Automotive

1

Fundamental hydraulic principles
and theory

Film: Hy-

Lecture/FL:3=

FunCamentals
(Chrysler Co.).

Bulletins:
aker State

1

Transmission fluids - theory,
inspections, and service

Lecture/
Bulletins

';var T-2000
2

Lecture/Parts
Demonstration

2

Lect-Je/,a-ts
Demonstration

Oil' pumps - theory, inspections,,and
service

2

Lecture/Parts
Demonstration

'Planetary gears - theory, inspqctions
and service

3

Lecture/Parts

Clutches - construction, ope;&tion,
inspecti6n and service

3

Lecturc,/Pa-t:!:
Demr,ns.6rat4c-,

Bands and servos - construction, operations, inspection and Service

3

Lectu-e/-ts

Accumulators - theory, inspection and
service

4

Lecture/Parts
Demonstration

4

Lecture/Parts
Demonstration

4

No ToNt

Transmission controls - driver operatedautamatic

Lecture/Parts
Demons'-,-aion

Torqueflite
aPlor book

Valve body, governor, modUlator - theory
inspection, and service,

5

Lecture/Color

Fluid coupling - theory, inspections,
and service

C:ian.
49
-

rp. 49

Torque converter and service

e ry, inspections,
I

,

:nstructor,
710 Trny."ChP-3.

49

Chan,.

4,9

^ha.). 49
,

7nstructor,

"^

-%

_

'Sprag and overrunning cluttches - theory

4'9

Demonstration

Demonstration

in=ection and service
Ths.1.-*uctor,

Co.)

Book, Slic;os

r:--TYSTnUTON
-

7.';)

Au'zomatic Trartsmission Systems

:=2MYCES
:.:.;i:2TER

.or-zuTflite
color book.

MAJOR TOPICS
Diagnosis/troubleshooting - theory
and inspections

WEEK OF
INSTRUCTION
5

MODE OF
INSTRUCT:CN

Lecture/Color
took, Slides

1::hrys1-.-... Co.

h7.n.

3
&
.Y.anuals

Service applicatiaas of tEe above
instruction via servicing live units
which are in need of repair/service

6 - 11

Laboratory
Servicing of
Defective
Units - Live

,:nce of .t.opics is subject to change due to a7ailability of lab projects.
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5
wo-k

hoursper week

3

Quarter credit ho..
(Equivalent semest,

hous

'None

of the fundamental h draulic laws
their application to automotive brake systems. Students will
perfc=u.ng periodic preventative maintenance, rebuilding hydraulic

Crtz...102, cottrse description A

systerts, ret,lacing

t*::0 colzr,.

stu.,

brake shoes and servicing the disc brake systs.-.s.

To provide the

student

with the necessary tec.,hnicc.:

skills to do a como'etc,
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Six

Brakes I

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES
will kave demonStu'dents who successfully complete the above course
following
objectives:
strated the skills required to accomplish the
will name and
After appropriate classroom study, the student works.
describe how each part of the hydraulic brake
2.

3.

4.

5 -.

will disassemble,
Given an automotive wheel, cylinder,,the student
specifications.
hone, inspect, and reassemble to manufacturer's
4.
disassemble,
Given a defective master cylinder, the student will
manufactuF.er:s.specifications-.
hone, inspect, and reassemble to
demonstration, the
After necessary textbook study and instructor within the manustudent will inspect and Machine a brake drum
facturer's tolerances.
rotor, the
Given a l'ate mcdel vehicle with a-defective brake
usincstudent will inspect and recondition the unit as necessary
'-the app,-opriate ecu4pment.

0.

7.

C.

grind the shoes
Give; a set of brake shoes, the student will arc
to match a reconditioned brake drum.
disassemble, insPect,
Given a disc brake caliPer, the student will
hone, and reassemble it.
of equilizer valves
Tke student will name and describe the purpose
and warning devices.
disassemble, 4-s-c,r"Given a power brake unit, the student will
and repair the unit to manufacturer's specifications.

will overhaul the
Given a vehicle ith drum brakes, the student
indicated.
brake system repairing and/or replacing all parts as
the
Given a disc brake vehicle, the studentwilltroubleshoot
parts as
and/or,repair
all
defective
system and rePlace
necessary.
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Fuel Systems
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Troubleshooting Automotive Electrical
Ecuipment
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m*-oubleshooting Emission Control Systems
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I1
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t

Automotive'Engine Prei:entive Maintenance
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Engine Tune Up Diagnosis
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Automotive Chassis Diagnosis
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GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 131

CREDIT HOURS:

Four

Automotive-Diagnosis and Repair I

TERMINAL.OBJECT/VES
Students who successfully complete the above course will haved4emonstrated the skills required to acccmolish the following objectives:

Given an engine with a typical mechanical failure and the
necessary test equirment, the otudent will diagnose and repair
as required.
2.
,

On a late model vehicle with a fuel s7stem malfunctim, the
student will diagnose the problem and repair as indicated.

3.

Given an automotive electrical problem, the student 'ti ll troubleshoot and repair as needed.

4.

Given a faulty emission control system, the student will troubleshcbt a.ad repair to meet manufacturer's specifications.

5.

The student will list and demonstrate preventive maintenance
procedures.on a typical automotive engine.

6.

Given a late model'vehicle with a:misfiring engine, the student
will diagnose and tune engine to meet manufacturer's specifica..z

7.

The student will diagnose a given automotive chassis problem
and repair to manufacturer's specifications.

0
v

Given an automotive safety device problem, the student will diaqnose

.

and -epa4- as ,leede.d.
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GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
COURSE TITLE:

AUT 142

CREDIT HOURS:

Three

Automotive Accessories

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Students who successfully complete the above course will have demonstrated the skills required to accomplish the follawing objectives:
The student will draw a simple air conditioner system and name
the five basic parts.
The student will describe the purpose and nse of air conditioner
control units.

2.

3.
i

Given a vehicle with a typical air conditioner system, the student
will inspect, evacuate, charge, and leak-test the system using the
necessary test equipment.

4.

Using the necessary test equipment,the stuaent will diagnose a
typical air conditioner system problem.

5.

The student will remove and replace.air conditioner parts.

6.

Given a comnres,sOr and the-necessary tocils, the student will remove
and replace t1,4 front seal after inspection.

7.

Upon completion of assigned textbook study and laboratory demOnstration, the student will demonstrate the use of air conditioner
services and repair ecuipment.

8.

Given a defective Power window or seat system, the student will
diagnose the problem and rePair as necessary.
Given a vehicle defective cruise control system, the student will
dia7nose and rePair as necessary.

,

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF GREENVILLE-COUNTY.

Appendix

GR.MNVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

1

School District of
All Administrators, Stiffs andlaculties, The
Greenville County and Greenville Technical College

--TO:

SUBJECT:

Procednres for
Application and Implementation of the Policies and
of'
the Articulation of Similar Vocational Training Programs
Instruction

and Greenville
7Since 1976, The-School District-of Greenville County
articulation of
Technical College have been working toward making the
Throngh joint
viable
and
*valid
reality.
vocational eimmttion-programs a
The School
efforts iv. the Occupational Education Articulation Program,
College
fully
District of Greenville County-and Greenville Technidal
the purposes of the
support the concept of articulation and agree upon
articulation program.
,

joint effort
This Policies and Procedurei Guide has been developed as a
Greenville Technical
\ of The School District of Greenville County and
individuals
representing
the institutional
\College with the assistance of
and
eaminictrative units, involved faculty., and the local business
Guide
is
designed
to
industrial community. The Policies and Procedures
of vocational training
assist the articulation of very similar programs
posv..seclndary,
public,
vocational training
between the secondary and
institutions in Greenville County.
for the
Appreciation is expressed to participants at both institutions
joint effort of this endeavor.

Hall
Superintendent
The School District -of
Greenville County

J.

.

.

Thomas E. Barton
President
Greennille Technical Coll
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Appendix D

TASK FORCE COMMITTEE
AGREEMENT TO 'ARTICULATE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
.

.

s a-system-whereby-secondary and
p ov
instructors can_pooperate effectiVely in,providing a
occapational-development program where the level and
tional training that leads to entry-level employment
clear to instructors, other educators,'students, and
employers.
Ar iLu14 aAJI

post-secondary
continuous
type of vocaskills will be
potential

The concept of articulation and the articulation program are supported
fully be The School District of Greenville County and Greenville
.Technical College which.have agreed upon a statement of purpose for
the articulation of similar vocational education programa in Greenville
County.
The articulation program in Greenville County is a_joint effort of The
School District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College
to develop a continuous program Of vocational training so that students'
may continue their career preparation without loss of time or waste of
effort in repeating.tasks which haVe been learned previously and
demonstrated. Articulation-program activities are'designed to help remove unnecessary gaps or overlap in siudent learning w*ch may occur
when a student completes a secondary vocational prograt arid continues
career development at the post-secondary level in a similar occupational
To implement articulation,,instructor representatives from the participating institutions have met as'a task force committee to develop this
articulated, performance-based instruction guide which describes the
secondary vocational program and which.provide-s the parameters for
vertical artiCulation.

Vertical articulation shallinclude recognition of the occupational
competencies demonstrated by secondary graduates of articulated
vocational programs.
It is agreed that...

The task force committee instrdctor xepresentatives from The School
District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College mutui2ly
recognize the value of occupational education provided by each
institution.
The task force committee instructor representatives will take the necessary actions, approved by their adminiStrations, to ensure that this
agreement to articulate is fulfilled includina interpreting the program
to students.

114,

It is understood that.periodic review of the articulated task objectives,
performance actions, minimum standards, and outcome-referenced measures
will be necessary to ensure that a valid training program is serving
the needs of the community and the students.
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participant hereby agrees to notify the
argach task farce commitiee
articulated, performancebased
Vbthers of any changes which modify the
that each articulation
vocational program deScribed in this guide so
may be revised
guide, and
training ifiGreenvi e
mutually so that articulated occupational
outlined in this guide;
minimum
standards
conform
to
the
County will

w.hereapprop-r-am,

the necessary framework for
This agreement to articulate establishes
lateral as well as vertical articulation.
AGREED UPON BY THE TASK FORCE COMMITTEE

PARTICIPANTS ON THIS DAY,

Api.'L ZO ,ficrig
dat4

Institution School

^

110.01

milM11111111,11411N
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Appendix g

PHILOSOPHY OF ARTICULATED, PERFORMANCE-BASED INSTRUCTION GUIDE.DESIGN

The design of the articulated, performance-based instruction guides'
and the articulation Torogram is based on a philosophy that the
vocational education curriculum should be for career training.with
the
few fringe_onbn-related subjects. The student should be given The
basis to do useful skilled work upon graduation and employinent.
vocational program graduate should have a background which willallow him/her to learn and advance as rapidly as possible on the job,
but it should not include subject matter which will nbt be applicable.
to his/her work for years. When subject matter is introduced that
put
will not be applicable to the graduate's work for years, it may
be
that
the
tpe graduate out of perspective. The result might
graduate may try to force applications which do not exist, simply
Thus, the purpose
because the information is in,his/her repertoire.
of vocational training by the articulated, performance-based indtruction guides is to prepare graduates for successful entry into a
skilled trade.

To ensure that the design of the articulated, performance-based
instruction guides is conforming to the philosophies of both the
periodic
secondary and post-secondary institutional participants, a
review of the.guide design and philosophy is recommended.

PURPOSES OF THE'ART/CULATM INSTRUCTION GU/DE

The axtiaulated iastruction objectives guide are is: expected to serve
the following purposes:

Theguide serves as.the primary-vehicle for the articulation of
subject matter-in. similar vocational training programs between the
vocatianaL education carters, high schools, aud Greenville'Technicel
College through use by- instructors JA: both levels as a reference in
preparing instruction.
2.

The guide provides a listing of the minimum tasks that a stddent or
worker is expetted to perform in- the conduct-of a specific level
job im the area.of vocational training or work. of concern.
tra guides identify the primary- detailed instruction objectives,
perfOrmance obIectives which are based upon the tasklistings. The
tasks are Listed in the paquelce of complexity, with the least
complex tufa being listed first-, except where a task muStbe performed
as a prereqmisite to performance of another task.

4.

The guides identify-the tasks performed (actions, stepsv/Sets of
skiI1%) and related technical information which must be taught and
Learned to acconplish each majorinstruction objective. The tasks
'performed represmat the'minimue skills aRd. relatesilnformation
required for adequate oCcupatianal proficiency in the performance
objectives.'

5. /beguiles designate the ine=uctional contact houis necessary ta
provide the reTLired.lzstruction, as required by appropriate educational agencies or offices and as estimated by the iastructorparticipants on the Vocational Articulation Project Task Forces,
=Abased an the time required. to teaeh the average learner to
perform the task. The time estimated is based on having-the essential
equipment, facilities and instructional aids required to provide
the instruction, whenever-the class size is tfmited to am acceptable
number.

6« The_guides identify the performance standards to be met for occupational proficieacy in the task. Performsnce standards used are
those cansidered to be minimum business or industry standards. The
ability to meet the listed standards of performance will, be considered
as qualification for advanced instruction in the vocational program.
7.

The guides provide direction in the conduct of sequential vocational
competency instruction by modules or job tasks, rewilting in qualitication by eae learner to perform limited skill specialist jobs of
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progressively higher skills until the program objective is reached,
(i.e., fiLa clerk to erecutive secretary, etc.). As the student
becomes proficient in the performance of tasks in successively =re
marketable competencies are gained 'and ma..y kis
complex modules,

=re

1-riftlitified-Alower4ob qualifications of a stmcialist.

Through- this Procedure*, even the slower student is provided aft

oppormanity to eventually gain sufficient sk.4-11.; ta perfOrm

field,

adequaiely as. a specialist at some level in the vocational
even it the student is unable to nom:pieta the total. prop= of

training.
Th. standardized sequgtnast. of-Activities

'a

the vocational

instraction modules 411 far:Jai:tate Lateral articulation beroseit
vocational. education centers, in the School District a6:4. will.
splify vertical articulation. when. =Ai:run is continued' at
Greenville Technical C011ege articulating to employers.
8. The guides provide a. descriptive listing of equipment required to
conduct the pros= of vocational. tratrrfrtg. Me equipment listed
is- considereeto be, tht type and. quantity -essential for the conduct
of instruction to prepare students for. entry-Lavel .employment
the vocational. field. It may. be necessary to delay teaching, some
taska 'involving. special equipment,. if than equipment is not available az alt instructional. sites,. or- to =ve students and equipment
together as necessary to tea& skills.

in

The guide provides information aboitt requirements or liatitations

9.

that typically- are involved. in the performance of the task,

environmental. conditions and physical demands,. and able to perform.
the. task.

10. The guides provide a list of standardizid performance test items/
and,. outcome-referanceii measures to be used, in the determination of

vocational. proficiency-. As long as the specifics are:not provided,
the test items listed cannot be compromised. easily and could serve
as study guides.

U. The tasks

listed in the guide arm the mini= requiremente for job

qualification under average circumstances in a regional market. It
is understood than therm may be unlisted talks than some employers
may require. the worker to do in the occupation, when in their
employment. In addition, there may be mili ited tasks, such as
mental process tasks, that are not stated but that may occur and
that should, be considered in. instructional 'planning or tasting.

.

Instructors may taach sktTT I and related technical information
other than what is shown in. the guides. novlsion of additional
information should be liadted to the students who have completed
the raquirements for the tasks emphasized in the instructional
should be based on task
guides. The change of tasks in. the guides
force co=ittee agreement to ensure lateral and vertical
articulation.
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It is expected that there will be updating and correction of items
in the articulated instruction guide. .Participants are to be sure
that the contents are valid and consistent with business and industry
requirements. Recommendations should be submitted to the Vocational
Articulation Progran gffice Which will assemble,and present thei to
the appropriate committee for ravieW and possible adoption.
13.

14.

Typical17, the teacher/instructor should not plan to conduct instruction .
in a.given articulated module unless the capability exists to
conduct all of the instruction to meet the tastructional objectives,
.with the result that the successful student is qualified to perform
the tasks identified within the module.

An underlying philoSaphy invocational trafnIng iS that it is
better to prepare the student ta be fully qmalified to perforn all
of the task's ia a Limited group of modules tn a vocational field
and be qualified at a lower job.level rather than to be only fAmiltar
with a Large number of task descriptions or duties and qualified to
perform =2 of them fully. For higher levels of job quAltfication
beyond the secOndary level, the student or worker is eacouraged to
enroll at Greenville Techaical College.

15. Generally, vocational programs will include certaia basic modules
or courses of instruction without which the student would not be
Basic modules
considered vocatibnally qrAt4fied at any level.
typically-will be identified and taught early ta the program sequence.
16.

The instruction guides provides information essential to help the
vocational student who campletes trainiag at the secondary Level
and. continues career development trainiag at the post-secondary
level ia a.si7111)Ar program receive appropriate credit for the
articulated vocational trainiag that has been mastered at the
secondary level.

Appendix G

DEFINITIONS OF TEEMS

The following definitions of terms are applicable to the articuaated,
performance-based instruction gui4es developed as'products of the -_.
Occupational Education Articulation Program..
Behavior:

The actiona of a person -(specifically, job or job training
actions). Behavioral actions include both overilthise
that can be observed, and covert, those,not observable
ottwardly. Performance may be interchanged with behavior
in the project. (See also Performance Actions).
.

4[2

Concept:

A group of ideas that may be classed together or that are
similar.

Criteria:

A. standard by which performance may be measured, usually
considered the minimum standard.

Domain:

A cluster of related jobs.

aw

Oae of the distinct major activities involved in the work
peeormed and comprising related tasks.

Evaluation:

Rhen comparison is made between a measurement and a standard....
and judgment4s passed on the.comparison.

Item:

A single stimulus or stimulus pattern that calls for a
single response or set of responses. It is one sample of
behavior or performance. The response may be simple or
complex.
.

Job:

The duties or tasks actually performed by a specified
individual.

,Knowleda:

In this project, knowledge refers to acquired covert
behavior WhiCh- facilitates skills and performance, such
as the theoretical information of what shouldlbe done
under given'circumstances, and in'what order of sequence
performance should occur to accomPlish the objective.

Measurement:

Module:

The procesc of determining the extent some characteristic
is associated with the,stident.

Modules ir the pilot Drafting and Business and Office
Education curriculum modifications in the Occuptianal
Education Articulation Program have been designed to
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__

.

coincide secondary level trP.uning with post-secondary
leveLsimilar areas of training.

Another method of developing modules might be for module
to represent an identifiable, complicated task or job
.aree,involiring a-number of sub-tasks such as "Elect
Systems" tn Automotive Mechanics.
Yorm-referenced Evaluation: In norm-referenced evalmation, measures
dependent on a relative standard. :least:des craiiiii-t]he
capabilities of one student to those of other stu4ents.
4.

Oblective:

(See Performance Objective) A stated dosired'outcome of
trA474,1g or the end result of'the job, task,*Iir pea-ormance actions. Objectives referred to in this Project
Jaill be terminal objecti7es, generally representing a
spettLfic job function.,

-o

Occuuational Education:. An organized sequence of learning experiences
consisting of vocational theory, practice, and-ailftf-4taught to students on a regular or systematic basis.*
Standards of the Delegate Assembly (Atlanta:
SouthtrnAiiociation of Coll ges and Schools, Commission
on Oceupationel Education, December, 1972) p. 12.

*Referee=

Outcome-referenced Evaluatidn: Outcome-referienced, or criterionzreferenced, measurement pra7ides a siandard
meat for-the individual as compared with specific behavioral
object-lams and therefore provides information about the degree
of competence attained by 'the student.

The outcome-referenced measure is a performnce or other
measurabased upon a performance.objective, the accomplishment of which measures attainment of that objective.
Performance:

Performance is used in this project to refer to a job or
task. which results from a sat of sequential actions or steps.

Performance Actions: A. series of steps, generally arranged in a sequence
ordinarily followed, which when, completed may result in
the accomplishment of a performance objective'(performance of a task).
Performance actions may be referred to as a set or sets .
of skills, fmactions, or steps. V-TEC (Vocational-Technical
Education Consortium of States) catalogs generally describe
performance actions in'the "performance guide" of their
format.

Articulated

Performance-based Instruction Guide: A comprehensive collection
of performance objectives, performance actions to obtain
those objectives, suggested hours for.tustruction (for
planning,purpmses), performance standards, relatel technical

information, and outcome-referenced measures,.. as well as
general secondary-level and post-secamdary level description's
of similar, courses for the purposes of atA4n lateral and
vertical articulation con erning the subject area.
Performancwsbased (competence-based).
Performance-based Instruction:
instruction is based on the coMpetencieiror taiks OerfOiied
Everydaing in a performance-based
by orp-the-job workers.
instruction system is made public beforehand. There are
110 surprises for student,°teadher, counselor, or employer.
"When the.student begins a program, informationds available
to' tell the student exactly that competencies are expected
to be.deVeloped.as a result ofthe imstractionai program,
how and- against What-standards or criteria the student.
will be evaluated, and how the student's competencies
will be communicated to the student, instructors, ind_to
,employers. A.performance-based instructional system
tellS the student amictly -what thestudent must learn,
teaches the student that skill or knowledge, and then

tests =mastery of that specific competence.
Performance Objective:

.

A. statement in precise, measurable terms.of...a

particularbehavior to be exhibited bya learner ander.
specified conditions. It possesses eadh of the elements
or Characteristics specified below:
Conditions *under whidh the performance is to take. place.,

.

Behavior Desired or etpected of the studeut' (things to be
done, the. perforMance desired).

Standards to determine how well the performance is to be
done (criteria).
.

Performance Test: A performance test requires the student to demonstrate.
(master) the desired behavior of the objective (accomplish
a job -like'ktask) under controlled conditions and according
to predetermined.standards. The controlled conditions
allow the student to demonstrate the desired behavior and
the conditions remain consistent fr= student to student.
Skill:

Primarily, skill refers to overt, observable performance,
however, it is recognized that there are covert skills
required in some performances.

Step:

Step is used to refer to a task or action, generally as a
sequence of steps involved in the accomplishment of a
performance objective or job.

Systems Approach: The systems approach to instruction emphasizes the
specification of instructional objectives, precisely
controlled learning experiences to achieve the objectiVes,
criteria forTerformance, and evaluative information.

A task is a-set of skills (set or sets of functions,
actions, or steps) the student must perftirn to-accomplish
logithe job (training). A task may be described as a
cally related set of actions necessary or required to
complete the job oblective. Several tasks could be
referrid to as aduty.
(objective)
Task Analysis: Task analysis is breaking dawn a learning task
mastered-as-4into componAnt tasks each of which, must be
prerequisite to mastery of the tataljob.
Task List:

Test:

i listing of tasks (performance objectives) performed by
ir.cumbent workers (students in training) within-a-domain
of interest '(course of study).
Am event during whiCh the sthdent is askad to demonstrate
-Itcan ba a
same aspect t&-knawledge or skill is a test.
-single test item, blit usually it consists of several
items.
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Apperidix H

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSWERING OUTCOME-REFERENCED TE8T ITEMS

:

Typically, eeven (11) different types of outcome-referenced testa
items may be used in the-competency test.
1.
2.
3.
4:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

True-False
Completion (Fill-in Blanks)
A Combination of True-False and Completion
Multiple-Choicd
Matching
Identification
Short' Answer

Long Answer
Program Product of Performance Test
Simulated Performance Test
Actual Performance Test

An example of each type of test item is included. Carefully study
the illustration test item and the directions for answering the
question. These directions will not be given again. Your test
questions may vary slightly in the cprmat, however, the instruction
should be applicable. Where'neceFsary, the inStructor will supplement these instructions for answering outcome-refc4renced test items.
Do not 4uess. Guessing does not add to your knowledge, even If you
happen to guess-right. If you do not know the answer skip the test
item and go to the next question. Remember: Enter,your, answers in
the blanks provided on the separate answer sheet, if used.

1.

2.

TRUE-FALSE
Directions:

Read the statement carefully. Decide whether
it is true or false. Answer by marking T or F
in the blank provided to the right (or, if answer
sheet requires, mark "X" in the appropriate (T)
or (F) parenthesis, or "circle" T or F).

Example:

Lumber shrinks across the grain
of the board.

(T)

(F)

COMPLETION (Fillin 'Blanks)
Directions:

Complete the statement by printing on the blank
line the word or words which make .7. complete
and correct-statement.

Example:

Proper edge spacing will restrict
and ensure good weld
?
penetration.

distortion

3.

COMBINATION OF TRUE-FALSE/COMPLETION.,
Directions: --, If the statement is correct, in the parenthesis_
mark (T1 or answer true, as required. If the
statement is incorrect, mark (F) in the parenthesis and .fill.in the blank pr6vided with the
approprdate word or terT, which, if substituted
for the underlined word; would make thei
btatement correct.
Example:

A pantry chef usually is the head
chef's first assistant.

(F)

(T)

4.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE

a.

Directions:

You are given three or four choices from which
to make a complete and correct statement. In
the blank answer space provided, write in the
"letter': indicate the best choice.

Example:

The head chef's first assistant is
a

?

a.

junior chef
sous chef

,b.

.

c. " pantry cook
b.

Negative Answer Multiple-Choice
Directions:

If the multiple-choice qUestion included the
word EXCEPT, you should look for the choice
that does not fit the question. Read the entire
question carefully beforle you choose your
.

answer.

Example:

All of these could dause high
starter curreht draw EXCEPT:
a.
b.
c.
d.

work starter bushifig

bad starter relay
grounded field coils
grounded armature

5.

MATdHING:
Directions:

Example:

For each given'item in the left hand column,
match it with the appropriate item from the
right hand column. Write the letters of the
correct or best answer in the appropriate,
blanks.

Match these metric terms on the left with their
proper equivalents.
'b
c
a

6.

deca
meter
kilo

a.
b.
c.

thousands
tens
units of length measurement

IDENTIFICATION
Directions:

Identify each labeled part of the illustration
below and write the name next to the appropriate
letter in the blank provided.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

7.

.

base metal
molten metal
arc
electrode

gas shield
slag

SHORT ANSWER
Directions:

'Write the tlorrect answer in the blank provided.

Example:

What type of electrode is best for
vertical and overhead welding?

fast-freeze

LONG ANSWER

8.

Using as.few wordS as possible, write the answer
'to the question in the blank provided,.

Directions:

What should be done if the electrode welds
fast to the work?

Example:

°

"Electiode should be broken loose by twisting
or bendinr %he holder.".

9.

PROGRAM PRODUCT OR PERFORMANCE TEST
Definition:,

Concrete project or production accowplishments
HialiTTraining are used to test knowledge or
skill. Typically, test pressures are missing
and the stUcieht may have had help in completing
the task:

Directions:

Instructor will observe student during training
and by checklist or rating scale will rate
student's performance or knowledge.

Example:

Given an oVen.for baking, food items, and'necessary implements and equipment; load the oven
with foods to be baked: All items on.a checklist
used to rate performance must receive an acceptable rating. The task must be accomplished
within 15 minutes.
CHECKLIST
(Load Oven Racks)

.
.
.

.

5.

ACTIVITY
Gathered needed_supylies.
Used needed supplies.
Pulled oven rack partially
out while loading.
Stacked oven shelves 8 371727gE
a.art for bakin..
Placed food on rack so that
heat circulated ade.uatel
Followed appropriate safety
recautions.
.

.

RATING
Unacce2Laple
Acceptable

.

10.

C.

SIMULATED PERFORMANCE
Definition:

11.

Contrived situation, resembling tasks the
graduate will be required to do on the job.
This orm/of test is useful for evaluating
transferable skills such as reasoniaawzattitudes,
and psychomotor skills necessary fbr occupational
success.

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE TEST
Definition:

Exhibits the advantage of realism, but may be
too late to heip either the student or the
vocational program correct failures.

Example:

Given an automobile with a leaking Rinion seal,
accesS to proper tools and equipment, replacement
parts andservice manual.; replace the pinion
seal according to manufacturer's reCommended
procedures. The job 'should be completed within
The manufacturer's specifications
2 hour:s.
must be met and the completed job 'must meet the
instructor's standards.

\\
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Appendix J

BINDER DESIGN
(Occupational Education Articulation Program)

The binder design is simple and straightforward.
Two triangular figures, in balance, represenv; the two institutions
participating in-articulation.
.

Two levels of training are represented by the placement of the
triangular figures and the identification of the two institutions.
Horizontal and vertical lines represent lateral and vertical
articulation.
The diagonal across the design represents the progressive movement
in career development for successful job performance.
The two figures are not closed when they face, but allow for
interaction and are linked by the document title: Articulated,
Pertormance-based Instruction Guide.
The binder des.gn was developed by Ed Henderson Jr., Coordinator,
Occupaional Education Articulation Program.

UNIT 1.0 - AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP MATH
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS
Task E.01

TRUE/FALSE
1.

Units of the English system cannot be converted to units
of the metric system.

2.

The most accurate measurements for general automotive work
are possible with a micrometer.

3.

Micrmneters are available with English cr: metric scales.

4.

The inside of a cylinder is measured with an inside micrometer.

5.

The space between two objects is measured with a feeler gauge.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1.

Which of the following is one thousandth of an inch:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Which of the following is/are metric system prefixes:
a.
b.

,p4
d.
3.

kilo
pilli
eenti
all of the above

The outside of a shaft is beat measured with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

1.0 inch
0.1 inch
0:01 inch
0.001 inch

an outside micrometer
an inside micrometer
a telescoping gauge
a dial indicator

A very small round opening is best measured with:
an In3ide micrometer
a telescoping gauge
c. ya small hole gauge
d.
a dial indicator

a.
b.

470
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Multiple Choice (Con't.)
5.

Runout is best' meaSured with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

an inside micrometer
an outside micrometer
a telesCoping.gauge
a dial indicator

IDENTIFY
On the following drawing of a micrameter, label the part identified
by blanks.

1-8.123
1-4.230
3-8.375
1-2.500

3240S.

.1 .0312 i

,

5-625
8.

3-4.750
Y-1.873
167H3.

3 .0937
lw 3 .1562 i
7 .2187 .

I .0423
3 1175

.' --......010ti.it..S.Srmiottirts,

9 .2112 i
11.3437 :

13.4082
13.4687

17.5312 1
17.'3577 /
21.6362 /
23.7157 ;

57-3125
.4373 muol.mAss.uS.A.
mast nius....
23.7812/
9 .3125
27.8437
11.6875
23.-9062
13.8123

15.9375 31.9887

NMIIIMMomalaM1.1.....,

B.

11

C.
D.

10.

E.

F.

G.
WIL Maw/A.,

H.

TASK E.03
Af/CRO/YfTCR READ/NO 7237 No. 1
THOUSANDTHS OF 4/1/ /NCH OP 7HC
FOLLOWING SETT/NOS ON THE ONE 41/CH MICRO/Y(7TR.,
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UNIT 1.0-F - AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

OUTCOM-REFERENCO TESTS

IDENTIFY

Refer to the following drawings and identify the tools marked with circled
letters. The correct terminology used in automotive mechanics (class
or textbook) must be used.

T-1-4
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UNIT 1.0-G - AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - FASTENERS
OUTCOME- REFERENCED TESTS

TRUE/FAISE
1.

A bolt is used in a threaded hole.

2.

A stud is a fastener with threads at both ends.

3.

A cotter pin .s used with a castellated nut.
NNOMINIIMIa

4.

Metric and English fasteners may be.interchanged.

5.

The strength of a fastener is given as a grade marking
or number.

IDENTIFY
The drawing below contains various fasteners used in automotive service
by
work.- Match the fasteners-circled with the appropriate terminology
the
placing the number next to the terminology in the blank next to
letters.

44.

a.

104,/

b.

Allibborn

C.

41)

d.

-?(?)

e.
f.

11M.NNIMMEIR..

nuomun

g.

out gi

h.

f

i.

j

k.
1.

0.111

1Flange-lock nut. 2Fillister head Macrine- screw. 3-8arrel prong nut. 4
Ivo. 7Carriago bolt. fir-Sting nut. 9-12.point head holt. 10.-Round
Wing nut. 5Cap screw.
head machine screw. 11Askew-head bolt. 12Single thread nut. 13Flanged nut. 14Cap screw. 15

Anchcr nut. 16Plain hex nut. 17Hex flange screw. 18Acern (cap) nut. 19Flat head screw. 20
Small flat head screw. 21Speed nut. 22Shoot metal screw. 23Locking nut. 24Key. 25-0Ilset (ec
centric) stud. 26rhin nut. 27Cotter pin. 28-5ocket head bolt. 29Locking nut. 30Wing nut. 31
Specialty nut. .n..7 Aeilred lock washers. 33Thumbscrew. 34Stud. 35Snap ring. 36Spring lack pin.
37Cross head machine scre.w.38Panel nut. 39FLanged hex slotted head screw. 40Split lack washer.

41Hex socket head bolt. 42Welded nut. 43Plow bolt. 44Clovis pin. 45Open top acorn nut. 46

n.

0

Closed top acorn nut. 47Square head cap screw. 48Woodrull key. 49Sell-tapping strew. 50Serrated
nut. 51Slotted nut. 52Set screw. 53Castle nut. 54Flot washer. 55,-Castle nut.

UNIT 1.0-H -,AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - SHOP PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TRUE/FALSE
1.

A repair manual ccvers several differen't makes of automobiles.

2.

A shop manual covers one model of vehicle.

3.

The moit detailed information is found in the repair manual.

4.

Prices charged for parts and labor are found in the flat
rate manual.
,

5.

A repair manual may be used to estimate a job.

\MULTIPLE CHOICE
\

1.

Measurements needed for repair are called:
a.
b.
c.

d.

2.

The book that comes with'a new car is the:
a.

b.
c.

d.

3.

owner's manual
shop manual
repair manual
flat rate manual

Repair procedurs for one type of car are found in the:
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

.

specs
specifications
both a and b
neither a nor b

owner's manual
shop manual
repair manual
flat rate manual

Repair procedures for several different makes of cars may be
found in the:
a.

b.
c.

d.

owner's manual
shop manual
repair manual
flat*rate manual

/
OW

/

-

..,/

fruit 1.0-H - AUTOMOTIVE MECHANI6S - Shop Practices and Procedures
.

5.

,

The most-up-to-date inform, atión may be found,,in the:
a.
'b.

c.

d.

owner's manual
shop manual
repair manual
serviceimilletin

//
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Date

Student'

Instructor's Check

Section,

PERFORMANCE JOBS SHEET USING SERVICE MANUALS'

Performances:

Looking Up Specifications"

Use the manual page reproduced below to look up the assigned specifications
at the Iftpm of this page. .

BRAKES
SECTION 5

TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS

.

.

Chevrolet
and 125"
W.B. Wigons

.
0

ChevelIe
and 116W.S. Wagons
and Monte

Camaro

24 ft. lbs.

Main Cylinder to Bonier

24 ft. Ws:

Vacuum Cylinder (o Dash
Push Rod to Clevis

25 ft. lbs.

Primary Brake Pipe Nut

150 In. tbs.
150 in. lbs.
400 in. lbs.

Secondary Brake Pipe Nut
Brake Line to Frame Screw
BAke Shoe Anchor Pin
Wheel 'Cylinder to Sacking Plate
Parking Brake Equalizer . ,
Parking Brake Assembly Attachment
Flex Hose to Wheel Cylinder
Tubing'to Flex HO3O
Caliper Mounting Bolt

..

Caliper .11013316$ Holt

Flex Hose to Caliper
Support Plate to Steering Knuckle (Upper Bola
Support Plate/Steering Arm to Knuckle Nuts .
Shield to.Steering Knuckle Nuts (Hold Bolt) . .
Shield to Steering Kntickle Bolt (Hold Nut) .
Pedal Mounting. Pivot Bolt (Nut)
Combination Valve Mounting

120 ft. lbs.
50 in. lbs.
60 in. lbs.
150 in. lbs.
120 In. tbs.
35 ft. iliet

24 ft. lbs.
24 ft. lbs.
25 in. lbs.
14 In. lbs.
150 in. lbs.
150 in. lbs.
100 ft. lbs.
120 ft. lbs.
N-450 in. lbs.

90 in. lbs.
100 in. lbs.
22 ft. lbs.

ft. lbs.
24 ft. lb's.
25 ft. lbs.
24

150 in. lbs.
150 in. lbs.
100 in. lbs.
120 ft. lbs.
50 in. lbs.
90 In. lbs.
100 in. lbs.

i20 in. lbs.

120 in. lbs.

35 ft. lbs.

22 ft. lbs.

22,.fr. lbs.

35 ft. tbs.
--,
22 ft. tbs.

140 in. Iti.i.

140 ft. tbs.

140 in. lbs.

'

-

100 in. lbs.

,
24 ft. lbs. 4 ft,. lbs.
24 ft. lbs. -24 (t. lbs.
25 ft. lbs. 22 (t. lbs.
14 ft. lbs.
14 ft. lbs.
150 in. lbs. 150 In. lbs.
150 in. lbs. 150 In. lbs.
tip in. lbs. 100 In. lbs.
120 ft. lbs.

50 in. lbs.
90 In. lbs.
100 In. lbs.
22 ft. lbs.
120 in. lbs.
35 ft. lbs.

22 ft.
140 ft.

Ras:

!lit

70 ft. lbs.
70 ft. lbs.

70 ft. tbs.
70 ft. lbs.
95 ft. lbs.

30 ft. lbs.'
150 ft. lbs.

Corvette

.

Carlo
..

Main Cylinthr.t.o Dash

Nova

95 ft. 033.

30 ft. lbs.
l50 in. lbs.

1.

Torque for Camaro vacuum cylinder to dash

2.

Torque for Nova push rod to clevis

3. ,Torque for Corvette main cylinder to dash
4.

Torque for Chevelle brake shoe anchor pin

5.

Torque for Chevrolet caliper, mounting bolt

6.

Torque for Corvette caliper housing boJt

150 in. lbv.

..

70 in. lbs.
100 In. lbs.
120 In. lbs.

70 ft. lbe.
130 ft. lbs.
22 ft. lbs.
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Unit 1.0-H
11110

Motor Company.
Using the following specifications page from a Ford
the
correct
answers
on
the
Specification Manual, supply
accompanying test.°
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Compression Prom,:
PSI (Sze Lave)le

Engine

(Ft -lh)

Firing Order

@ 2000 RPM

Cranking Speed

Compression Rano Bore and Stroke

Belt Tension

Oil Preuvre.Hot

'Ts

30.50
When cnetking
compression. take me

highest comprezion
reading and conipare
3.68 x 3 91

N A.

250

40.60

it to the lowest rad-

1.5.3

New

6.2 4

140

L;

.ef/

HO

mg. The lowet.1 miding

inuMbe within 75'ti
ul the hignest

0

Alt belts. Used belt is any in operation lor 10 minutes.

CYLINDER HEAD
'..alve Guide

i

igine

Valve

Valve

Valve

Stet Width

Seat

Sa
Runaatur

Arrangement
1Front to

1

Chamber

Diameter

Volume

_ (Standard

Ang:e

(Maximum)

Intake and

,

Intake

Exhaust

0.3115.0.3125

0.060.0 080

0 070 a oso

0

Rear)

.

;

E

(1 . (103

EI P I I.E

in an./

E

0.0015

and

I.I .E

I

I

overall

I

i

'

6 iochel
0.007

Exhamt 45"

62.4

200. 250

FSluadtnances

i

Exheust)

intake
59.4-

;

Gasket

Valve

Bore

Combuston

60.1q

CD Head Gasket Surface Finisn 8 M S

VALVE ROCKER ARMS. ROCKER ARM SHAFT, PUHRODS AND TAPPETS
Rocker
'

Rocker A'rrn

Arm

RocksearmArrn

Diameter

Valve

1

PPM

Lift

1

Ratio

;

Shaft 0.1

Engine

!

RA

;

!

(Maximum i

+ - Runout)

VALVE TAPPET OR LIFTE R

i

I

Standard

1

To Bore

Diameter

Collapsed

Hydraulic

Migrant.,

0

Tappet Gap

Litter

Allowable

Leakdown Rate
5.50 Seconds
Maximum.
Measured at 1116 mon !

200

0.020

0.7797.0.7807 0.783.0.784 r

250

0

1 50 1

;

0.8740.
0 8745

i

0 0007.

0 0027

plunger travel

'

0.079.
0 209

Desired

I

0.079-

!

0 !29

0.095

0.095.

0 195

0.1415

1

Wear Limo -0,005

VALVES

Valve

Valve Stem
'

Engine

To Valve Guide

Valve Head

Clearance

Diameter

Intake

Exhaust

Intake

Exhaust

Fact
Angle

'

,.

00010

0006
0 0025

200

I

1 381 ( 399

I 642 1 560

I 391.1 399

intake
me Exhalim

0.0027

2E0

0
0

-7'-

642 1.660

440

Near Limit 0.G055
Maximum 0 002

hive lace runcui

VALVES (Continued)

Intake

3'3 00.
0 3107
200
250

;

Valve Stem Diameter
0.015 Oversize
Exhaust
Intake
Exhaust

0.003 Oversize

Standard

Engine

Exhaust

Intake

0 3098.

03130.
03137

0.3105

0 3128-

0 3250.

33135

0.3257

0 32480 3255

0.030 Oversize

Intake

Exhaust

0 3400

0.2098
0 3405

a 34o7

Unit 1.0-H - Automotive Mechanics - Shop Practices and Procedures

COMPLFTION:

the given speci-

1.

The firing order used for engines covered b
fications is

2.

The valve seat angle given in the specifications is

3.

After installing a new fan belt on the vehicle, covered by the
given specifications, you allowed the car to warm up for twenty
Now you are ready to adjust
minutes to check the cooling system.
ft-lb
the belt tension.
You will set the belt for
of tension.

4. ''Do the given specifications cove- 4, 6, or 8 cylinder engines:

T-1-12
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UNIT 1.0-I - AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS - INTRODUCTION
TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

IDENTIFY
1.

This drawing shows a layout of a typical steering system.
Identify, with proper terminology, the labeled steering
linkage br placing your answer La the appropriate blanks
on the answer sheet.
a.
b.

...ma.m.11.,

C.
d.

5 tflING

e.

COLUMN

BALL JOINT
FRAME

STEERING

KNUCKLE

RELAY. OR
INTERMEDIATE ROD
TIE ROO

410

,

Unit 1.0-I - Automotive Mechanics --Introduction to Automtive
Systems (Con't.)

2.

Label the parts of this conventio61-Unitión system.

.1111=111111111.

ONNIIIIIM10.1

r-6
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Unit 1.0 - Introduction to Automotive Mechanics

Answer Sheet
Shop Math

Unit 1.0-E
True/False
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Multiple Choice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

anvil
spindle
lock nut
sleeve numbers
thimble marks
thimble
frame
sleeve long line

Unit 110-F
1.

a..
b.
c.
d.
e.

Tools and Equipment
ratchet box end
ratch open end
adjustable wrench
feeler gauge
torque wrench

T -1-Ans. 1
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e

Unit 1.0-F

Tools.and Equipment (Con't.)

Answer Sheet
f.

g.
h.
i.
J.
k.
-L.

9.

center puta7---slip joint plier
12 point tubing wrench
diagonal plier (wire cutter)
vise grip plier
ring compressor
cylinder head wrench

a.
b.
c.
d,
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

Unit 1.0-G

.

cross peen hammer
combination box and open igrench
standard length, double offset box
socket rachet handle
cotter pin puller
ball peen hammer
phillips head screwdriver
socket universal drive joint
socket speed handle
gear-puller
open end wrench

Fasteners

True/False
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Identify
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

wing nut
pal nut
spring nut
round head machine screw
speed nut
sheet metal screw
cotter pin

u
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Unit 1.0-G

Fasteners (Con't.)

Answer Sheet
f.

sheet metal screw

g.

cotter pil

h.

tooth locked washes

i.

stud

j snap ring
k.

spring lock pin

1.

cross head machine screw

m. - split lock washer
n.

woodtuff key
_

o.

-

set screw

Unit 1,0-H

Shop Practices and Procedures

True/False
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Multiple Choice

1.
2,
3.

4.
5.

Performance Job Sheet
1.

2.
3.
4.

3.

T-1-Ans. 3
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UNIT 2.0

LUBRICATION AND VEHICLE OPERATING MAINTENANCE
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TRUE/FALSE
1.

The lubrication system circulates oil between moving parts.

2.

Oil on the cylinder walls preveuts the rings from sealing.

3.

Oil helps cool engine parts.

4.

Oil carries dirt away from engine parts.

5.

Friction can be completely eliminated in an engine.

6.

The thicker an oil is the higher its viscosity.

7.

Viscosity index describes how much an oil costs.

8.

Service rating is a measure of how well an oil works
in service.

9.

Synthetic oil is made from petroleum by-products.

10.

The oil level is measured with a dipstick.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1.

The thickness or thinness of an oil is its:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

3.

viscosity
viscosity index
service rating
none of the above

The lowest category of service rating is:
a.

SA

b.
c.
d.

SB
SD
SE

The highest category of service rating is:
a.
b.
c.

SA

d.

SE

SB
SD

T-2-1
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Unit 2.0 - Lubrication and Vehicle Operating Me.ntenance (Con't.)
4.

Oil viscosity ratings are set up by:
a.
b.
c.

d.

5.

API
SAE
DIN
all of the above

Oil service ratings are set up by:
a.
b.

API
SAE

c.

DIN
all of the above

d.

T-2-2

Date

Student
-

Y.

J.nstructor s Check

Section-

PERFORMANCE JOB SHEET LUBRICATION SERVICE

PERFORMANCE':

Change Engine Oil and Filter

Complete this section:

Model

Make of car

Year

Flat Rate Time =

Time Finished =

Time Started =

Total Time =

Special Tools, Equipment, Parts, and Materials
Adjustabl (e. w-reach, special oil drain Plug wrench

New oil

New oil filter
Oil filter tool
Other

References

Manufacturer's Shop Manual
Repair Manual

Service Bulletin

Specifications

Look up and record the recommended amount of oil required for this
engine when the oil and filter are changed.
Oil Capacity
Type Oil Recommended

qts.

Unit 2.0 - Lrbritation and Vehicle Operating Maintenance ,

Answer Sheet
True/False
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Multiple Choice
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

T-2-Ans.

UNIT 3 0 - AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR,'AND OVERHAUL
,

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

IDENTIFY

In the blanks provided, label the, components of the
Chrysler eight cylinder 400 engine pictured below.

1.

,

.55

Alet,

4e1114
1

49 /
441

47
6
43
12

2
3

Hose

damp
Gasket

4

5 = Gasket
7
8
9
10
11

Silencer Package

Hos*
Cable Set
Grommet

12 =

14
15

39

38
37

Is

11

36

20
21

35

13
14
15
16
17
18

Grommet
Valve

19
20

Plug
Shield

21

Head

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Spark Plug
Pump

23 .

31

34

33

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Cover
Cap

Switch
Gasket

Gasket
Pan
Plug
Gasket

Filter
Strainer w/Pips
Tub*
Clamp

Gaskt
Indicator
Shield
Gasket
Gasket
Lead

42 =
43
44

Cover

Reinforcement

45 .Heater
25

26

31

30

46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55

27
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Gasket

Tutie
Cable

Bracket
Bracket
Coil
Hos*

Samar

Unit 3.0 7 Automotive Engine Maintenance, Repair, and Ovethaul (Con't.)
t

2.

Properly name the labeled engine components pictured below.

I.
2.

1"Th

7.

8.

1,1,1:e.1

11.

-11/M

12.
13.

i.

14.

15 .

:
.r-;

16.

i,e,
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-...t.:-

17.

.."..t7.

18.

.;44-....4...,..

-31+
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........

4
4

Law
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.:14
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,v,AS" -Ir.
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C

'44)

i.:rr

1.;

-.244.7.

/

7 2,

:,)t

. 1. ,,e.

J

21.

22.

I

11

23.
24.
25.
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Unit 3.0 - Automotive Engine Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
(Con't.)

PERFORMANCE
a,

Dtagnose the four engine conditions using only theigiven
va uum gauge readings. Assume that the vacuum_gauge is
co rectly Connected.to the aUtomobile, that the engine'is
id/ing properly'at 400-500 RPM, etc. Findings must be in
aveement with standard vacuum gauge interpretation and
hdings of instructor.

Reading: A

Reading: B

Low and steady

Rapid vibration when
engine
accelerated
.

Reading: C

Reading: .0

Intermittent
drop of

Floating motion
of needle, over
range of four
to five dnches

needle, about
four inches

Select one or more possible problems from the following and
indicate by placing the number in the blanks below.
1.
2.
3,
4.

Low com.pression

Air leaks
Late ignition timing
Weaix valve springs

5.
6.

Sticky valves
Faulty carburetor adjustment,
probably rich mixture

Possible Problems

b.

You have identified a possible engine problem through using
the vacuum gauge and obtaining one of the above vacuum gauge
readings.

You decide to test your diagnosis by injecting penetratini:
oil into the intake manifold,
If the unusual vacuum reading
_stops temporary, you can be sure the diagnosis is correct.
Which vacuum gauge reading (A, B, C, D) did you O6tain?
Reading =

Unit 3.0
NAME

DATE

4)

COMPRESSION SYSTEM TESTING WORKSHEET
Make/Year

Eng. No

AREA TESTS

Tests to quickly determine an engine's condition.

GOOD

BAD

E]

0

00

CRANKING VACUUM
(Steady reading)

PCV TIST
(Increase in cranking vacuum with PCV pinched)

00

IDLE VACUUM

(Steady vacuum, 15" to 22"),
EXHAUST RESTRICTION
(Var:uum increases at higher RPM)

-

CYLINDER BALANCE
(Less than 30 RPM difference)

El

D

El

0

El

El

El

ED

Cylinder #
RPM

'RPM at start
RPM at end

(no change in RPM)
DETAIL TESTS

Tests to pinpoint the problem:

COMPRESSION

(Within specifications)

Cylinder #
PSI

i

Specific itions (from card):
PSI

Variation
CYLINDER LEAKAGE
No leakage at.valves or head gasket, less than 20% leakage

Cylinder #
'/, Leakage

Indicate location of leakage: 1- intake valve
R - piston rings

E-exhat st valve

T-3-4
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h - head or head gasket

Unit 3.0 - Automotive Engine.Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
Answer Sheet
Identify
1.

carburetor
choke
7.- manifold
oil cleaner
12.
manifold
23.
32. block
37. head
distributor
42.
hose
53.
54. air cleaner
4.
6.

2.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Performance
Reading
a.
Reading
Reading
Reading
b.

A:
B:
C:
D:

Reading C:

1, 2, 3
4
5
6

valves are sticking

nNIT 4.0 - FUEL gYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-IREFERENCED TESTS
4it

Task 4.02
IDENTIFY

of the parts of the
This explored view of the Carter RBS shows most
with
numbers
and not labeled.
carburetor. Identify those parts marked
e.

a.

4

0111111

b.

f.

g.

C.
d.
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UNIT 4.0 - FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 4.03 - PERFORMANCE

service
On a vehicle provided, using given tools, equipment, and
data; adjust the carburetor to manufacturer's specifications
Idle set mu7,t be within
by following the recommended procedures.
Tachometer must
manufacturer's
specifications.
-V- 50 RPM's of the
The perbe correctly connected the first time a4a properly used.
formance steps and the service vehicle must meet the instructor's
staadards.

TASK 4.05 - PERFORMANCE

manual and parts
On a given vehicle, using tools, equipment, service
and
install or reas necessary supplied by the instructor; remove
place a carburetor on a given vehicle. The manufacturer's removal
Idle speed
and replacement procedures must be followed 100 percent.
The
must be set within +/- 50 RPM's of manufacturer's specifications.
flat
rate
manual.
job must be accomplished within less than twice the
time. Performance must meet the instructor's standards..

TASK 4.06
the iystem
A student finds liquid gas in the charcoal canister in
shown below:

Student "A" says, the pressure-vacuum valve is installed backwards.
Student "B" says, tnis is a normal conditioa.
Who is right?
a.

b.
c.
d.

Student "A" only
Student "B" only
both student "A" or I'S"
neither student "A" nor "B"

PRESSUREYACUUM REUEF VALVE
VAPORLIQUID SEPARATOR

CHARCOAL......0
/I
CANISTER

I

PURSE AIR

UNIT 4.0 - FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 4.08

IdentifY the parts of the FUEL PUMP using the spaces provided.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

TASK 4.10

Identify the parts of a FUEL TANK using the spaces provided.
1.

2.

1

3.

4.

5.

.10110.1/0.00

AMMON..

6.

T -4-3
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FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR'

UNIT 4.0 -

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TAK 4.13
properly name the labeled parts.
On the following 'drawing of a carburencr,
PARTS

TYPICAL EXPLODED VI EWz,-MODELS 2G, 2GC, 2GV

-17
1.

P

e-

10

cL

4Th

18

12
os

P

19

13

041Ir

8.

4 5

4

(i".4

0

20

12. Plug Choke housing.
13. Pin Choke piston.
14. Screw Idle vent valve attaching.
15. Idle vent valve holder.
16. Idle vent valve.
17. Idle vent valve assembly.
18. Screw Air horn attaching (long).
19. Screw Air horn attaching (short).
20. Choke ;haft and lever assembly.

NIOArier

10.

41P

26

2
29

58

23

3

24

21.

22. Screw choke valve attaching.

31

L

6:1VITe-

59

23. Pump shaft and lever assy.

32
33

24. Clips pump rod attaching,
25.

26. Fitting - fuel inlet.

34.

27. Gasket - air horn.
28.

60

62
0

61

9. Gasket Choke housing,
10. Screw- Choke hotising attaching.
11,

25

71

2., Gasket choke cover and coil.
3. Choke baffle Plate.
4. Screw ;Choke piston lever.
5. Choke piston lever and link assembly.
6. Screw choke cover attaching.
7. Retainers choke cover.

29. Power piston assembly
30. Inner Pump lever.
31. Pump plunger assembly.

36

32. Clip pump plunger.
33. Spring pump duration.
34. Float hinge pin.

Ifiam

35

11"

36. Screw - Cluster attaching (outside).
37. Screw Cluster attaching (center).

39---1 142
!

38.

19. Gasket Venturi cluster.

'7,43

10ft I r
41-e

40. POVVEf valve and gasket assembly.

41. Main Metering Jet.
42. Retainer Pump discharge spring43. Spring - Pump discharge.

45

44. Be" "ktnip discharge (steel).
45, Spring pump return.
46.

411 47
48

ILL-NV-49

47. Choke roN.
48. Fast idle cam.
49. Screw - Fast idle cam attaching.
50. Gasket - Throttle body to bowl.
51. Screw Idle speed.
52.

50

Gasket carburetor to manifold.
54. Spring Idle mixture needle.

6.3.

55.

56. Screw et Lockwasher Throttle Body
attaching.
57. Choke - Vacuum diaphragm assembly.
58. Hose Choke vacuum diaphragm.
59. Choke vacuum diaphragm assembly.
60. Link - Vacuum diaphragn. to choke lever.
61. Lever Choke shaft lever.

;JO
".

4154

62. Clip Vacuum diaphragm link.

A1111111100.

53
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Unit 4.0 - Fuel System Maintenance and Repair
Answer Sheet

Task 4.02
a.

step up rod and diaphragm assembly

b.

choke valve

c.

fast idle connecting rod

d.

fast idle cam

e.

accelerator pump

f.

float assembly

g.

accelerator pump plunger

Task 4.06

Task 4.08
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Task 4.10
1.

4

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

T-4-Ans. 1
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Unit 4.0 7, Fuel System Maintenance and Repair (Con't.)

Task 4.13
1.

choke cover and coil assembly

8.

chokR housing assemb2y

11..

choke piston

21.

choke valve

25,

pimp rod

28.

needle and seat assembly

35.

float assembly

38.

venturi cluster issembly

46.

float bowl assembly

52.

throtcle body assembly

55.

screw - idle mixture

T-4-Ans. 2
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UNIT 6.0 A -_gooLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TRUE/FALSE
le-

Ovataeating causes loss of coolant.

2.

Overcooling an engine is aa bad as overheating

3.

Poor fuel mileage'is a resuit of overheating.

4.

The circulation of coolant stops during overcooling.

5.

The forced zirculation system is the most common air cooling

4

system.
6.

An air-cooled engiae is generally heavier than a liquid-cooled one.

7.

Coolant passages in the block are called water jackets.

8.

The coolant pump is usually driven by gears.

9.

The heat exchanger is located in the radiator.

10.

The fan blows air over the engine to cool it.

11.

A temperature light indicated overheating.

12..

An engine "pings" when it is overcooled.

13.

Coolant may be lost inside the engine.

14.

Coolant leaks may be found with a pressure tester.

15.

Poo: coolant flow may be caused by a bad fan belt.

16.

A restriction in the radiator may cause overcoolin

17.

Scale build-up in the water jackets may cause poor heat flow.

18.

The main reason for overcooling i3 a defective or mtLssing thermoqtat.

19.

A malfunction in a fan clutch can cause poor air flow.

20.

Poor air flow can be caused by a slipping fan belt.

T-6-1
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Unit 6.0 A - Cooling System'Maintenance and Repair (Con't.)

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1.

Which of the following type(s) of cooling system is/are used
today:
a.

liquid'

b.

air
both a and b
neither a nor b

c.

d.
2.

Which of the following is/are caused by overcooling:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

When the engine is cold, coolant flows:
a.
b.
.c.

d.

161

4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

c.
d.

pressure cap
coolant recovery system
-thermostat
none of the above

flex
fixed blade
clutch
all of the above

Coolant may be lo;t:
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

none ofthe above

Which of the following is/are a type of fan:
a.
b.

6.

into-the bottom radiator tank
through the heat exchanger
only through the block

A vacuum is prevented in the radiator by the:

,

5.

poor fuel mileage
high emissions
oil dilution
all of the\above

inside the engine
outside the engine
both a and b
neither a nor b

Overheating may be caused by:
a.
b.
c.
d.

poor heat flow
poor coolant flow
poor air flow
all of the above

T-6-2
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Unit 6.0 A - Cooling Sy6tem Maintenance and Repair (Con't.)

8.

Poor air flow may be caused by:
a.
b.
c.

d.

clogged radiator fins
a slipping fan belt
a defective fan clutch
all Of the above

A.

9. -Poor heat flow may be corrected by:
a.
b. .

c.
d.

10.

flushing
hydrometer
reverse flushing
all Af the above

The coolant Atrength may be determined with a:
a.

b.
c.

d.

pump
hydrometer
pressure tester
all of the above

,

T-6-3
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UNIT 6.0 A - COOLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE alD REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 6.04

Identify the parts of the THERM6STAT in the spaces provided.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
1 O.

TASK 6.12
Identify the part of the COOLANT PUMP in the s
1

.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

T-6-4
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ces provided..

UNIT 6.0 B - AUTOMOBILE HEATER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Identify the main components of the heating sy'stem in the spaces provided.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

In the sPaces provided describe the purpose of each part listed below.

Blower

Heater Core

Unit 6.0 B - Automotive Heater Maintenance and Repair (Con't.)

/
TRUE/FALSE
1.

The heater assembly is designed to heat the inside of the car.

2.

Hot coolant from the radiator is routed to the heater core.

3.

Air is directed over the heater core to warm the air inside
the car.

4.

The only job of the air conditicler is to cool the air.

J.

Refrigeration systems Cool by evaporation.

6.

The substance that carries heat away is called refrigerant.

7.

The refrigerant used in most automotive air conditioners is called
R-12.

8.

The moisture content in the air is its humidity.

9.

A refrigerant boils at a very high temperature.

10.

41/

The refrigeration cycle describes how air conditioning works.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1.

The heat in a heater sytem comes from:
a.
b.
c.

d.
2.

Air'is directed over the heater core by the:
a.
b.
c.

d.

3.

outside air
exhause manifold
radiator coolant
none of the above

engine fan
compressor
blowet
none of the above

Refrigerant is circulated by the:
a.
b.
c.
d.

evaporator
compressor
blower
nore of the above

o
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Unit 6.0 B - Automotive Heater Maintenance and Repair (Con't.)

4.

The heat exchangerELn the-air conditioner Is called the:a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

evaporator
compressor
heater core
none of the above

Refrigerant flow is controlled by the:
a.
b.
c.
d.

condenser
evaporator
expansion valve
none of the above

TASK 6.05 - PERFORMANCE
On an automobile provided by the instruntor, using furnished tools,
equipment, and service information; performance test the heating
system and diagnose malfunctions. The problems identified must
agree 100 percent with the instructor's findings. The'instructor's
standards must be met. The task must be accomplished in one hour.

5,2,a3 T-6-7
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UNIT 6.0 C - AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Identify the parts of an AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM in the spaces provided
below.

(

UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS
_

...

MATCHING
Match the terms on the right with the drawings on the left.

11.

1.

B. Circuit Breaker.

J. Rheostat.

C. Wires Crossing - Not Connected.

wIl

Switch.

A. Resistor.

,

K. Tronsiitor.

0-. Pus..

L Battery.

12.
S.

-.....0---

6.

---....

..

7. 4\iNN.,"

------

3.

41

E. Diode.
M. Negative.

13.

F. Wires Crossing - Connected.

14.

G. Positive.

?S.

H. Terminal.

N. Condenser.

0. Ground.

tr
IVA?'

ii

..

I
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UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS

OUTCCME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 7.01 7 7.03

Identify the components marked on the following drawing.

a.

b.

d.
e.

T-7-2
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UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS.
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

MATCHING

given autoYou are checking the spark plugs and spark plug wires on a
mobile because the owner reports a skip.
the left.
Match the best description on the right with the drawing on
a.-

Electrodes bent or so
badly eroded available
voltage is insufficient to
jump across it.

b.

Procedure - Determine the
cause. Correct the condition before replacing the

I .

plug.
c.

2.

Procedure - Replace spark
plug.

d.

CAUSE
SHUNTED IGNITION
Scark jumos trom one ceoosa to an omer.
Fuel ignites. Out Orning retarPscl.

3.

nASHOVER

Crack in sOCrk plug insulator Mon =CLIO vonass grounp.

4.

T-7 3
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e.

Detonation or pre-ignition.

f.

Replace all spark plug wires.

g.

Bad Fuel.

UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 7.05

Interpret

You have taken a specific gravity reading of given batteries.
the following readings.
1.

2.

1.140

1.200

1.230

3.

1.290

4.

T-7-4
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a.

Charged

b.

3/4 Charged

c.

1/2 Charged

d.

1/4 Charged

e.

About.to fail

f.

No charge

g.

Plates and separators
in bad condition

h.

Good condition

UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS
TASK 7.11

PERFORMANCE

Using a given timing light and engine, hook up and use an ignition timing
light to.locate the timing marks for a vehicle and check the timing
against given specifications. Your findings must be 100 percent accurate
and agree with the findings of the instructor.

T-7-5 .\
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Date

Student

_

Section

PERFORMANCE JOB SHEET - ADJUST IGNI4ON TIMING

Model

Make of Car

I

Year

\I

Time\ Started

Time Finished

I

TOtal Time

Flat Rate Time

SpecialTools, Euippent, Parts, and Materiala
Timing light

Tachometer

References

Manufacturet's Shop Manual
Repair Manual
Service Bulletin

Specifications
Look up the following specifications and write it i/A the space\provided
below.

Ignition timing dimension

T-7A6
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UNIT 7.0

EUXTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
OUTCOHEr.REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 7.18
L.

The below meter reading is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.5 ohms
85 ohmp
850 ohms
8,500 ohms

x10

2.

The below meter reading is:
1.11/0

a.
b.
c.

d.

4.9 volts
5.08 volts
5.4 7olts
5.8 volts

t.6

2.4
,

%-%

20V

4,0V

40V

UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL-AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
OUTCOMg-REFERENCED.TESTS

TAa 7.26
On the following drawing, identify the correct field, a#mature, and
battery terminals.
1.

a.

battery

2.

b.

armature

3.

c.

field

.4.1-clikim BREAKER

IVOLTAGE
REGULATOR

GENERATOR

BAT TERY..

. UNIT 7.0 - EIECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS

,

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 7.23

1.

If the tail lights and rear side marker lights fail to operate in
the above circuit, but the license.plate light does, the MOST
LIKELY cause is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

wire B
wire D
ground
ground

open
open
wire G2 missing
wire G4 missing

Refer to the circuit diagram for question 1. The left inboard and
left outboard high beam filaments do not work. Both right side
high beam filaments operate. Both low beams are okay. What could
be wrong?
a. wire A open
b. wire B open

c. ire C open
d. ground wire G3 missing

600

T-7-9

SUN VAT-=-40128
STARTING
AND

CHARGING

SYSTEM TEST REPORT
Customer Name'

Phone

Address

City! State

make/Year/ Model

Date

License

Mileage

Mileage Since Tune-Up'

Engine

TransmissionAuto 0 Sta 0

Carburetor

Ign.

Yes 0 No 0

Air CondItIonIng

Type

Battery Age

Reason For Tests

Tested By
VISUAL INSPECTION

COMMENTS

GO

NO
GO

GO

NO
GO

BATTERY CASE/ HOLDDOW/V
WATER LEVEL/ SPECIFIC GRAVITY
CABLES ANO TERMINALS
ALTERNATOR/ ACCESSORY BELTS
ALTERNATOR AND REGULATOR WIRING

BATTERY RATING CHECK

BATTERY
SPECIFIED FOR
VEHICLE

READ

AMPERE HOUR RATING (26HOUR)

SPEC.
CARD

COLD CRANKING AMPS AT 0 F.

SPEC.
CARD

BATTERY IN
VEHICLE

11.1.
STARTING AND CHARGING SYSTEM TESTS

TEST MODE

TESTS

BMTERY LOAD
LOAD VOLTAGE

N1

BATTERY AND
STARTING
SYSTEM
#2

CHARGING
SYSTEM

1

ENTER
SPECIPICATIONS

READ

STARTER CURRENT
CRANKING VOLTAGE

AMMETER
VOLTMETER
AMMETER
VOLTMETER

ALTERNATOR (GENERATOR)
OUTPUT

AMMETER

TEST
RESULT

/12A

(IF N2 IS NO GO)

CHARGING
SYSTEM WITH
FIELD JUMPER

ALTERNATOR (GENERATOR)
OUTPUT WITH VOLTAGE
REGULATOR BYPASSED

.

.

AMMETER

.

N3

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
44

DIODESTATOR
N5

BATTERY
DRAIN

VOLTAGE REGULATION

VOLTMETER

DIODES AND STATOR
CONDITION

0/ S
SCALE

SHORTS IN
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

AMMETER

OK BANG

IamommamM1*....a.
T-7-10

5-2

tia7 DIAGNOSIS AND TRMNING GUIut
Amiga!!

ZERO

6

0

.4

NO

GO GO

UNIT 7.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IONitION SYSTEMS
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 7.27
1.

The RPM reading in this picture of a dual range tachometer is:

1110

a.
b.
c.
d.

about 500 RPM
about 1500 RFM
about 2600 RPM
none of the'above

.4.....
1

-

'

z

1.,:

't
.,-

0. .r...,....,-,
,!,,,,Ict.'i,-.: ;,,,,,...,,
4-

..":

... ..-

,,-

0

Z.

On the given conventional ignition-system waveform at the top and
an electronic ignition-system waveform at the bottom, identify the
following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
6.

7.
8.

transistor turns on
poiaLs opeufiring line
transistor shuts off
points close
spark line
firing section
dwell section

d.
I

I ntermed:Ne
Section

Unit 7.0 - Electrical and Ignition Systems
1

(,,

Task 7.2) (Con't.)
3.

Which
point

etter on the following scope pattern indicates where the
lose?

a.
b.
c.
d.

at
at
at
at

A
B
C
D

I
i
1

i
:

zvn

0

,

i

z-7-12
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Date

Student

Instructor's Check

Section

PERFORMANCE JOB SHEET - ADJUSTING DWELL

Model

Make of Car

Time Flnished

Time Started

Year
Total Time

Flat Rate Time-or Recommended 10me
1

Special Tools, Equipment, Pare§, and Materials
Dwell

Referendes
\

Manufacturer's Shop\Manual
Repair Manual
Service Bulletin
Specifications

Look up the following specification and record it in the space provided
below.

Dwell or Cam Angle

T-7-13
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SUN TUT-1015
ENGINE PERFORMANCE TEST REPORT
Date

Phone

Ctistomer Name

Address

License

City/State

,

Mileage Since Turie-U,1

Mileage

Make/Year/Mode!

0

TransmissionAuto

Engine

Air ConditioningYes

0

Air PumpYes 0

Ignition Type

Carburetor

SW

0

No

#2
CHARGING
#3

IDLE

$4
1200 RPM
LOW
CRUISE

#5

CYLINDER
POWER
BALANCE

#6
SNAP ACCEL
#7
2500 RPM
HIGH
CRUISE

SPECIFICATIONS

READ

TESTS

TEST MODE

TEST
RESULT

ENTER

.<

CRANKING

0

No
No

0
0

Tested By

Reason For Tests

#1

ConverterYes

0

COIL OUTPUT
STARTER CURRENT
BAI TERY VOLTAGE
ENGINE VACUUM

SCOPE (DISPLAY)
AMMETER
VOLTMETER
VACUUM GAUGE

KV (MIN)
AMPS (MAX)
VOLTS (MIN)
STEADY I

CHARGING SYSTEM
DIODE STATOR

AM$41ETER

SHOWS CHARGE Ilt0

SCOPE (ALT)

EVEN RiliPLE

RPM

IVHOMETER

I
RPM
DEGREES
DEGREES
INCHES

I

METER

DWELL
INITIAL TIMING
ENGINE VACUUM

TI ING LIGHT
vA, UUM GAUGE()

PCV

TAICIlt, VACUUM GAUGE

SCCPE MISPLAY)
SCORE (DISPLAY)
SPARK PLUGS
SCOPE (DISPLAY)
MAX COIL OUTPUT
S OPE (DISPLAY)
SECONDARY INSUL.
SECONDARY RESISTANCE S ORE (RASTER SHIFT)
S OPE (RASTER SHIFT)
COIL, CONDENSER
HIF
A
S.
BREAKER POINTS
Opp (SUPERONV)
CYLINDER TIMING

en

KV

KV MIN
VISUAL
VISUAL
VISUAL

.0.,..1,0s:

gawa

t

i

Nagi
attm fkkm

'

VI

,,ME

VISUAL/
BASE RPM

lini

,

`'W

,

VISUA
.

riACHOMETER
-1, 3

SHORTED
RPM

GO

RPM VAC;

COIL POLARIrt

ENGINE

NO1
GO

,6

7

,

PLUGS UNDER LOAD

SCOPE (DISPLAY)

KV

TIMING ADVANCE
DWELL
CHARGING VOLTS
ENGINE VACUUM

TIMING LIGHT
DWELL METER
VOLTMETER
VACUUM GAUGE

DEGREES
DEGREES
VOLTS

INCHES

T-7-1/4
DIAGNOSIS AND TRAINING GUIDE
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UNIT 1.0 - ELECTRICAL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS
OUTCOME-REPERENCED TESTS

TASK 7.29-a
You are making a resistance check on a General Mox..ors HEI system.
at Figure 1.

Look

FiGUREL
OHMMETIEROHEOKS

OFCOL
0

e,

C.D
2
1.

Ohmmeter set up (1) reads .5 ohms.
should:

a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

According to this reading, you

replace the coil
go to the next step, since the reading is correct
neither,of the above
check yollr ohmmeter range setting

Ohmmeter set up (2) reads 20,000 ohia:S.
you should:

According to this reading,

a. remove coil from cap and check again
b. go to the next testing step, the reading is within an
acceptable range
c. replace the coil
d. switch ohmmeter range setting to lower range and read the
scale
3.

In the ohmmeter set up (2) of Figure 1., assume that the resistance
reading (ohms) indicates a problet. Answer the following
true-false question:
A bad center button or broken spring can'cause_an incorrect
reading.

Unit 7.0 - Electrical and Ignition Systems (Con't.)
task 7.29-b

Look

You are continuing to make resistance checks on a.G.M. HEI system.
at Figure 2 below.
DETACH

LEADSFROM

M DULE

MODULE
FIGURE 2.
OHMMETER CHECKS
OF PICK-UP COIL

1.

Throughout the vacuum
You are reading the ohmmeter set up (1).
range, the ohmmeter reads infinity at all times:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

you have the meeer leads shorted
the.meter leads are open somewhere
the resistance is incorrect, replace pick-up coil
resistance is cbrrect, proceed with next step in check

You now are observing the ohmmeter reading in set-up (2).
Throughout the vacuum range, the ohmmeter reads 44- 1000 ohms at
all times. Assume all preparations are correct for the test:
a. a reading of 500-1500 ohms is typical
b. replace the pick-up coil, the resistance is incorrect
c. a malfunction existb, the resistance should vary with
throughout the vacuum range
d. replace the module, the reading should be infinity.

T-7-16
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Unit 7.0 - Electrical and Ignition Systems

Answer Sheet

Matching
1.

2.

b
d

3.

4.

f

5.

h

6.

i

7.

a

8.

j

9.

1

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

g
in

k

tasks 7.01 - 7.03
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

spark-plugs
coil
'vacuum advance
distKibutor (points, condenser, rotor)
spark plug leads

Task 7.01 - 7.02

T-7-Ans. 1
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Unit 7.0 7 Electrical and Ignition Systems

Answer Sheet Con't.)

Task 7.29-a

Task 7.05
1.

f

1.

2.

d

2.

3.
4,

c

3,

a

Task 7.18

Task 7.29-h

1.

c

1.

2.

d

2.

Task 7.26
1.

c

2.

b
a

3.

Task 7.23

2.

Task 7.27
1.

a

2.

3.

b
b
true

1.

g

2.

c

3.

a

4.

h

5.

b

6.

f

7.

d

8:

e

c

.

T-7-Ans . 2
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d
a

UNIT 8.0 B - DRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL
TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-RErER2NCED TESTS

TASK 8.02

Identify the parts of the.UNIVERSAL JOINT in the space provided.
9.

1.

z

10.

3.

11.

4.

12.

5.

13.

6.

14.

7.

15.

8.

'

9
T -8 -1

UNIT 8.0 B - PRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL
TRANSMISSIOF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

OUTCOME-REF RENCED TESTS

TASKS 8.01 and 8.05,
Identify.the parts of the CLUTCH in the

aces provided below.

1.

2.

3.
4.

.

,"'"....

-

a.

/2 --.22"
:...../.
.

A-4 "

/1

7

.............
\A...../

..)

'

". ......- .1.N
.......

....

..'.. I N.:.
I
)........S. . : ..),

.%N.
1 ,i
.1

1

.:::"*".

,

T-8
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4.1401.

UNIT 8.0 B - DRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL
TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS
TASK 8.05

Identify the parts of the HYDRAULIC CLUTCH LINKAGE in the spaces
provided below.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

17.

18.

T-8-3
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DRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL
UNIT 8.0 B
TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR/

OUTCOMEREFERENCED TESTS

TASKS 8..07, 8.08, and 8.09

Performance Job Sheet

/

FourSpeed Transmission Paris Identification

Identify the parts of a fourspeed transmdssion 17/th:spaces provided.
1.

7.

2.

8.

9.

4.

10.

5.

11.

/

1

6.

.

T-8 4
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UNIT 8.0 B - DRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL
TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS
TASKS 8.10, 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13
On the pictoral of a Ford DRIVE AXLE ASSEMBLY using an integral
differential carrier, identify the parts labeled a-g.

Ca-THRUST WASHER

COVER
411%.

SHAFT RETAINER
GASKET

BEARING AOJUSTING NUT

DIFFERENTI'AL CASE d.

BEAM NG CUP

BEAMNG
MNG GEAR ATTACHING BOLT
ADJUSTING NUT LOCI<

4414./

VENT

a

A°

PINION LOCATING SHIMS
BEARING

WHEEL BEARING RETAINER

BEARING CAP

AXLEHOUSING

CUP

FILLERPLUG

GASIC

BEAMNGCUP
BEARING

HUB BOLT

SEAL

AXLE SHAFT SEAL
AXLE SHAFT

BEARING PRRLOAO SPACER

WHf EL. BEARING

OEFLECTOR

WHEEL BrAPING RETAINER

T-8 -5
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UNIT 8.0 B.- DRIVE TRAIN WITH MANUAL
TRANSMI SION MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
--'-

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS-

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1.

As the clutch pedal is pressed down, the release levers will move
the pressure plate away from the:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

3.

Semi-centrifugal clutch weights are generally located on the:

,

a.
b.
c.
d.

flywheel
pressure plate springs
clutch Shaft
release levers
.

The universal joint picturedbelow:_
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

throwout bearing
clutch disc
clutch cover
apply springs

is a
does
is a
both

constant velocity u-joint
not transfer motion at uniform speed
double Cardan u-jointa and c

A manual transmission slips out of hig

gear.

This can be caused

by:

a.
b.
c.
d.

the transmission loose on the bell-housing
a worn countershaft
both a and-b
neither a
b.

615'

DRIVE IINE fNSPECTION

PERFORMANCE JOB SHEET

Befoke you begin:,

Year

Model

Make of Car

1
Time Finished

Time Started

1

i

Flat Rate Time
Special Tools, Equipment, Parts,, and Materials
!-

Dial Indicator

References

.9

Manufacturer's Shop Manual
Repair Manual
Service Bulletin
Specifications

Look up the following specification and record it in the space provided
below.
.Drive Shaft Runout
PROCEDURE
1.

Undercoating, mud, or any foreign material on one side of the drive
shaft can throw it out ofsbalance. A dent in the steel wall of the
drive shaft can also cause it to vibrate. The drive_shaft should
be'inspected visually fdr these problems.

2.

Inspect universal joint flarige boles and components in the
universal joints and replace as necessary.

T..8 7
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UNIT 8:0 C -.AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS
,.

G7'

TASK 8.13

Performance Job Sheet
Automatic Transmission Parts Identification

Identify the parts of an automatic transmission by writing the names in
the spaces provided.
1.

10.

2.

11.

3.

_12.

4.

13.
14.

5.
MOO

15.

6.
7.

8.

17.

9.

18.,

2N 3

5\

6\

9

8

10

,11

12

/
27
_
-26

23
22
21

14/

20
\

19

16
14

8

61 7

18

Date

Student

Instructor'stheck

Section

PERFORMANCE JOB SHEET
OVERHAULO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Time Started

Year

Model

Make of Car

Time Finished

Total Tim

FIat Rate Time
Special Tools, Equipment, Parts, and Material,

Tranmnission fluid

Overhaul set for transmission involved

Clutch compressing tool

Slide hmnmer

Dial indicator

Lock-ring pliers
-Inch/pound -torque- wrench

References

Manufacturer's Shop Manual,

Repair Manual
Service Bulletin
Specifications

Look up the following specificatica and record it in the space provided
below.

Input shaft end-play
Front pump bolt torque
Valve body to case bolt torque
Band adjustment specifications
NOTE:

Checklist for overhauling automatic transmission should be
used tq rate performance.

T-8-9
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UNIT 8.0 C - AUTOMATIC TRANSkISSION
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

PERFORMANCE
Road test a given vehicle with a possible transmission problem and
diagnosis the problarith 100% agreement with the diagnosis of the
instructor or tfrctb ok, based on available or provided data.
(Use a "Transmi ston Road Test Chart" and a "Diagnosis.Check List"
similar to the amples attached.)

,

T-8 -10

6 10

'

I

TRANSMISS ION ROAD TEST CHART

T. Eageirootott A1 Rengint

beef*,

..

Y"

=I
Nome)

"4"11

1.110.1111=1.11

MEM
MIMI
1111111111111

R

0.1

1011.1.

0.2
L

PRICIR TO ROAD TUT..
CHICX CORIECI FLUID MAL

Qtre lily

.

'AMR THE ROAD ress
Run TO THE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE FOR
CORRECTIONS FOE TROUILE INDICATED
IT THE ROAD TEST.

Tho (ectoderm eto iisttref Iloy rod. I. ho afire

MOM

te Ito ;mooched foe toinittivet ction to

Ito

Hama.

lhift quo%

04 Itooget

ox.

Shift rbit, to MPH

Lt. Thrento Upshifti

6 Cyl.

1-2

'

v.:

2-3

msk

Low

N,00.

H..sh

Slip

Normal

MS
104$

& Cyl.

10-20

V4

2040

-

3.10

f

Cloned Unfit* Oerworthtfts
4 Cyl.

3.1

3-2

-

2.1

11.11

13-20

V.11

3.10
_

Full Throttle Through Doom Delhi Its
6 Cyl.

314.1

V.11

33-45

6 Cpl.
V.1

53.70
60.73

3.2

& CO.

30-65

V4

2.1

& CO.

3$43
2040
2545

14
2.3

.../.

,

NH Thrett Is Kichiewn Downshifts

V4
hoe* Mettle Upshilts
IMmforehe Arent. to obtoin 2.3 uphill tas 3033)
0-2 lenge
LI. Throttle Deshifts

24

Shift feints in MPH
& Cyl.

10.20

V4

2040

6 Cy!.

3-15
10-15

-

Closed Throttle 0.runstnits

34

V4

7

full Threttlo Through Cutheot Upthifts

24

15.70
40.71

4 Cyf.

V4

Full Thronlo Kkkgewo Downshifts

34

5043
5543

& Cyl.

V.

Troffit Mettle Upshifts
(Mvime. Arlo)). Oir ohtoin 24 yesluft et 3033)
4ortoe
Lloshilts

mamma Ortwashilts Freit 3(4 GNI'

0-1 0.2 Ringo (De Not Mei* Shift
Ahoy, 70 MPH)

34
Closed Nutt*
24

Ne Upshilts

6 Cyl.

10-20

V4

1040

T-8 11
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I

1

i

Unit 8.0 C

STALL TES I

0 11

DIAGNOSIS

AUTOMATIC

.

Specified
Engine.RPM

R ange

- Record Actual
F.ngine RPM.

D

TRANSMISSIONS CHECK SHEET

2

-

t
R

Tnins

R.O.

-

.

Results

Engine

OI

GOVERNOR TEST
Cutback Spild (C3. C4. C6)

(We on

10" Vacuum ------ MPH

Onignow.
Whed

MPH
0-2" Vacuum
Pressure at MPH (FMXI

Remarks.

Check. Fes,

10 _--. PSI
20 ---- PSI

TRANSMISSION FLUID
I. Level
2. Condition
B

PSI
OIL/FLUID

ii

NCOLOR1

OK

CHECK THESE

ENGINE
C
Idle

CONVERTER AREA
OIL PAN GASKET
FILLER TUBE-SEAL
COOLER/CONNECTIONSLEVER SHAFT SEALS

Power
EGR SYSTEM

D

LEAK. TEST

I

PRESSURE PORT rfst.tics

EXTENSION`CASE GASKET
EXTENSION SEALBUSHING
SPEEDOMETER ADAPTER
SERVO C1VERS
AIR VENT

LINKAGE
Downshift

OE

Manual

SHIFT TESTS

F

Throttle

R Inge.

Opening

Shift

Auto. Trans.

Red .

Shill Points (MPH)

Color

Power Steering

Yellow.-Green

Record

Codes

Engine Oil

Golden Brown

.-

Record

Ac(ual
D
D

Minimum
I Above
12..

vd,uuml
To Detent
i Torque
Demandi

1-2

K

I)

3.,

OL

1

2-I

D
r)

1-2
-2-3

ii----.

Thru Detcrit

iwqk open
Throole)

SPee

D

1.1

3. Polished, Glazed Band. Drum

DR1VESHAFT. U-JOINTS. ENGINE
OM
MOUNTS O P VALVE BODY DIRTY, STICKING
O Q .INTERNAL LINKAGE
VALVE BoDY BOLT TORQUE
OR

1'2
21
1.2
2-1 or 1-1

Throttle

Vim e I2

Closed

En ne
RPM

Idle

S
PSI

Manifold
Vacuum
In-He

Runge Record Record
.A.tual Spec.

r

,s

o
I

I

1

R

I

o V
oW
Y

j

AIR PRESSURE TEST
MECHANICAL PARTS
VERIFY PROBLEM
VALVE BODY MOUNTING FACES
SPEEDO DRIVEN GEAR
VACUUM TO DIAPHRAGM
CHECK DIAPHRAGM FOR LEAKAGE

.1.______

2.
s Re taret1[).
-..1 4 Re iii re t_4_9ST111.7_.Lsk
0
Wide Open
Below
1t equire
I

OT
OU
OX

.

2
i

ANr SERVO

I. Intermediate Band Adj.
2. Reverse Hand Adj.

PRESSURE TEST

-.7, 0

V,,:\CLIUMI HOSE ROUTING
Eit'AND

-I

-

REFER TO DIAGNOSIS WHEEL OR TO CAR

1

DIAGNOSIS MANUAL FOR ACTION TO TAKE
ON ANY "NOT OK" CONDITION,

S
1

Results

T-8-12
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sAmpLi
INSTRUCTOR'S,CHECKLIST
OVERHAUL AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Procedures
S

u

1, Cleaned entire outside of the tiansmission prior to

)

(

)

with a steam cleaner..
(

,

All openings'p/ugged to prevent the entrance of water
into the transmission.

)

.

(

Removed torque converter by simply pulling it off the stator

2.

( )

)

reaction,.Shaft.(

(

3.

)

(

)

(

)

Turned transmission upside down and removed the pan. .Screen and
valve body detached by removing their-hold-dcwn bolts:(

5.

)

(

)

Observed and noted check balls underthe valve bcdy if transvalve
mission equipped. Saved any gaskets found between the
biddy .halves or case to matthed up with the new gaskets.

)

Removed the front pump housing.(

(

(

7.

)

(

)

6.

)

(

)

".

fluid either in
from the converter,

'End-play is measured with a dial indicator. Checked planet
Play is corrected by one or
)
(
gears for too much play.
more selective thrust washers inside the transmission.

)

.

(

drain. The fluid
also circulates

Prior to disassembly, checked transmission for gear train end-play.
(

4.

Converter placed in a pan upside down to
that circulates through the transmission
through the torque convertet.
If there is any evidence of contaminated
the transmission or in-the drained fluid
the converter flushed.

)

-

,

Identified if front pumps must be remared with a slide
hammer Or hammers by locating two threaded boles in the pump
housing to connect the slicle hammers,

)

With the.front pump houiing removed, the front clutches and
planetary components remaved bk pulling them through the front
The rear planetary units are taken
( )
opening in the case.
out from the front, after the removal of snap rings on the output
Extension
housing
removed to allow acVess to the
)
shaft.
(
governor distributor sleeve and output shaft.
comThe clutch pack assemblies disassembled, using a clutch The
clutch
pressing tool. First, the outside snapo ring removed.
piston retained by a second snap ring.
SAFETY CAUTION:

(

)

This map ring is under spring pressure and should
be removed only with a compressing tool.

As tool removes the spring pressure by pressing on the piston,
As tool is released, retainer
(
snap ring is removed.
Piston may be removed by
and springs may be removed. (
taping the unit on a piece of wood or by applying compressed
air behind die piston.
)

)

SAFETY CAUTION:

(

)

(

)

(

)

8.

)

9.

(

)

:Afety glasses must be worn when using an
air hose.

a
Ail the metallic compments of the transmission cleaned in
solvent tank (as necessary). The valve in the valve body may or
may not be removed for cleaning, depending.upon how much conIf the valve
)
(
taminationqs evident in the transmission.
body disassembled, it is handled carefully so that springs and
valves are not mixed up.

After cleaning the transmission, parts inspected carefully for
in
abnormal wear. Replacement parts normally will be provided
well as
an overhaul set, including all servo and clutch seals, as mileage
If the transmission has very high
all necessary gaskets.
or extensive wear, the clutch discs cr shaft bushings may need
replacement.
,

(

.

10.

A new-seaktis installed on each of the clutch pietons.
Seal
(
The new seal stretched oround'the pieton.
inetalled in the correct direction. Piston and'seal lubricated
with transmission fluid ahcfpUshed,into the clutch cylinder.
Return epring(s) and.tetainer placed into position.
)
(
AsSembly,must compressed,with the clutch,tool and the snap
)
Steel and Iriction discs may then'be
)
(
ring Installed".
installed ai either ind'
installed in the cylinder. (Steeldiscs
of the clutch peek may be thicker than those:in the.middle.)
(

)

(

)

)

Tied the parts together on disassembly to aid in reassembly.

)

(

11.

)

(

)

New seal is installed on each.cf.the servo pistons:
be
If servo use a lionded seal requiring a now piston and seal,- to
replaced as a unit, pistOn and seal are lubricated, with transmission fluid and'$nstslled in the piston bore:

and eXtension housing are reOutput shaft,.governor assembly,
Planetary'componente- may
)
(
placed od the rear of thercase.
Clutch
)
(
then be installed through thelront.case opening.
packs are installed and the front pump bolted in,place.
..

12.

)

(

)

(

,

) Front.pump bolts torques: I.) After reassembly, rechecked
the.end-play with a dial indicator.
UsedReplaced all die check balls in the case passages. (
)
(
the_caea.
the-correct gaskets-to-mount-the-valve.body_in_place.on
Adjust the-band or bands Eo;
)
Installed filter screen.
)
(
Checked that all the linkage
the proper speciticitiens. 1 )
inside the transmission properliconnected.
11
;
(

)

(

(

)

13.

)

(

-

( 1, 15.

( )

(

(

(

Replaced the pan and pan gasket.

D

Eollowing thcovechaul instructions, assembled the trans)
(
Adjusted and checked tolerances ad directed.
(.)
mission.
Checked
to
be sure that bindiag does not ex4nt in the power
)
(
Installed dew gaskets and seals.
)
(
train or torque converter.
the
If applicable, Mench-checked oil pressures according to
manufacturer's specifications.
shiftin9
Installed transmission asiembly in the car and attach the
controls.

)

(

)

(

)

17.

(

)

18.

Adjusted the shifting controls. -

19.

to the carburetor,
Payed specific attention linkage connected
if equipped.
Filled the transmission according to the manufacturer's

)

)

(

14.

)

)

(

(

)

instructions.
(

)

(

)

20.

Tested oil pressures and band adjustments according to the
-manufacturer's instructions.

(All items applicable must be checked satisfactory.)

U ...Unsatisfactory

S = Satisfactory

T-8 714
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Unit 8.0 B - Drive Train With, Manual Transmission Maintenance and Repair
Answer.Sileet

Task 8.02
1.

.2.

shaft

retainer

3.

seal,

4.

bushing and rollers

5.

seal

6.

retainer

7.

sliding yoke

8.

retainer

9.

seal

10.

buShing and rollers

11.

bushing and rollers

12.

seal

13.

retainer

14.

cross

15.

retainer

Task 8.01 and 805
1.

clutch housing cover

2.

flywheel

3.

driven plate assetbly

4.

pressure piate-and,cover assembly

5.

throwut bearing

6.

clutch fork

T.

clutch hoUsing'

8.

clutch fork ball stud

T-8-Ans.
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.

Unit 84 B

Drive train With Manual/Transmission Maittenance and Repair

Answer Sheet (COn't.)
Task 8.05
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Task 8.07-, 8.08, and 8.09
1.

2.

3.
4.

T-8-Ans.
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2

5.,

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

Tasks 8.10, 8.11, 8.12 and 843
a.

pinion

b.

ring gear

c.

differential,pinion shaft

d.

differential Case

e.

differential case cover

f.

differential side gear

g.

flange

Multiple Choice
1.

2.
3.
4.

T-8-Ans. 3
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WHEELS AND TIRES

UNIT 9.0

OUTCOMEREFERENCED TESTS

TRUEFALSE
To remove a wheel from a car, you first set the parking

brakes:
2.

When inspecting a tire, yOil notiCe that the treadwearindicator is showing, and the tread depth is 1/16 inch or
The tire is safe for the driver to make a 500 mile
less.
trip.

3.

4.

5.

After raising a car so the tires are about 2 itches off the .
floor, you would proceed to remove the wheels by removing the
loosened nuts holding the wheel to the hub. Then, remove the
wheel.

When dismounting a frotit tire, mark a line across the tire and
rim so that the tire can be put back onto the rim in the same
position. This wili preserve the alignment of the front end.

Whet mounting a tubeless tire, first inflate the tire to fill
out the sidewall.

T-9-1
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UNIT 9.0

WHEELS AND TIRES

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS'

Based on the following illustrations of six different tire wear
patterns, identify the most probable cause and the typical correction
actions that would be recommended.

RAPID WEAR RAPID WEAR
AT CENTER
AT

CRACKED
TREADS

s,

WEAR ON
ONE SIDE
s,

FEATHERED
EDGE

BALD

SPOTS

sHouLotAs
4.

3.

2.

1.

5.

PROBABLE CAUSE
1.

aa

incorrect toe

2.

b.

excessive camber

3.

c.

wheels unbalanced

4.

d.

under inflation

5.

e.

under inflation or excessive_speed

f.

over inflation

6.

will

Describe the typical corrective action to recommend in each of the above
problems (illustration 1-6). (Short answers)
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

T-9--2

6.

Unit 9.0 - Wheels and Tires
Answer Sheet

True-False
I.

true

2.

false (tire should 'he replaced)

3.

false (safety stands.under fraii, then proceed to remove wheel)

4.

false (preserves balance of tire and wheel)

5.

false (about 40 psi)

.Probable Cause
I.

d

2.

f

4.

b

5.

a

6.

c

N,

T-9-Ans.
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UNIT 10.0 -'STEERING AND SUSPENSION
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Task 10.04

Performince Job Sheet
Steering Linkage:
1.

Identification

'

Identify the parts of the STEERING LINKAGE in the spaces provided
below:
1.

3.
4.

5.
6.

-

7:

630

Task 10.04 (Con't.)
2.

Identify the parts of the exploded view of.ete STURING LrNKAGE in
the spaces provided below.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

UNIT 10.0 - STEERING AND SUSPENSION
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 10.11

Student A says that
A rack and pinion steering system is shown below:
Student
B
says
that
pinion preload is
rack lash is adjusted at point X.
adjusted at point Y. Who is right?
a.
b.
c.
d.

.

student A
student B
both a and b
neither a nor b

BILLOWS

INNEN
TIE ROO END

T-10 -3
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UNIT 10.0 - STEERING AND SUSPENSION
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 10.25
-

The following alignment settings would result in which of the described
conditions?
a.
b.
c.
d.

left tire wear on inside, car does not pull to either side
right tire wear on inside, car pulls to left
right tire wear on outside, car pulls to left
right tire wear on outside, left tire wear on inside, car

f

pulls te, left

Specs

Readings

Camber
gaster

Left
+3/4° or
+45 min.

Ri ht
-1 1/2° or
-1° 30 min.

Q.:L--...-------Cl2------.-SVL-ts--z-''
1/16" to

°
3/16" or
.16mm to .48mm

.1/16" or

Toe-in

Left or Ri ht
0 to +1/2° or
0 to + 30 min.

.18*

6 33

.

UNIT 10.0 - STEERING AND SUSPENSION
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASC. 10.14 - PERFORMANCE TEST

On a given vehicle, using tools, equipment, and service manual
provided by the instructor; adjust worm gear end play and hi-points
in accordance with manufacturerYs procedures and specifications.
Road testthe service vehicle for proper performance. The
completed job must be to the instructor's standards.

TASK 10.18 - PERFORMANCE TEST
On a given automobile, Using information, tools, and equipment
furnished by the instructor; visually inspect the front suspension
system for worn or damaged parts and report the findings. Findings
must agree with the instructor's findings (100%).

TASK 10.23 - PERFORMANCE TEST
On a vehicle provided by the instructor; using information, tools,
and equipment to inClude a wheel balancer and wheel weights and a
wheel asseribly; balance the assembly. A static and dynamic balance
The balanced wheels and tires must not exhibit any
is recommended.
"wheel tramp" (hopping up and down) or "wobble" (shimmy). The
maximum time allowed for the adjustment is one hour per wheel. The
instractor's standards must be mete
,

TASK 10.25 - PERFORMANCE TEST
On a furnished vehicle with the front end out of alignment, using
the special tools, equipment, and service manual provided; check
the wheel alignment angles and align the front wheel following the
.manufacturer's specifications and procedures. The maximum time
allowed is two hours, but may very depending upon the type of vehicle
as decided by the instructor. Adjustment must be to recommend
settings. The vehicle must meet the manufacturer's specifications
and the instructor's standards.

T-10-5
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UNIT 11.0

1-

BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME REFERENCED TESTS

Identify the parts. of the DRUM BRAKE ASSEMBLY in the spaces provided.

.

8.

2.

9.

3.

10.

4.

11.

5.

12.

6.

13.

7.

14.

1

T-11-1
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UNIT'11.0 - BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 11.17
Identify the parts of the*DISC BRAKE UNIT by writing the names in the
spaces provided.
1.

1

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7..

8.
9.
10.

11.

TASKS 11.16 - 11.18
Brake overhaul work generally requires special tools such as the ones in
the illustration below. Identify these tools:
a.
b..

638
T-11-2
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UNIT 11.0 - BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME-REFERENCEDtTESTS

TASK 11.21 A
Identify the parts of _the MASTER CYLINDER in the spaces provided.
1.

13.

2.

14.

3.

15.

4.

.16.

5.

17.

6.

18.

7.

19.

8.

20.

9.

21.

10.

22.

11.,

23..

12.,

24.

17
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UNIT. 11.0 - BRAKING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OUTCOME -REFERENCRD,TESTS

TASK 11.10 - CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION___:

.

On a vehicle with possible braking-system malfunction or problem
(or using given hypothetical symptoms) and using necesaary tools,
equipment, and materials as well as provided service manual;
inspect the braking system of,the vehicle and diagnose the probable
problem(s).
Causes and corrections may be found in a
(Instructor's note:
number of publications such as Auto Service and Repair by Stockel.)
'The recommended,corrections must agree 100 percent with the
instructor's recommendationg or textbook/service manual
recommendations.

TASK 11.23 - PERFORMANCE

On a given vehicle, using servicemanual, necessary tools and
equipment provided; perform an operational brake inspection (test)
according to the manufacturer's procedures and tolerances. The
inspection should be accomplidhed within twice the time allowed by
the flat rate manual. Note any malfunctions in:
brake pedal and master cylinder
stoplight F 'itch

wheel cylinders and-brake shoe assemblies
brake drums
disc brakes
seals
parking brake
brake lines and hoses
chassie
Drive the vehicle to test brake action. The vehicle should stop
quickly, smoothly,"and with no tendency to dive or pull to the
The inspection findings must match the findings of the
side.
instructor 100 percent.
(Note to student:
situation.)

Observe safety precautions during this test

T-11-4,
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Date

Student

Instructor's Check

'Section

PERFORMANCE GOB SHEET
AD-JUST
't

Year

Model

Make of Car

Time Finished"

Time Started

Total Time

0

Flat Rata Time'
SRecial Tools, ECuioment, Parts, and.Materials
Lift jack

Stationary jack

Brake adjusiing tool

References

Manufacturer's Shop Manual
Repair Manual
, Service Bulletin

'SAMPLE INSTRUCTOR'S CHECKLIST
ADJUSTING. BRAKES

)

(

Recommended Procedure

U

A

1.

)

(

Lift the vehicle on a hoist or jack and support with jack stands.
Make sure the transmission is in neutral and
the emergency brake-is applied.

SAFETY CAUTION:

)

(

)

1.

Check the master cylinder fluid level.

(

)

(

)

3.

Remove rubber plugs from backing plates.

(

SAFETY CAUTION:

4,

Locate the star adjusting wheel.

)

5.

adjusting tool to turn the adjuster
Use a screwdriver cr brake
in a direCtion to expand the shoes against the drum.

(

)

6.

Adjust the brakes in an outward direction until the wheel is
difficult to turn.

(

)

7.

Back the adjuster wheel off until the wheel turns freely but
with a small amount of drag.

(

)

8.

Adjust each of the other assemblies in the same way..

9.

Lower the vehicle.

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Do not blow
Brake dust contains asbestos.
the dust in the air because it is dangerous
to.breathe.

)

(

)

10." eest drive the vehicle and check brake operation.
SAFETY CAUTION:

Obtain permission from your instructorbefore
test driving a vehicle.

A a Acceptable

U a Unacceptable
0

T-1,1-5
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Date

Stuaent

Inittuctor's Check

Section

SPECIFICATION CARD WORKSHEET
Specification takeh from publication;
1.

Year

6.

Transmission type

2.

Car Make

7.

w/wo Anti Pollution Equip.

3.

Number of Cylinders

4.

Dieplacement

5.

Carburetor

.8.
9.

10.

11. 'COMPRESSION PRESSURE
(ingine Section)

w/wo Air Conditioning
Spec. Card NumberSupplementary Card Number

Spec.

PSI

.

12.

COMPRESSION VARIATION
(Engine.Section)

Spec.

PSI Max..Var.

13.

DISTRIBUTOR ROTATION
(Engine SSctiOn)

Spec.

Rotation

14.

AIR GAP ADJUSTMENT
(SupplementatY Information) '

Spec.

Inch

15.

PICKUP COIL RESISTANCE
Troubleshooting (#3)

Spec.'"

to

16.

CRANKING VOLTAGE

Spec.

Volts (Min.)

Spec.

tO

Spec.

KV (Min.)

(Starting Section)
17.

OPERATINC.VOLTAGE

Ohms

Volts 9

(Charginy *rectic7:7)

18. COIL OUTPUT
(Ignition Section)
19

IGNITION TIMING

IGNITION kOVANCE ° 9 2500 RPM
(Ignition Section)

Spec;

to

Spec.

9 to

21.

IDLE SPEED
(Fuel.Section)

Spec.

RPM (Fed.)

22.

EMISSION LEVELS

Spec.

9

20.

(Fuel Section)
23.

24%

FUEL PUMP PRESSURE
(Fuel Section)

Spec.

FUEL PUMPVOLUME

Spec.

(Fuel Section
25.

COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE SIDE
(A/C Section)

26.

REPLACE FUEL FILTER
(Fuel System)

27.

PRIMARY RESISTANCE (PRESTOLITE)
(riETE501775Eri Section)

28.

29.

/GNITION CURRENT
(Ignition Section)

,

14

to

Cent. Only

RPM (Fed.)
PS/.9

PT 8

Sec'. 8

PSI

Spec.

to

Spec.

Mile Intervals

Spec.

to

Spec.

Amps

Ohms

EGR MEANS
.(Emission Control Section)

30.

OSAC TIME DELAY
(Supplementary Card)

31.

TIC ACT/VAT/ON TEMPERATURE
(supplementary Card)

tO

T-11-6
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RPM

TDC 8

Spec.

(Federal)

Seconos

RPM,

RPM

2001
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.UNIT 12.9

COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS TEST REPORT
Address

License

CitylState

Make/Yer/Model

Mileage

Engin

Auto CI

Transmission

Carburetor

Air Conditioning

Yes 0

Reason Fo Tests

TESTS

#1

k

BATTERY

CRANKING

OyN OIST RES
CPNELC
.

.

REL COMPRESSION
,
COIL OUTPUT
CRANKING VACUUM

#2

#3

NO
GO

OEG.

%

COMPUTER

APPROX. RPM

ALTERNATOR CHECK

COmPUTER

STEAM,

,

2500

COMPUTER

Rpm

OWELL

COMPUTER

OEG

CARBON moNoxIOE

f:OmPuTER
COmPUTER

%

OW

MAW= VACUUM

COMPUTER
VACUUM GAUGE

PCv TEsT

RPM & VAC GAUGE

ISET ENGINE SPEE0)
CARBON Aor40.410E
HYOROCAREIONS

COmPuTER
COmPUTER

APPROX RPM

COMPU% 'TR

F

lot. SECON0ARY RECI
IGN SECONOARY REO

COMPUTER
COMPUTER

PPM

INCHES (Num
INCHES

4

14.4IN),

v4.4.400

'SCOPE MISPLAY)
---\---SCOPE (OISPLAY)

KV MN)

SCOPE (DISPI AY)

VISUAL

SCCdEtRASTER.SHIFT)
SCOPE (RASTER SHIFT)

VISUAL

\fist,...)
VISUAL
VISUAL

ALTERNA TOR CONOITIGN

SCOPEIRASTERSHIFT)
SCOPE(RASTER,SHIFT)
SCOPE(SPCO PATTERNS)

mANIFOLO VACUUM

VACUUM GAUGE

INCHES IMINI

2

4

3

POWER

TvEN RipPiE

6

5

.
,:::::..:::. '.; ::::::' ::

-:I

RASE SPEE0

COMPUTER

Ca, RPM CHANGE

::: :.:*n::::::,,

SUAL
..

SECONDARY RESISTANCE

I

MO

%

SECONDARY INSULATION

OS

SHUINS
CHARGE

AmPs

ENGINE SPEEO

BREAKER POINT CONO
CAM LOBE ACCURACY

EVENNESS

e

7

I

BALANCE

SNAP
ACCELERATION

TEST
RESULT GO

VOLTS 4MAX)

PEAK TEST SPEEO

COIL & CONO CONOITION

#6

No 0

_

COIL POLARITY

AUTOMATIC

Yes U

RPM

KV !MINI

NITIAL TIMING

1t4

No 0

vOL Is (hum
AmPSImAx)

COMPUTER
VACUUM GAUGE

HyoROCAREIONS

LOW
CRUISE

ENTER
SPECIFICATIONS

READ

.

COMPuTER
COMPUTER
COMPUTER
COMPUTER
,COmPuTER
COMPUTER

STARTER ORAW

CRANKING SPEEO

IDLE

Converter

No I.?

n

Yes'

Tested By

TEST MO DE

ALTERNATOR
OUTPUT

Mileage Since Tune-Up

Sid' 0

Air Pump

IgnItion_Type_

.

Date

Phone

CUM011111r Nami

I

PEAK TEST SPEEO

COMPUTER

APPROX RPM 1

CARRON MONOXIGE

COMPUTER

% IMAX)

PLUG NO
1

2

3

4

COMPUTER
5
6

Kv(mAx)

8

2

2500

I

,
#7

HIGH
CRUISE

fSET ENGINE sPEE0)

COMPUTER

Rpm

Mat.

COMPUTER
COMPUTER

OEG.

COMPUTER
COMPUTER

OEG

COMPUTER
COMPUTER
COMPUTER

%

oviEta. VARIATION
T*MiNG AOVANCE

maim.

A0vANCE
CARBON moNomE
HyoRoCARBONS
CHARGING VOLTS
mANIFOLO VACUUM

VACUUM GAUGE
,

ESZ117*

T-12-1

2500

OEG IMAX 1
.

OEG

PPM

'7701,Ts"
INCHES
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE TEST REPORT

Customer Name

Phone

Date

' City/ State

license

fells

Mr CondltIonIngYos 0 No 0

TransmissionAuto 0 Std 0

EnpIne

Carburetor

Mileage Since Tune-Up

Mileage

akely / Model

I

ConverteiYas 0 Nb 0

Alr PumpYei 0 No 0

nItIon Type

Tea kW By

Reason For Tests

BATTERY, STARTING
CRANKING
BATTERY VOLTAGE1 SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS

VOLTMETER

VOLTS (MIN)

DWELLMETER

DEGREES

DWELLMETER

DEGREES
RPM

2.

DWELL

3.

DWELL
VARIATION

BREAKER POINT
SETTING
DISTRIBUTOR
MECH. CON D

IDLE SPEED
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10.
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15.

i

MECH AND VAC
TIMING ADVANCE ADVANCE
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SCOPE (DISPLAY) i KV( MIN)
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1
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MI
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'SCOPE
(SUPERIMPOSE)

4
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A
./..

BASE RPM
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ENGINE
16.
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i
1

SCOPE (DISPLAY)

5

6
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